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PROSPECTUS CONDENSED.
Sincere friends of the cause of spiritual freedom and universal brotherhood have

for some time been impressed with the need of a strictlyhigh-class odical represent»ing all phases of the “new thought.” It is confidently believed by een observers that
their fundamental principles are identical, and that the establishment of this unitary
basis would greatly facilitatethe work in every legitimate field of action.

In full recognition of this demand, The Allhnce Publishing Company begs to an-
nounce the publication of “Mnm.” This periodical will owe allegiance to no school, sect,
system, cult, or person. Its sole aim will be to aid in the progress of mankind through
a. cultivation of the knowledge of Truthwherever found, regardless of individual pre-judices and greconce tions. The responsibilityfor statements made in signed articks
will be assumed by e individual contributors; but it shall be our constant enduvor to
get such material only from authoritativesources.

A question of vital importance to-humanity is the reventlon and cure of disease
through the understanding and application of Law, w ch regulates life in its ngphases of spiritual, mental, and physical development. Our treatment of this subject
will be truly instructive and educational. The teaching will relate to practice as well
as to theory. Althou h this science of healing throughmind is-taughtunder many names
and has various 1:: es of application, yet it is essentially simple and practical, and weshalvli hceipe to give to the abstract principles a. concrete setting at once beneflcent and
con n ng.Among the many occult and psychic questions thatmay be re ed as withinthe
purview of this magazine are: Reincarnation and Adeptship; elepathy, or direct
thought-transference; Hallucinations and Premonitions; Phantasms of the living and
Apparitions of the (lead; Clairvoyance and Clair-audience: Ps chometry and Psychog-
raphy, or independent and automatic writing; Inspirational peaking; the Mediumiso
tic Trance; Spirit-photography,0 called: Phrenology and Palmistry; Astrology and
Symbolism; Hypnotism, its therapeutic and medico-legal aspects and attendant phe-
nomena of a.uto-suggestion and multiplex personality. e study of comparative relig-
ions will be made a feature of this magazine and dealt with in an im al and satis-
factory manner. Well-written articles of moderate length are soliclte from competent
authoritieson these and kindred subjects.

While granting due credit in Hindu metaphysics and the mysticism of the Orient
in general, we are yet inclined to look for the evelopment of a. Western Psychology
thatwill harmonizewith the conditions of life in the Occldevnt, at the same time tending
to promote the spiritual welfare of the race as awhole. “limb”hopes to become a fee
‘--ofincreasingim coin its growth. and in the work herein outlined we inviio

voperstion an support of all true loversodhumsnity.
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INGERSOLL ANSWERED.

BY THE REV. HENRY FRANK.

I am requested to reply to the interview with Colonel
Robert G. Ingersoll published in the March number of MIND.
I must first congratulate the editor in having secured from the
fdoughty colonel” so clean-cut and positive an expression of
his views on certain themes that he seems heretofore to have
ignored. I can well imagine the interviewer's surprise when
he fell under the spell of his kindly voice and eloquent mono-
logue. He is not at all the “sort of an Ingersoll” that the
sensational preacher delights in painting. I, too, recall the
pleasure of a visit some years ago to his refined and cul-
tured home, where Love and Truth seemed perched on every
casement.

_

When, however, I am expected to “answer” the Colonel’s
views, I cannot restrain an inward chuckle. Were I, as for-
merly, still incased in the iron mail of a “Christian warrior,”
what greater glory could I crave than the privilegeof hurling,
like another David, my little pebbles of “truth” straight
through the brain of the great iconoclast, and, mounting his
breast, exclaim, to the joy of Christendom, “See! he is dead
at last”? I know many ministers have experienced this ex-
treme pleasure, and their crowns await them. How often, oh!
how often, has Ingersoll been slainl But, somehow, his resur-
rections seem to be as frequent as his deaths.

Thus much have I written, preliminary, that the reader
might at once understand I am not entering the lists as one of
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Ingersol1’s vanquishers. I am not his enemy, but his friend.
Transposing Antony’s words, I might say: “I come to praise
Ingersoll, not to bury him.” I can heartily and unreservedly
indorse almost everythinghe says in the interview. He utters
so many truths it seems an indelicacyto point out even apparent
errors.

Ingersoll is always grand when he is philosophic; he is
weak only when he becomes dogmatic. Even “I don’t know"
may be as positive and restrictive as “I do know.” “N0 man
knows, or ever can know,” is easilyconverted into “Thus saith
the Lord.” When agnosticism clips the wings of human pos-
sibility, narrows the horizon of research, and cries to the
surging waves of widening knowledge, “Thus far, but no
farther,” it assumes all the prerogatives of ecclesiasticism and
wants only an August Comte to invent its ritual, its priesthood,
and its dogmatic pedantry.

When Colonel Ingersoll sermonizes on “Truth," I, too,
like the interviewer, would cry “Amen.” “By intellectual
hospitality," he says, “I mean the right of every one to think
and to express his thought. . . .

For many years the Church
has claimed to have ‘the truth,’ and has also insisted that it
is the duty of every man to believe it, whether it is reasonable
to him or not.” None can deny that the Colonel asserts in
these words a solemn and tremendous fact. But, perhaps, it
would not be requiring more than he would himself acknowl-
edge if we should insist thatto “intellectual hospitality” should
be added intellectual charity. Having enjoyed the preroga-
tive of both preacher and freethinker, perhaps I may be per-
mitted to enter a plea for “intellectual charity.” By that I
mean a mental attitude that assumes another may be as sincere
and honest in the promulgation of the articles of his “faith”
as one may be in his principles of “science." The preacher's
“faith” is to him knowledge, because he has been taught that
to question is to blaspheme—to doubt is to be damned. In-
flamed with such an idea, what wonder he flies through the‘
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world brandishing the torch of destruction over the ‘cowering
masses who are swift to “flee the wrath that is to come”?

John Wesley could never have stirred the world if he were
possessed of the philosophiccalm of Thomas Hobbes. And
with all its superstition and its bigotry, I still believe that the
world is better because of Methodism than it would "have been
without it. The world needed Methodism or it would never
have gotten it. When, therefore, Ingersoll says, “If the book
[the Bible] had never existed I thinkit would have been far
better for mankind.” I am forced, as an evolutionist, to take
issue with him.

I can conceive of a planet without the plesiosaurus and the
pterodactyl, the megathere and the mastodon; but it seems
that Nature could not make a man without the use of these
antecedent forms of life. It is useless to fly into the face of
Nature. She manufactures only what she requires, and she
rises from the baser to the better, from the lower to the higher.
I have no fault to find with Nature that she could not produce
me without first having produced my pithecoid ancestor, even
though it leave a trace of the monkey in my mental and
physical habits. She did the best she could.

So, through all the march of progress, cave—dwel1ings pre-
ceded citadels, and dug-outs palatial homes; hieroglyphs were
necessary before letters, and monoliths before books. So, I
say, in the growth of the human mind as well as of human
liberty,bigotry and barbarism must come beforemental breadth
and social unity; the priest and the potentate must precede the
school-teacher and the elective franchise; the “sacred desk”
must first exhaust its uses before the college chair and the lec-
ture platform can be endowed or patronized. The Bible must
antedate the scientific text-book. The creed and the c1ois-
ter must come before common sense and simple truth. There-
fore, I believe mankind is more blessed because of the Bible;
for it marks a stage in progress, and having passed that mile-
post we may speedily ascend the mountain-pathsof knowledge.
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When Colonel Ingersoll dilates on the distinction between
religion and theology, he scarcely goes far enough. He does
not take sufficient credit to himself, for he has undoubtedly
been one of the most potent factors in effecting the great intel-
lectual advance of the Church during the last few decades.
He says: “They still pretend to believe as they always have
—but theyhave changed their tone.” This is hardly fair. So
rapid has been the advance of the churches in the last few
years that there can scarcely be found a pulpit, outside of the
rural regions, that would harbor such a definition of hell and
eternal torture as was commonly preached from leading pul-
pits a quarter of a century ago. Jonathan Edwards, with all
his commanding eloquence, would be hooted from the chancel
were he to return and once more paint his favorite picture of
hell in lurid hues of fire and brimstone. Dante and Milton are
sought no more except as literary curios; and not a Sunday-
school child of to-day could understand the doctrines of
Thomas Aquinas or John Calvin.

The creed still exists, but it is never read. Should one
undertake now to preach the literal doctrines, which were
household words fifty years ago, he would be laughed down
as the harlequin of the pulpit. Even evangelists, such as
Moody and Jones, who are the last lingering relics of medieval-
ism, no longer dare to preach the literal dogmas of salvation.
Where the old-time preacher emphasized the “damnation” of
God’s scheme, themodern clings tenaciouslyto the “salvation.”
If the Colonel doubts this assertion let him challenge any
Presbyterian minister of prominence and character to rise in
his pulpit some Sunday morning, read the Westminster Con-
fession to his congregation, and assure them that if they
refuse to accept it literally he will refuse to continue to officiate
among them. I think the Colonel would himself be invited
the following Sunday to occupy that pulpit—to relieve the
people of the religious nausea thathad overtaken them.

Perhaps agnostics, who have never dwelt within“the taber-
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nacleof the Lord,” may not realize that the same conflict that
exists in the public mind, outside of the Church, also rages
within its confines. There, too, ceaselessly the claims of the-
ology wage war upon the comforts of religion. The common
people “carry their hearts on their sleeves.” They suffer;
they are in want; they die. They cry for sympathy, for con-
solation, for burial. They love the soft, subdued lights of the
cathedral windows, the soulful songs thatthrillfrom the choir-
loft, the tender words of light and love that sometimes fall
from sympathetic lips. They care nothing for the cold, chill-
ing forms of logic that are woven into worthless and fantastic
creeds—for a theology that was spun in the brains of school-
men and is as weak, compared to the religion for which they
crave, “as moonlight unto sunlight, and as water unto wine.”

The “inspiration” that Mr. Ingersoll says the Church still
claims is not the same article as was formerly insisted upon.
It is rapidly learning that inspiration is a natural quality, which
may enkindle every man and woman “with thoughts that
breathe and words that burn.” The old idea of plenary in-
spiration—thatevery word of theBible is God-given-—is about
as dead as the old idea of “hell.” Even the conservatively
orthodox are now claiming that the Bible merely “contains”
the word of God. It is the secret gem that lies hidden in the
huge mass of tradition, anecdote, poetry, history, and rhap-
sody which is euphemisticallycalled theHoly Bible. The early
Fathers had no such conception of inspiration as the modern
Church has adopted. They believedthat the “sibyllinebooks”
were equally inspired with the Bible. The notion of “verbal”
inspiration is not older as a church doctrine than the seven-
teenth century. Even the orthodox are beginning to see that
the real heresy lies rather in claiming too much than too little
for the inspiration of the Bible I do not say the Church of
to-day generallyaccepts thisconclusion; but thedrift is rapidly
that way. And before I reach the Colonel's age I expect to
see the entire orthodox body accept the results of literary
criticism.
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“All the prayers that have ever been uttered have died un-
answered in the heedless air,” says the Colonel. Is this liter-
ally true? We must first know what is meant by the word
prayer. If that term includes an altar, genuflections, a per-
sonal God, and the “quid-pro-quo” notion of paying God in
vows for what he bestows in gifts, then, of course, I fully in-
dorse what he says. But is thisall there is of prayer? Is not
real prayer rather a quality and attitude of mind than a lip-
expression? Is it not rather the very “hope” and “wish” that
Mr. Ingersoll confesses he often entertains? There is what
I call “worship by absorption.” To lift the heart to the good,
the true, the beautiful; to welcome every thought of probity
and honor, of kindliness and mercy; to hold the spirit of for-
giveness; to seek that permanent attitude of mind that will
inspire all to love and cherish us; to strive to becomemagnani-
mous, truthful, pure, and upright—all this is praying. It
seeks no favors from a personal God, who repays in the coin
with which he is paid; it needs no altar; it enters no confes-
sional; it burns no incense; it calls for no priestly intercession.
Nevertheless, it is prayer—in the truest, highest sense. Its
answer comes in the mental and moral response that is regis-
tered in the heart of an earnest man.

“According to your faith be it unto you” does not neces-
sarily mean faith in a god or at Christ. It may and should
mean faith in the discovered laws of Nature. One of the
most recent of these is the law of auto-suggestion. He that
sincerelyprays, althoughhe thinkshe petitions some god, really
prays to himself. That which he hopes and desires is indelibly
written in his highest being. It is distilled, betimes, like the
condensed atmosphere, into his common consciousness, and
then he sees himself as he has made himself by thought and
prayer and act. Every thought, every wish, whether good or
bad, becomes, in time, a quality of the soul, and ultimately
finds expression in the character. I would therefore just
reverse the words of Colonel Ingersoll. I would say, not
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that every prayer that has ever been uttered has died in the
heedless air, but that every prayer ever uttered has been
ineraseably carved upon the imaging air, which constitutes
the gallery of the countless portraits that hang upon the walls
of memory. Instead of saying, “I never pray,” in strict truth
he should say, “I always pray.” For no man worships his
ideals—his dreams of beauty, love, and hopefulness-—more
than the much—abused iconoclast of Gramercy Park.

Again, the Colonel says: “I do not know exactly what
you mean by materialism. I do not know what matter is.
. . .

If it is said that God created the universe, then there
must have been a time when he commenced to create,” etc.
When theagnostic employs thisargument he is warringagainst
an ancient and illogical conception of God, which is far re-
moved from the rational thinkerof to-day. There is no longer
any need to search for God outside of his universe. That
effort has extended through the ages and has proved as futile
as the search of Diogenes after a “man.” We must seek for
God within the universe, or the universe will never reveal him.

Ingersoll’s conception seems to involve the notion of a
limited universe, confined in the horizon of man’s actual know-
ledge. Of course, we know the visible universe is not all that
is. If it were, then there would be an end of discovery.
There would be no new worlds to explore—no unvisited sec-
tions of the heavens to search after. But the universe, in
fact, is infinite. Never will the possibilities of human re-
search be satisfied, so long as man's curiosity for knowledge
shall exist. The Ultima -Thule of Nature is undiscoverable.
Therefore, it is illogical and useless to seek for anythingout-
side of the universe. The universe is everything. The All
does not mean anything less than all. If God is all, then
there can be nothing outside of God. If the universe is all,
then there can be nothing outside of the universe. Two uni-
versals cannot coéxist, for the one must absorb the other.
Therefore, God is the universe and the universe is God.
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If this be decried as pantheism, the only answer is to ask
if Nature reveals such pantheism. If she does, then panthe-
ism is a fact in Nature. To decry it is to find fault with the
only revelation that has ever been vouchsafed to man. But
to realize God as coéxistent and coterminous with Nature is
not pantheism. That term refers, in the popular mind, to a
philosophythatlimits God to the revealed and phenomenaluni-
verse: Every objective feature of Nature is an actual feature
of Diety; Deity and visible Nature are one and the same.
The thought that the New Religion seeks to promulgate, how-
ever, is not that God is discerned in the actual and visible
universe, but in the ideal and invisible universe. The phe-
nomenal world we experience in dailylife is merely an effort to
express the ideal that inheres within it. We know that
nothing in Nature is perfect; still, we see in every imperfect
creature the very ideal which she seeks to express.

“Whoever thinksa faultless piece to see,
Thinks what ne'er was, nor is, nor e’er shall be.”

We know that Nature required eons of time to work
out the grand spectacle we daily behold. We know that in
each successive period of evolution the higher ideal, “toward
which the whole creation moved,” was merely hinted at, not
yet achieved; and at the present time we realize there are still
loftier ideals to be attained, which the heart of man cannot
conceive. Everywhere there is the inworking, invisible Ideal,
outworking through, the visible and realized Actual. The
indwelling and ever—working Ideal is, in my opinion, the best
description of Nature's Deity. This conception deifies Nature
and naturalizes Deity. It mantles her with a universal glam-
our of beautyand loveliness that permits the imagination, in-
deed, “to paint the lily”and adorn the rose.

In the light of this interpretation it is useless to look for
any real distinction between “matter” and “force.” Matter is
a form of force, and force is an expression of matter. Force
is the ever—present factor, and matter is the ever variable prod-
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uct. But as matter is resolvable into force, force is resolva-
ble into thought. Indeed, we are close to the physiological
proof of this. Force is not the last thing that can be found
in the universe, but the thought thatanimates and vitalizes it.
Thought, everywhere revealing itself in Nature, bodies forth
that Ideal which everything suggests, and seems to be the
moving energy that evolves the universe. There is less in-
soluble mystery in this assertion than there is in the statement
thatmatter and force are all thatconstitutes Nature.

Hence, when the Colonel says there can be no such thing
as a “scientific religion,” I must once more take issue. This is
the realm wherein his eyes seem still to be partly closed. He
insists that when religion becomes science it must cease to be
religion; it is simply science and nothingmore. I imagine the
Colonel is forced to this conclusion becausehis mind is colored
with the lurid glare of that ancient theology against which he
has been so long battling. Like many other agnostics, he
seems to conceive of no religion save one that is peopled with
intellectual bugaboos and mythological scarecrows. Religion
to him, apparently, means a personal God to pray to, a. host of
angels, and the threadbare “great white throne,” where spir-
its thrum theirgolden harps.

What is science? And what is religion?
Science is merely knowledge; systematic science is classi-

fied knowledge. Religion is that system of thought which
kindles the noblest emotions in the human breast and inspires
to loftiest deeds of virtue. Why, then, cannot religion find
its inspiration in science and science become profoundly relig-
ious? Must religion be always owl-eyed? Must she ever
parade her mummeries in the presence of mysteries? Must
she always be, like Cassandra, the prophetess of evil? Shall
she never sound the horn of hope or wear the robe of cheer?

I fear Colonel Ingersoll can thinkof no religion save that
which struts the earth in the grave—clothes of medievalism.
Why should not Nature, which is the only infallible text-book
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of science, awaken in the breast of humankind the noblest
thoughts and inspire us to deeds divine? Why shall I not find
as much and more true religion in the knowledge of Nature’s
workmanship, in the story of her stars and the poetry of her
flowers, than in aught the splendor of cathedral pageantry
affords? Why shall not one find in the slow progression of
unfolding forms of life, from organless amebaa to the infinite
variety of mammalian and man, the very soul of religious in-
spiration? The history of the human cell, embodying the
mystery of life, is more thrillingthan vesper songs or solenm
litanies.

There is, indeed, a science of religion that is science and
nothing more. But there is also a religion of science that is
yet scarcely born, but that some day will usher in that age of
love, enlightenment, and brotherhood for which humanity is
waiting. That religion will teach thatall Nature is one; that
all truth is one; thatheaven and earth are one; thathumanity
is one. It will teach that all religions have been right, for
they have been earnest but oft—deceived efforts to find the
“priceless pearl” of truth, buried beneaththe débris of slaugh-
tered men and crumbling civilizations. It will teach that
heaven must be realized here, transposing the theater of imag-
inary angels to the stage of ordinary men. Men must be
brothers; Right must be king; Truthmust be God. In that
new religion, Love shall be the Holy Ghost; Brotherhood the
Son of God, and theeternal Right theeverlastingFather. We
shall then know that these are not metaphors, but sterling
factors in the evolution of the race.

I have said that Truthshall be God. But what is Truth?
Truth is fact—verity. It is not what I think or wish; it is
what is. I possess the truth when what I think is identical
with what is. I have only error when I persist in hugging
what I think, after I know it is contradictory to what is.
Now, even agnostics may misinterpret error for truth. They
may insist upon retaining what they thinkeven when Nature
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proves that their thoughts are contrary to her facts. I fear
Colonel Ingersoll errs here too. “With these conclusions in
my mind——in my brain,” he says, “I have no confidence in
‘spiritual manifestations,’ and do not believe that any message
has ever been received from the dead. The testimony, . . .

coming even from men of science, has not the slightest weight
with me.” Here the Colonel seems to grow impatient. He
refuses to accept anybody’s testimony, even that of men of
science. This seems to me to go too far. It is the attitude
that “scientists,” a few centuries ago, assumed toward Harvey
when he discovered a new and incredible law of Nature; it is
the same spirit of incredulity that confronted Cyrus W. Field
when he believedhe could unite two continents with an electric
cable; it is the same spirit that ridiculed Morse when he
brought out his comical “ticking machine” that revolutionized
the commerce of the world.

To say that no one’s testimony has any weight with him,
even that of men of learning and cultivated, scientific habits
of thought, is certainly going as far as any dogmatist could
wish. Why should not such testimony rather whet the Colo-
nel's eagerness to learn whether a new law of Nature had
been discovered; and if so, arouse him to decipher its full force
and meaning? Why should he be so easily frightened? Does
he really think that “spooks” lurk in every alley and fly on
invisible broomsticks through the air? If he does not think
so, then why does he not enter the battle against the growing
multitude of people who seem to be daily convincing others
through lies and fabrications? If Spiritualism is absolutely
false, then it is doing a thousand-fold more wrong than ever
did the Christian Church. If it is founded on fabrication
and falsehood, it is rearing a superstructure of religious fanati-
cism and superstition more monstrous and indecent than the
vilest impositions of the medieval Church. Here, then, would
seem to be a fertile field, most inviting to a sane reformer.
Why does not Colonel Ingersoll attack Spiritualism as vigor-
ously as he does orthodox Christianity? Evidently the Colonel

I
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has a “shivering feeling” that there is something in it. He
admits thathe has “seen thingsdone thathe could not explain,
both by mediums and magicians.” But the wonder-work of
the magician need not arouse his iconoclastic zeal, for he
acknowledges that his work is but sleight-of-hand. Not so
with the medium. He asserts with vigor that he calls up the
very spirit of the dead, and causes him both to speak and to
appear. Would not the Colonel prove the sincerity of his
search after all truth if, like Wallace, Crookes, Zoéllner, and
other eminent scientists, he should engage in an earnest study
of this phase of alleged phenomena, and, instead of mere
indifference or antagonism, help to solve one of the most per-
plexing problems of the age?

He displays the same unfortunate and unscientific attitude
toward the work of the modern metaphysiciansand “thought”
healers. He says: “I have not the slightest confidence in
what is called ‘mind cure.’ I do not believe that thought, nor

any set of ideas, can cure a cancer, or prevent the hair from
falling out, or remove a tumor, or even freckles. . . .

If
the stomach is sour, soda is better than thinking.” This ap-
pears to be as dogmatic an ipse dixit, concerning one of the
most serious problems that confront the modern mind, as even
a theologian durst declare. Of course, Colonel Ingersoll has
the same right to entertain his personal belief and opinion
with regard to any question that may arise as has any other
citizen of this country. But as a public teacher, as the fore-
most reformer of all thatis wrong theologicallyand religiously,
he seems surprisingly willing, in the presence of one of the
most wonderful discoveries, to pass it by as if fit for the atten-
tion only of old women and little children.

How unwise it is to dogmatizewith regard to such claims,
whether of science or religion! Here is a clear field for
demonstration—for the discovery of fact. No one’s opinion
need be accepted; each person may learn for himself the truth
or the error of the claim. If the power to heal through mind
can be proved to be true, then no one can deny that one of the
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most beneficent discoveries of all time has been made in our
very day. If it proves to be false, then it will but show that
men sometimes chase will-o’—the—wisps in their eagerness to
find every quality of truth. But to pass so important a sub-
ject, with the mere turn of a metaphor and a happy epigram,
exposes a degree of indifference to a possible scientific truth
that is wholly inexcusable in a serious student.

The attitude of the New Religion and the New Thought
is precisely opposite to this. It fearlessly faces every possi-
bilityof knowledge, from whatever source it may come; it has
no ghosts to down—no foes disguised to dread. It asks only
for light—for truth. It believes that “there are more things
in heaven and earth than are dreamed of” in our science and
philosophy. It believes that many new forces, of which the
world has now but slight foresight, will be discovered, and
that what appears to the purblind to be miraculous will then
be but commonplace. It bases this belief on the‘experience of
the human race and the history of scientific discovery. It
believes that he who fears is foolish; for nothing can be re-
vealed that is not in Nature. There can be nothing in Nature
that, intelligently utilized, will not redound to the good of
humankind. It remembers that every new force was at first
perceived with blinking eyes and dubious attitude. It beholds
to-day the “resurrection in glory” of truths thathave long lain
in their sepulchers——-truths that were buried by the ignorance
and fear of past ages, now rehabilitated and exalted. It re-
members that the world laughed at a Mesmer and a Puysegur,
only to adore a Charcot and a Bemheiml In one age it cru-
cified and buried truth in the guise of “mesmerism,” only to
resurrect and glorify it in another age as “hypnotism” and
“suggestion.”

To this New Thought and New Religion I would that
Colonel Ingersoll and his followers might turn their earnest at-
tention, that they might become not only destroyers, but re-

builders, and upon the old ruins of a crumbling and forgotten
theology erect the noble temple of the everlastingTruth.



MAGIC AND SORCERY.

BY ALEXANDER wrmnn, n.n.

Some years ago there appeared a curious story of a man
thatexhibitedhim under two distinct phases of character. As
Dr. Jekyll he was noble, worthy, and excellent; but as Mr.
Hyde he displayed qualities entirely opposite. The repre-
sentations were ingenious, and to the superficial view even
fantastic. Careful reflection, however, would be certain to
divest them of every semblance of vagary. They were pic-
tures of what every one may beholdon self-examination. We
will find ourselves sometimes almost celestial in thought and
aspiration, but at other times very earthly in impulse and
action.

A

This twofold quality seems to pertain to every human un-
dertaking. It appears in social movements, in politics, and in
reformatory enterprises. Religions are spiritual and elevat-
ing, yet in another aspect they seem to pander to selfishness
and lust of dominion. We are able to describe every creed
as sublime in conception, and again as tinctured withbesotting
superstition. Such is the case with everything human. Ac-
cordingly, as all things are attracted to things of like nature,
we are prone to perceive and contemplate the qualities and
manifestations that are most like preconceived notions and
similar characteristics in our own minds. We see that which
we have eyes to see, whether it be vulgar or divine.

In nothing,perhaps, is this more conclusive than in the ac-
counts given by different persons of religious customs. We
have heard India and China described as having noble religious
faiths, and as abounding with degrading sensualism and men-
tal bondage. Doubtless if intelligent persons from either
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country should tell what they have observed of our own peo-
ple, the account would be no more flattering.

Analogous to this is what we read and observe in regard to
magic. The history of magic is coeval with the history of
mankind. We find in every ancient people the traces of be-
liefs, rites, and practises significant of a superior learning
and of mysterious relations of the natural to the supernatural.
In archaic periods these were included in one category, and
were esteemul as surpassing other endowments and acquisi-
tions. This received the designation of magic, or excellence,
as being the profounder wisdom.

Plato remarks that the Persian royal princes were in-
structed in magic, and explains_that by this is meant the wor-.
ship and service of Divinity. Apuleius is more explicit, and
defines it as “an art that teaches us most correctly how to
worship, that is consistent with piety and skill in divine know-
ledge, and that has been held in honor from the times of
Zoroaster as beingthe handmaid of the inhabitantsof heaven.”
Hence we observe that the rites and invocations employed in
the temples of Assyria were styled Chaldean magic.

Other learning, which we would consider as secular and
profane, was also included. It was thencalled sacred, as being
cultivated only by men of the sacerdotal rank. Cornelius
Agrippa has set this forth in plain terms. Magic he declares
to be “the most perfect and chief Science; that sacred and
sublimer kind of Philosophv; and lastly the most absolute
perfection of all most excellent Philosophy.” It embraces the
most-high mysteries, and also the knowledge of entire Nature.
It also instructs us in matters now classed as purely scientific,
“conceming the differing and agreement of things among
themselves, whereby it produces its wonderful effects, by unit-
ing the virtues of things by means of the applying of them
one to the other, and to their inferior suitable subjects, joining
and combining them together thoroughly by the powers and
virtues of the superior Bodies.” Thus it includes physical
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science, mathematics (including astronomy), and religious
dogma. Except a person should be skilful and accomplished
in all these, it was not possible for him to understand the
principles of which magic consists. We may perceive accord-
ingly why the members of the sacerdotal colleges were an-

ciently styled mages, or magicians, and why the profounder
scholars and philosophers in Europe during the Middle Ages
were reputed as proficients in magic lore.

The sacred learning, however, had fallen under a cloud in
Western Christendom. It was regarded as having a vital
connection with the supplanted Egyptian and Mithraic wor-
ships, and in this way “magic” was made a term of oppro-
brium. Not only Gnostics, Platonists, and Kabbalists were
proscribed, but all religious heretics, physicians that were not
priests, and scholars, especially those from Moorish universi-
ties, were liable to the ban of the Church, and in later centuries
to the atrocious cruc .ties of the Inquisition. Many thousands
were burned alive under the imputation of witchcraft, includ-
ing in the number some of the wisest and most liberal of their
time.

Meanwhile, there has likewise existed side by side with it
a counterpart, a magic of the left hand—a goéteia, or goétic
magic—having its inspiration from other sources and pander-
ing to unworthier ends. During the Middle Ages the alarm
that existed in regard to its prevalence afforded a pretext for
persecution and judicial murder, the turpitude of which can
be extenuated only upon the plea of a general madness. A
result has been that the pendulum has swung to the other ex-
treme. There is now a disposition to dispute the existence
of any magic art, and to impute its manifestations to conjura-
tion and sleight—of—hand. Nevertheless, the facts are not got
rid of so summarily. They are attested by actual observation
of witnesses in every period of history. The phenomena of
hypnotism and other psychic displays have afforded abundant
illustrations, and scientific experiment has added evidence.
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We may with good cause assent with Shakespeare to the ex-
planation that “we are such stuff as dreams are made on,” and
that there are more facts in heaven and earth than are con-
templated by a sensuous philosophy.

We need not be told that our acts are directed and im-
pelled by our own minds and wills. We have also learned that
individuals are able psyehically to transmit their thought and
purpose, to impress their beliefs upon others, and incite to
actions that were not intended before. The story of “Saul
among the prophets” is an excellent illustration. Persons
moved by strong passion—like hope, enthusiasm, terror, or
jealousy—often impel others to emotions and conduct that they
would never have thought of but for such influence. That
this mode of operation needs only to be wrought into a system
to constitute enchantment seems very plain. The occult, ma-
lign effect of anger and hatred upon their objects has often
been acknowledged; and there is also sound sense in the saying
that “curses come home to roost.”

It is hardly necessary to call attention to the Shamans of
Siberia, the “medicine-men” of the North American tribes,
and the mantrikas of India. The African wizards are likely
to achieve greater notoriety. The Obeah seems to be most
largely concerned with matters of life and health. Its adepts
make great use of drugs analogous to the “witch-herbs” em-

ployed by their fellow-witches of medieval Europe*; they
also see visions and make predictions. The woman at En-Dor,
whom King Saul visited, appears to have been of this class.
The Voudou (or Wanga) school is not radically different, but
more diabolic in many of its operations. It exists among the
colored population in America and the West Indies. Many
wonderful things are related of the occult powers of these
sorcerers.

Paracelsus distinguished carefully between the two de-
partments. Magic, or wisdom, is the highest power of the

‘The poppy, hemp, nightshade, monk’s-hood, and henbane, now much
employed in medicine, were used to produce cataleptic conditions.
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human spirit to employ invisible powers and all lower influ-
ences for the purpose of good. Will, love, and imagination
are magic forces, and he that knows how to develop them and
use them efiectually is a magus, or truly wise man. The em-
ploying of spiritual powers for evil and selfish purposes is
sorcery and necromancy. Thus sorcery deals with the powers
of the lower psychic nature, and magic with the supreme power
of thespirit. “The exercise of true magic does not require any
ceremonies or conjurations, or the making of circles or signs;
it requires neither benedictions nor maledictions in words,
neither verbal blessings nor curses; it only requires a strong
faith in the omnipotent power of all good. which can accom-
plish everything if it acts through a human mind that is
en rapport with it, and without which nothing useful can be
accomplished.”

Sour. whom we have loved have departed with characters
formed, wills yielded, appetites conquered. I believe they are
greatly capable of influencingus. They loved us dearly on earth;
prayed for us daily; would have made any sacrificesfor us. Now
‘they are in higher conditions; in fuller, freer, completer life.
Natural affinity of spirit, the constraint of tender aflection, the
urgent necessity that must rest upon every child of God for
remedial activity, will surely lead them to endeavor, at least, to
impress our spirits by some impact of mind upon mind, to set
free for us good influences by prayer. That we are not actively
conscious of their influence is no proof that they are not working
for our benefit. We were often unconscious or unregardful of
their love when they were with us.—Camm .Wilberforce.

THOSE anatomists, physiologists,and other scientists thatclaim
to know all about the constitution of man, because they have
studied the organization of his body, and who deny the existence
of a soul and spirit, know only a part—and in fact the most
unimportant part—of the essential constitution of man.—Franz
Hartmamt, M.D.



SPIRITUAL MARRIAGE.

BY c. STANILAND WAKE.

A private correspondent, for whose opinion I entertain the
greatest respect, in criticizing my article, “Natural and Spir-
itual,” in MIND for June, 1898, remarks that it does not do
justice to the sex question “in defining it as whollyon the lower
plane.” He says:

“I look upon the dilferentiationof sex as the first great step toward
altruism, in the line of biological evolution. It compels cafiperation in the
perpetuation of life; and in its higher manifestations is the great motive
cause of those family relations out of which all morality grows. Purified
and rightly controlled, directed to wise and normal ends, I regard marriage
as in every way a higher spiritual state than celibacy.”

According to thisview, the differentiationof sex is the first
stage in the formation of the social group, which is essential
to the development not only of the altruistic sentiment, but
also, as is now coming to be recognized by psychologists, of
the intellectual nature, and therefore of the rational faculty,
which is so important a factor in human culture So far I
quite agree withmy correspondent, and he cannot take a higher
view of the value of marriage than myself. The union be—
tween two complementary opposites, in which true marriage
consists, is universal throughout Nature, and indeed forms
the very basis of the progressive development of Nature to
which the term Evolution is applied. In the higher animal
world, as in the human, the union is an expression of certain
emotions or passions that thus find satisfaction. Whether it is
so or not in theplant or vegetable world is not yet known,but at
least even here marriage is the satisfactionof a want of some
kind, and there are reasons for believingthatplants have some

degree of sensation. They have at all events the irritability
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on which sensation depends. As to the physical world, its
very existence as a series of molecular manifestations is due to
the union between chemical elements of different kinds, which
union is the exhibition of the selective action attendant on
chemical affinity. Some elements, such as oxygen, will com-
bine with nearly all the other elements, while some, as for in-
stance nitrogen and the new element argon, show great re-
luctance to combine at all with others. Yet even the latter
have a certain degree of afiinity for certain other elements.
These facts show the operation of a selective principle, such as
is exhibited in so high a degree among animals and which
constitutes the active principle in human marriage. Thus
among thechemical elements there is a kind of marriage, which
may be said to occur when atoms of different kinds attract
each other. This is preceded by the attraction of similar
atoms among themselves, which is essential to the formation of
elements and therefore of the crystal, which is the first forma-
tive result of the action of the evolutionaryprinciple.

It is perhaps too early, however, to deny marriage even to
atoms, as facts have recently been brought to light that seem
to show that crystals undergo changes that denote a kind of
growth; and if so, there must be the action of internal force,
which probably depends on the coactivity of complementary
factors, such as are united in marriage. Polarity is a funda-
mental fact of Nature, and it consists in the possession by a

body of two opposite poles, one negative and the other posi-
tive, of which the latter attracts and the former repels cer-
tain other bodies. As atoms undoubtedly possess these prin-
ciples, they must be said to have a quasi marriage action. But,
as atoms do not exercise attractiveaction in the sense intended
above, true‘ marriage cannot be affirmed of them. They
exhibit the activity of the principle operative in the law of
segmentation with union of like to like, which does not re-

quire selection, rather than that of complementary opposites.
Polarity depends on an underlying unity that expresses itself
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in opposite directions, the terms negative and positive, active
and passive, external and internal, being applied to its varying
activity. As polarity belongs to all organic bodies it is really
the foundation of sex. This is especially observableof organ-
isms that possess the characteristics-ofboth sexes, and which
precede in development the appearance of true sex in different
though complementary organisms.

Moreover, as such bodies have polarity, they must actually
possess the elements of the opposite sex to that which charac-
terizes them. This fact is evidence of the underlying unity
of Nature, which everywhere partakes of polarity, even though
the organic bodies possessing it seek the satisfaction of their
wants by external activity. The differencingof sex is merely a

phase of the differentiation exhibited throughout every stage
of Nature’s progress, and it may be regarded as more fitted
for aiding in the evolution of Nature than any other phase of
differentiation. That it is essential to such evolution is also
a fact, as it is required to give rise to the family,with its in-
temal and external life, and to society itself.

But let us consider the nature of marriage under its higher
. aspects, and see what place the underlying unity of Nature

occupies in relation to it. That the primary raison d’étre of
marriage is the perpetuation of the race cannot be denied. In
perpetuating the race, however, it creates society through the
family group. But the family itself is composed of individ-
uals, and it is these thatmarriage has in view, and not society,
which, although a necessary result or ultimate product of
marriage, is not actually purposed at its formation. In most
cases nothing is proposed in marriage but the gratification of
the desires of the individual parties to it. This would not re-

quire “marriage” in theordinary sense of the term; but society
for its protection imposes certain conditions, and matrimony
is the operation of these conditions, among which the most
important are the indissolubilityof the marriage relation and
the limitation to one marital partner. It may be that among
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the higher races of men these social conditions have become
regarded as natural; and with them the true aim of marriage,
as the means provided by Nature for the perpetuation of the
race, with its gradual physical and mental improvement, has
come to be ‘fully recognized. Down to a comparatively recent
period in the world's history the wife was almost universally
considered the property of the husband, althoughusually under
oertain social restrictions, and actual purchase was required to
vest in him the right to her offspring. Among the peoples of
India and China marriage has especial relation to offspring,
which is desired for the perpetuation of the ancestral rites,
as it was among the early Aryan ancestors of the European
race, and the family was not regarded as complete until the
birthof a male child.

In the course of the family life there must necessarily be
developed, under the conditions presented by the pastoral state
of the early Aryans, the feelings of affection and the senti-
ments from which has arisen the morality of later ages—under
the influence, however, of the reason that was undergoing de-
velopment at the sa.me time. True morality consists in the
recognition of the rights of others, and the first persons to
benefit by such recognition would naturally be the members
of the familygroup, whether this be treated as the actual fam-
ilygroup known to modern society, or the gentile group, con-
sisting of persons descended from a common male or female
ancestor. Under the conditions of married life presmted
among the most civilized Christian peoples, the growth of
family affection is its most pronounced feature. It is when
this afiection is wanting that marriage is declared to be a
“failure”; and marriage fails usually either because love be-
tween husband and wife has never really existed, or because
its development has been arrested through mutual incom-
patibility,or through the assertion of the spirit of self. The
union of souls which is the fruit of a marriagebetween two per-
sons imbued with the spirit of mutual charity and forbearance
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is a beautiful sight, and it is reflected in the offspring born
under such happy conditions. Such a union is an actual
marriage, of a type superior to the physical marriage that is
its antecedent, although too often the latter never reaches that
fruition.

There is, however, a still higher development of marriage,
which constitutes its spiritual aspect. Here the physical phase
of marriage is completely lost sight of, or at all events sub-
ordinated to such an extent as practicallyto be so. The minds
of husband and wife have so permeated each other as to have
become but one, and heart beats to heart in perfect accord,
giving a life of complete harmony. Such a union as this is
based in marriage of soul and is born of mutual sympathy,but
it is of a higher order because it is the perfect union of the
highest factors of human nature. Marriage of souls has been
transmuted into marriage of spirits, and love itself has grown
into real friendship—that in which the minds of the persons
interested are moved to their depths and so knit together
that they have a common thought—and not the spurious
friendship of modern society, which is as the rulfled surface
of a shallow sea. The spiritual friendship that knows neither
sex nor age, and of which as fine examples have been dis-
played among so-called savages as thatof the classical case of
Damon and Pythias,is the true glory of married life. It is of
late appearance, because it requires the display of the most
perfect trust and confidence, based not on mere affection but
on reason and reflection.

It may be objected that this is “friendship,” not love; and
such must be admitted if the latter is no more than the passion
to which the term “love” is ‘ordinarilyapplied, and which is
especially associated with the animal nature. But the former

,

displays all thehighest attributes of thislove, and much besides,
as it is the fruit of the union of spirit and spirit—the refined
emergent of the most perfect physical and psychical activity.
In its nature it resembles more nearly what we should imagine
the “loves of the plants” to be, rather than the passionate
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yearning for physical and psychical union, which is characteris-
tic of the higher animals but finds its highest development in
man. Love—friendshipbetween husband and wife is developed
usually at an age when the passions are on the wane and the
physical nature is well-nigh subordinated to the rational. Being
a spiritual product, or rather the product of the union of
spirits, it possesses little of the physical element that plays so

large a part among the factors in ordinary marriage. Hence
it may be doubted whether this phase of love requires actual
marriage for its development. It has much in common with
the “platonic” affection about which so much has been written
—love that is intellectual rather than emotional; that is, based
on intellectual sympathy, although it necessarily affects the
emotions, which are, however, regulated and governed by
reason in their activity.

There is nothing in the nature of things against two per-
sons thus spiritually minded entering into the “holy state of
matrimony,” as the service of the Episcopal Church expresses
it, if they desire to do so for any special reason; and undoubt-
edly if such a union were blessed with offspring it might be
highly beneficial to the race. Possibly it might also be at-
tended with psychical experiences personally beneficial to the
parties to it; but celibacy, with the spiritual union referred to,
would be far preferable to marriage under the conditions of
ordinary life, if it could be fully carried out. On the other
hand, it cannot be denied that marriage “purified and rightly
controlled, directed to wise and normal ends,” is a higher state
than ordinary celibacy. That is best which is best suited to
the individual nature, and for many persons celibacy has its
advantages; and these should be allowed to dominate the
volition. The race has no particular claim on the individual.
Its claims are general, and they will always be satisfied by the
masses of mankind, who are governed in their conduct by the
organic individuality and have no idea of the development of
a refined personality-—such as that which marks the condition
of those who form a true spiritual union.



THE MISSION OF JESUS.
BY CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON.

Worship's deeper meaning lies
In mercy, and not sacrifice.
Not proud humilities of sense
And posturing of penitence,
But love’s unforced obedience;

Christ dwells not afar,

But here, amidst the poor and blind,
The bound and suffering of our kind;
In works we do, in prayers we pray,
Life of our life, he lives to-day.

——Wh:'m'er.

On a sabbath day, nearly nineteen hundred years ago, in
the city of Nazareth, a man, coarsely attired even for those
days, was seen to enter the synagogue. Having inquired of an
attendant, a book was handed to him, which he opened and read
from the prophet Esaias: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon
me, because he hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the
poor; he hath sent me to heal the broken-hearted, to preach
deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the
blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised, to preach the
acceptable year of the Lord.” Having read this, he closed
the book and returned it to the minister. Then addressing
the people, he said, “This day is this scripture fulfilled in
your ears.”

Now, although many centuries have elapsed since that
event, every civilized person living to-day knows who that
man was. It is not the man Jesus, but his mission, that we
are interested in—a mission that has been wofully misunder-
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stood in the past. Who is better able to tell what that mission
was than Jesus, who was "anointed of God” and filledwith the
very Spirit of Truth? Surely he, if any one, should be able
to tell; and in the passage quoted he does tell in a few words,
and in no uncertain way. His whole work is here made clear.
He does not say that he came to found a new religion, or to
promulgate a new creed or a new doctrine. No doubt he
thought that the people of that time had enough of that sort
of thing,as we have now.

Part of the mission of Jesus was to preach the gospel to
the poor. Strictly speaking, this may not mean those poor
in worldlygoods, but all thosewho feel theirown unworthiness
and who have a desire to attain to higher things. We might
say those that are poor in spirit—hungry and thirsty for spir-
itual nourishment: to such Jesus was going to preach the gos-
pel of Light and Truth. “He hath sent me to heal thebroken-
hearted.” Truly, his mission was a blessed one—one that
looms far above any whose aim is merely to give a new religion
or an ethical code to the world. “To heal the broken-hearted.”
How deep these words sink into the soul! Is it any wonder
we cherish his utterances and his deeds when we see what
loving compassion he entertained for all the wretched and
sorrowing? The broken-hearted have found and will ever
find comfort in his words and example.

But this does not mean that they must worship at the
throne of personality. Jesus was so permeated by the Spirit
of Love that it completely overshadowed the mere personality;
and that is why he spoke as never man spake. “I speak not of
myself,” he says; “but the Fatherthatdwellethin me, he doeth
the works.” It is not the spiritual part of our being that tells
us we are other than sons of God: it is the blind worship of
personality and form. It is just as necessary and expedient
for us to discard the personal way of viewing the Christ as it
was for the disciples of Jesus. The theologicalmisconceptions
concerning the life and mission of the “lowly Nazarene” arise
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from the stress laid upon the personal man and the lack of
knowledge concerning the spirit that animated and controlled
him. There is no ground whatever for believing that the
personality of Jesus differed from thatof other men. He him-
self made far less of thatpersonality than we do of ours; for,
as we see, he gives all honor and glory to the Spirit of God.
In this worship of personality we belittle the God we seek to
worship and make ineffective the teachings of Jesus. We
never find him declaring that God is a personality; but we
hear him proclaiming that God is Spirit, and must be wor-
shiped in spirit.

Besides healing the broken-hearted, Jesus was to set “the
captives” free. Who were those that he was to be instru-
mental in freeing? Coming down to our own age, we find the
same kind of captives thatexisted in his day. Riches, worldly
honors, ambition to excel, desire to obtain the plaudits of men
—these carry many captives. Jesus would release the men
that sought after riches by pointing to the kingdom within.
This would bring more abundant riches, which could not take
wings and flyaway but which would last eternally. He would
show those seeking after worldly honors that they- were but
chasing a fleeting shadow that could in no way bring them
permanent gain-—that honors conferred on them from “on
hig ” were the only lasting and true ones; and that the one
seeking the plaudits of men would find after all that it was
but vanity, and that the approval of God was far more to be
desired. Thus we find, by both word and example, he set the
captives free.

The restoring of sight to the blind was also a part of the
mission of Jesus. The people sat in darkness——in the region
and shadow of death. But he brought a light that dispelled
theclouds: theeyes thathad so long been blinded from looking
into the shadows and darkness were yet to see. Spiritual sight
was never given to man to peer into the shadows and darkness,
but that he might look up to the very heights whence cometh
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salvation. Looking heavenward, men lose sight of the un-
real—death is not even a shadow. They see and know nothing
save the great realities—Life, Love, and Truth—which are
in all and are all. Men have ever seemed more prone to dwell
in the darkness than in the light. Shadow has seemed to
contain more than substance, and thus they become blinded;
for, while in this state, they have no need of sight. So Jesus
came to show that, even though they were blind, their eyes
might yet be opened—the sight that had been dimmed might
yet see clearly.

And he “set at liberty” the “bruised.” Who were they?
The people going to the temples and the synagogues asking
for bread, while the priests and Levites were giving them
stones—feeding them on that which could never satisfy the
hungry soul. The soul can never be content with the things
of this world. Creed, form, and ostentation may satisfy the
outer man, but never the inner. These things but bruise and
torment; and the man or woman that is in any way bound to
them will be bruised—is captive in the fullest sense of the
word. The captivity and the bruising will continue until the
Spirit of Truth sets the weary ones free. The Truth alone
can make us free; therefore, until people see spiritually they
will be bruised.

Everything transpiring in the world about us is but a type
of things occurring in the invisible world of thoughts and
ideas. The outer form, or symbol, is nothing more than the
manifestation of these thoughts and ideas. Everything ex-

pressed in the visible world has its ideal, or counterpart, in
the invisible. If we can see no further than the form of
things, how is it possible for us to arrive at the true solution
of any of the great problems that confront us? If we view
the birth,crucifixion, and resurrection of Jesus from an exter-
nal or literal point of view, in what way is it going to profit us?
Let no false views cloud the mind. It is not what we believe
concerning what we see disclosed in the letter that saves us.
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By submitting our finite wills to the divine Will—by under-
standing our relation to the Source of all Life——life and im-
mortality are disclosed to our view. Let us not deceive our-
selves with the vain belief that through what we term intellect
we are able to fathom and understand the spiritual truths of
our being. The Spirit of God must first quicken the under-
standing before these thingscan be made plain. The interpre-
tation of spiritual things must come through spiritual chan-
nels before we can truly and clearly see.

Still another thingJesus was to do: “to preach the accepta-
ble year of the Lord.” That is, to show the people that God
was not to be sought after at certain times or seasons, but that
now is the day of salvation; that they need not wait seven

years before the year of rest should come.
To preach the gospel to the poor; to heal the broken-

hearted; to preach deliverance to the captives and recovering
of sight to the blind; to set at liberty them that are bruised;
to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord: this. then, is the
sum and substance of the mission of Jesus. Some would add
a great many things that Jesus never taught. They would
have us fall down and worship the man; they would have us
believe that it is through the shedding of his material blood
thatwe are saved. Now, let us understand this word shedding
aright. The shedding of his blood was the casting off of the
old nature——of something no longer useful. This is the true
meaning. It is the new life that is disclosed. It is this pas-
sage from death unto life that should bring joy and peace into
our lives; because we know that, if one soul has died to a

knowledge of earthly things and lived to a knowledge of
heavenlythings,thenthatwhich has come to pass in the develop-
ment of that soul, according to the eternal and unchanging
law of God, must come to pass in the development of all souls.

This is the great and glorious hope that should thrill the
breast of all mankind: that through man came the resurrection
from the dead. Man died when his personal will asserted its
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supremacy—when he was guided by his lower instincts and
animal propensities; and man arose from the dead when he
cast ofl these things and acknowledged the Will of God as
being the supreme and only will that he should recognize or
obey. So it is written that the first Adam was made a living
soul, but the last Adam was made a quickening spirit. Thus
we see how vain is the belief that the shedding of the material
blood of Jesus can advance us spiritually. Vain indeed are
thecommandmentsof men concerningthis. The Christ within
alone can save~—can set us free. Jesus of Nazareth points
out theway—he preaches thegospel of deliverance; but within
is the Deliverer thatcan enlighten every man that cometh into
theworld. The heir of God, thejoint heir withChrist, the son
of God, is to be found withinour own souls. The I Am-—the
God in the soul of man—is the resurrection and the life eternal.

There are other men that would ta.ke away from this mis-
sion of Jesus. They try to show that he was a fanatic, a dis-
turber of thepeace; thathis teachings are contrary to common
sense—as these men view common sense. With this class it
is hard to have patience.

We all know that God has a mission for every soul to per-
form. My brotheror my sister, have you truly found out what
thatmission is? Are you living for self, or are you advancing
heavenward by living and doing for others? Is your mission
to heal the sick; to preach deliverance to the captives; to pro-
claim the acceptable year of the Lord? Whatever it is, throw
your whole soul into it. Do not go about it in a half-hearted
way; make every thought, word, and deed count. What the
world needs to-day is practical Christianity, not theoretical.
The world is weary of the theoretical that is never put into
action. Theories may be grand and true; but of what avail
are they when not put to practical use? Would the teachings
of Jesus have made a lasting impression on the world if he
had failed in any way to live as he taught?

We find people to-day that talk with reverence of the
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Sermon on the Mount and the good it has accomplished. Yet
they are very far from adapting or applying the great princi-
ples contained therein. In reality the Sermon might as well
never have been spoken, so far as theyare concerned; for they
do not receive any real or lasting good from it. Of what use
are all the philosophiesand religions of the world if not put
into practical use? “Be not deceived; God is not mocked.”
We may deceive men withour outward professions of religion;
we may observe every rite and form; we may talk like angels
of light: but God knows the thoughts and intents of the heart.
He judges our every thought; to him we all render our ac-
count; and we shall find that mere pretension is a coin not
current in God’s realm. How can we expect to reap where
we have not sown?

It is unmistakably true that me, each and all, have a mis-
sion ; and no matter whether it be high or low, in the eyes of
the world, we know that with God there is neither high nor
low. God requires only that each shall carry on his mission
in this world according to his degree of spiritual unfoldment;
and having done this faithfully,the “still. small voice,” speak-
ing from within, says: “Well done, good and faithful servant;
enter thou into the joy of thylord.”

 

THE outer man may act what the inner man thinks,but think-
ing is actingin the sphere of thought; and theproducts of thought
are transcendentally substantial, even if they are not thrown into
objectivity on the material plane. The inner man is and does
what he desires and thinks.—FranzHartmann, M.D.

 

NINETY-NINE out of every hundred facts are medical lies, and
medical doctrines are, for themost part, stark, staring nonsense.-
Prof. Gregory, of Edinburgh Medical College.

 

I AM a fellow-citizen of every man that thinks. Truthis my
country.—Lamartine.



HYGIENE OF RELIGIOUS EMOTIONS.

BY HARRIET B. BRADBURY.

Of all forms of mental activity there are none that wield
so mighty a determining influence upon the actions not so

strong a molding power upon the whole life, both mental and
physical, as the emotions. And of all emotions there are none
more powerful, more subtle, or less understood than those
connected with religious experience.

When we observe the disastrous effects of some forms of
“revivalism” even among intelligent people, and yet more
when we see the absurd and useless demonstrations into which
emotional religion carries some of our colored brethren, and
occasionally an individual of the more phlegmatic Northern
blood, we are in danger of hastily concluding that emotion
ought to play no part in re1igion—that it is dangerous and
quite unnecessary. This, however, is an error as serious as
its opposite. Religious experience in one sense is an emotion,
or a class of emotions. Whether we regard them as the origin
or merely as the concomitant of the religious life, they are

absolutely inseparable from it, and are at once the proof of its
existence and the reward of the one so living. “The fruits
of the Spirit are love, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.” A
religious life without these emotions is not a truly religious
life, but a mere moral imitation of it.

There are many who argue that such a life is better than
one into which religious emotion enters to any extent. I
maintain that it is not, but that, on the contrary, it is dwarf-
ing, distorting, and paralyzing to the best activities of mind
and body. Love, peace, and joy, when experienced in the
religious sense, are of a quality superior to the corresponding
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emotions on any lower plane of feeling. Love that has no
religious quality whatever cannot be truly pure or unselfish;
peace without a thought of the divine Power that sustains us
and the whole universe is nothingbut indifference, or lethargy;
and joy without a desire to sing praises is merely animal
spirits. Such feelings cannot sustain us when trouble comes.
Neither can a cold, severe morality, like the ancient Roman
Stoicism, develop a character at once lovable and strong.

There are emotional dangers to be met in every high and
beautiful experience. In musicians the emotional nature is
always evident—frequently at the expense of poise and self-
control. While there are many notable exceptions, yet mu-
sicians as a class are proverbially jealous, excitable, and im-
petuous. In composing, they are frequently so lifted out of
themselves that the power of the feeling expressed assumes-a
sway over the nervous organism that is very prejudicial to
health and mental balance. Sidney Lanier, in his youth, was
so possessed by his love for music that his father feared its
effect upon his health and induced him to give up his desire
to make it his profession. He was sometimes found uncon-
scious on the floor of his room, overcome by the fatal fascina-
tion of his violin. He, however, continued to play on various
instruments, and was known before his death as one of the
greatest of modern flute-players.

In proportion as any power we possess is great, it is also
dangerous when misused. In proportion as a faculty is high,
it is also subtle, diflicult to analyze, and easilyperverted. Yet
it is only the coward who for this reason would flee from the
world or decline to cultivate the best that is in him. We can
never escape from our own higher Self, for the voice of the
soul will be heard; and the more it is stifled the more agonized
will be its pleadings for recognition, whether in conscious
longing or in nervous or physical suffering. The soul must
have its rights if we are to be either happy or successful in
any true sense. And it is a mistake to think that that means
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yielding to something-dangerous; for reason is also of the
soul, and together with the will should be enthroned supreme
in theconsciousness. The emotions may bebrought absolutely
under the control of the will, at least so far as the veto power
—the power of inhibition—isconcerned.

The pleasurable emotions are all good in their plaoe—
eminently useful as well as enjoyable; yet they should not
be habituallysought for the mere pleasure that is in them, nor
allowed to dominate the soul as if they were an end in them-
selves. This is the mistake made by religious devotees and
ecstatics, as well as by the mere hedonist and the frivolous-
minded of every class. In the religious life the danger comes
not from intentional selfishness, but from misapprehension.
The one desire of the devotee is to know God's will and give
himself up entirely to it. An answer seems to come in the rap-
ture that follows prayer and the consciousness of power and
quickened life on all the planes of being. The animal nature
as well as the spiritual receives new vigor, and here the novice
finds his first peril. The rules _of all religions meet this
danger by enjoining fasts and self-denial, long vigils and
profound meditation—that the body may be kept in subjec-
tion.

_

These increase the liability to ecstasy or trance, and
when such states are regarded as God-possessed conditions
rather than as pathological manifestations the last hold upon
common sense is gone, and the lengths to which the devotee
may go in his abnormal development will be measured only
by the intensity of his desire for God‘. He has created for
himself an emotional ideal, and then, not realizing that it is his
own creation and good only so long as he can use it for his own
or others’ benefit, he attributes to it the character of a god—or
of God, the one All-Power. God is in reality far greater
than can be revealed in a passing state of emotion. or even of
trance. Those who think they are giving themselves up to
him in yielding to such conditions are simply subjecting the
God in themselves to that which is merely a product of their
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own creative power. Sometimes they become fairly obsessed
by this mental creation, yielding up first the power of motion,
then consciousness, and sometimes even life itself in an insane
ecstasy.

The soul that can experience the intenser religious emo-
tions is entitled to the knowledge thatGod dwells in the reason
as well as in the imagination; indeed, it needs this knowledge
to make it conscious of its right to control that which seems
at first to be a divine power outside of it, demanding to be
allowed supremacy. If one can grasp thetruth thatall psychic
and spiritual powers are given to man to control, not to be
controlled by—to be used for practical ends, not to be enjoyed
as an end in themselves; if, also, the body be recognized as
an expression of the soul, whose condition is reflected in and
upon it, and whose health can never mean the body’s ill
health—then one has realized one’s own divine rights and
one’s position as a son of God and not a mere toy whose highest
purpose is to be perfectly helpless in the power of unseen
forces. The divine Life within is like a mighty river with
whose current we should wish to move onward in entire obe-
dience. But there is only a narrow channel in this river where
it is safe to sail—the channel of perfect unselfishness and ab-
solute harmony on all the planes of being. It is necessary to
watch and steer our barks with the utmost care and judgment,
lest they be caught in the water-weeds among the shallows
or broken in pieces upon some hidden rock.

Reason is the only guide we have in this matter. Rea-
son should stand guard continually, and should be faithfully
educated that she may be worthy of the task committed to
her. The will should be cultivated, and this is best done by
cultivating an absolute faith in its power and in the possibility
of divine guidance through the messages of the intuition, in-
terpreted by the educated reason. Under the supervision of
these two guardian angels, the emotions may safely be culti-
vated, and all the immense power that is in them may be used
for the upbuildingof both soul and body.
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The Rosicrucian theory of the spiritual life is exceedingly
suggestive, embodying as it does a deep and vital truth:

“This trinity of Intelligence, Will, and Love is a manifestation of the
Divine Trinity in Unity, making of man a microcosmic God.

“The soul is a glowing spark in an Infinite Flame.
“The vibrations of these triune forces develop heat, which is generally

diffused throughout the body as a gentle warmth. This heat may be
powerfully increased and drawn to a center in the breast, where it burns
with a pure and conscious flame. This is the baptism with fire and the
Holy Ghost, and is typified by the fire kept burning on the altars cf the
ancient tples.”

Probably all who have entered deeply into religious ex-
perience have felt a touch, at least, of this warmth about the
heart, and have realized that with it came a desire to give help
or strength to some one else. It also brings feelings of kindli-
ness toward all living things and a consciousness of quickened
life in both soul and body. It is so distinctly not of the in-
tellect that it seems like a life within us not our own; hence
the name of “indwelling Spirit.” Thus far the emotion is
healthful and beneficial in every way. Indeed, it may become
very intense while the will still controls and directs it with a
conscious purpose. In some the intensity of life and love be-
comes so great that a sort of magnetic energy seems to shoot
down the arms and clench the hands, which incline to open
only in a gesture of bestowal, as if giving to others the super-
abundant life with which the organism is charged.

Here a second danger confronts the soul. When one has
overcome the temptation to let these feelings dominate the
mind, or to seek them for the pleasurable sensations that they
bring, one is met by the temptation to control others by the
magnetic power of the will. The animal nature may seize
and make use of this new power, unless the will inhibits this
activity with great determination. Intense sensations must
have an outlet somewhere; therefore, it is necessary to realize
that, in moments of the truest understanding, sensation is
stilled and not stimulated. One should hear the voice that
says: “Put ofi thyshoes from off thyfeet, for the place where-
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on thou standest is holy ground.” Standing in the great calm
of the divine Presence, all the intense activityof the quickened
life-forces falls into harmonious motion. Realizing the power
of the thought-vibrationsemanating from a mind thus vital-
ized, one may be content simply to be strong one’s self, letting
the stimulating influence of one’s own deep realization reach
other minds; for this will promote a much stronger and more
normal growth in them than to try to convert them to one’s
own way of thinking or make them do according to one’s
own ideal of right. “To thineown self be true” is the most
important motto for thesoul thathas begun to develop spiritual
powers, and should be bound between the eyes and graven
upon the tablets of the heart.

 

HE who lives near to Nature's heart lives the longest, learns
the most, and dies the happiest. Nature is the divine guide; he
who passively follows her will pursue paths of righteousness and
peace. To be wise is to.be natural; he who perverts Nature in-
jures himself. The supreme power that sustains the harmony of
the Cosmos will also sustain us in harmony and happiness if we
yield to its pervading presence. Nature is truthful; she never
wanders from her course; she attains her ideal. Truthis her in-
spiration and her abiding principle. We are the children of Na-
ture. If we obey the Truth,we too shall be perfected and beau-
tified. In Truth there can be no error. In Truth there can be
no darlcness—for darkness is confusion; but where Truth pre-
vails order exists. Hence, in Truth there can be no failure, no
sin, no death. They are but shadows devoid of substance. In
Nature theyhave no existence. The light is supreme; somewhere
the sun is ever shining. Likewise, Truthnever sets, though like

_

the sun she may cast countless shadows. If we live in the Truth
we shall live in the light. Light is eternal; darkness is momen-
tary. Night is but the shadow cast by the day; the night passes,
but the day is everlasting. Let us rest in the bosom of Nature;
come close to her heart; feel our kinship and learn from her the
lessons of life.—-Rev. Henry Frank.



HAPPINESS AS A DUTY.

BY ELIZA CALVERT HALL.

It is quite a novelty to have happiness presented to us in
theguise of a duty. We know well enough what our ordinary
duties are. Truthfulness,honesty, purity, patience—we know
the stern list by heart. But happiness is not included in the
category. We are quite sure that the right to be miserable
is inalienable, and happiness is merely a desirable state of
mind—it is neithera virtue nor a duty. Indeed, thepessimism
of the age would teach us to look on happiness as a species of
imbeci1ity—-a certain sign of menml inferiority. Balzac ex-
presses the popular sentiment on this point when he declares
thatonly thestupid are happy; and he only echoed theopinion
of thegreat Doctor Johnson, who used to declare that no man
was happy in the present moment except when he was drunk.
Mrs. Piozzi tells us that-
“he did not like any one who said he was happy, or who said any one else
was so. ‘It was all cant,’ he would cry; ‘thedog knows he is miserable all
the time.’ A friend whom he loved exceedinglytold him on some occasion
that his wife’s sister was really happy and called upon the lady to confirm
his assertion, which she did somewhat roundly, as we say, and with an
accmt and manner calculated to offend Dr. Johnson if her position had
not been suficient, without anythingmore, to put him in a very ill humor.
‘If your sister-in-law, sir, is really the contented being she professes her-
self, her life gives the lie to every research of humanity, for she is happy

_

without health, without beauty,without money, and without understand-
ing.‘ This story he told me himself; and I expressed something of the
horror I felt. ‘The same stupidity,’ said he, ‘that prompted her to extol
felicity she never felt, hindered her from feeling what shocks you on
repetition. I tell you the woman is ugly and sickly and foolish and poor,
and would it not make a man hang himself to hear such a creature say
she was happy?’ "

It is a great pity that the biographerdid not give the name
of this sister-in-law of Johnson’s friend. She undoubtedly
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deserved to be handed down to posterity as one of those rare,
delightful beings that have a genius for happiness—not mere
talent, but absolute genius. She did not have happiness
thrust upon her in the shape of health, wealth, beauty, and
intellect; she achievedit, though lackingall these things. We
have quite a vivid picture of this nameless sister-in-law, who
so provoked Johnson's wrath by daring to be happy without
being well or rich or beautifulor intellectual—or drunk. We
are sure she was a lovable, loving being, whose society was
always in great demand among her acquaintances: one of
those universal favorites whom everybody calls—“Aunt Betty”
or “Cousin Susan,” perhaps. All children loved her, and she
had, we are sure, a small army of adopted nieces and nephews
to whom she was more of a maternal relative than their verita-
ble mothers. In this day she would have been a famous kin-
dergartener and a writer on child culture. We feel it is a

fragment of a liberal education to catch the small glimpse of
her personality the biographer gives us; and when we find
Johnson exulting over his brutal remark to her, we could
heartilywish thatthe wretched old pessimist had gone out and
hanged himself——but thatwould have resulted in the curtailing
of the most interesting biographyin the world.

The task that fell to the lot of the sister-in-law of John-
son’s friend is the task that confronts the average man and
woman: to be happy in spite of poverty, sickness, a plain face,
and an ordinary mind. One, two, three, perhaps all four, of
these conditions are pretty sure to be present in our case. Yet
happiness under such circumstances is just as much a duty as
chastity or honesty; and only under such circumstances is
happiness any credit to us. Anybody ought to be happy if he
have health, wealth, beauty,and brains; but it requires a very
superior mind to produce happiness out of the very lack of
these qualities.

It is strange that we have taken happiness out of the cata-
logue of duties. Even the Shorter Catechism sets forth en-
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joyment as one of the “chief ends” of man. All good children
know the familiar words, “to glorify God and enjoy him for-
ever.” We profess to believein a religion whose central prin-
ciple is joy; but our sad faces and bitter words six days in
every week belie all the professions of the seventh day, and
in our inmost hearts we have enshrined the pessimism of
Schopenhauer, who says: “A happy life is impossible; the
highest thata man can attain to is the fate of a hero.”

Pessimism would be excusable if it were always accompan-
ied by the heroic attitude of mind. But of course theordinary
mortal finds it too troublesome to be a hero. He takes his pes-
simism pure and simple, and fancies he is doing a fine thing
when he brings his clouded face and gloomy conversation into
the sunny radius of those obtuse creatures who have not
learned the wisdom of being miserable. He likes to tell them
that “everything in life indicates that earthly happiness is
destined to be frustrated or to be recognized as an illusion”;
that “ life proves a continued deception in great as well as in
small matters”; that “the happiest moment of the happiest
mortal is still the moment when he falls asleep.” He knows
all the literature of woe by heart from Byron down to Schopen-
hauer; but, no matter how cultured, how fascinating, how
attractive he may be, you should shun him as you would a
leper.

A happy life impossible? Ask this question of the men
and women that have blessed the world by their presence.
Ask the Brownings, or Kingsley,or Phillips Brooks, or Celia
Thaxter, or Robert Louis Stevenson. These all knew both
the secret and the duty of happiness; and it was this knowl-
edge that gave worth so abiding to their lives and writings.

To be happy is to enter the kingdom of heaven as little
children. “The kingdom of heaven is of those who are easily
pleased, who love, and who give pleasure.” If you are putting
off the day of happiness until you get a diamond necklace, or
a new velvet carpet, or a Satsuma vase, or a fur-lined cloak, or
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a point-laceflounce, or a handful of fame, or a purseful of gold,
you are very likelyto die miserable. If you are going to throw
away your pessimism and be happy, now is the accepted time
—-now is the day of salvation. It will never be easier for you
to take this step than it is right now; for real, permanent
happiness does not flow from material possessions. It comes
from an attitude of mind that enables one to get pleasure out
of the simple, common, every-day things of life. It was this
state of mind that enabled Thoreau to be happy in his little
cabin by the Walden pond. “I had this advantage, at least,”
he says, “in my mode of life, over those who were obliged to
look abroad for amusement, thatmy life itself was my amuse-
ment and never ceased to be novel.” And then he tells us
what pleasure he derived from housework: how he set his
scanty furniture out on the grass, sprinkled white sand on the
floor, and scrubbed it clean with water from his beloved
Walden.

One must own that it was the infrequency of this task and
its easy simplicity that made up much of its charm. If
Thoreauhad had to sweep and dust and scrub a modern house,
inhabitedby five or six lively childrenwiththeaverage capacity
for bringing in dirt, and if this work had been laid on him
three hundred and sixty-five days in each year for a couple of
decades, he probably would not have felt like writing philo-
sophic essays on the pleasant pastime of housework. Still,
there is a lesson in the Walden episode. If you are going to
be happy there is no use waiting for the time when there will
be no housework. There is something morally wrong about
the woman that does not enjoy making things clean: every
genuine woman knows the bliss that comes from looking at a
spotless bed-room, parlor, dining-room, and kitchen. Suppose
you begin from this day to look on the broom and the scrub-
bing-brush as means of happiness. Think no more of the
duty of housework, but consider religiously that it is your
duty to be happy while doing your housework, and becauseof
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that very work. Every day will then have one large occasion
for happiness, even though Wealth goes by on the other side
of the street, Health stands on the doorstep and will not enter,
and you are _only one of the thousands of commonplace per-
sons in the world.

VThe authorof “St. Ives” found occasion for being happy
in such small things as “beams from happy human eyes,"
“morning skies,” and “books and food and summer rain.”
Distinguished novelists and poets have no monopoly of these
things. They are free to all; but Mr. John Smith, with a
good bank account and a robust constitution, will sit down in
the midst of these blessings and proceed to be a pessimist:
while a man of Stevenson's ilk, with death and poverty close
by him, will manufacture eternal happiness and contentment
out of the same material. Anybody, any day, may have a
kind glance from a happy human eye. The next time you
encounter one of these messengers of happiness recognize it
as such and be glad for human friendship.

Anotherblessed optimist, Charles Lamb, found much com-
fort in books; he declares that a good book is a greater cause
for thanksgivingthan a dinner. We only wish that he had
written the proposed “grace” before Milton and Shakespeare.
If you are a reading pessimist, go into your library and say
a grace over your books whenever you feel an attack of extra
unhappiness ccming on, and drown your sorrows in a poem
or a chapter by some optimist who believeswithBrowning that
“God's in his heaven; all’s right with the world.” If you are
not a reading pessimist, take your daily food for a means of
happiness, just as children take theirs. As for morning skies,
summer rain, and all the rest of Nature's marvels—-these were
meant to be a source of perpetual ecstasy to us, and would be
so if we had not wandered so far from Nature that she is a

stranger and we are aliens. The woman that cannot find in
a glorious sunset a higher happiness than she gets from her
new silkgown is not worthyof thegown. If she cannot enjoy
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the green grass and daffodils in spring, merely because she
has to wear her last year's bonnet on Easter Sunday, she is a

poor, mean, commonplace creature, who needs to be born
again in order to know the secret of happy living that takes
one into the kingdom of heaven right here on earth.

I know a mother who trains her little children to observe
all the beautiful phenomena of Nature: the sunset, the sun-
rise, the purple mist on the hills, the shadows of clouds on the
landscape, the tints of flowers, the softness and grace of blos-
soming grass; and she is laying thus, broad and deep, the
foundation for a happiness that all the storms and stress of
after-life will not be able to destroy.

Happiness is an art. It can be taught just as we teach
music and painting. Or we may call it a habit of mind, which
may be acquired just as we have acquired the opposite habit
of unhappiness; and the gain is beyondcomputation. Happi-
ness in your heart means beautyand health in your body and
prosperity in the outward circumstances of your life. How
many successful pessimists do you know? “Ah, but,” I hear
you~say, “a man is an optimist because he is successful I” On
the contrary, my friend, there is a great body of evidence that
goes to show thatmen are successful becausetheyare optimists.
But, however that may be, it is worth while to make the ex-
periment. Just begin to cultivate the plant Happiness as
assiduously as you have been cultivating the herb Misery, and
see if theworld willnot blossom out into a great flower-garden.

That sweet poetess who made the name of Appledore
famous was a firm believerin the duty of being happy. Here
is a scrap of her suxmy philosophy,which you might take as
an antidote to Schopenhauer:

"Stand in the sunshine sweet
And treasure every ray,

Nor seek with stubborn feet
» The darksome way.

Have courage! Keep good cheer!
Our longest time is brief.
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To tnose who hold you dear
Bring no more grief.

But cherish blisses small,
Grateful for least delight

That to your lot doth fall,
However slight.

And, 10! all hearts will bring
Love to make glad your days;

Blessings untold will spring
About your ways.

So shall life bloom and shine,
Lifted its pain above,

Crowned with this gift divine-
The gift of Love.”

And when you go into church and kneel down to acknow-
ledge your “manifoldsins and transgressions against Almighty
God,” remember to include your unhappiness in the confes-
sion. Be just as penitent over that as you are over the rest
of the things you have done that you ought not to have done,
and firmly resolve never to do so again.

 

THE power of the will is the main point in medicine. A man
who wishes every one well will produce good efiects. One who
begrudges everybody everything good, and who hates himself,
may experience on his own person the efiects of his evil thoughts.
—ParaceLms.

 

THE good that we receive is not recognized because it causes
no pain. N0 one complains about receiving more blessings than
he merits; but the deserved “evil”that we receive causes sufier-
ing, and the “unmerited” evil is keenly resented.—Franz Hart-
man», M.D.

 

MANY of the leaders of medical thought, far from believing
that the difierent microbes are the direct causes of the diseases
with which they are associated, say they are in reality the conse-
quences or products of such ma1adies.—New York Herald (Edi-
torial).



HOW TO ATTAIN IDEALS.

xv MARY nonnms nun.

There is an inner sphere of life that offers untold possi-
bilitiesto the soul desiring to enter it. Our lives shadow forth
disoords and inharrnony when we do not recognize the roots
of our being that draw sustenance for the physical body from
this unseen realm. To attain ideals in any line, if permanent
satisfaction is gained it is necessary to penetrate the depth of
life, where—all unknown until we unfold a knowledge of
them-—theroots of our being are held and nourished by the
invisible substance to which we owe existence. It is useless
to say that less attention should be given to the external side
of life; that far more of the heart, mind, might, and strength
should be turned toward cultivating those elements that in-
crease vitality and happiness. We know this to be true, but
the question is still before us as to how we can reverse our
present manner of living. VS/hat method is there for making
ourselves love the inner realm of life as much as the outer?

We hold ideals of the glad results that might be ours
through the mastery of mind; we strive to dominate the
physical life with thoughts of our innate power and wisdom;
but the every-day current of friction and unrest carries us too
frequently along with the great throng of human beings that
have no desire, as yet, to live except in the ministry of the
senses and to acquire external knowledge. We must grasp
our ideals with a firmer determination to make them practical.
We must enter life withthe new purpose of making God mani-
fest in our visible selves. We must have for our first delight
the revealing of the Self, and this means an every-day effort
to rise above devitalizing thoughts that obstruct the avenues
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through which we discern the hidden splendor of our being.
There are attributes of life that produce harmony, and there
are elements of character thatproduce disease.

The root of disease is fear. Removing fear from the con-
sciousness of one who suffers is like removing the slide from a
magic lantern whereon is stamped the picture that becomes a
reflection from the instrument. Without the slide there can
be no reflected picture; without the element of fear in the
mind there cannot be discords in the body. It does not neces-
sarily follow that the fear must be of disease, or physical suf-
fering. There are many forms of fear, and we create them
unconsciously. Fear is theresult of not having beenawakened
to the fact of immortality. Imagine what the life of a person
would be that could base every act upon the absolute know-
ledge of unending existence! What could make life seem
easier, or brighter, or more precious, than to know without a
doubt that you are a deathless, immortal soul, whose pilgrim-
age through this world and every other world is for the pur-
pose of discovering and revealing two facts—your Self and
God! What better work could be given us than thatof earn-
ing a consciousness of immortality? This is just what we are
doing through our present limitations and experiences.

If we would attain any ideal, let us begin with the right
kind of effort to build all future work upon. Let us carry our
ideals of the imperishable Self into every detail of life; for
this is the method through which the knowledge of our im-
mortal existence shall become as much of a certainty to our
consciousness as that the sun will shine to-morrow. This
knowledge of immortality exists in the Self, and these limited
perceptions that exclude a true vision of the inner life will
expand if we desire above all things to know the Self and to
re-present it visibly. The work of re-presenting the Self is
of such a nature that every degree of attainment can be in-
cluded. It is so simple and orderly a process—this striving
to dominate the discords produced through a lack of knowing
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how great we are! It is so glad a work to unfold the highest
possibilitiesof the soul after it has once turned its loves toward
manifesting an ideal state here and now!

The lack of knowing that we are made up of imperishable
elements can be overcome by holding an ideal of the Self above
every other thought. Fear is then dissipated; consciousness
of untold possibilitiesin our higher Self unfolds; the things
we did not dream of doing while we dwelt under the shadow
of our own limitations become certainties and happy achieve-
ments. I will fear no evil. Why? Because I an composed
of indestructible elements, which are in life yesterday, to-day,
and forever the same. They are the essence of life, and they
cannot be destroyed. Harmony, love, vitality, joy, patience,
intelligence, truth, and mercy are elements that I hold in my
Self. These form the pattern, or infinite ideal, thatI an daily
striving to express. Shall I allow the vision of my limited
self the power to trammel and fetter my activities that it had
before I became awake to the fact of my unity with all potent
elunents of life? I will fear no evil because I have learned
how to obey the two commandments that, when followed, will
place every soul where a knowledge of its oneness with God
will unfold. The seeming trials and injustice of life become
transformed into deep shadings, which add tone and power to
thebright picture of existence.

If my highest ideal is to manifest the Creator, and I may
learn to love him through the attributes I find in my own soul,
then I can also love my neighbor as myself because the Self
of every creature is composed of the same imperishable ele-
ments that are the substance of my being. This is the kind
of love that literally casts out fear. It is the love that opens
the way toward any attainment a soul may desire; and it can
be cultivated and unfolded by simply going to work with a
determination to place the thought of the perfect Self above
and around every discordant thought.

Let go of the fear that you cannot be what you most
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desire to be, and cherish in its place the hope that is born of
trying to discern the infinite possibilitiesof your inmost life.
Let the thought of your helplessness or weakness go from you,
and place these words in letters of fire, where they can be
imaged forth from your consciousness in the place of the pic-
ture you hold of limitation, sorrow, grief, disappointment,
anxiety, or trouble: “I am an imperishable being! I discern
in myself the elements of hope, love, will, harmony, power,
and health! I take hold of these elements and use them for
establishing a determination to make my life yield higher
results!”

There is absolutely nothing that can stand in the way of
a dauntless soul—made dauntless through recognition of the
right to proclaim its own mastery over limitations. Strong
souls are made strong throughovercoming. Every time a fear
is overcome a new element of strength unfolds, and the in-
dividual is nearer the attainment of ideals. “Ye are strong
in spirit, my beloved.” Rise to your full stature, and take
from omnipotent Love the power to bring into visible mani-
festation the highest and best that you can discover in your
Self!

 

IF there be no reasons to suppose that we have existed before
that period at which our existence apparently commences, then
there are no grounds for supposing thatwe shall continue to exist
after our existence has apparently ceased.-—Shelley.

 

Tm-: deep conviction of the indestructibleness of our nature
through death, which every one carries at the bottom of his heart,
depends altogether upon the consciousness of the original and
eternal nature of our being.—Schopenhauer.

 

THE Mind is its own place, and in itself can make a heaven of
hell, or a hell of heaven.—MiIton.



UNSOUGHT PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES.

nv HELEN L. HANNING.

Psychic experiences that come unsought are invested with
a peculiar interest. To some they come but rarely, perhaps
only once in a lifetime. Sometimes they come with warning,
occasionally with direction or rescue from imminent, unseen
danger, and frequently with the spirit of consolation. I have
no theoryor explanationto ofier, but would only seek to chroni-
cle some well-attested instances that have come to my per-
sonal notice.

The first occurred in a Quaker family, and is related to
me by a friend who knows the ladies whom it concerns very
well. It may be remarked in passing that the New Thought
doctrine of the Divine Irnmanence, which is spreading so
rapidly, and which conscientious students find as precious as
the “pearl of great price,” is largely a revival of Quakerism.
Some, though not all, of the Friends have realized this cher-
ished Inner Light, which theyknow so well as Guidance, Wis-
dom, and Love—as the “health of their flesh” also: and the
leaders among the early Friends had some remarkable ac-
periences in healing.

A few years ago a mother and two daughters, members of
the Society of Friends, were returning home in a carriage from
a journey of several miles. It was an uncommonly dark
evening, with gatheringclouds, and they had to trust to their
horse to keep the road. A culvert, with steep embankments
on either side and no railing, had to be crossed, and they were
all apprehensive of this as a point of possible danger, though
none of themvoiced the fear. As theyneared theplace, a light
shone around it, clearly revealing the roadway over the little
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bridge. The horse shied slightly at first at this remarkable
illumination,but accepted it and crossed safely. One of the
daughters cried out, “What is that?” when the mother an-
swered, solemnly and with awe: “It is light in answer to my
prayer. For the last half-hour I have been thinking about
this narrow embankmentand praying thatwe might have suf-
ficient light to guide us over in safety.”

_

Why should this be considered more remarkable than the
light that suddenly shone round about Paul on his journey to
Damascus? In the unchangeableness of the God of Nature,
control of phenomena may be experienced by any one who
realizes his need sufficiently to call out with faith into the
silence, as did the lady referred to above. Some may wonder
if a thunderstorm were not gathering, and if the light were
not due to a “chance” flash of lightning. But this illumination
was entirely different in appearance, being a soft, steady glow,
or what might be termed a radiance. Besides, there was no
electrical disturbance noticeable. But if such had been the
case, it would have been but another way of answering the
prayer of faith.

Following is the experience of a lady whose domestic re-
lations were unhappy, and who was battling with ill-healthand
discouragement in consequence. The record of it is copied
from a letter she wrote to an intimate friend:

“Quite recently I had a remarkable dream, or vision-—I
hardly know what to call it, but I know that it was beautiful
and precious. My mother came to me and lay down in the
bed,_and held me long and close——in that firm way that one
clasps a hand in intense sympathy. I opened my eyes. It was
quite dark, but I turned my head to look at her. She was
plainly visible—withthat clear, youthful look in her eyes that
they showed the day before she left me. I was a little afraid
and thoughtto call my daughter, but rememberedthatthe door
was locked and that I should have to get out of bed to open it.
Then mother seemed to hold me closer, and I thought: ‘Surely
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I need have no fear of the mother who loved me more than
any one else ever did—theblessed mother who never did aught
but love and help me to the last hour of her earth life!’ And
although she spoke not a word, yet there came to me a sense
of utter contentment, and something like an exhilaration of
happiness that has remained with me ever since.‘ I cannot
explain it, but my mother seemed to bring peace and comfort
so tangible and real as to abide withme."

Another lady, well known to thewriter, was circumstanced
in a way similar to the one above referred to. She finally
reached a point of despair at which she was ready to give up
everything,as she declared, and make no more effort to bring
about improved conditions. Throwing herself on her bed
in this mood, she soon becameunaocountably calm. Then the
silence was broken by the well-remembered voice of her mo-
ther, who had passed on some years before, saying, “Be faith-
ful to theend, dear child, and you will not failof your reward.”
This message was an inspiration that aroused her to renewed
efl’ort, and gave her courage faithfullyto abide in what seemed
a hard path of duty. In the end her reward was abundant.

A gentleman whom I know very well was a few years ago
engaged in repairing a piece of machinery in a factory. It
was run by water-power, and the gate was supposed to be en-
tirely closed and the whole machinery thrown out of gear.
He was at work inside a cylindrical shaft, when suddenly he
paused and looked up on hearing his Christian name spoken
distinctly and sharply by a woman’s voice. No woman met
his gaze, but what he did see was that the wheels of the ma-
chinery had begun to turn. Instantly recognizing his dan-
ger, he made a spring thatenabled him to catch hold of a beam,
to which he clung with desperation until he could be rescued.
The delay of a minute would have been fatal; and as it was, a

part of his clothingwas torn from him. It was found that the
water-gate was imperfectly closed, and the pressure of the
water had finally forced it open.
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BY AGNES Pnocri:n.*
“While lllon, like u mist, rou into hWC'I."

Mystical dreams that bewilder the senses,Mystical visions that dance thro h the mind,
Mystical fairies that hover aroun us,Mystical truths that but few of us find!

Doubting, yet hoping-
Fearing, yet longing

_For the weird fancies some do perceive;Upholding—sighing—Denying-crying-
Why do these images come not to me?
Beautiful thoughts must ennoble the thinker;
Beautiful acts do their mission perform;
Beautiful words in their moments of sorrow-
Beautiful truths the whole world will reforinl

Waiting and working,Hoping and trusting,Patiently striving God's methods to learn:
Onward! Ke going!Believing and owingQuicken the fire that forever_ will burn!

Knowledge will come when we strive for possession;
Wisdom soon follows the mind well attuned;
Love holds the light that illuminesour searching-Truth,the firm rock on which souls have communed!

Knowledge sublime!
Wisdom divine!

Following principles of Nature’s vast mold!
Great in endeavor,Aspiring forever,

Man is a god, aye, in power and in soul!
Spiritual essence of a soul-life divine-
Spiritual courage enlightens the mind!
Spiritual whispers we list for afar-
Spiritual eyes that can pierce through a star!Ralpture entrancing,Al things enhancing,Deep into depths of the Soul's surging seal

oys so ecstatic,
ruths so emphatic,Bringing great glory to thee and to me!

’Waken thy heart to this inner sensation!
’Waken thy soul to the great Emanation!
’Waken tlnne eyes to this vision of beauty!’Waken thine ears to a sense of thy duty!Higher and higher-

_
Aspire, oh, as ire!

Delve with the mystics and earn to be free!
Spirit will ide thee,Love will a ide thee-

There is only one God for thee and for me!
‘Anated to have been received clnirnudientlyfrom the spirit of Adahhence lenken.



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

AN INTERNATIONAL METAPHYSICAL LEAGUE.

HE New Thought Convention, to which editorial refer-
ence was made in MIND for February, was held in the

large hall of The Alliance of Divine Unity, Hartford, Conn.,
on the 21st and 22d of that month. We are glad to_ announce
that the attendance was both large and enthusiasticat every ses-

sion, and that the Conference was successful in every way. Its
most important and direct result was the formation of an Inter-
national Metaphysical League, which will hold yearly Conven-
tions and serve as a basis of operations and a source of inspira-
tion to afliliatedindividuals and organizations in every land where
the New Metaphysics has gained a foothold. As the movement
has grown and popular ignorance concerning its principles and
aims has been dispelled, the need of such a centralizationof force
and unification of effort has become increasinglymanifest. But
all friends of the higher life may now rejoice in the establishing
of this permanent body, as a crystallization of the divided efforts
of the past and an incentive to wider activity in the future.

While it is not intended to be a “church,” or a source of
“authority”or of dogmatism in any matter pertaining to the in-
dividual conscience or belief, and while it will not seek to abridge
in any way the right of independent study or investigation, yet
it can scarcely be doubted that the creation of this League of co-

workers in the cause of spiritual growth and freedom marks an

important epoch in the history of the metaphysical movement.
Among the pregnant truths that were revealed in the speeches
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at the Convention was the fact that the propaganda is not so
“sectarian” as many had supposed. A valuable paper from the
pen of Mr. Henry Wood was read at one of the meetings; and it
is our intention to present, in a later issue of MIND, some extracts
from this as well as from the principal addresses.

It was not a mere coalition that was effected, but rather a

recognition of the actual parallelismthatalready exists among the
various schools giving expression to the New Thought. It was

plainly shown that there is nothing Utopian or chimerical about
the idea of spiritualizingscience and of making religion scientific;
also, thattheoperation of theprinciples expounded by the different
teachers cannot be successfully restricted to a single phase of
demonstration in human afiairs. They are susceptible of uni-
versal application and adaptable to local conditions everywhere.

Much credit is due to the originator of the idea of holding the
Convention; and we congratulate him, as well as the New
Thought movement in general, upon its successful issue and far-
reaching significance. We are indebted to the Secretary, Mr.
Warren A. Rodman, for an interesting report of the proceedings,
from which we make the following extracts and commend them
to the attention of every reader:

“The aim of the Convention was to unify all the forces that
are working in the same general direction, and to pave the way
for a definite and permanent organization in the early fall of the
present year. It was a gathering of earnest, thoughtful people,
brought together by a common interest in broad and fundamental
truths about ‘God, Freedom, and Immortality.’ Paul Tyner, edi-
tor of the Arena, says in a private letter:

“ ‘The formation of The International League means a new
and important chapter in the movement. It is at last placed on its
right basis. Properly organized and directed, it seems to me very
certain thathundreds of small organizations scattered all over the
country will be glad to come into the League and be energized by
its spirit. Those of us who understand how much concentration
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means in" individual work must readily see that the formation of
the League gives the New Thought the much—needed power of
centralized organization."

“The need of such an association has long been felt by workers
along constructive lines; but the sentiment was crystallized by
Mr. Charles Brodie Patterson early in the present year. He
issued a circular letter asking for the cooperation of organiza-
tions and individuals in arranging for a preliminary convention.
The response was immediate and very cordial, and led to the issu-
ance of an Announcement thatsaid, among other things:

“ ‘In order to increase the etficiency of the difierent organiza-
tions concerned in the New Thought movement, it seems desira-
ble to form a central -organization by means of which all inter-
ested in the advancement of this movement may come into closer
touch with one another; and, through occasional conferences,
receive the benefit of one another’s continually enlarging experi-
ence, thus bringing about a consolidation of forces. While it
is not expected that this one Convention will accomplish this con-
solidation, yet it is hoped that it will open the way to yearly Con-
ventions to be held in different cities, and thatin time an organized
association of the various societies may be brought about.’

“February 21 st, 1899, really markedthebeginningof themeta-
physical movement in concrete form. And why ‘metaphysical’?
Much thought was bestowed on the selection of a name, and no
other one seemed so full of rich and deep meaning, so broad
and inclusive, as this. Another strong point in its favor is its
use at present by many local organizations along these lines.
Note some of its definitions from authoritativesources:

“ ‘Metaphysics is an unusually obstinate attempt to think
clearly and consistently.’—Prof. William James, of Harvard
College.

“ ‘Metaphysics is the science that unifies and harmonizes the
laws and principles of all the other sciences.’—E. B. Titchener.

“ ‘Metaphysics is the science of the inner and essential nature
of things.’—CenturyDictionary.

“ ‘Metaphysics is the science of God, Freedom, and Immor-
tality.’—Kant.
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“It is perhaps more nearly in the sense of the last definition
that the word is used as a part of the name of our already great
movement.

“The term International may seem somewhat ambitious for
immediate use; but it is a suggestive fact that a letter was re-
ceived from Toronto, Canada, not a half-hour after it was deter-
mined upon, urging that it be adopted.

“Pendingits approval by the next Convention, the name Inter-
national Metaphysical League was adopted, and a somewhat infor-
mal organization was effected by the election of the following
ofiicers: President, Charles Brodie Patterson of New York; Vice-
President, Henry S. Tafft of Providence; Secretary, Warren A.
Rodman of Boston; Assistant Secretary, Harry Gestefeld of New
York; Treasurer, William E. Uptegrove of Brooklyn; Executive
Committee: Miss Esther Henry of Hartford, Miss Georgina I. S.
Andrews of New York, Dr. J. W. Winkley of Boston, George
Alexander of Providence, John W. Hussey of Brooklyn, Bolton
Hall of New York, Miss Helen M. Dyer of Philadelphia, Miss
Mimic S. Davis of Springfield, Albert Pausch of Hartford, Paul
Tyner of Boston, Miss Sarah J. Farmer of Eliot, Me., and Mrs.
Mary E. Chapin of Boston.

“Five sessions were held, the first one a business session, and
the others devoted to the following varied and interesting ad-
dresses: ‘Man’s Normal Nature,’ J. W. Winkley, M.D., Boston;
‘The Great Unawakened,’ Miss Harriet B. Bradbury, Providence;
‘The Need of a Key-Note,’ Warren A. Rodman, Boston; ‘Har-
mony,’ Miss Minnie S. Davis, Hartford; ‘The Opulence of
Power,’ Mrs. Jean Porter Rudd, Norwich; ‘The Irrepressible
Conflict,’ Henry S. Tafft, Providence; ‘Let Us Come up Higher,’
Miss Emma L. Nickerson, Boston; ‘Silent Centers,’ Miss Geor-
gina I. S. Andrews, New York; ‘The Fundamental Reforms,’
Bolton Hall, New York; ‘One Way of Looking At It,’ Harry
Gestefeld, New York; ‘The More Abundant Life,’ Miss Sarah
J. Farmer, Eliot; ‘The Pearl of Great Price,’ E. M. Chesley, Bos-
ton; ‘Metaphysics and Social Reform,’ Paul Tyner, Boston;
‘Mental Healing,’ Charles Brodie Patterson. New York; ‘The
Latest Message,’ Miss Ellen M. Dyer, Philadelphia.
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“Any mere summary of these addresses would entirely fail to
give even an approximate idea of their value. Naturally, they
were all strongly optimistic and inspiring, and, by their wide
range and inclusiveness, well illustrated the breadth and tolerance
of the movement. They were received with enthusiasmby the
large number in attendance, and could they be collected and
issued in book-form would be a valuable addition to the literature
of the movement. Limited as they were to twenty minutes each,
theywere terse, forceful, and incisive.

“The next Convention will be held in Boston some time late
in October; and it is confidently expected that not only will all
sections of the United States be well represented, but that there
will be delegates from Canada, Europe, and other countries. The
Secretary's oflice is at 201 Clarendon Street, Boston, Mass., and
all interested in the movement are requested to communicate with
him, or at least to send their addresses so that information con-
cerning the October Convention may be widely disseminated.
That Convention will be a very large and important one, and will
open up a rich field for eoiiperative work among those desiring
to render service of the very highest type in the evolution of
man's finer nature and his higher powers.”

 

TRUEscience can accomplisha great deal; theEternal Wisdom
of the existence of all things is without a time, without a begin-
ning, and without an end. Things thatare considered now to be
impossible will be accomplished; that which is unexpected will in
future prove to be true, and thatwhich is looked upon as supersti-
tion in one century will be the basis for the approved science of
the next.—ParaceLms.

 

OF all emotions fear is the most deadly, and whether in the
supreme degree where it turns the hair white, or in the minor
degree where it invests every apple with stomach-ache, the dis-
ease of “food-fear" is not to be treated lightly, for it is both
widespread and deep-seated. It has spoiled life’s comfort for
many, and unchecked will spoil it for many more.-—Woman’s
Home Companion.



CHlLDREN’S DEPARTMENT.
CONDUCTED av FLORENCE Par.-rum Pnnv.

“Evnvnnna that surrounds us, or with which we have to do, is a
book always open before our eyes—a beautiful book, every page of which
tells us of God's kindness to us. Let us learn to read it."——X. B. Saintiuc.

 

HEART-SUNSHINE.

Children, I think the very best part of MIND is right in your
own Department. You know thatchildrenare not all of one size;
but perhaps you do not know that they are of all sizes, from the
tiny baby to those as big as any man or woman you ever saw!
Now, in your special Departrnent—or may I say ours: for I am
one of the biggest of the big children?—-we have ten.‘ talks, heart
talks, and so get very near to one another. In one of the first
articles I saw there, we were told of the great influence a smiling
face has; and it brought to my mind a beautifulpicture that per-
haps some of you have seen. I will try to paint it in words
for you.

Have you ever looked down into a valley from one of the high
hills or mountains surrounding it? (I had not until I grew big,
and when I saw it the same sort of joy came to me that I used to
feel when I was a little child; so then I knew that some of us big
people never really “grow up.”) In the early morning, just be-
fore the sun's rays appear over the hills, heavy gray clouds of mist
lie over parts of the valley and hug the sides and crevices of the
hills, like somber drapery. As the sun rises and his warm rays
touch first the higher hills or. mountains and then slowly creep
down their sides into the valley, these gray mists roll into small
white clouds, which slowly rise and move gently along with the
morning breeze until they look as if all the white tents on a
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soldiers’ camping-fieldwere “silentlystealing away.” Some think
they look like driven flocks of sheep; and so they do when small
and close together.

As the sun comes up higher the heat of his rays melts the
clouds all away, just as the light drives away the shadows. Then
we see the beautiful forms and colors of the hills, and the valley
with shining streams like silver ribbons running through it. The
birds begin to sing, and all is joy and brightness.

Now, you remember you were told what a wonderful efiect
a smile could have. Does not this picture tell you also how the
sunshine in your heart can take away the mists that sometimes
cloud your mind until you are unhappy, or perhaps cross, causing
them to fade away like shadows?—for that is all wrong thoughts
are, only shadows or clouds in the way of the real self that is
bright and strong and sweet and happy. And your heart—sun—
shine, if you will let it shine out in pleasant looks and words, can
not only take away your own shadows, but it will pierce right into
the hearts and minds of those about you, and help clear away any
troubled mists that may surround them; and so, they will feel
like saying, with your dear friend Mr. Longfellow:

“Come to me, 0 ye children!
For I hear you at your play;

And the questions that perplmted me
Have vanished quite away.

"Ye open the Eastern windows
That look towards the sun,

Where thoughts are singing swallows
And the brooks of the morning run.”

Sornn: Furrcnzn Pun.

 

I REMEMBER, in the Spring, kneeling on the ground to seek
the first blades of grass thatpricked through the soil, and bringing
them into the house to study and wonder over. Better than a
shopful of toys were they to me! Whence came their color?
How did they draw their sweet, refreshingtint from the brown
earth, or the limpid air, or the white light?—Celia Thaxter.
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THE LITTLE OLD MAN AND PRINCESS DOT.

“A little old man lived all alone,
And he was a man of sorrow;

For, if the weather was fair to—day,
He was sure ’twould rain to-morrow."

—St. Nicholas.

Not in the least like him was the little girl that lived near
by. Her name was Princess Dot. I think she was called that
because she looked so much like a little fairy. Could you have
seen her in the meadow, her yellow hair waving in the breeze and
her big blue eyes filled with wonder and delight, you certainly
would have thought that she had grown up with the grass and
the white and yellow daisies and all the other bright field-flowers.
Now, she was never alone. She used to talk with the flowers as
if they were real little people. I wonder if they talked to her.

Then she had the drollest ideas—-but never sorrowful ones.
Once she went on board a large steamboat; and, seeing the water
about it, she looked a little puzzled, and said: “I never saw a
house like this. VVhy,it’s a house on the river I” A few minutes
later the lines were thrown ofi, and the steamer moved into the
harbor. At first she seemed more puzzled than ever, and then
she clapped her hands and shouted, “O papa, papa, the house on
the river has feet, and it is running away with us I’’ But she
wasn't worried—not she! She thought it a huge joke.

Cloudy or rainy days never troubled her. On such days she
would play with her dolls. I am sure that every one of the dolls
must have loved the little three-year-oldmother—she was so kind
to them, and was always telling them what good little children
they were. Once the colored cook said: “Now, Miss Dot, if jus
half de t’ings yuh say ’bout dem ’ere dawls am troo, dey is bettah
dan any chillunsI evah met up wif——’cept yuhse’f, honey."

That's what the cook thought; but I thought little children
like Princess Dot would never grow into fretful little old women
and men!

CHARLES Bnoon: Pxrrnzasox.
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MORE ABOUT THE BIRDS.

The harbor of San Francisco is the home of a beautifulsea-gull
—the silver grebe. One of the pleasures of a sail on that lovely
bay was in watching the motions of these creatures as they came
and went in search of food. How graceful they were as they
poised in air with outstretched wings; what a sense of freedom,
of joy in being, they gave one as they rose from the crest of a
wave and soared aloft into the sky! They were so fearless, they
had such confidence in the friendship of man, that they not infre-
quently alighted on the boats plying back and forth to the towns
in the harbor. The beautyof their plumage, which shades from
a silvery gray to a silvery white, was not lost on woman, and she
thought to put the birds to some more practical use. Grebe
muffs and collars became the fashion in San Francisco, and it
was not long before almost all the gulls disappeared from the bay.
Soon the city awoke to the fact that these birds were the scaven-
gers of the harbor, and that the offal of ships decaying in the
waters was a serious menace to the public health. A law was
enacted to protect the birds, and they now again make their home
in the bay.

It is through ignorance thatwe are indifferent or cruel to the
“little brothersof theair.” We need only to study their lives, their
habits, to know their value to man. They are among his best
friends; and when we learn to distinguish their songs and mark
their coming and going with the seasons we shall come to love
them and look for them with joy. The same birds return year
after year to the same place, buildingtheir nests and rearing their
young in the same trees. They, like us, want their freedom;
their happiness, like ours, depends upon it. When we thinkwhat
it would mean to us to be shut up in one room, to be deprived of
comradeship and of the joys of family life, we shall never be
happy to see a bird in a cage. We are the guardians of the earth
for those who come after us: is it not our duty to leave it better,
more beautiful—a sweeter place to live in—than we found it?
All good, all beneficentthings come from above. Infinite Love is
over all creatures. Shall not our love descend to those beneath
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us to protect and bless? Let the children who read MIND be
little missionaries for the birds, and resolve neither to wear them,
have them in cages, nor kill them for sport; and, as their pro-
tectors, to be conscious of setting a most worthy and beautiful
example. H1-:NnIE'rrA Lxrmur Dwmnr.

 

AN EASTER THOUGHT.
“WHEN Karine saw the little caterpillars crawling on the

leaves, she said in a low voice, ‘You only crawl now, you little
things! By and by you will have wings as well as I. and
you know not how glorious it will be at the last.’ ”

 

LULLABY.
Rocka-by, husha-by, baby, my love,
Sweet little guest sent from heaven above;
Pink little cherub, with soul snowy white-—
Rocka-by, husha-by, baby, good-night.
Hush, not a whisper! The curtains are drawn;
Angels watch over our darling till dawn;
Tucked in his nest, oh, so cosy and tight l—
Rocka-by, husha-by, baby, good-night. '

Sweet rosy lips now so still and so dumb,
Back withthe morning your music will come;
Blue eyes, now hid, open laughingand bright-
Rocka-by, husha-by, baby, good-night.
Sleep, little pilgrim, life's journey is long;
Rest, then, my pretty one, test and grow strong;
Our slumbers are bridges o’er darkness to light-
Rocka-by, husha-by, baby, good-night.
Soft be your footsteps in crossing the sill-
Baby is sleeping, the cradle hangs still;
A spirit to Slumber-land’s taken its flight—

a Rocka-by, husha-by, baby, good-night.
' C. B. Ross.
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THE WILDERNESS OF WORLDS. By George W. More-
house. 246 pp. Cloth, $1.00. Peter Eckler, publisher,
New York.

In this handsome volume the very latest discoveries of modern
astronomical and biological research are recorded by an able mind.
It is an outline of the evolution of‘ matter from nebula to man,
epitomizing the teachings of Darwin, Haeckel, and other apostles

' of materialism. It is a popular treatise, commendably free from
technical phrases, replete with valuable information, absorbingly
interesting, and as entertaining as a novel. It doubtless con-
tains the last word of the materialistic school—an admirable pres-
entation of its philosophy. Tracinganalogies, however, between
the reason of animals and the mental functions of man only
reveals its limitations. The spiritually awakened human being
has soul faculties that prove him to be unique among organisms.
In repudiating “special creation,” why not consider the merits of
perpetual creation? Scientificproofs of the development of man's
body from lower forms do not require us to ignore his higher
self, whose existence is abundantly proved by the psychic phe-
nomena of to-day and is wholly inexplicable from the standpoint
of materiality. Evolution implies involution—an Evolver, as well
as somethingto evolve.

NOT IN IT. By Arma Olcott Commelin. 96 pp. Cloth, 75
cents. Fowler & Wells Co., publishers, New York.

The profoundly suggestive article on “Individualism,” con-
tributed to the March issue of MIND by Mrs. Commelin, is of a

very difierent order from that of the present volume by the same
author. “Not In It” is an optimistic story containing some
specially helpful lessons for the young, though adults in almost
any walk of life may peruse it with both interest and profit. To
humanitarians, monetary reformers, and persons with socialistic
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views it will appeal with peculiar force; for some of the injus-
tices and avoidable inequalities of modern society are brought
home to the individual reader withstriking vividness. The slaves
of involuntary poverty and other selfish impositions should read
this book—and thus take fresh courage and renewed hope in the
ultimate establishment of just conditions for the outworking of
their spiritual destiny.
A MOTHER'S IDEALS. By Andrea Hofer Proudfoot. 270

pp. Cloth,$1.50. Published by the author,Chicago.
This book should be in the hands of every actual or prospec-

tive mother, and especially of every “new woman,” in the land.
The noble ofiice of motherhood is shown to be a divine function
by a student and exemplar of Froebel’s epoch-making philosophy
of mental growth. By physicians, “the mother is usually ad-
dressed purely as a domestic—one whose all-important duties are
the feeding, clothing,and dosing of her children. It is taken for
granted that their spiritual life and education are not particularly
hers, but the duties of the Church and schoo .” This is the key-
note of the volume—a plea for the recognition of the spiritual in
even the unborn. The work is significantly dedicated to the au-
thor's mother, who has “studied more deeply into the afieetions
than into psychology.”

 

OTHER NEW PUBLICATIONS.

SPIRITUALISM INTEGRATING THE RELIGIONS OF
THE WORLD. “Inspired by Spirit Elizabeth Barrett
Browning.” Paper, 20 pp. Published for The Order of
the White Rose, Chicago, Ill.

REMEDIES OF THE GREAT PHYSICIAN. (The Word of
Truth.) By Hannah More Kohaus. 55 pp. Leatherette,
40 cents. F. M. Harley Publishing Co., Chicago, Ill.

LIGHT—-on the Subjects of Good Roads, Contented Labor, and
Honest Money. 63 pp. Paper, I0 cents. Charles H.
Kerr 8: Co., publishers, Chicago.
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IS MENTAL HEALING SCIENTIFIC?

BY THE REV. HUGH O. PENTECOST.

By the above title I mean: Are there facts that can be ex-
plained on no hypothesisso well as on the theory thatthemind
controls the body? Is the dictum that the mind ca.n heal dis-
ease and keep the body in health a mere theory to which we
have to try to make our facts conform; or is there a sufficient
body of facts thatcan be accounted for in no other way as well
as by postulating the dominanceof mind over matter, of which
postulation mental healing is a corollary? The question thus
explained, the answer is that mental healing is thoroughly
scientific. ,

In order to show this, let us adduce facts that cannot be
disputed, which prove that-

I. The,Mind Dominate: the Body.
The body lives only while the mind lives. A materialist

might retort that the mind lives only while the body lives;
but he could hardly question that while the body lives it is
plainly controlled in probably all its movements by the mind.
It walks, lies down, arises, sits, leaps, runs, stands still; its
limbs and some of its internal organs move in obedience to
mind in conscious action. As a general proposition few will
dispute that the body is the servant of the mind. No one will
claim that the mind habitually obeys the body. It would be
absurd to say that the body desires and compels the mind to
accomplish its purposes. But there are certain movements of
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the body that the mind apparently does not control. The
action of the heart, for example, is automatic,and thatof the
lungs is nearly so. The action of the stomach, liver, kidneys,
bowels, and bladder is to a greater or less extent automatic.

Probably at one period in the evolution of the body the
actionof all the internal organs was entirely subject to thewill,
or mind; and probably their present automatismis the result
of habit, as is chiefly the movement of the legs and arms in
walking—habit being more fixed in the former than in the
latter case. Probably the subconscious mind—actingwithout
conscious volition-controls the internal organs as actually as
the conscious mind controls the movements of the trunk and
limbs. This probabilityis strengthenedby the factthatin spe-
cial instances theconscious mind even now is able to control the
internal organs at will, or to move certain muscles not usually
subject to the will.

Some persons can move certain portions of the skin—the
scalp, for example—or the ears, at will. Certain feminine
dancers at the World's Fair could move themammze and abdo-
men in an unusual manner—a result of training: a clear proof
of how the mind can dominate the body. Some persons can
throw themselves into a condition in which the lungs, heart,
and other organs cease to move, and can remain in that state
until such time as they decide or have previously determined
to awake. The English Colonel Townsend is a well-known
example. There are authenticcases of persons who can volun-
tarilycause the bowels to act withinhalf an hour. I, myself,
frequently use the will successfully instead of purgative medi-
cines. Bichet, Dr. Noble, and others, cited by Tuke, could
vomit at will. Some persons contract or dilate the pupils of
their eyes at pleasure. Any person may awake from slumber
at any hour detennined upon before fallingasleep. Many per-
sons, the writer among them, can fall asleep at any time they
wish, within a few minutes.

These examples are sufficient to show that the mind domi-
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hates thebody to a great extent if not entirely,and that,at least
in certain cases, it can be trained to such command as it ap-
parently has not. The case could be strengthenedby showing
how exactlythebody responds to the emotions—in expression,
gesticulation, and other movements—as in joy, grief, fear, an-
ger, etc.

Whatever may be scientificallyuncertain, there can be no
doubt that the body is so much dominated by the mind that it
might fairly be described as themind materialized.

II. The Mind Causes Disease.
This is so well known that it is unnecessary to cite cases,

multitudes of which are given in books written by medical men.
There are cases of deafness, blindness, paralysis, fits, fever, and
other diseases, and even death, either sudden or lingering,
which are plainly attributable only to grief, fear, anger, or
some other mental disturbance. And these cases include not
only functional but organic disease.

Probably no physician would deny the power of the mind
to affect the body injuriously. I have a friend who says that
every time he gives way to anger the fit of passion is followed
by a pronounced fever; and in my own experience ‘a fit of
passion was followed in less than two hours by a congestive
chill, which nearly resulted in death and kept me in bed for
weeks. I know of a case in which imbecility,from which the
unfortunate still sufiers, resulted from a stupid joke involving.
fright.

These two points are clear enough: (I) The mind does
affect the body; and (2) it does, upon occasion, affect it in-
juriously. So far we are on purely scientific ground; but can
we show as positively that-

III. The Mind Is Capable of Healing Disease!
Not to speak of thehealings performed by Christ, we know

that Valentine Greatrakes, Prince Hohenlohe, Madame de St.

L
hm,.,_
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Amour, and Francis Schlatter healed hundreds of persons of
both functional and organic diseases, and that many similar
cures have been effected at Lourdes and Knock. But it might
be claimed that these were accomplished by “supernatu ”

means; hence, we dismiss themfrom considerationas not prov-
ing, beyond question, the power of ordinary mentality over
disease.

VNor shall we cite instances from the practise of mental
healers of the various schools, since they are open to objection
by skeptical persons on the ground that they have not been
“accredited” by the medical profession, or on some other
ground. We shall confine ourselves to acknowledgedscientific
authorities. Only a few cases can be given in so short an arti-
cle. They might be greatly multiplied; but if there were only
one instance known to science that could be explained in no

way except on the theory of mental healing, that would be
sufiicient to prove our case.

Sir Humphry Davy cured genuine paralysis, quite unin-
tentionally, by simply placing a thermometer in the patient’s
mouth to take his temperature. On the paralytic declaring
thathe felt better, Davy did nothingmore except to repeat the
performance daily for two weeks, at the end of which time the
patient was dismissed cured. This case is given because it is
so well known. It can be explained in no way except thatthe
mind cured the disease. It alone proves our case.

At the siege of Breda, in 1625, the city was almost obliged
to capitulate on account of the prevalence of scurvy (which is
certainly not a nervous or functional disease) among the sol-
diers. The Prince of Orange publicly announced that he had
for scurvy a sovereign remedy, three or four drops of which
would impregnate with healing virtue a gallon of liquor. A
few small bottles of the pretended remedy were given to each
physician, who did not reveal the cheat even to the officers.
The soldiers came in crowds to drink the magic liquor, and
most of them were speedily cured. “Such as had not moved
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their limbs for a month before,” says the historian, Dr. Fred-
eric Van der Wye, “were seen walking the streets, sound, up-
right, and in perfect health.” A clear instance of mental
healing.

The famous Dr. Rush of Philadelphia relates many stories
of purely mental healing of organic diseases, and among them
that of a young woman who had dropsy. All other remedies
having failed,an operation was decided upon, her fear of which
was so great “thatit brought on a plentiful discharge of urine,
which in a few days perfectly removed her disease.”

Dr. Tuke, in his “Influence of the Mind on the Body,”
which persons interested in the subject of mental healing will
do well to read, cites the case of a young woman suffering
from a painful affection of the knee. Two doctors diagnosed
the case as one of inflammation,and applied the remedies usual
in such cases. Many weeks elapsed without improvement, and
the doctors anxiously discussed the probability of abscess,
destruction of ligaments, absorption of cartilage, and ultimate
amputation. One day the patient informed her physician that
her sister was to be married, and that, cost what it might, she
had made up her mind to attend the wedding. The physician
shuddered at the proposal. With all the force of language he
could command, he expatiated on the probable consequences of
so rash an act without affecting the young woman's deter-
mination. He thenstrapped up the joint withadhesiveplaster,
and the patient went to the wedding. On the following day
the physician visited her. She told him that she had stood
throughout the whole ceremony; had joined the party at the
breakfast, and had returned home without pain or discomfort
in the joint. Withina week her recovery was complete.

It may be said that in this case the trouble was imaginary,
or hysterical. But whatever it was, it appeared to the prac-
tised judgment of two physicians to be an inflammationpre-
saging portentous consequences; and whatever it was, the
mind disposed of it.
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Either of the foregoing cases standing alone amounts to a
scientific basis for the theory of mental healing, and we need
seek no further for such basis; but when it is known thatthese
are only a few of hundreds of similar cases vouched for by
scientific men, what more can reasonably be required in the
way of proof?

What the intelligent student of mental healing now requires
is not proof that it is scientific, but to discover the law in
accordance with which it may be accomplished with certainty

.

and reasonable quickness. That mental hcaling—-if a fact, as
it is here shown to be—is subject to natural law, will not be
denied. What is the law? That is the problem before those
interested in the subject; and it is safe to predict that, the fact
having been observed, the law that governs it will become
known.

 

It would be interesting to find out how many chronic diseases
and life-long evils are caused by vaccination. If the organism
contains some poisonous elements, Nature may attempt to remove
themby an expulsive efiort caused by the actionof the spirit from
the center toward the periphery, and producing cutaneous dis-
eases. If by vaccination a new herd is established to attract the
diseased elements (mumia), the manifestation of the poison on
the surface of the body may disappear, but the poisonous elements
will remain in the body, and some other more serious disease
will manifest itself sooner or 1ater.—Fran3 Hartmann, M.D.

 

S'roN_Es, plants, and animals obey the government of the mind;
and man should obey the will and wisdom of God. The
individual terrestrial life should correspond to the laws governing
the universe; man’s spiritual aspirations should be directed to
harmonize with the wisdom of God. If this is attained, the inner
consciousness will awaken to an understanding of the influences
of the stars, and the mysteries of Nature will be revealed to his
spiritual perception.—ParaceI:u:.



A FAIR SKIN;
CIVILIZATION’S HERITAGE.

BY WIIJJAH SHARPE, l(.D.

But Nature halts not with the fruitful earth,
But seeks her crown in perfect womanhood:
Her grand achievementand her end and aim
In working ever through the eons past,
Transmutingby her secret alchemy
The fading rose into the perfect flower!

—The Dual Image. Book III.: "Ancient Chaldea.”

The following summary of facts and the inferences based
thereonare intended to prove to the thoughtful reader that the
genesis of a white race of people from a preceding colored one,
or, under change of conditions, a colored one from a white
race, is not, as hitherto conceived, directly due to the influence
of climate, but to the degree of civilizationthat has been in
operation through long periods; also, that the only use of a
dark-coloredskin is, and was originally in barbarous states of
society, when men were obliged to go naked, to protect the
owners thereof from the injurious effects of the elements, and
especially of exposure to the burning rays of a tropical sun,
which otherwise would prove fatal and lead to theextinctionof
the race.

In dealing with the subject it may be noted brieflythat a
tropical climate is usually considered of itself, aside from any
habits thatmay be retained of a previous uncivilizedstate, suf-
ficient to produce de novo and perpetuate a dark-coloredskin.
But, as will be shown, this common belief is based on a hasty
generalization rather than on careful inquiry and observation;
for when we come to examine the matter we find that colored
races are not confined to the tropics, but extend north and south
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far beyond the tropics, even beyond the temperate zones. On
the other hand, different degrees of color between white and
blackare to be found withinthetropics, and especially in India,
where in the same locality many people may be met with as
dark as the ordinary negro, and many again of a light-olive
color, while a few individuals of the higher castes show that
they have practicallypassed the line that separates the colored
from theuncolored inhabitantsof the world.

There is, therefore, much diversity of color among the
people of India; and this diversity can only be accounted for
by considering the different modes of life thathave acted for
centuries upon the various classes and castes of the country.
Take, for instance, the coolie class, which follow outdoor em-
ployment, laboring daily in the fields with merely a strip of
cotton cloth about the loins. They are, as may be expected,
uncultured and very dark in hue, the color being by no means
due to their present daily exposure—for they all exhibit the
particular shades that characterized them at birth. On the
other hand, the better classes, including merchants, traders,
and others who have followed indoor employment for genera-
tions, are many degrees fairer. These latter, as a rule, are
fairly educated and never appear outdoors without being thor-
oughly and suitably clothed. Among them may be found
many individuals almost as fair as Europeans.

It is to be noted that these very different shades and varie-
ties of color, not taking into account the descendants of the
original inhabitantsof the land, are to be met with among peo-
ple of undoubted Aryan descent; and, the Aryans being a fair
race, those that passed into Persia and India must also have
been originallya fair people. It will thereforebe seen that, if
climate alone, aside from certain habits of life, caused the
change from fair to dark, all should be alike dark in color,
which is by no means the case. The degree of dark pigment
in the skin bears an intimate relation to the particular habits of
life followed by the different classes operating through long
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periods. The degree of color of any section has relation to the
degree of exposure for such periods to the weather at all sea-
sons. The darker the skin of the individual, or the more pig-
ment it contains, the greater the resisting power on exposure
to the sun’s rays. We know not why this layer of dark pig-
ment beneaththe cuticle should prevent the skin from blister-
ing on exposure to the rays of a tropical sun: we only note
the fact that it does so afford the necessary protection. And
that this resisting power of the dark skin is not due to the
influenceof long seasoning we know from the fact that infants
of all ages are carried about naked and otherwise exposed with
impunity to the direct rays of a sun thatwould in a short time
blister a white skin as effectually as boiling water. The valid-
ity of our argument based on these facts is borne out in a re-
markable manner in the case of albino-bom children, who at
all ages must be suitably clothed to protect them from the sun,
which would otherwise be as fatal to them as to the children
of Europeans residing in the country. It may be noted also
thatamong adults patches of skin that have lost their coloring
through skin—baldness will be injuriously affected and even
blistered on exposure for any lengthof time to the sun’s rays.

In considering the matter, it appears, as observation shows,
that the dark skin does not (like the white) become heated on
exposure to thesun, but feels moist and cool to the touch. The
dark-pigmentlayer under the cuticle is thus seen to confer pro-
tecting qualities that are altogether wanting in the white skin.
There is, therefore, in thedarkskin a natural provision, though
we know not as yet its modus operandi,whereby men have been
enabled to live in every climate during the uncivilizedages of
theworld; for a white racecould not under any conditions that
we now know of exist under entire exposure to the elements.
Even indoors in tropical climates Europeans and European
children could not remain even partially unclothed for any
considerable time without feeling the injurious efiects of ex-
posure to the air.
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In uncivilized communities a colored skin is therefore a

necessity; it is Nature's provision for the well-being of un-
civilizedman, and is as needful to his condition of life as dark
pigment is to the chambers of the eye. But, thisbeing so, the
fact is evident that in more highly civilized states of society,
where children as well as adults are suitably clothed from
infancy. the perpetuation of a dark skin is unnecessary, and
therefore has been discontinued in all such states—not indeed
abruptly, but slowly, in the course of generations. But that
the majority of the higher and wealthier classes in India are
not now a white people is owing chiefly to the old habit of
allowing their children to go about as a rule with very little
clothinguntil near puberty, which, according to the facts enu-
merated, necessitates the perpetuation of a colored skin as a
safeguard against theelements during childhood.

It is therefore to be noted that, if under favoring circum-
stances in any climate a white race can be evolved from a pre-
ceding dark one, a dark race can be similarlyevolved from a
fair one by the latter taking on the habits of uncivilized life.
This change is a necessity if the well-beingof the race is to be
preserved. It is, then, a current delusion that a temperate or
even inclement northern or southern climate can of itself pro-
duce and perpetuate a fair race otherwise than indirectly—by
stimulating man to devise artificial means to protect his body
from cold and the injurious effects of theelements. But where
man has braved the elements and gone naked, like the now
extinct natives of Tasmania and the inhospitable Terra del
Fuego, no approach is made toward the attainment of a
white skin; for so long as man leads a rude, uncivilizedlife,
going about in a state of nudity, his colored skin must be re-
tained as one of the necessities of his condition, no matter in
what latitude or locality he may be placed.

If, therefore, we find among the inhabitantsof India shades
of complexion so fair that, as regards color, the owners might
almost pass for Europeans, side by side with those deeper tints
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thatbearwith impunitycontinuousexposureatall seasons to the
Indian sun, we can hardly maintain that climate of itself is the
cause of colored races. The statement thatEuropeans resident
in India become swarthyafter a time is a mere inference based
on the temporary bronzing of the features from exposure out-
of-doors: for against this there is said to be a colony of Jews,
settled on the west coast of India for some eighteen centuries,
who are still a white people; but they have not followed the
habits of the country as regards clothing,nor have they inter-
married with the inhabitantsof the land as other colored Jews
in the East have been in thehabitof doing.

But, as already remarked, in all civilized states of society,
where children as well as adults are fully clothed, a colored
skin is unnecessary and need not be perpetuated as a protection
against the patching effects of the elements. And, being un-

necessary, Nature in time dispenses with the coloring beneath
the cuticle and provides man instead with a fair skin of great
delicacy—as regards personal appearance the very crown of
evolution in this particular line. Although the Aryan popu-
lations of India and Persia, by adopting to a certain extent the
habits of the original dark inhabitantsof these lands, have be-
come in a great measure a colored people, yet the steady march
of Nature, favored in thepresent age by theart of steam-weav-
ing and the unlimited production of cheap clothing, is toward
the evolution of a fair people all over the globe; so that the
present colored population of theworld will one day be a thing
of thepast. '

Aside from the physical relation of color to exposure, there
seems also to be a marked relation to the intellectual and moral
status of the people. For instance, the birthof children much
fairer or darker than the ordinary run of the class to which
they belong seems to have some relation to the mental status
and disposition of the individuals as theyarrive at maturity-
the fairer in color as a rule appearing to be much more gifted
as regards mental and intellectual attainment. But this most
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interesting phase of the subject we cannot enter upon beyond
mentioning the fact that it was well known to the sages of old
and involved a very profound doctrine; for they invariably
connected darkness in whatever form with “evil,” as opposed
to “light,” which was to them always symbolical of thatwhich
was good and beneficent, leaving it clearly to be inferred that
physical darkness of complexion, in keeping with all things
dark, was expressive of a certain degree of mental darkness
and moral deficiency. Hence, we have in all ancient scriptures
frequent reference to the washing of the individual to the
whiteness of snow and the clothingof the people in white rai-
ment as things to be desired, being figuratively expressive of
human regeneration, and involving the universal attainment of
a fair complexion by all peoples as the crowning glory of
Evolution throughthe ever-advancingculture of civilization.

 

THE knowledge of a man in regard to a truth, however learned
or intellectual he may be, can be nothing else but an opinion to
one who does not recognize the same truth in himself. If we
believe or accept the doctrine of another man that perceives the
truth, it does not follow that we recognize that truth as our own:
it simply means that we consider his opinion worthy of our
belief. A knowledge of the opinions of others may guide us in
our researches so long as we cannot find the truth in ourselves,
but such knowledge is as liable to mislead us as to lead us aright.
The only key to arrive at the recognition and understanding of
the truth is the perception and understanding itself. Opinions
change, and creeds and beliefschange accordingly; but theknowl-
edge thatwe find in our own conscience stands as firm as a rock.
—Franz Hartmann, M.D.

 

OF fear, it may be remarked that it is rich and (as it were)
a manured soil for disease, and thatwhere it is totally absent even
epidemic assaults have but little efiect upon a man.—J. I. Garth
Wilkinson.



A PLEA FOR IMMORTALITY.

BY DOCTOR C. W. HIDDEN.

An English writer, in an ingeniously worded essay, argues
that immortality is a dream. He says that there is no such
thingas a soul; that what we call “soul” is but man’s moral
nature, the highest expression of physical energy; and that
“man’s moral nature” has its “center” in “the great sympa-
thetic nervous system."

What is man’s moral nature? Broadly speaking, it is that
in us which is pure, good, and true; that which thinks and
loves; thatby which man transcends other forms of life. And
is all this centered in, or dependent upon, a bunch of nerves-—a
mass of nerve material? We have the general nervous system
and the great sympathetic nervous system: we know a good
deal about the former; and but little about the latter. The
great sympathetic nervous system has to do with the inner
functions, so called. Its workingimplies intelligence, or rather
intelligent action; but that this stamps it as the center of the
moral nature-4". e., the seat of the soul-—is a proposition we
feel like disputing.

Waiving technical description and detail, the great sympa-
theticnervous system is composed of matter, nothingmore and
nothing less. Does matter think—can matter think? The
wonders accomplished by machinery excite our imagination;
but we quickly grasp the thought that the machinery itself is
senseless: the dominant intelligence is the engineer. We raise
a hand and point a finger—both movements give evidence of
intelligent action; but the governing intelligence is not resi-
dent in either. The power that directs the manifestations of
the great sympathetic nervous system is not resident in it.
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Machinery is but the servant of the engineer. The nervous

system is not master, but a servant of themaster—thesoul.
What is the soul? Not the great sympathetic, nor yet a

part of it; not the brain, nor a product of the brain. It is a
force that animates and governs both brain and body; not
mere matter, but something higher than matter; not a sem-
blance of man, but the real man, who controls the movements
of brain and body as readily as the engineer handles the
machinery in mill or shop. But, you say, we have mistaken
thought for soul-—that thought alone is the governing power.
Let us see. Here is a man in the Hush of manhood-noble,
lcving, and true. In an instant he reels, falls, and the thing
we call “life” is gone. Why does not the brain think; the
heart beat; the nerve-system thrill; the blood course through
artery and vein? We cry aloud, but there is no answer. The
machinery is silent—thereis no response to lever or throttle.
If the power to think and act is inherent-—in a word, if the
inner and not the outer rules—why does he not rise and speak?
Let us not deceive ou'rselves. When there is a break in the
mill we know that connection with the engine is interrupted-
the power of the engineer is suspended. When death comes
it means that something has given way-—the engineer, the
soul, has missed connection with that marvelous piece of
mechanism known as the human body.

Matter does not produce life; matter is not the originator
of anything. Life animates matter; and life comes from
without. Matter cannot thinkor speak. Intelligence is not
innate in matter; intelligence, like life, comes from without.
At death, life certainly is dissociated from matter; otherwise
we should witness some sort of manifestation after the in-
duction of this condition. It is evading the question to argue
that the soul has been blotted out; for it is claimed upon oom-
petent authoritythat matter, force, energy, and all soul attri-
butes are indestructible. We are justified in reasoning, then,
that the soul itself cannot be destroyed. To say thatwe have
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“never seen a so ” proves nothing. We have never seen man.
The body is not the man; it is only his outer covering. The
real man is invisible. The body is the house the man lives in;

,

and that the house is not the tenant is self-evident. That
the body is not the man is equally evident, whether you
agree or disagree withregard to a future state of consciousness.

In the National Museum at Washingtonis a cabinet labeled,
“The body of a man weighing one hundred and fifty-four
pounds.” In the cabinet may be seen jars containing respect-
ively water, different kinds of fat, phosphate of lime, carbon-
ate of lime, sugar, potassium, sodium, and gelatin; a row of
jars filled with gases—hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen; a
lump of coal; bottles containing phosphorus, calcium, mag-
nesium, a bitof iron, and a lump of brimstone. The materials
are given in exact proportions—as they are combined in the
body of an ordinary man. It is not to be wondered at that
men doubt in the face of such evidence. Chemistry, it is
argued, is an exact science. Granted; yet it does not affect
the point at issue. Chemistry deals with material things. In
this instance chemistry has revealed the physical constituents
of man, and this is all the chemist sought to accomplish. The
spiritual side of man is not considered. The touch of love, the
lciss of afiection, the happy glance, the cheery word—these
were not found. Why? The house the man lived in has
fallen to pieces in the Museum, but the man escaped both jar
and label.

Strange thatmen fail to grasp the thought thatno one can
deny life after death intelligently! To deny life after death,
urges a brilliantwriter, implies a complete knowledge of both
life and death; and this, we are certain, few if any possess.
It cannot perhaps be shown to a certain order of minds that
we exist after death: at the same time it cannot be proven that
we do not. The assertion that we do not live forever is
based upon speculation; while there are many things that
strongly incline toward a belief in a continuity of existence.
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This is particularly so when we study the psychical side of
life. It is true that there are stumbling-blocks—stonesin the
path; but there is likewise a mass of unimpeachable data, a
vast collection of facts that cannot be set aside, sneered at, or
laughed down—data and facts that point to a future life as
unerringlyas the needle points to the pole.

We sail across the sea of life until our ship comes to a
full stop. Materialism proclaims that we have reached the
end. But materialism is blind; it staggers and falls by the
way. Deathmeans “annihilation”;yet Nature knows no such
law. VVhat we call “death” is but an incident; it marks not
the end, but a continuation of life. Death is a mist that set-
tles down to blind and confuse when the ship of life nears the
green vales of home. We should not speak of the “unreal.”
All is real; there is no unreal. The real and the so-called
unreal are parts of one stupendous Whole. The real and the
unreal blend; the physical impinges upon the spiritual; the
change from one to the other is simply and naturally made.
The body is the casket, not the jewel. When death comes we
lay the body aside, as a garment for which we have no further
use; it serves us well here, but would hamper and clog the
soul in the hereafter.

The materialist replies that life, or consciousness, ca.nnot
exist independent of the physical——thatmind exists only when
associated with matter. If this could be proven it would end
the argument; but it cannot be shown to be true. Mind, or
consciousness, is related to and associated with a force outside
self. Consciousness is part of a chain or system thatconnects
the seen with the unseen. It certainly exists—it comes and
goes. Consciousness does not seem dependent upon matter
even while associated therewith. It can leave and return to
matter during life; at death it leaves matter behind. It is not
logical to say that thatwhich glorifies gross matter is lost for-
ever when matter falls by the wayside. Denial is not argu-
ment—at least it is not proof. No one can lay claim to an
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intimate knowledge of the universe; and _this were necessary
to prove that soul and soul-life are merely human vagaries.
There is more to man than we are apt to see at first glance;
there is something besides matter in the universe. We can
hardly resist the conclusion that the visible has emanated from
the invisible—thatman is closely, nay intimately,related to the
unseen.

One authordeclares thattherecan be no unseen realm, since
we know the elements of which the universe is made and can
place and account for all. But we do not know all about the
primary elements——at least there is ground for claiming that
we do not. In the beginning the chemist counted sixty-four
elements, but thereis now a disposition to question theaccuracy
of the statement. “The idea is growing,” says an able writer,
“that elements are composite structures, and that when we
understand how to create or produce heat of the higher tem-
peratures we may be able to decompose some of the elements.”
And there are others who go further and say that the primary
elements will yet be found to be varying forms of one mighty
element—Spirit: the originator, molder, and controller of all
things, visible and invisible.

The fact that men discredit the invisible does not disprove
the existence of, or existence in, an unseen world. It is not
so much for us spiritual scientists to prove as for our opponents
to disprove. Argue, speculate, and theorize as we may, the
conclusion is irresistible that life comes and goes. No matter
what is said or done, we cannot destroy or rid ourselves of life.
In spite of all, it continues-issues from the unseen and returns
to the unseen; it comes from and goes to a realm that, while
apart from thisworld, is yet a part of it.

It seems odd that we should fail to grasp the central
thought that, if man has progressed so far from his initial
state, he surely requires more than an ordinary lifetime to
reach fruition. By showing that from the beginning his
progress has been steady, constant, and sure, we pave the way
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for a reasonablebelief that life’s short span is not sufficient for
the complete rounding out of the faculties. There is no sub-
stantial basis for the belief that obtains in some quarters that
primitive man was minus a soul. The evolution of man from
the lower to thehigher, instead of proving absence of soul, evi-
dences the possession of a gradually developing soul. In
primitive man the soul was asleep; it was a bud, which needed
but the sunshine of time and the friction of experience to cause
it to burst forth in all thebeautyof the flower of intellect. If
a newer and higher form of consciousness is being born in
man—and this is admitted; if man is still progressing phys-
ically, mentally, and spiritually—and this is admitted: then
how can faculties now admittedly incomplete attain fruition in
this life? Man must live beyond the grave—he must overlap
eternity. This is theonly natural, logical outcome.

 

THE doctrine of the Trinity is found in all the principal
religious systems: In the Christian religion as Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit; among the Hindus as Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva;
the Buddhists call it Mulaprakriti, Prakriti, and Purush; the
Persians teach that Ormuzd produced light out of himself by the
power of his word. The Egyptians called the first cause Ammon,
out of which all thingswere created by the power of its own will.
In Chinese, Kwan-shai-gin is the universally manifested Word,
coming from the unmanifested Absolute by the power of its own
will, and being identical with the former. The Greeks called it
Zeus (Power), Minerva (Wisdom), and Apollo (Beauty); the
Germans, Wodan (the Supreme Cause), Thor (Power), and
Freia (Beauty). Jehovah and Allah are trinities of Will, Knowl-
edge, and Power; and even the materialist believes in Causation,
Matter, and Energy.-—Frans Hartmami, M.D.

 

THAT terrible force which men call “fatality” is but the
indissoluble linking of cause with effect.—Greenough.



THINGS WORTH REMEMBERING.

nv CHARLES noon: PATTERSON.

Man is permitted much
To scan and learn
In Nature's frame;

Till he well-nigh can tame
Brute mischiefs, and can touch
Invisible things, and turn
All warring ills to purposes of good.

He can eontroul
And harmonize what seems amiss to flow.

—Jolm Henry Newman. (r8o!.)
We are surrounded by mystery; yet we pay but little at-

tention either to the mystery of form in the outer world or to
themystery of life in the inner. Our attention is directed only
to those things that, because they are of uncommon occur-
rence, we believe to be remarkable. There is a love of the
mysterious in man; yet he is prone to neglect the study of the
ordinary circumstances surrounding him, regarding them as
commonplace. The wonderful songs of the birds, the hues of
the flowers, the geometrical formation of the crystals in the
caverns of the earth, the growth of the trees—-in fact, all Na-
ture is one grand mystery, a mystery that will never be under-
stood until man thoroughly understands himself. Then the
knowledgewillbe disclosed to him thateverythingin theworld
without corresponds to something in the world within, and
throughthe Spirit he will read theWord; for thewhole visible
universe is the Word of God expressed in form and set forth in
speech.

The mystery of man is the first to be disclosed; for,
when man knows himself to be the image and likeness of his
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Creator, he will understand all else. Among his mental facul-
ties, perhaps the most mysterious is that of memory. We are
constantly receiving mental pictures from the world without
and from thatwithin; and these appear to us either as beauti-
ful truths or as unpleasant, disagreeable evils. Some of these
pictures we regard with indifierence, while others absorb our
most earnest attention. Day by day we are writing the record
of life's journey; day by day our minds are becoming filled
with the pictures of life that are hourly occurring. Thoughts
enter themind and then seem to fade But do theypass away?
By no means. We have a great storehouse wherein all inci-
dents, both great and small, are stored. They all go to com-
plete the book of life. ‘They are the accumulation of experi-
ences through which man eventually finds his way from earth
to heaven—from the animal to the spiritual. Nothing is for-
gotten; everything, whether it be little or great, exerts some
influence on our lives. Life is as truly made up of “little
things” as of the so-called important events. The small inci-
dents of life are treasured with the greater ones. The kind
word, the pleasant look——these are not forgotten. The harsh
word and the angry frown likewise leave their impress. In
man’s life all that he has-—-all that he can truly call his own-
are the experiences through which he has passed and the
knowledge acquired from them. He may not regard his body
as his own; the time comes when the planet claims that which
it has loaned for a season. The one thingthat man can claim
for his own is the knowledge acquired through experience;
this can never be recalled from him, for it belongs to his spir-
itual nature. It is the knowledge of causes—-not that which
passes current in the world as know1edge—that fits him for
true usefulness here and prepares him for the life to come.

We are writing the book of life daily—-evenhourly. The
enduring thingswe write in it, which will last when this world
shall be no more, are those of the greatest importance, both in
the present and in the hereafter, when all the unrealities in-
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scribedthereinshall be erased. The tares and thethistlesmust
disappear; they must be consumed by the fire that purifies.
This shall be theharvest-time-—whenthetrue shall be separated
from the false; when the sheep shall be divided from the goats;
when all these unreal conditions of life shall be cast into “outer
darkness,” and the soul shall become purified. Why should
we so diligently sow the seed of tares and thistles instead of
the good seed? Why should we seek to sow seed that in har-
vest—time will bring us but pain and sorrow? We are the
arbiters of our own destinies. God endowed us with qualities
analogous to his own—qualities that if used aright will bring
us nothing but eternal gain. Why should we build on a
foundation of straw and stubble, and in the end see our work
destroyed, while we ourselves go through the furnace that
purifies? Why not take the foundation thatcannot be shaken
and build on it? '

What is this immovable foundation? Simply, that life
and intelligence are one; that we must all work for the good
of life—not in part, but in all; that we must work with the
forces of life, not against them; and that we must know that
all God created is good, was good, and ever shall be good. We
should remember also that the mind must ever dwell on the
good thatis in us all; thatno matter what theouter seems to be,
the inner good is ever there; that, no matter how perverted a
course the life-force in a man may take, still it is the veritable
power of God working in and through the race. It may be
wrongly directed; yet all force is one—-all power is a unit.
The life that reaches nearest to God and heaven is the life that
sees good in all things—the life spent in doing for others.
Selfish interests, hopes, and desires are the seeds that bring
forth, in the harvest-time, the tares and the thistles. They are
thethingsfrom which, in thepresent, we expect to derive much
gain; but they always fail to bring either profit or happiness,
bewuse these conditions can only come as each part works for
the good of the whole and of every other part.
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All the little and all the great events that occur in life are
so many pictures stored away in thesubconsciousmind. With
the faculty of memory we have power to recall them into re-
newed activity. When we recall things good and true, the
whole action is good on both mind and body; when we recall
things false and unreal, they not only adversely affect the
mind, filling it with gloomy forebodings, but also affect the
body, weakening all its vital functions. If pictures associated
with anger and hatred are recalled, they poison not only the
mind but also the blood that flows through our veins—having
thus a destructive effect on the body. True pictures build up
the body: false pictures tear down. We cannot prevent the
pictures that fill our mental gallery from entering the con-
scious mind; but we cdn see to it thatthese pictures shall be of
so agreeable a nature that theywill ever influenceus for good,
no matter how frequently they appear above the threshold of
consciousness. Anythingthatdeclares the power of evil to be
greater than thatof good should have no place in our thoughts;
neither should anythingthatconsiders evil as a power, in and
of itself, nor anything that shows forth discord and dimse,
find an abiding-placein the mind. In the book of life thatwe
are constantly writing we should be careful not to inscribe
those things that may eventually have to be cast aside. We
should not, for instance, try to incorporate in our beings things
false and unreal, which inevitably bring sorrow to mind and
pain to body. We should build up an everlasting inheritance
of thingsgood and true.

We remembermany thingswe would prefer to forget—our
own anger toward others and their anger toward us, the un-
kind word, the envious and malicious thought, etc. We re-
member things done that should have been left undone; also,
thingsleft undone throughour neglect. We would gladlyfor-
get all these unpleasant things; but memory has a way of re-
calling them, and they haunt us both day and night. The
Hindus believe thought to be a fine material substance, and
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thatpeople in this life are making for themselves an environ-
ment that will assume the shape of their own thoughts, and
before theycan leave it theymust outgrow all the unreal condi-
tions they have formed. They must also be able to perceive
their unreality before they can leave this environment.
Whether this be true or not, there is no doubt that we are
under the bondage or control of our own evil thoughts and
desires; we are the servants, and they have become the
masters.

We have, first of all, to rememberthatall life is one. We
must not wilfullydo anythingthat will retard the expression
of life. We must work with all things tending toward per-
fection. We must be careful to picture in mind thatwhich we
know to be true; for we are picturing it not only for our-
selves but for others: because what is in our own minds is
continually afiecting those of others. When we realize the
effect of mind upon mind, then we see that we owe a duty not
alone to ourselves but to all with whom we come in contact.
Let us remember that our true thoughts are going to prove
helpful to many persons and thatour false thoughts will prove
injurious; also, that life is more beautiful and more worth
living when we act honestly, justly, mercifully, and lovingly
toward all. Through following thiscourse we shall be storing
in memory the things that, when recalled, will bring peace
of mind and wholeness of body. Let us be sure that the seed
we are sowing day by day is good seed, becausethe harvest will
be after its kind. Men do not gather grapes from thorns nor
figs from thistles; they gatheraccording to the seed they have
planted. Therefore, how important it is to allow no thought
to dwell in themind thatwill not bring forth good fruitl We
must never harbor thoughts that bring with them a sense of
shame, or that if expressed would work the slightest injury to
any of God’s creatures. It is not to be expected that we are
going to regulate our actions in perfect conformity to law; but
we should so wish to live in accord with all that is good and

87.
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true thatour desire will ripen into perfect fruition. We should
not only know the Higher Will, but live it and be it. And
through doing so we should realize more of the power and
goodness of God in our own lives—and should recognize more
of thosequalities in the lives of thosearound us.

“One Hand alone,
One Hand has sway.

To Him in wisdom turn."

 

THE HARMONY OF TRUTH.

.
It is better to die for a truth than to be honored by a lie.

All knowledge is relative. The standard of the Absolute is
unknown. Truthis discerned only in adumbrations. She seldom
shines with full-orbed glory. We see her by reflection. Hence,
the eye of faith more often pierces the vistas of the unknown
than the voice of understanding. When man's soul, in contem-
plation, rises to a realization of the great World-Soul, he per-
ceives the blending of the beams of faith and fact in the radiance
of discovery. He then knows the Truth, for the Truthelectrifies
and makes him free. He has reached the Mount of Transfigura-
tion. Worship consists not in genuflection, obeisance, or adora-
tion, but in conscious absorption of Wisdom and Love. The
universe is ceaselesslyathrillwiththecosmic currents of harmony.
All things move toward perfection. Change is everywhere; but
the trend of all transformation is toward the Ideal. In the per-
spective of the world-evolution,we discern the goal of the Infinite
Good. The Good is everywhere. The Good is eternal. The
apprehension and realization of the Good are the threshold of
the Temple of Wisdom. The absorption of Love within this
temple is the ideal of worship. Recognize good in all, and become
good. Drink love from every flitting moment, as the honey-bee
sucks sweetness from every passing flower, and earth shall be a
Paradise——life an Elysium.—Rev. Henry Frank.



WHY ARE WE HERE?

fiY C. G. OYSTON.

In dealing with abstruse philosophicalproblems that tran-
scend the limited mental perception of the intellectually sleepy,
hasty disposal is made of our arguments by the self-suflicient
egotist who blandly assures us that our deductions are but
speculative——entirely the outcome of a vivid imagination.
Now, what is speculation but the exercise of a legitimate
aspiration of the soul? What is imaginationbut an attribute
of intelligence, or the perception of the spirit? Divest our
material life of speculation and imagination,based on acquired
experience, and you deprive man of a chart to guide him safely
over life's rough sea; for you inadvertently dash him upon the
rocks of materialism, which is spiritual death. What knowl-
edge would we ever have possessed of the beautifulscience of
astronomy independent of speculation? Our greatest sci-
entists are ever the most imaginative; for it is by the intima-
tions of this facultythatinterest becomes inflamedwithinthem.
The most supreme delight that the greatest can ever lcnow is
to receive and impart knowledge. Imaginationhas bequeathed
to the world the sweetest thought ever imparted to man.
To soar beyond the so-called “practical” allurements of man-
kind, and occasionallybrush the dust from our eyes or imbibe
the sunlight of heaven, is to partake of the very food of the
gods. Speculation and Imagination are our benefactors and
saviors, for they forbid the fossilization of the spirit in the
ice-chains of materialistic thought. Imagination was the first
prophet, and Speculation gave her wisdom. _Thought is the
food of the spirit.

Almost simultaneous with the dropping of the scales of
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superstition from the eyes of the spiritual philosopher, arise
dubious reflections respecting theorder of the universe and the
purpose of human life on earth. Conditions seem so anoma-
lous that the question arises, Is there, after all, a supreme
directing Mind, endowed with infinite power and wisdom,
operating in the external world? That there is a high order
of intellectual power displayed we cannot reasonablydeny; but
there seems an utter absence of that sweet, divine sympathy
that makes pure woman loved and adored. Although the
highest expression of intelligence of mortal beings unfolded
to the very acmeof its present manifestation cannot transcend
or even approach the remarkable manifestation of Volition
surrounding him, yet man sighs in disappointment because
that inscrutable, incomprehensible Operation is so indifferent
to the wails of the sorrow-stricken soul.

Poor humanity, struggling with its environment, is a pa-
thetic object-lesson that saddens the heart of the apologist for
thegreat, eternal Fatherof all. War, with its horrible engines
of destruction, breathes murder and devastation from its capa-
cious jaws, and thousands are sacrificed on the altar of selfish
greed. Even Nature herself seems inharmonious. The howl-
ing deep is lashed into fury by her insatiablewrath; thecyclone
spreads misery and death in its pathway; the earthquake en-
gulfs its victims in its horrible embrace; the volcano prepares
for the industrious, peaceful, unsuspecting toiler a holocaust in
which is consumed the efforts of an adverse material exist-
ence. The happy home does not escape the merciless decrees
of fate. The parent is ruthlessly torn from the bosom of his
family,while grim famine blights the happiness of that little
community of unsophisticated, hapless beings.

An inharmonious vibration, straight from the heart of Na-
ture, can paralyze the brightest intellect that ever illuminated
the pathway of human life; it can make that master mind
manifest signs in a dumb show, ‘‘full of sound and fury, signi-
fying nothing.” Ignorant violation of natural law will trans-
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mit by heredity diseases that poison the fountain-springs of
human vitality for generations. Epilepsy, insanity, and tur-

- bulent passions that produce destruction and death menace us
on every hand, and we seem helpless to counteract their effects.‘
Why do these conditions obtain? Why is our experience
painful, perplexing, distressing, and insalubrious? Why is
not our life harmonious and happy, instead of a maelstrom of
grief and woe? Why do we sufl'er so if divine Sympathy
breathedus into being? ,

The human race on earth to-day, even in its comparatively
low condition of spiritual unfoldment, would gladly offer a
panacea for these ills if such were in its possession; but mori-
bund ignorance is incapable of grappling with the difliculty,
and man continues to sigh and sorrow. Yet we are assured
thatthereare human beings in thegreat Beyond of thespiritual
world, whose transcendent beauty and glory, born of soul-
unfoldment, are such that for mortals to gaze thereon would
be like looking at the noonday sun. These godlike beings
must necessarily, in obedience to the laws of eternal progres-
sion, be sympathetic to a relatively infinite degree when con-
trasted with mortal love, however self-sacrificing it may be.
Then why their apparent jndifierence to the long, low wail of
agony evolved from aching hearts on earth? Surely, it must
be logical to assume that suffering would forever disappear
before the fire and fervor of their advanced intelligence—were
it not absolutely necessary for the human soul.

These august rulers of planetary worlds have been deputed
as guardian spirits to other conditions of existence, by virtue
of practicalexperience and marvelous soul-unfoldment. Their
thought is power, and their will is law; but only by long,
laborious effort in past ages have they become endowed with
such possibilitiesas they display. They maintain thatwe will
eventually attain to that high condition, but only through
struggles that now appear appalling, incongruous, and instinct
with the breathings of despair. They have ‘waded through
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rivers of blood, figuratively speaking, and by slow progress
during the eons past have aspired to that high state where,
instead of beingsubservient to the external, their surroundings
are obedient to their will and control. Their creative power
is such as to infuse life into the various forms of objective
existence, and those deific possibilities that we have hitherto
ascribed to one supreme Being are thus the heritage of the
whole human race.

Every vibration in that atmosphere is harmonious, every
emotion is a symphony, and every thought is a creative im-
pulse and a divine benediction. Ages of suffering and of
efiort have made these beings great and mighty. The indi-
vidualization of the soul demanded the sacrifice, for no other
course of experience could have enabled the soul to know itself,
and thus become truly individualized. This, then, is the true
purpose of life-—individualizationthatwill ever be maintained.
If the soul had never entered upon the conflictof the ages, per-
sonality would have characterizedits existence, but individual-
ity never. It would have been oblivious to its innate possi-
bilities. It would have been as a child without the abilityto
develop to maturity.

In thispossibilityof individualization,man takes a distinct
departure from animal life, because the mere brute cannot be-
come individualized. Animal instinct in its highest expres-
sion has never equaled human reason at its best. And why?
Because man is the progenitor of the animal kingdom; for the
spirit of the brute was originally human, spiritual substance,
and the cause of its resemblance to human intelligence is con-
tinual association with man. The human being manifests
characteristics similar to those of certain animals during the
process of development. So long as man needs thisexpression
of his lower propensities they will remain in his thought-
sphere; but when they have accomplished their purpose, ani-
mals will no longer walk with him side by side, but will pass
away, even as the early thoughts that have subserved human
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progress. What is an animal but a human thoughtembodied?
As the thoughts of childhoodmust depart before the light of
maturer years, so animals thatassist man in his onward march
during the early stages of his development must pass into the
great ocean of unindividualized substance in spirit-life, to be
utilized no more in his journey up the heights of eternal
progression.

Man must be accompanied by thoughts in unison with his
degree of advancement, or he would be altogether unhappy;
consequently, the life-forms surrounding him must correspond
with the desires of his soul. This objective representation of
correspondence is exemplified in external Nature. The vari-
ous moods of thehuman soul during thebirth-throesof unfold-
ment are responded to by the outer manifestations of our sur-
roundings. Animals manifest the characteristics of undevel-
oped man; and the violent storms and abnormal aberrations
of Nature but voice the unrest of the human soul. When man
becomes intellectuallyand spirituallypoised—when he becomes
master of himself, and can view with equanimity the adverse
conditions of life—Nature will recognize thatplacidityof soul
and become obedient to its divine intimations. But, however
logically conclusive these assertions may be to one who has
traveled through devious pathwaysof mental deliberation and
taken up the threads of knowledge in the elaboration of a rea-
sonable system of spiritual philosophy, positive aflirmation
cannot be maintained. ‘

In the objective world we see no practical evidence of the
infusion of life into inanimate Nature by human intelligence
or power. The assertion can only be accepted on inspirational
testimony per se. Yet we cannot with impunity deny this
when we reason from analogy. Let us see what man has
already accomplished. His intelligence has dovetailed with
the laws of Nature, and modified and controlled external
operations. He has utilized the lightning in his onward
march; communicated thoughtwithouta visible medium; sus-
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pended the law of attraction, or gravitation; separated
material particles and caused solid objects to pass through
other solids; his will has assumed dictatorship over those less
positive than his own; and he has appropriated from ethereal,
magnetic, invisible emanations (evolved from the human
body) the wherewithal to clothe himself as a spirit with a tan-
gible, objective, material form, and walk and talk with men
on earth. He manifests in degree while here all the deific
attributes except lifc—infusion; but, as he is eternally pro-
gressive, to impart a portion of his own life-substance to other
forms in spirit-life seems possible in the eternal fitness of
things: for it is but an unfoldment in degree, and we cannot
place a limit to our possibilities.

The marvelous mechanism of the physical body, containing
in degree all the constituent elements of the material universe,
is an association of atoms held in suspension by the human
soul. We cannot conceive of anything more beautiful than
the most harmoniously unfolded woman—Nature's supreme
efiort; yet this divinest effect is but the intelligence of the in-
dividual in operation. No more stupendous manifestation can
be displayed in theuniverse of worlds than this——a prophecy of
the God-power in man. If, then, the human spirit, by virtue
of involuntary oonsciousness, so to speak, can control and
operate elements that compose a world, why should not those
membersof the human brotherhood, far away on the highway
of progress (who have summered in the spiritual world for
ages), be enabled to condense the ethereal surroundings and
thus render objective material worlds—crystallized spirit—sub-
stance—for the exercise of man's activities, which cannot be
properly aroused independent of repeated incarnations in
matter?

 

As YOU grow ready for it, somewhere or other you will find
what is needful for you: in a book or a friend, or, best of all, in
your own thoughts—the eternal Thought speaking in your
thought.—George McDonald.



THE UNCEASING EBB AND FLOW.

BY JEANNE G. PENNINGTON.

For a mind disposed to question the successive chapters of
individual human life, is not an impressive argument furnished
by the repetition of experiences and moods in his own history
and that of those friends who admit him beyond the outer
court of their personal convictions? As the years advance,
and the earnest mind becomes responsive to the promptings of
the higher Self, one by one the carnal strata that imprison the
spiritual light divide, and we undoubtedly see more clearly.

Most of us strive to walk with greater uprightness as our
inner sense becomes keen and discerning. Nevertheless, the
solemn, and at times disheartening, fact remains that at any
moment when ofi one’s guard a return of the old tendencies,
impulses, and preferences is not only possible but probable.
For example, a hapless soul may have brought with him into
this page of existence an extreme sensitiveness, a susceptibility
to the mental and moral moods of those about him, which is
painful to them, and as regards his personal comfort most
unfortunate. This being a part of the accumulation of past
incarnations, it must be reckoned with now. No one is to
blame; even he himself, strictly speaking, cannot be held ac-
countable for that which he has unwittingly brought about.
Yet as days succeed days, and weary weeks round themselves
into months and years, this sensitiveness becomes a tangible
foe to be faced, studied, and made subject to a broader and
more practical interest in humanity beyond one’s self. This
latter good-fellowship, when highly developed, is supposed to
crowd out all ‘thoughts of self, and so of necessity to banish
sensitiveness, that being one of the many outward and visible
signs of inward and spiritual undevelopment.
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This wider, more general sympathydoes prove beneficial-
often, though not always; for so long as this chapter is being
written, the natural impulses when occasion ofiers will assert
themselves. As a stream, when the levee has burst, becomes
unnaturallyboisterous and turbulent, so the passions or tenden-
cies after repression, or regaining control, are more unman-
ageable and astounding. Nor is this fact so discouraging as
at first it seems. Is it not, on the contrary, viewed from the
standpoint of successive rebirths and higher opportunities, a
balm for the woe of apparent failure?

“He has outgrown the habit,” or trait, we frequently hear
asserted. In truth he has done no such thing: he has simply,
through either policy or conscientiousness (usually the latter),
ceased to exhibit those traits as frankly as before. He has
measurably gained self-control ; and now, while on his guard,
with will-power unrelaxed, he compels himself to a wiser ex-
ternal attitude. Offer the same provocation when the will-
power is temporarilysleeping, and the original man appears-
primitive, unadorned, precisely as he entered upon this phase
of existence.

As regularly as the tide floods all the crevices and craxmies
along its rocky boundaries, so the inflowing Spirit floods and
fills all the shortcomings and deficiencies in the human animal
—-for his comfort, his restoration, his encouragement; and
with the regularity of the ebbing tide is this lflux of Spirit
recalled, that man may measure his needs, discern his weak-
ness, and open his eyes to the hard work necessary here for the
advanced start elsewhere. For life is education—unfo1dment.
In it, as in the college, one cannot do the work of the higher
class until he has mastered that of the one preliminary.
Neither is it possible to crowd into one year the work of two,
nor into one room the tasks of the next. Reenforcing the
weak places of the present constitutes the only preparation for
the future; and when one has finished the junior work he is
ready for the senior, not before.
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Except for thisbroader conception of our opportunities and
presence here, life would seem at times barren and unprofitable
in the extreme. Any man or woman of feeling, who has once
recognized the fact thatto permit sensitiveness to become mor-
bid—to allow anger and uncharitableness to assert themselves,
whatever the provocation—is to contribute to the general un-
happiness and wretchedness of both present and future human-
ity, and that to be unselfish and thoughtful of others, patient
and tolerant under the most extreme temptation to be other-
wise, adds surely and permanently to the best and highest good
of all and wishes and tries to march beneath the banner of
holiness. After realizing all this, many yet feel the old-time
miserable hurt retum—the anger and disposition to criticize
and censure again become dominant. And is it strange that
after many years of faithful effort women and men resign
themselves to the futility of a longer attempt to exterminate
these faults,which are so plainlyat thevery root of the nature?
In fact, it is a hopeless task—theroots are too deeply embedded
in our common being; their eradication is probably impossible
during this incarnation.

Nevertheless,having recognized and battled bravelyagainst '

them, is it not plausiblethatsomewhere the earnest, prolonged
efiort will tell permanently in the development and ultimate
of character? Not necessarily here, but elsewhere, so surely
as thesenior year with its higher, graver responsibilitieswould
never have been reached except through the frequent seeming
defeats as well as successes of the junior. The junior remains
junior until the end of the year, however perfect his work or
faithful his effort. The beginning of the year found him a
junior, as will its close, though with the accumulated knowl-
edge based upon failure and success, adversity and prosperity
—“ups and downs,” in fact, possible to no other time, no other
place,and no otherperson,but the absolutely necessary prepara-
tion for his to-be-enlargedopportunities. How unwise would
be any lamentation on his part, during that year, because his
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work evinced lack of perfection! “The senior, who is my
friend, never trips up in such problems: why should I?” Be-
cause you are not yet a senior, my lad; and in time you, too,
will have freed yourself from such error, though not this
year.

George Eliot, in that most touching of her shorter works,
“Mr. Gilfil’sLove Story,” says something to this efiect. As
the old gentleman lived out his last years among the simple
country-people of his parish, he took upon himself certain man-
nerisms and drifted into oddities of various sorts; but these
were simply excrescences-—push themaside, and the “fine grain
of the original marble” would be instantly detected. And
this is my point. Culture and enlightenment may do much
to change the external man or woman—so much indeed that
a high polish and favorable environment often completely de-
ceive the world, which cares not to look beneaththe surface;
but the “fine grain of the original marble” invariably remains,
and to the acute eye of the impartial observer the right mo-
ment betrays just what sort of marble the nature represents
and how fine is its grain.

All effort and all success interblend; defeat (frequently
only higher success), too, adds its somber stream to the new
equipment thatin time we reach—nothere, but elsewhere. He
that has struggled honestly, faithfully, and indefatigably
against his besetting weakness here, however often the ebbing
tide may have found him powerless, will have rid himself per-
manently of that particular demon when he enters the higher
class. He thathas declined to try, protesting thatonly failure
could attend his most heroic labor in that direction, will need
elsewhere as well ‘as here to do battle with his dragon—not
necessarilyto overcome him, but to do his best toward thatend.
If in this chapter of his character, or soul-history, he shirks
the hardest task, he will so fail in his examinations that, in-
stead of entering upon his senior year with a sense of duty
well done, he must needs return to the uncompleted task set
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for himiasa junior; for in promotions of thissort no deception
is possible. ‘

The tide flows unendingly,in and out, bearingon its bosom
varied gifts or sorrows for themyriad forms of life it touches:
so with the tide of the successive days—the unceasing ebb and
flow of care and sadness, joy and happiness. No man can
command the flow of circumstance, but each may utilize it;
and, happily for us all, our promotion when we reach the end
of our present course depends not upon what our friends or
acquaintancesor casual observers say of us, nor upon what we
have apparently done or left undone, but upon the number of
times and the energy of purpose with which we have tried to
do our best. Those are themoments or hours or days in which
we have become consciously, deliberately, unreservedly, a
beneficentpart of the Whole; have sunk our own personality,
with its aches and pains and crying wants, in the desire to still
the sorrow in some other heart; have really been that which
above all things else we desire to be—worthy followers in the
pathway marked out by all the dearest teachers of whom the
“lowlyNazarene” is the crown.

At flood-tide we are heroic; life is easy, beautiful, noble;
but lo! the ebb begins, and we are faint and weary with
despair: nothing seems substantial, nothing permanent; all is
illusory and unreal. We are back again in the marshes and
morasses of hesitation and unbelief in our own goodness and
its efficiency. Where but a day before we strode with firm
self-confidence, we now grope our way or grievously stumble.
Courage, my brother! No earnest word, no helpful deed, no
tender thought ever yet failedof its mission. It went to swell
the whole thatin time means the upliftingof all to the higher,
perpetual planes far beyond those of which now and then we
have soul-satisfying glimpses and suggestions.

The ebb and flow of occurrences offer us the opportunity
we need. “Life is just stuff to try the soul's strength on—
educe the man. Who keeps one end in view makes all things
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serve.’ We can no more control this than we can command
the tides of the sea; but it is “stuff for the soul’s growth”—
material from which we are making the texture or grain of
the marble of our character for the next or senior year.
Whether that shall be the final year, or the beginning of an-
other stage in the great upward march of evolution, who
shall say?

_
Only when experiences thrust upon us the old sensation of

flaws in the marble—when the outrushing tide leaves exposed
the nude signs of our lack of proportion and balance—-let us
even then stand upright and steadfastly aflirm that there must
be “first the blade, then the ear ;- then the full corn in the ear.”
No circumstance need delay us; nothingcan hinder or harm us
except our own unwillingness to do this year’s work—not for
immediate results, but as the best and only preparation for the
next.

While this life lasts, many must experience the flood-tideof
strength, rapture, and song, alternating with the ebb-tide of
weakness, sorrow, and tears—while we dwell in externals; but
beyond this are assuredly higher and larger regions ultimately
accessible to all. The outcome need not concern us; the duty
and privilegeof attempt are confided to each one, and theglory
of use lies also in our keeping. “They only fail who have not
striven.”

We cannot by any exertion change the grain of our present
nature: we can only gathera wealthof beauty,a love of truth,
a reservoir of tendemess, which when we start again will mean
a loftier sense of the meaning and holiness of life—a more
profound understanding of its wonder and of our individual
inheritance and responsibility. We never “fail”; we step back
from time to time, that we may gain steadiness of step and
courage to face the Light unwaveringly—-as the path trends
upward.

 

SYSTEMSexercise the mind, but faith enlightens and guides it.
-—Valtaire.



HOW TO BE WELL AND HAPPY.

BY mm! nonnms HEAD.

Some one has said thatwe are just as strong as theweakest
link in thechain of our being. The weakest link, then, has to
be strengthened before we can attain health and happiness.
All that keeps us from reaching the heights toward which we
aspire is the inabilityso to concentrate our forces that in the
place of discords above which we have not risen we can estab-
lish a fixed habit of harmonious thinking. It will take time to
achieve this—it requires unfailingeffort; but it is really the
greatest work an individual can do.

Reasoning from the fact that we exist in and from an in-
exhaustiblesupply of every element needed to make us strong
and happy, we must discern this truth constantly in order to
manifest it; for we can only manifest that which we see and
know. We cannot hold a picture of discords part of the time,
and think harmonious thoughts only when experiences seem
pleasant and there are few shadows to obscure the light. The
tremendous power we are trying to unfold is that of control-
ling thought at will, so that we may say of every condition in
life: I must affect it, instead of letting it affect me! Many
brave hearts have entered this path of discipline, which leads
to the utmost heights of Being; and they find that it also
winds through the valley of self-will, where the shadows of
humiliationare so dense at times that they cry out for help-
almost forgetting the Light-beareriof the inner life, who is
ever striving to lead the way. We have lived so long expect-
ing everything to affect us that now, in meeting each experi-
ence witha knowledgeof our innate power to mold and fashion
the external life according to our highest perceptions of truth,
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we are almost startled at the best results obtained; and we are
often too timid to go on using our power where it does not
yield all that we long to acquire.

Conscious growth means persistent effort All who are

journeying over the path of discipline carry with them some
kind of a burden from which they long to free themselves.
They are peering into the brightness ahead; they are trying
to forget the weight of their burden, but do not see how to
drop it. One carries the sense of loneliness; another has
poverty; another holds some kind of disease; others feel that
the grind of toil is blighting the joy of life; many are op-
pressed by tyrants; all know that the best qualities of their
nature are not brought into their true place, and all long for
the peace that abounds in the spirit. Strange, is it not, that
the way to unfold this peace is through overcoming strife?

The weak link in every nature is inabilityto grasp the tre-
mendous truth that life is limitless, unending, deathless; and
thatevery experience wherein happiness and harmony are lack-
ing can be turned into a positive good through the right kind
of self-discipline. If the light has gone out of my life to—day,
it is becauseI am holding or passing through a certain state of
consciousness. If everythingfails to make me happy or strong
it is because I myself do not assume the right attitude toward
the various experiences of life. Human events, like the tides
of the ocean, pour in upon us at times a wealth of encourage-
ment and joy. When the tide goes out, sweeping away from
our hearts and lives all that made the struggle for existence
seem worth the effort, we forget that the tide will come in
again freighted withall that is truly our own. In our sorrow,
loneliness, and despair, we forget that life holds an unending
supply for every need, and that, whatever our requirement
may be when the tide has gone out, we can attract a sure sup-
ply by dropping the thought of trouble and waiting with ten-
derness and hope for a change of consciousness that will make
everythingappear in a different light. “Whatever we believe,
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thatwe create; for man is controlled primarily,not by physical
states, but by his directions of mind.”

Do I behold the working of law? My own comes to me
whether I realize it or not. The tide goes out, but it comes
back with invigoratingatmospheres tossed up from the depths
of Being. The going out leaves me in despair: the wining
in brings me joy and thanksgiving. Shall I bemoan my fate
while the tide is out? Let me cultivate instead a sure knowl-
edge that I have eternity in which to love all that belongs to
me; let me strive to unfold a consciousness that the purpose of
my existence is to manifest the harmony and vitality that
vibrate through every other form of Being. A fixed habit of
harmonious thinkingmust be established while the tide is out;
and it can only be done through the self-discipline that ignores
the sense of limitation and bondage as much as possible, and
thatholds to the fact of imperishable qualities in the soul that
is to be evolved.

The line of activity thatwill strengthen every weak link in
the chain of Being is to try letting go of discordant thoughts
as theyarise—literallycasting aside the burden whilewe climb
the mountain. This line of activity leads along the plane of
the senses, where trouble appears in one form to-day and in
another form to-morrow. The extreme care we exercise over
the physical life hinders the concentration of force that is
necessary to our becomingcentered in the Self. It is not pos-
sible to realize true happiness until we abandon the love of the
lower self for that of the higher. Letting go of discordant
thoughtsand fillingthe consciousness with a desire to manifest
higher degrees of harmony is the only sure way permanently
to change environments. It may be that you are separated
from those you love and the sense of desolation drives you
away from any remainingjoy. Your loss is your one thought;
but you can rise above this agony by letting go of the picture
of death, and holding in its place that of a happy union with
those who have only gone a little way in advance.
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Here is the test with which to strengthen the weak link in
your chain of Being: you must either give your energies to
the demonstration of the fact thatyou are an immortal soul or
fall back into the paralyzing belief in death and destruction
thatmakes of life a farce not worth the living. As an immor-
tal beingyou can meet experiences without the fur and agony
thatwitherand blight the efforts of one who cannot discern in
the higher Self a power to evolve both health and happiness;
moreover, you can refuse to give your thoughts to the condi-
tions that destroy happiness, and you can fill your conscious-
ness with thoughts of your own developing possibilities. The
very hardest experience can be changed almost as if by magic
when you hold the right mental attitude toward it.

Refuse to see yourself as one who can be crushed by an-
other, or by any form of sufiering. Attract from life the ele-
ments of love, which you can send back to those who have
held the power to create in you the sense of hatred or resent-
ment; When the reality of any environment presses with un-
endurableweight, withdrawyour thoughts from it; and, as fast
as the rankling, corroding thought comes back, put it away
from you by turning the power of your being toward the
source of strength withinyour soul. The effort thus made to
rise above limitations will in time, bring from the inner life
power enough to overcome a world of inharmony.

If you are faithful in desiring to establish your untried
powers by constantly withdrawingyour thoughts from inhar-
monious conditions, you can make of life a perpetual round of
happy attainment. This truth applies to sickness as well as to
other discords. A certain amount of attention has to be given
to the state we call sickness. but far more should be withdrawn
than given. Disease is nourished by our acceptance and fear
of it. The power within is equal to everything, or it is not
worth a thought. Our aim is to grow, or become, harmonious.
This takes us out of sickness, instead of leaving us where we
are constantly “overcoming” it.
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Now, listen—ye human, aching hearts! The song of life
is as tender and clear for you as for the thrush on a newly-
awakened tree. Can thebirds, or the blossoms, or the hills, or
themeadows, or the fields of bursting life proclaim sadness and
distrust becausethey have arisen from bonds of earth and seed
to reveal their hidden glory? They unfold a never-failing
beauty,with no regret that they must die. Life unfolds from
death throughout the universe; and we, its highest manifesta-
tion, are the only ones that tarry with reluctant, belated step
to regard the process in fear and dread. We alone hold
the power to choose for self without considering the
happiness of every creature, and our voice is not heard in the
love-song of life.

The simple message, then, for every heart is to turn away
from disoords, and persistently surrender the love of the lower
self to the hope of manifesting the ideal Self. This is done
by thatdiscipline that is never abandoned whether theprogress
can be measured or not. A life given to this greatest of all
objects cannot result in failure: its success will reach fathoms
belowand heights above our sense of limitation.

 

ALL numbers are multiples of one; all sciences converge to a
common point; all wisdom comes out of one center; and the
number of wisdom is one. The light of wisdom radiates into
the world, and manifests itself in various ways according to the
substance in which it manifests itself. Therefore, man may mani-
fest reason in a threefold manner: as instinct, as animal reason,
and as spiritual intelligence. The knowledge thatour soul derives
from the physical and animal elements is temporal ; that which it
derives from spirit is etemaJ.—Paracelsu.r.

 

ONLY when man realizes the presence of God in him will he
begin his infinite life, and step from the realm of evanescent illu- .

sions into that of permanent truth.—Franz Hartman», M.D.



INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKING.

nv ANITA TRUEMAN.

A public life has many allurements, and the applause of
themultitude is considered by many a worthyobject. Yet few
can really comprehend what great strength of character is
required in order to live a truly useful public life. To Franz
Liszt, the voluminous applause that greeted the production of
the earliest work of his genius was a bitter humiliation, for
he felt that it was meant for the boy, not for the work. It
emphasized his youth rather than his genius. The truly great
man, whose soul is in his work, asks earnest attention to the
message he brings for humanity. Yet public attention is too
often centered in the personality of the man, and his words
of counsel pass themby. Especially is thisso withthe“inspira-
tional” teacher. How does he do it? is frequently a more
urgent question than—How may I control circumstances and
harmonize all the elements of my life? To mere curiosity-
seekers, both questions are unanswerable.

There is, in truth, no great mystery in thematter. Yetone
hears so many grotesque explanations, from self-appointed
authorities,that a simple statement of the principles involved
in inspirational speaking may be acceptable to earnest ques-
tioners on this subject.

The being of the soul is absolute. Its source, life, and
purpose are described to the mind by the one word intelligence.
This quality is universal—omnipresent, omnipotent, and am-
niscient; for it is manifested in every thing, thought, and
being of which we are conscious. This Absolute Intelligence
is theorthodoxDeity, the primal spiritual essence of all being.
Becoming involved in more and more complex ideas, it mani-
fests itself first in the individual and separate consciousness of
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the soul, then in the more finite and complex being of human
expression; and so on, through the descending scale of involu-
tion, until it “sleeps in the stone.” The mind of man must
recognize its presence everywhere.

This fundamental truth once grasped, the explanation of
my phenomenon whatsoever is but a matter of scientific and
logical deduction. There is no spot in the universe where
there can be less intelligence than at any other point; but,
where that intelligence becomes self-conscious, there is created
an individual being. Wherever intelligence so individualized
seeks to apply its power to the formation and manipulation of
that passive substance that we designate “matter,” there is
born a being of human likeness and capability. By means of
this externalizationof ideas, through passive or partially pas-
sive mediums, the soul learns to know itself; and so it pur-
sues the march of evolution, day by day, century after century.

It is the purpose, then, of our life upon this distinctly
human plane of mental activityto manifest intelligence through
the mediums at our disposal. It follows that success will de-
pend entirely upon our conscious realization of the power of
thought, and our understanding of the relation borne by our
special work to the universal work of omnipresent Intelligence.

Understanding these principles, I have applied them to
the work I am called upon to perform—the statement and
explanationof universal truths and their application to specific
cases. In undertaking so mighty a task, I merely accept the
work prepared for me, and in that work, for the time being,
sink all thoughts of a personal nature. Meeting persons that
have problems to be solved, I see in them only the question of
the proper application of intelligence to certain conditions. I
do not pretend to speak from experience, but rather from the
knowledge of that divine, omniscient Intelligence that I am
seeking to aid others as well as myself to manifest in the
perfect harmony of true living. Hence, I am enabled to meet,
in the simplest and most logical manner, problems that I have
not considered before.
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It is amazing to see how clearly the complex riddles of
life may be simplified and solved in this way. The statement,
“I and the Father are one,” involved the secret of Christ's
strength and simplicity of teaching. To-day, if one but con-
sciously realizes the oneness of his being with the Source of
all being,he will see clearly the solution of every wearying and
perplexing problem. One can live from inspiration as easily
as to speak from inspiration if he will but let this thought of
oneness with eternal Truthbe his daily companion and train-
ing-master.

To act from inspiration is to act from the center of control
—the seat of spiritual consciousness. Acting from thiscenter,
one can appeal to the highest and divinest in any other soul,
calling its most interior principle into activity. Acting thus,
one inevitably influences and aids all souls that may be recep-
tive to his thought.

Again, actingor speaking from thisstandpoint, one is mas-
ter of the laws of beingand is able to guide his own actions, as
well as those of others not yet so far advanced, in harmony
with those laws. He is immune from discord so long as he
maintains thisattitude. It is only when through ignorance we
transgress these principles that they inflict discord upon us.
In the strength of conscious intelligence we rule all being
throughthe applicationof these same laws.

In the light of this inspiration of universal Intelligence,
divine wisdom and love are revealed, which enable us to under-
stand human nature in all its grandeur, though buried beneath
a mountain of ignorance. It shows, not the ill covering, but
the true soul beneath, whose destiny is akin to our own.
Speaking from the inspiration of divine Intelligence, we are
enabled to reachthatdeeply involved higher Self of our brother
and impart to it some measure of consciousness. Or it
may be that the voice of all—g-uiding Spirit will counsel silent
action, for it is not always well to speak.

In theend, it were surely the happiest and most useful way
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to live—from the center of control, by the light of divine In-
telligence. It is the secret of the power to rule all things,both
within and without. It is the secret of simplicity and under-
standing. It is to be gained only by working and acting, for
only through the extemalization of its power can the soul
come to know itself. Once attained, it is the key of the
universe.

COLONEL INGzRsoLr.’s greatest weakness is conservatism. He
has done valiant service in clearing the ground of its tangled
underbrush of superstition. He has blazed a broad path through
the Black Forest of ecclesiasticism. He has led us out of the
bondage of Egypt, but left us in a desert. He has unfurled the
standard of freedom for every man, woman, and child, but he
has not had the courage to carry it over the borders into the
Promised Land. He has not even dared himself to climb out
of the valley to where he might look down upon the spiritual
wealth within the domains of cccultism, theosophy, spiritualism,
and metaphysics. He has not shown the courage of his convic-
tions in these latter days. He has slain many giants of supersti-
tion, but will not face the giants of truth. He is not keeping
pace with the most advanced and most liberal thought. He lacks
the boldness of a leader. He says he does not know whether
death is a wall or a door. In these times of psychical research
no intelligent mind can justify such a statement, though it might
very well havegbeen excused when we bowed to the tyranny of
the Westminster Catechism and its grotesque deities. Colonel
Ingersoll to-day is showing himself a laggard of the most con-
servative type. He is in danger of being left in “the land of
deserts and of pits, the land of drought and of the shadow of
death,” while stronger hands unfurl the banner of a larger Free-
dom, lead on to higher conquests in the universe of mind than
he has ever dreamed, and open a vista of life that shows that
death itself is the illusion—that no walls or doors divide us
from the great majority, but only the fogs of our own dim vision
and the clouds of our own needless ignorance and prejudice.-—
Charles B. Newcomb.



F I AT LUX !

av JULIA 2. mnxsv.

O God of Light,
I stand with arms extended,

Wrapped in a vision of delight
From Thee descended!

From Thee, who overfiowest heaven and earth
Forever withmysterious thrillof birth,
And tender palpitations, and strange throes,
Through which life to its full fruition goes.
Do I not know
The clouds across thy countenance that flow
Are mine,not Thine?—mean vapors born of tears
Of mine own atmosphere:
Dull drifts of doubt through which I fail to see
To thine Infinity?
And, if I will, they are not; mine own heart
Can tear the separating veil apart
And see Thee alway shining—Light of me !—
Full through the radiant ether where Thou art!
Forever dost Thou shine
Above, below, beyond, and through the dream
That our own petty vaporings do seem
To make of life. But Thou, Divine,
Only art life; and only do I live
As I do recognize me wholly Thine.
Not a chance sunbeam——flickering,fugitive-
A sense-form transitory,
But one imperishable shaft of glory:
'A very part of Thee—complete, supreme.
Make me to know my worth. 0 God, my Sun!

Make me to be
_

WithThy divine intention so at one
That I shall shine withThee;

‘And every cloudy deep and highest space
Be instinct with the glory of Thy Face!



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

HE refusal of Governor Roosevelt to commute the death sen-
tence that resulted in the execution of Mrs. Place at Sing

Sing, last March, was no surprise to those aware of his profound
respect for the mere letter of the law. As firm believers in the
maxim that the surest way to secure the repeal of a bad law is
to enforce it, we do not share the antipathy for the new soldier-
Executive that has been manifested in some very respectable
quarters. Neither do we sympathize with the pessimism that
sees in the rigid attitude of the chief magistrate a setback to the
humanitarian cause. It is our deep conviction that, through the
killing of this unfortunate woman by electricity,.the movement
that is seeking the abolition of capital punishment has received
a greater impetus than it possibly could derive from the infliction
of the same ofiicial barbarism upon a dozen men. Among even

savage races, the practise of cruelty toward “the female of our

species” is quite as shocking to man’s sensibilitiesas the wanton
injury of a helpless child. Hence, the real atrocity of this relic
of medievalism has recently been emphasized with a peculiar
vividness. It hasvbeen brought home to many advocates of the
death penalty who nevertheless have a pathetic regard and solici-
tude for the sex of their mothers.

In these remarks we do not assume that murder by the State
is any more legitimate, from a civilized standpoint, when the
victim is a male ofiender. Neither do we indorse the statement
that, because women “have no voice” in making the laws, they
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should not suffer the prescribed penalties for their infraction.
Such a doctrine would logically demand the release and exemption
of all thievesand other violators of individual rights who happen
to be women. The quiet, persuasive “voice" of the gentler sex

is already more potent in public affairs than many people imagine;
and “theballot" is not always necessary to its expression.

There are deeper reasons in plenty—-practical, ethical, and
moral—for the abolition of capital punishment, as applied to any
living being, regardless of sex or of depth of criminality. The
death penalty is a survival of that form of superstitious ignorance
that demanded “a life for a life" and “a tooth for a tooth”-—that
era in which justice was satisfied by retaliation and injuries were

repaired through revenge. Of course, its justification is nowa-

days sought on other grounds; but dispassionate
proves them to be equally specious and anachronistic. '

Its abolishment in five States of our Union, in most of the
Swiss cantons, and in Holland, Roumania, Portugal, and else-
where, has demonstrated that the extreme penalty for capital
offenses is not a deterrent of such crimes. In these common-
wealths there are fewer murders in proportion to the population
than in most quarters where the death sentence is enforced. A
bill to change the law in this State to life imprisonment was

recently defeated in the Legislature by only a small majority.
And even in benighted Russia, where only about five per cent.
of the population can read and write, the most aggravated cases
of treason are alone punishable by death. The law is a dead
letter in Belgium, where public opinion has forbidden the execu-
tion of a criminal for over thirty-fiveyears.

The great danger, through the acceptance of circumstantial
evidence, of killing the wrong person—an error that occurs not
seldom, as revealed by death—bed confessions and other subse-
quent developments—is one of the most painful drawbacks of
this iniquitous law. All other forms of injustice are remediable;
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but capital punishment, in this as in all other respects, is unique
and wholly incongruous with the true spirit of an enlightened age.
But even when the real culprit is found and executed, his agony
is relatively the least: the innocent and naturally sympathetic
members of his family, who bear his disgraced name, are fre-
quently the greater sufierers.

The desire to witness an execution, or even to have the law
retained on the statute-books, is an indulgence of the sensuous
nature. It is mere animalisrn—an expression of the same

depraved tendency that has given rise to the mania for attending
prize-fights, football-matches, and other barbarous “sports.”
Perhaps the saddest of all humanity's negative emotions is the
pleasure that certain minds are able to extract from others’ pain.

But by far the most forceful reason that can be adduced in
refutation of the assertions of those who favor capital punish-
ment is involved in man’s psychical nature. We are spiritual
beings. To put a murderer to death is not merely to chop down
a crooked tree in a forest or to amputate a diseased limb from
the body of society. We are immortal entities. We can no

more rid ourselves of the wickedness of a criminal by killinghis
body than we can lose the good influence of a saint when he
attains to the ripeness of the change called death. That “the
body is the prison-house of the soul” is more vitally true of the
ignorant and vicious than of any other class of persons. To
become depraved in mind and deed is literally to bind one’s _self
in chains. Yet it is the policy of most advanced governments
to grant a total release to such individua.ls—and thus augment
their powers and opportunities for evil—at just the moment
when theirbitterness toward the race is most acute.

Students of mental phenomena are rapidly inclining to the
belief that the operation of unseen intelligences, instead of being
a mere superstition like witchcraft, is a psychical fact. To the
occult influence of the discarnate souls of suicides, murderers,
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and others in whom development has been arrested, may be
attributed many cases of epilepsy and sudden insanity on the part
of sensitive mortals. Let us, therefore, strive to educate such
unfortunates here-—4'. e., educe those higher spiritual qualities that
are involved, however latent, in even the darkest souls—instead of
stupidly thrusting them beyond our grasp. By its untimely for-
cing of such entities into the other realm of existence, Society is
stultified in its deliberate throwing away of an opportunity to
protect itself. Let us cease to interfere with the course of evolu-
tion by denying expression to life. “Crimes were never as great,”
says Lombroso, “as in those ages when punishments were heavi-
est.” Shall we ignore this lesson of experience?

 

SPIRITUAL BEINGS.

We are beginningto get some little hint in modern studies that
the spirit transcends the body—that it runs beyond this present
life and rises above the horizon of its corporeal limits. How
far we can trust psychic science I do not know—certainly enough
to know that the spirit of man exercises an influence beyond the
reach of his hand or the sound of his voice, even while on earth.
I don't know—who does ?—what I can do outside the realms of
corporeal presence. I know that 1 can pray for help, strength,
or guidance for another, and by some spiritual reality reach
another with a wisdom better than my own. There is a spiritual
presence that runs beyond the physical. I believethere is a spirit
that death does not quench, but releases and makes eflicacious.
I derive my belief partly from the Bible, partly from the testi-
mony of others, and partly from my own experience. I do not
believe that those who have died have gone far away from us.
They have passed beyond our ken, but we are not beyond theirs.
If our eyes were open, who knows but thatwe could see those who
have gone from us and yet have not gone from us ?—Rev. Lyman
Abbott.
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WHAT IS CHRISTIAN SCIENCE?

As Voltaire said of the Holy Roman Empire, that it was
“neither holy, nor Roman, nor an empire,” so it would be easy
to say that, if we use words withtheirordinary meaning, Christian
Science is neither scientific ncr Christian. But epigrams glitter
in proportion as they are superficial, and a paradox can never be
the final statement of truth. Since every Christian teacher to—day
is somehow brought into contact with the mode of thought called
“Christian Science,” it is surely worth while to ask what it is.

In November, 1897, a church was dedicated in London, where
Christian Science was first taught by a pupil of Mrs. Eddy in
1890. Letters and eablegrams of congratulation were read from

' New York, Boston, St. Louis, and a message from Mrs. Eddy,
characteristicallymysterious, ungrammatical,and oracular:

“Brethren beloved across the sea: To-day a nation is born.
Spiritual apprehension unfolds, transfigures, heals. With you be
there no more sea, no ebbing faith, no night. Love be thy light
upon the mountains of Israel. God will multiply thee. Affec-
tionatelyyours, Mary Baker Eddy."

In all such churches no sermon is ever heard, preaching hav-
ing been forbidden by Mrs. Eddy. The reason of thisprohibition
is, according to the faithful, that the original truth may not be
darkened by words without knowledge; according to hostile crit-
ics it is thatthe founder may exercise more absolute control.

The literature of the movement is of amazing extent. The
extraordinary book, “Science and Health, with Key to the Scrip-
tures,” was first published in I875, and received with shouts of
derision by the press. It is certainly diflicult for the uninitiated
to read, and impossible -for them to understand, its 560 pages.

The sale of Bibles at all their book-stores is enormous.
Every convert must immediately possess a Bible and study it for
the rest of his life, and Bibles in every imaginable type and bind-
ing are sold at every headquarters of the faith. The sale of
literature and the profit accruing to some one must be extraor-
dinary, since it is claimed that there are now 6oo,ooo adherents,
and a million people in sympathywith the movement.

The peculiar personality that is the mainspring of the move-
ment defies analysis. Any man who has tried to disentangle
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truth and falsehood in the life of Paracelsus, or Swedenborg, or
Edward Irving, or Brigham Young, will not be surprised at a
similardifficulty in dealing with the career of Mrs. Eddy.

Some things in her career certainly lend color to the charge
of charlatanism. As an explanation of her reticence regarding
her own life, she says that “the human history needs to be
revised and the material record expunged.” She formerly
charged $300 tuition for twelve lessons in Christian Science.
She “shrank from askingso much, but was finally led by a strange
providence to accept this fee.” She claims thatwhen I. G. Whit-
tier wrote-—

“The healing of the seamless dress
Is by our beds of pain;

We touch him in life's throng and press,
And we are whole again,"

he alluded to the fact that she had healed him of pulmonary con-
sumption. Standing amid the large trees that surround her
new home in Concord, she said: “My faith has the strength to
nourish trees as well as souls; I had them brought here in warm
weather, almost as big as theyare now, and not one has died.”

The constitution of the Boston church is such that she exer-
cises an absolute despotism over all its affairs. Recently in New
York the various churches proposed to unite in one large church
like that in Boston, but a prohibitory letter from Mrs. Eddy nipped
the scheme in the bud. Her control is far more nearly absolute
than thatof General Booth. No Christian Scientist would dream
of resisting her will in the management of a church. The extent
to which som%not all—of her pupils would go is revealed by a.
conversation I recently had with a lady who stands high in a
New York Christian Science church. After discussing the faith '

for a little time, she told me that Mrs. Eddy was the way to God.
I answered, "Is not Christ the way?” “Yes,”she said, “of course
we would not put any one in the place of Christ, but Christ is
dead and Mrs. Eddy is still living.” “But,” I answered, “will
she not die; and what then? Who then will be the way?”
“Well,” she replied, “we do not expect that she will—what you
call die; she will—-dissolve—into the life of the universe I’’

When Mrs. Eddy was asked if she herself was the “second
Christ,” she repudiated any such claim. Yet, in a recent address
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she really makes thatclaim in the following words: “It is authen-
tically said that one expositor of Daniel's dates fixed the year
1866 or 1867 for the return of Christ—the return of the Spiritual
Idea—to thematerial earth or antipode of heaven. It is a marked
coincidence that those dates were the two first years of my dis-
covery of Christian Science."

As to the philosophyunderlyingthis extraordinary movement,
and expounded so voluminously in “Science and Health,” it is
a strange compound indeed. . . .

At first reading the author seems to deny flatly most of the
doctrines of Christianity. Thus she denies in terms the per-
sonality of God and of man; the deity of Christ she does not
accept; the atonement is needless; and sin, like sickness and
Satan, has no real existence. Many Christians, reading these
denials, plunge straightway into vehement denunciation. But
they ought to read more deeply. She claims to draw everything
from the Bible, which she calls her text-book. She claims that
Christians have substituted doctrines and traditions and cere-
monies for the wonder-working life that was in Christ and his
Apostles. When we examine her denial of the personality of
God, we see that by personality she means corporeality. To her
a “person” is a being in human form, with human parts and
passions. Her vehement objection to the personality of God
means a strong assertion that he is not subject to any human
limitation—physical, mental, or moral. She declares that the
common Christian view is that of a big man in the sky, and her
protest thus becomes, like that of Matthew Arnold, against “a
sort of Lord Shaftesbury infinitely magnified.” God is Spirit,
she declares, and the only spirit. Human beings made in his
image are not independent entities, but simply reflections of God.
As God is the only Spirit, pervading all space, the only Principle,
the only Life, the only Love, and as God cannot sin or suffer, it
follows that sin and suffering are shapes of error, “claims” of
“mortal mind,” as opposed to the realities of immortal mind.
They rule us as delusions, and to escape them we need to affirm
their emptiness, their nothingness, to realize God as our Source,
and to know that all his strength and joy and health are ours.
Matter itself has no existence, and insults us when it claims power
over us.
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Now, of course, it is easy to make sport of such denials as
these. The easy-going Philistine will easily refute Mrs. Eddy,
as Dr. Samuel Johnson refuted Bishop Berkeley's idealism, by
stamping on the ground and thus demonstrating that the globe
exists. But Berkeleyism survived Samuel Johnson’s foot. has
flourished under Thomas Hill Green, and many of the most
philosophicminds of our day resolve matter into force, force into
will, and will into spirit. From my standpoint, Mrs. Eddy is
right in denying that matter has independent existence. But,
even if we cling to the old dualism between mind and matter, we
must admit that what Christian Science means by afirming the
non-existence of matter is simply to amrm, in the strongest pos-
sible way, the existence and absolute control of mind. It is the
old Hebraism, which declares, “Jacob have I loved, and Esau
have I hated/" Christian Science declares that hitherto matter
has governed mind, and thathenceforth mind should govern mat-
ter so absolutely that we may regard matter as non-existent. . .

This new doctrine, if it be new, must have some truth in it,
becauseof its fruits. Jesus gave his disciples power to heal, and
thatpower has never been revoked. It will not do for theologian
or historian quietly to assume thatJesus meant such power to fade
withthe lapse of years or to vanish at the end of the third century.
Men will believe either that miracles are continuous throughout
the history of Christianity, or that they never occurred in the
Christian Church. No middle ground is logicallyor theologically
possible. It is absolutely certain that hundreds of men and
women in this country have received in the healing of their dis-
eases a demonstration that there is a fundamental truth in Chris-
tian Science. Beholding themen thatare healed, we must beware
how we declare ourselves against it. Even though many have
died while hoping to be healed, even though many have forsaken
the faith they once held, a marvelous number of cures are being
dailyperformed. It is easy to pronounce this Satan's work; but
Satan’s work is to bindmen, not to loose them.

Christian Science has recalled many from agnosticism to a

living faith in God. The majority of the believers do not come
from the churches. VVhen I asked one man where they did come
from he answered, “Out of their graves." Ninety per cent., he
averred, had come into the faith through thehealing of apparently
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hopeless disease. Many of them have come out of atheism into
radiant religious faith.

The average Christian Scientist does have a victory over fear
and care and sin that is not achieved by the average orthodox
Christian. To the average church member, Christianity is the
acceptance of a series of doctrines and historical facts, and the
acceptance of a forensic transaction of eighteen hundred years
ago, in consequence of which acceptance he hopes for heaven
beyond. But he is a worried and fretted and fearful man; afraid
of himself and his propensities, afraid of colds and fevers, afraid
of treading on serpents or drinking deadly things, as the apostles
of Christ were not. The average Christian Scientist—and in this
respect he is like the Keswick disciples-has put all anxiety and
fretting under his feet. Christ is to him no distant historic
figure, but the incarnation of the Divine Idea. God is no mere
“first cause,” but a very present help.

We may then say to Christian Scientists: “Your attachment
to Mrs. Eddy is a species of idolatry; is bad taste, bad theology,
bad morals. Your exegesis of the Scriptures is childish and
fanciful. Your whole system of allegorical interpretation is in
defiance of modern scholarship. Your denial of some Christian
truths is dangerous and deplorable. But the truth that you pos-
sess is our truth also. If we have neglected it, we will do so no
longer. We will preach it with joy and power. The immanence
of God in his world, the spirituality of the universe, the power
of mind over matter, of good over evil, the progressive victory
of truthuntil God shall be all-in-a11—thisis our creed, and no man
need leave our churches to hear such truth or live such life.”

Let us thank God that the vagaries and heresies of our day
are not, as twenty-five years ago, modes of materialism, but
aflirmations, however crude and fantastic, of the power of the
spiritual world. If the Christian Scientists of our day are
destined to scatter with the death of their founder, and to vanish
speedily from earth, a charitable obituary might say of them, as
Robert Browning wrote:

“They at least believed in soul-
They were very sure of God.”

—Re-v. W. H. P. Faunce, D.D., in The Examiner.
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“I rnoucn-r how beautifullife is on a Spring morning: what happiness
it is to open the lips and inhale the fresh air; what joy to open the eyes
and behold earth in her bridal robes; what delight to open the hands
and gather the sweet-smelling blossoms! Then I thought of God. I
thought of the Lord of the little ones-of the insects that, flitting about
me, spoke of His goodness. All these accents awoke a chord in harmony
with that which burst forth from the blossoming meadows.”—Madauu
dc Gaspar-in.

 

THE ROBIN’S ROOF-TREE.

The noble Corliss engine
Springs toward the factory roof;

Likeisamson in Philistia,
It towers and toils aloof.

Its broad arms blindly tossing
Control the muttering loom,

The springs, the cogs, the levers
In many a distant room.

And now for extra workmen
The superintendent calls-

“Bring hitherbrick and timber;
Enlarge the factory walls.”

Ahl radiant mother robin
Upon the fir-tree bough,

Methinksthe mighty engine
Is not more blind than thou.
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That nest with eggs of azure

Is lodged too near the wall.
Boldly the crotch was chosen-

To-day the tree must fall.
Amid the tools and timber

That strew the foot-worn place,
The vast machine's inventor

Comes by with rapid pace.
He pauses in compassion;

He gazes wonderingly
At that unconscious mother

Enthronedupon her tree.

“Peace to thythroat of crimson,
Thy dwelling deftly patched!

Nor man nor boy molest thee
Till every egg be hatched.

“Till every egg be shattered,
And every fledglingflown,

No hand shall harm a feather
Nor snatch a fir-tree cone.

“Safe as the Sleeping Beauty
Behind her hedge of thorn,

To thee no sound of labor-—
No stroke of ax be borne.”

Untouched the tool, the timber—
The robin’s cause hath won.

The workmendraw their wages
As though the work went on.

Love in the robin’s dwelling,
Joy in the laborer’s home;

Theirs every common blessing
For many a day to come.

121

Lucv C. BULL.
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MY RELATIONS.

I well recollect the time when if any one had asked me how
many relatives I had I would have begun counting in this way:
first, there are father and mother and my brother Joe; then, of
course, I would reckon in my aunts-—]ane, Susan, and Ellen—and
my uncle John and grandpa; then my six cousins, and then-
why that's about as big as any family usually‘ is. Yet Fanny,
our faithful family horse, I had not counted in; nor Bufiy, our
big loving puss——both of which I now see are in fact a part
of us, and absolutely indispensable to our comfort and happiness.

Ask me to-day to whom I am related, and I really would not
know where to stop. The world is larger than it used to seem.
There are a great many more people in it. There is the sort of
Englishman who always puts an it on his words where he should
not, and leaves it ofi where he should put it on; there is the
Frenchman who says -“Oui” for yes; and the Turk who, instead
of saying “Good-morning” or “Good—evening,” says “Peace be
with you.” Yet we all say, “Our Father who art in heaven.”
Of course, then, I am related to everybody, and I begin to under-
stand that we are really one large family. The son of the rich
man and the son of the poor man are brothers; and we all should
be kind to one another, because we are all dependent upon God's
bounty. “We have one Father,even God.” Don't you remember
that verse in the Bible?—“Are not two sparrows sold for a

farthing? and one of them, shall not fall on the ground without
your Father.” And then there is another verse: “For every
beast of the forest is mine, and the cattle upon a thousand hills;”
that is, every living thing that flies in the air, every thing that
feeds on the grassy meadows, the dog that guards his master’s
house, and the cat that keeps the mice away——all these live on
what our Heavenly Fatherprovides for them. So we are all one

great familyunder God's loving care.
Do you remember what the poet Cowper says ?—

“I would not enter on my list of friends
(Though graced with polished manners and fine sense,
Yet wanting sensibility) the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm.”
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One cold day I kept Bufiy, the cat, by the kitchen stove.

Every time I went into the dining-room she tried to follow me.
There was a broad beam of sunlight in the room, and suddenly,
withoutmy knowing it, she darted in and stretched herself in the
middle of that shaft of light, and seemed to say: “Oh, how I love
the sunlight!”

Once I had a flock of sheep, and whenever I went out to bring
them up to the barn they would press about me, just like school-
children, trying to see which could stand nearest to me.

So you see how long a list of friends I'm related to; and we
all love God's sunlight, His sweet air, the cold water that bubbles
up in His springs, and the fruits and flowers on His table-lands.
And so, as we are all the children of God, let us love one another.

JANE Woonwum Wnarmmnee.
 

THE JUST-LIKE-YOU COUNTRY.
When Robin had passed through the Ivory Gate of Dreams,

he was delighted to find his dainty little fairy godmother waiting
for him just inside.

“Oh, I'm glad to see you, Fairy Godmother!” he said, as he
ran toward her. “I’ve had so horrid a time to-day. My hair
wouldn’t brush this morning, and I spilled my milkat breakfast,
and the cat scratched me, and mama was cross, and Katy said I
was a nuisance, and just everythinghateful happene ."

“I know all about it, laddie dear; so to-night I've had you
come to the Just-Like-You Country. Perhaps what you see
here will help you not to have any more such horrid days. Now
I must leave you, for in this country you will have to find your
way alone." And, with a kiss like the brush of a butterfly’s
wing, she was gone.

“But Fairy Godmother! Fairy Godmother! I don't want to
be alone! I don't want you to go away !” Robin called again and
again; and when he found it was of no use, he sat down and
began to cry as hard as he could.

For a few minutes he cried, when suddenly he realized that,
though the sun had been shining brightly just before, rain was

falling now. He looked up through his tears and saw great drops
hanging from every leaf of the tree under which he sat, oozing
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from betweenthe petals of the flowers, dripping from the plumage
of the birds, and there—why, sure enough !—there sat a squirrel
on his hind legs, with both front paws up to his face, while
“tears” trickled slowly down between them. Everything about
Robin was crying with him.

For an instant he was puzzled; then burst out angrily: “Stop
making fun of me, all you things! It's real mean of you, and I
won't have it—so there now! Stop it, I say I’' And he stamped
his foot, in a fine temper; then stood amazed. For, though all
the tears had stopped with his own, everything in sight was
apparently in just as fine a temper as himself. No rain fell now,
but thethundergrowled and.rumbled;the winds sighed no longer,
but tossed the leaves about in fierce gusts; the birds were scold-
ing loudly and making angry dashes at one another; the squirrel
wept no more, but chattered his teeth fiercely; the thorns of a
rose-spray tore at his coat-sleeve, and even the violets were shak-
ing theirheads as if daring one another to come out and fight.

At first Robin didn’t know what to make of all this, but all at
once he rememberedwhat his fairy godmother had told him.

“Oh, I see what she meant! In the Just-Like-You Country
everything acts just the same as you do yourself. VVhy, how
funny!" And he laughed as merrily as if tears and anger had
never been near.

Quick as a wink, out came the sun and changed every raindrop
into a sparklingdiamond; thebirds burst into the jolliest of songs;
the squirrel displayed his shining teeth in a broad grin; and you
couldn't have told whether the rustle of the leaves or the rippling
of the brook was the happier, nor whether the roses or the violets
were the sweeter.

Just before Robin passed back through the Ivory Gate into
a new morning, he heard his fairy godmother saying: “It's really
just the same, dear, in the daylightworld as here in the Just-Like-
You Country, thoughyou don't see it so plainly. It will give back
to you what you give to it."

To his mother, as she bent over him with a good-moming kiss
and “Mama's glad to see her laddie wake up so happy,” Robin
declared very earnestly: “Mama, I'm just not going to have any
more horrid days-——not never. Fairy Godmother has shown me
how not to have them." C. AMADON.
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VVHAT THE BIRDS SAY.

The call of the yellow-hammer is “Pee !” and his answer,
“Zee-zee!” The field-lark calls, “Pippee!” and replies, “Preeoo,
preeoo, pee preeroo !” The woodlarksays, "Badoolay,badoolayl”
and replies, “Lu-lu-lu-lul” The tomtit says, “Titigu, titigu!”
and replies, “Steetee, steetee!” The redbreast says, “Weep,
weep!” and replies, “Teeree, teereetee, teereeteetee!” The wren,
"Zool, zoo! I” and answers, “Zalpl” The black-capped warbler
says “Toe !” The white-throated warbler says “Bshee, bsheel”
They both reply, “Clap!” Many birds have only one cry for
calling and answering. The wagtail says, “Teetroo, teetroo!”
the white-tail, “Farfar!” the sparrow, “Twhee, twhee!"—-like the
bullfinch. The cuckoo repeats his own name, “Cuckoo, cuckoo!”
The quail, a bird of good counsel, says, “Pay thy debts, pay thy
debts !" The owl, when evening comes, saddens the woods with
his dismal cry, in regular time, like the tickingof a clock: “Hoot-
toot, hoot-toot!" The nightingale says, “Teeo-teeo-teeo-teeo!”
and the thrush, “Zeep-zeep!”—X. B. Saintine.

 

BUT if, whatever you seek, you put good-will into all your
actions, you are sure of the best success at last; for, whatever
else you gain or miss, you are buildingup a noble and beautiful
character, which is not only the best of possessions in this world,
but also is about all you can expect to take with you into the
next.—]. T. Trowbridge.

 

TO A CHILD.

Small service is true service while it lasts:
Of humblest Friends, bright Creature! scorn not one;
The Daisy, by the shadow that it casts,
Protects the lingering dewdrop from the Sun.

—Wordsworth.
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THE LITTLE PERSIAN.

Among the Persians there is a sect called the Sufis ; and one
of the most distinguished saints of this sect was Abdul Kauder.
It is related that, in early childhood,he was smitten with the desire
of devoting himself to sacred things, and wished to go to Bagdad
to obtain knowledge. His mother gave her consent; and, taking
out eighty deenars (a denomination of money used in Persia),
she told him that, as he had a brother, half of that would be all
his inheritance. She made him promise solemnly never to tell a
lie, and then bade him farewell, exclaiming: “Go, my son; I give
thee to God. We shall not meet again till the day of
judgment!”

He went on till he came near to Hamadan, when the oompany
with which he was traveling was plundered by sixty horsemen.
One of the robbers asked him what he had got. “Forty deenars,”
said Abdul Kauder, “are sewed under my garment.” The fellow
laughed, thinking that he was joking him. “What have you
got?” said another. He gave the same answer.

When they were dividing the spoil, he was called to an
eminence where their chief stood. “What property have you, my
little fellow?” said he. “I have told two of your people already,
replied the boy; “I have forty deenars sewed up carefully in my
clothes.” The chief desired them to be ripped open, and found
the money. “And how came you,” said he, with surprise, “to de-
clare so openly what had been so carefully hidden?” “Because,”
Abdul Kauder replied, “I will not be false to my mother, whom I
have promised that I will never conceal the truth.” “Childl”
said the robber, “thouhast such a sense of duty to thymother, at
thy years; and am I insensible, at my age, of the duty I owe to
my God? Give me thy hand, innocent boy,” he continued, “that
I may swear repentance upon it.” '

He did so;. and his followers were all alike struck with the
scene. “You have been our leader in guilt,” said they to their
chief; “be the same in the path of virtue l” And they instantly,
at his order, made restitution of the spoil, and vowed repentance
on the hand of the boy.-Iu'vem'leMiscellany.
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HARMONICS OF EVOLUTION. By Florence Huntley. 463
pp. Cloth and gold, $2.00. Published by the author,
Chicago.

This work is presented as the initial volume of “thephilosophy
of individual life, based upon natural science, as taught by modern
masters of the law.” It is in many ways a truly remarkablebook
and will make a deep impression on the scientific thought of our
age. While Truthis never really “new,” though sometimes redis-
covered, yet the author’sundertaking is a huge one-—to reconcile
the spiritual teaching of the most ancient schools with the re-
searches and conclusions of modern physical science. In the
process, however, the doctrines of materialism are completely
overturned—its every fact being shown to have a spiritual basis.
In tracing the history of man and the planet, the misconceptions
of theologians and physicists and the erroneous speculations of
occultists are pointed out and explained. In view of the logic,
profundity, consistency, and scientific coherence of this work
as a whole, it is difficult to avoid giving credence to the author's
intimation that it is chiefly the result of inspiration. The chap-
ters on the sex principle, love, and marriage are especially superb
in both conception and diction. The volume is of universal utility
and should be in the hands of the adherents of every school of
advanced thought. To such it presents a common platfonn of
fundamental truth.

EL RESHID. A novel. Anonymous. 438 pp. Cloth, $1.00.
B. R. Baumgardt & Co., publishers, Los Angeles, Calif.

The law of spiritual development—the recognition of the
inherent powers of the individual—is here presented in the guise
of a charming romance. The incidents have for the most part
an Indian and Egyptian setting, and as the tale proceeds a pro-
found philosophyof life is unfolded. It teaches the all-important
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truths that the only real power is understanding; that wisdom
can be gained only through experience; and thatupon the growth
of the individual the progress of the race depends. Students
and admirers of the different schools of Oriental thought, which
under Western influenceare developing various cults and “isms/’
will find this a most inspiring and suggestive story; for behind
the modest veil of anonymity is evinced an adept in the mystic
lore of the East. As truth is often most vividly portrayed in the
form of fiction, “El Reshid” is apt to have a wide welcome among
serious thinkers.
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THE PSYCHOLOGY ' OF MENTAL HEALING.

av Docron G. STERLING WINES.

Most mental scientists have implicit faith in certain prin-
ciples of which, by practical application, the truth has been
demonstrated to their satisfaction. It does not, however, fol-
low thatwe understand all the related truths embodied in these
principles. It is safe to assume that we possess only frag-
ments of truth; consequently, it should be our constant aim to
add knowledge from all available sources to our meager fund.
To do this it is essential that we cultivate a spirit of perfect
impartiality, and learn to judge all questions on their merits,
whether they agree with our opinions or not. This is the
truly philosophicattitude that all mental scientists should aim
to maintain.

It should be evident to all that, if the practitioner be not
familiar with the psychical laws and conditions involved in
this methodof healing, he is like a mariner adrift on the ocean
without compass or rudder. In mental science we have to
deal entirely with subtle and hidden operations of the mind
that almost defy scrutiny; yet we owe it to ourselves, as stu-
dents of mental _and spiritual processes, to rationalize and
systematizethese laws and causes and thereby justly merit the
appellation of mental scientists. We need accurate knowledge
conceming the psychical conditions that operate in producing
cures by the metaphysical method. The results, on the whole,
have been most satisfactory; but the explanations offered have
been frequently vague and indefinite.
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This method of healing is something more than religious
enthusiasm, and should therefore be based on sound philo-
sophical principles. If we are in possession of fundamental
truths, we need not fear that the strictest scientific investiga-
tion will rob them of any essentially religious or spiritual ele-
ments. Science stands for accurate knowledge, and if it were
the enemy of religion or of metaphysical healing we should
have to confess that we preferred ignorance to understanding.
Science means knowledge of facts and causes. Science takes
cognizanceof phenomenaand endeavors to discover their laws;
and if we are consistent with our designation we should inves-
tigate all phenomena relating in any way to this method of
cure. But, if we are to be successful in this diflicult task, it
is essential that we should have something more than a
smatteringof knowledge relating to psychical conditions. We
have in fact been too easily satisfied when seeking to know
somewhat of the laws and causes that operate in absent as
well as in other forms of treatment.

If the average practitionerhas gained suflicient knowledge
to heal, he seldom concerns himself with the psychological
principles involved. If we profess to understand the art of
treating, and essay to teach it to others, we should have clear
and definite answers to give to direct and pertinent questions.
We are not at all in sympathy with those who claim that this
methodof healing is the result of psychic states and conditions
so subtle that it is vain to attempt to communicate them to
othersby means of logical statements. If we have a methodof
treatment that is worthy of the term science, we should have
comprehensive rules. By “rules” I do not mean soulless for-
mulas or set phrases, but certain fixed principles that can be
applied in all emergencies. If we depend on a formula, we
have not discovered the inmost realities of the spiritual man,
and are at best but mechanical healers. There is little if any
virtue in the parrot-like repetition of words or prayers. The
vital force of a loving, earnest wish, wisely directed, has more
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saving power than a thousand ill-directed sentences that may
possibly have some effect upon the mind but certainly none

upon the spirit of the sufferer.
Many practitioners aflirm that all attempts to reduce the

art of mental therapeutics to a rational and scientific footing
will result in failure. They claim that spiritual forces are not
reducible to any such material basis. To our mind, if we are
unable to do this we have no science or art of healing. But
we are convinced that it is possible so to explain this method
of treatment that the student can readilyapprehend our mean-
ing, and at the same time not detract in any degree from the
spirituality of this truth. By this we mean that it is possible
to give clear and definite statements regarding the mental
effects we should endeavor to produce, and also to explain the
laws and causes of the sympathetic communication that must
be established beforeit is possible to give successful treatments.
The necessity of this knowledge should be evident to all; and
we are convinced that the best and most certain results are
invariably accomplished by practitioners familiar with these
psychical conditions.

It is self-evident that knowledge is power. Knowledge,
in this science at least, must always precede faith, because
without it we are only aiming in the air; but a strong and
determined faith augmented by accurate knowledge, other
things being equal, can overcome most obstacles. All our
failures are traceable to a lack of knowledge rather than a de-
ficiencyof faith. Knowledge transforms faith into conviction,
and thissentiment is a far stronger auxiliarythan a superficial
faith, however strong, where knowledge is lacking.

Many healers, while accepting telepathy,or thought-trans-
ference, as a demonstrated fact, do not believe that this is a
correct or adequate explanation of the psychic communication
that is established where a successful mental treatment has
been given. Telepathy,we admit, does not cover the whole
operation; but, beingmore comprehensive thanany other term
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that has as yet been suggested, we can see no good reason for
discarding it. Again, no argument that we have yet heard
has convinced us that telepathy, in the highest and fullest
acceptation, is not sutficient to account for the best results that
have ever been accomplished through absent treatments. By
this we mean that, while there may be spiritual forces in
operation that lie entirely beyond our present understanding,
and may be prime factors in effecting the results, yet the
known laws of mental interchange and influence are suflicient
to explain any phenomena manifested in this method of cure.
In other words, we are not obliged to enter the rmlm of the
so-called supernatural, but can explain all results on strictly
scientific and rational grounds. While, however, we may not
understand the subtle laws that enable us directly to transmit
our thoughts, yet we can calculate with certainty the results of
absent treatments.

Many healers afiirm that telepathyis too material a term to
express the spiritual laws of communication that are estab-
lished between the practitioner and the patient. They think
,it savors somewhat of hypnotic suggestion, and should not be
employed to express this higher and more spiritual method of
healing. They insist that we should never attempt to impress
any of our convictions or beliefs on the consciousness of the
patient by an effort of the will; that so far as we try to do
this we are seeking to dominate their freedom of action-
hence their spiritual freedom; and that, therefore, when we
employ the negative and af7irmati11e—terrns familiarto all stu-
dents and piactitionersof this scier1ce—-our efforts are closely
allied to mesmerismand suggestion and are not in accord with
the divine laws of cure. They say that we should rather seek
to balance the mind of the patient by holding him in the
thought of courage, hope, trust, and other positive emotions
that do not restrict his freedom; thatour aim should be rather
to awaken than to suggest or command; thathe is in a dream,
and we simply acquaint him with the fact by holding him in
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truth; and that we should not transfer any tangible thought
to him, nor anything of our personality, but only open his
eyes to the fact that light and truth have always dwelt with
him, but barriers of his own making have shut him out from
thisglorious freedom from sin and error. VVithsome of these
statements we heartilyagree; others we cannot conscientiously
accept. But this line of reasoning carries conviction to many
who do not discriminate between truth and sophistry. Fine
metaphysical distinctions are not necessarilyphilosophictruths
or scientific facts; for when we dissect them we discover that
in trying to avoid the bugbear of materiality they have become
so lost in the labyrinths of metaphysics that it is almost a

hopeless task to separate the wheat from the chaff.
Let us consider the position held by many healers-—thatwe

should not try to “bias” the will of the patient. We have the
highest authorityfor the afiirmation that in many instances it
is absolutely necessary to use the will. in the effort to rouse
him from his lethargic condition, by firmly insisting that he
shall do our bidding. And the patient is often completely
dominated by the force of the command we thus employ. Did’
not Jesus, in most of his cures, follow this method? VVhen
be restored the widow’s son, he used this imperative language:
“I say unto thee, Arise l” In his healing at the pool of
Bethesda the same principle was illustrated; he said to the
paralytic: “Arise; take up thy bed and walk!” Again, when
he restored the withered hand he commanded the man to
"stretch forth” his arm, and at once the man obeyed. In
these cures we have pertinent illustrationsof the saving power.
of a determined will, augmented by a tender, loving desire
for the recovery of the sufferer. Can any one justly assert
that such authoritativemethods were not perfectly legitimate?
And if we wish to accomplish the same results, are we not
perfectly justified in adopting the means employed by this
Master of the healing art?

In the incipient stage of the New Thought movement, only
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a very small percentage of teachers and practitioners of men-
tal science accepted telepathyas the basis of metaphysical heal-
ing. The majority bitterly oombated that view. In‘ Mrs.
Eddy’s work, “Science and Health,” we find the following:
“The malicious form of animal magnetism ends in mental
diabolism. The truths of immortal mind sustain man; and
they annihilate the fables of mortal mind, whose flimsy and
gaudy pretensions, like sillymoths, singe their own wings and
fall into dust. In reality there is no mortal mind, and conse-
quently no transference of mortal thought and will-power.
Life and Being are of God. In Christian Science man can do
no harm, for his thoughts are true thoughts, passing from
God to man.” Comment on this is needless. Thought-trans-
ference by mortal mind, yet mortal mind non-existent! The
statements annihilate each other.

While denying telepathy in public, many teach it in pri-
vate, and in their practise use it, however much they may dis-
guise that fact from others and even from themselves. As
evidence that it was early recognized as the principal factor in
mental healing, we need only refer to “Primitive Mind Cure,”
by W. F. Evans, published in 1886: “The communication of
thought and ideas from one mind to another without the use
of spoken words, and that at great distances, has been prac-
tised in all ages of the world by the spiritually unfolded man.”
And Dr. Evans quotes from “The Occult World,” by A. P.
Sinnett, as follows: “Though it may seem to us a very amaz-
ing and impossible thing to sit still at home and impress our
thoughts upon themind of a distant friend by an effort of will,
a Brother (an adept), living in an unknown Himalayan re-
treat, is not only able to converse as freely as he likes with
any of his friends who are initiates like himself, in whatever
part of the world they may happen to be, but would find any
other modes of communication, such as those with which the
crawling facultiesof the outer world would have to be content,
simply intolerable in their tedium and inefliciency.” “This
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is done,” continues Dr. Evans, “in perfect harmony with the
laws of spirit, and with as much.ease as we can carry on a
conversation with our friends in the same room with us. . . .

In solitude and inward silence, their thoughts may come to us
as ‘the still small voice within.’ What we call language is
only thought expressed on the plane of sense. But our true
being lies behind the veil of sense, and this may hear and
speak the soundless language of thought and ideas.”

Many experience difficulty in comprehending the laws of
mental telegraphy, and much patience and perseverance are
required on the parts of both teacher and scholar before the
pupil can hope to become a successful practitioner. The in-
visible spiritual wires that connect one mind with another are
not in any degree comparable to the public telephone over
which any one can transmit a message. These magneticwires
belong exclusively to those who by virtue of interior develop-
ment have gained sufficient soul-power to avail themselves of
such invisible and intangible forces.

Our best mental healers, like persons of genius, are natural,
not artificial, productions. The potentiality must be present,
otherwise the slcill cannot be acquired. In giving treatments
many practitioners claim that their will is in a perfectly pas-
sive or negative condition. They aim to be vehicles of the
Divine (or Universal) Mind. Consequently, it is not their
own thoughts or emotions that are factors in awakening the
patient to a consciousness of the truth that heals; and if he
comes to a realizing sense that he is one with God, and hence
is freed from all sin and disease, it is the direct influence of
the will and mind of God that produces this transformation.
They do not deny that it is possible for them to transmit a
thought or an idea to the mind of the patient, but this is said
to be not in harmony with thehigher and more spiritual phases
of this method of cure. They say there is absolutely nothing
of the healer’s personality—thought, sentiment, or magnetism
—transferred or absorbed. The incipient idea of recovery
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that is essential before a cure is possible is nottaken from the
practitioner, but is transmitted through him as light passes
through a pane of glass; and this healing essence, or thought-
force—whatever it may be—does not enter into the conscious-.
ness of thepractitioneror depend in any degree on his volition.

With these statements we cannot agree. They are so

vague that it is impossible to reduce them to a practical system
of instruction or a method of cure. Many of them are not
even intelligible, becausewhen we leave the realm of conscious-
ness we have no trustworthy data from which to draw any
satisfactory inferences regarding the known laws of mental
activity. While we grant that there may be constant inter-
change of subconscious mental action among all minds, yet
it is difiicult to demonstrate the proposition. Therefore, we
are forced to conclude that all sanative results derived from
absent as well as other forms of treatment are the direct result
of conscious or subconscious volition or effort on the part of
the practitioner. When a healer is giving a treatment, what
is he trying to accomplish if not a change in the mental state of
the patient? This is a desire, or will, to effect something.
It need not take the form of a determined effort, but it is neces-

sary to exercise volition in order to concentrate the mind.
The thousands of impressions incessantly crowding into the
consciousness must be checked in order to accomplish this
most essential result. If any one who has never attempted tc
concentrate his thoughts on one subject, to the exclusion of
all others for hours at a time, tries to do this he will discover
that he has undertaken a very difiicult and exhausting task.
He will find that the mind is extremely restive under this
discipline, and does not readily submit to the new experience,
but exhibits a most refractory disposition under the unac-
customed efiort. Having detennined to acquire control of his
mind, the practitioner must exercise his will to bring the
insubordinate member into subjection. Instead of being in a
“passive” condition, the will must be the active factor in pro-
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ducing the desired result. Even after the art of centralizing
the mind on the patient has been acquired, the earnest desire
for his recovery is a form of good-will all-important in accom-
plishing the wished-for end.

Some aflirm that will and desire are synonymous terms.
To quote again from “Primitive Mind Cure”:

“Much of the eficiency of the will is lost by our not understanding
its true nature and the best method of its use. The highest conception
of an act of the will is that it is an inward divine impulse toward a good
end or aim. . . . In the psychological method of treating disease, it
is a fundamental doctrine in which we must become immovably grounded,
that a voluntary activityof mind is the only power and causal agent in the
universe. Mind and will are the first principles of motion.

. . . When
the leper of Capernaum said to him [Jesus], ‘If thou wilt, thou canst
make me clean,’ he replied, ‘I will it; be thou clean;' that is, thou art
clean. . . . All the volition that is necessary in making a psychological
impression upon a patient is thatof a wish, or benevolentdesire, expressing
itself in an afirmation. This is the radical meaning of the word volition-
from the Latin volo, to wish. This adds to the thouglu—the mere
intellectual conception—an element of life-force. The influence of desire
or emotion is to give intensity tc the thought—to render it more vivid,
or living, as the word means. Desire alone is powerless; and thought
alone is lifeless and inefiicient. They must be combined into a harmonious
unity. . . .

It is taught in one of the sacred books of the Hindus, the
Atharva-Veda,that the exercise of such will-power is the highest form of
prayer, and it is instantaneously answered. For we realize in proportion
to the intensity of our desire and the strength of our faith freed from all
doubt. For desire is the incipiency of the thing or state desired, and faith
is its full fruition."

Dr. Priestley said: “What is desire besides a wish to
obtain some apprehended good? And is not every wish a
volition? Every volition is nothing more than a desire to
accomplish that which may be considered as the object of the
passion or affection.” According to Ritter, it was a principle
with the Stoics that will and desire are one with thought, and
may be resolved into it. “Volition,” says Belsham, “is a modi-
fication of the passion of desire.” Mr. James Mill, in his
“Analysis of the Human Mind,” holds that will is nothing‘
but the desire most prominent at the time.

\Ve do not consider will and desire to be strictly synony-
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mous, but every voluntary effort is prompted by desire, the
wisdom of which must be determined by the reason. In many
cases the act of volition may be spontaneous without our con-

sciously perceiving a distinction between the promptings of
desire and the effort of will that follows. It were a great
error to suppose the first attempt to exclude other thoughts to
be the only act of volition. The will, in treating, is never
“passive.” The mind throughout is keeping up a threefold
action: First, endeavoring to concentrate; second, endeavor-
ing to sense the mental condition of the patient; and, third,
endeavoring to project the sanative thought in the desired
direction. In all these various activities of the mind there
must be a constant, determined effort of will. In most cases
the practitioner enters a subjective mental condition, as in
semi-trance, utterly oblivious to externalities. This is essen-
tial to the higher phases of thought-transference, and conse-
quently to successful metaphysical treatment.

It may be asserted that the will is not a factor in this
stratum of consciousness. It is a dilficult position to demon-
state scientifically, for it is almost impossible to analyze the
supersensuous actions of the mind; but experiments with
“psychics” have convinced me that in clairvoyant vision and
mental telegraphy there is always present an element of the
will. If a clairvoyant experiences difiiculty in describing
places and persons at a distance, one may materially assist in
the experiment by causing him to exercise his will-power to
establish the magnetic rapport that results from a powerful
concentration of mind. I am convinced that in the most
exalted spiritual states volitional power is always present. It
may not exhibit the same phenomena as in normal conscious-
ness, but in my judgment the will, good will, is the dynamic
agent in every form of metaphysical healing. Finally, no
matter in what thought we hold the patient, it is necessary to
impress some tangible idea upon his subjective consciousness.
However deeply this impression may penetrate his spiritual
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nature, or however vivid it may be, it does not necessarily fol-
low that he is in the strict sense dominated by it, or that his
intellectual and spiritual nature is in any way limited. The
truth has set him free; he has been liberated from the dom-
inanceof theideas of sickness and pain. There can be no bond-
age to truth; error alone holds the mind in slavery.‘ Thus a
suggestion that is an embodiment of truth is recognized as
such by the intuitive perception of the patient, who at once
makes it his own.

The whole mind, in a healthystate, is centripetally its own
potential past, present, and future; and from the depths of
this unitary basis, secluded in the realms of Nature, the keys
of thought, afiected by all forms of influence, float to the sur-
face from the mind’s automatism and reveal consciousness—-
'‘life.’’ The minor counseling of that life, governed by cur-
rent power, is but the stepping-stone in sister Nature to the
individualized whole in the grand ideas of harmony, health,
and happiness—the trinity of perfection.

,

This knowledge is
perfect. The chain of human evidence comes from the soul
and speaks to the soul, echoing through all forms of manifestaa
tion and claiming the thoughts verily its own in the fullest
and grandest significance.

 

THE world of corporeal forms is an external expression of
the world of mind. Each thing represents an idea; each star
in the sky is a visible symbol of a universal power or principle.
A diseased state of the body is often caused by a diseased state
of the mind. The majority of diseases are due to moral causes,
and the treatment ought to be of a moral kind, and consist in
giving instruction and applying such remedies as correspond to
those states of mind that we wish to induce in the patient.-
Frans Hartman», M.D.

IT

“THE sage thinks, but does not discuss."



SOCIETY AND THE CHURCH.

BY F. R. FISHER.

.

The pertinence of the inquiry, “Whither is the religious
world drifting? What is the end to be?” becomes manifest
when we consider present conditions and remember that the
whole status of government is dependent upon moral culture,
which is the direct issue of the religious idea. If the religious
concept be false, illogical, and dogmatic, its repudiation is
inevitable and its downfall disastrous; for then the average
person knows not where to pin his faith, or upon what
“authority”to base the measure of his moral responsibility.

There are few things that a man guards with such jealous
care as his religious holdings; and any criticism is regarded
with suspicion, and perhaps at once resented as a direct attack
upon tenets that are an inheritance fostered by careful educa-
tion and thathave becomethe foundation of his ethics. Often
we find men that regard their religious convictions as a sacred
trust, embodying the precepts ofupright and beloved parents
or instructors; and so strong are their sentiments that any
approach to a discussion, no matter how delicately it may be
made, is denounced with emphasis. Should these convictions
be founded upon logical or fallacious_grounds, for the time
being it is immaterial to the person concerned; for they serve
as thebasis of his self-govemmentand cannot be rudely shaken
without doing untoward violence to his personal happiness
and disturbing the equilibriumof that department which gov-
ems his social relations.

Bearing these and implied kindred considerations-in mind.
as also the fact that the religious motive is more or less com-
mon among human beings, it must become manifest that any
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attempt that contemplates the abrupt eradication of old views
and the substitution of new ones must be made with caution,
or be attended with strife, unhappiness, and failure, disastrous
alike to individuals and the social mass; for society bears the
average characteristicsof its constituents, and the truths cited
above respecting individuals apply equally to communities.
The proofs of the considerations involved in the foregoing
proposition are within the experience of every observant per-
son, and theverity of theproposition itself is clearlyevidenced
in the calamitous events recorded in history.

A

The present trend of the religious world is not without
precedent, although materially modified in a manner that will
become evident. The analogies are to be found preéminently
in the conditions prevalent in the epochs that marked the
inauguration of Christianity in Palestine and Protestantism
in Europe. If we critically examine the beliefs of all peoples
from the most remote periods and divest them of their
ritualistic symbolisms and mysteries, we find certain ultimate
religious concepts underlying them. These constitute the
common base upon which all creeds are formulated, no matter
how diverse their structure. Perhaps no better instance of
this can be cited than the religion of ancient Egypt, with its
host of divinities. A careful perusal of “The Book of the
Dea ” leads to the conclusion that the belief was fundamen-
tally monotheistic, and the multitude of minor gods and god-
desses but the attributes of the Supreme Deity personified-
by which personification an attempt was made to present the
character of the attributes in thinkableshape.

In the Vedas, the Avesta, the Upanishads, the Assyrian-
inscribed legends, and similar sources, we find a like dis-
crimination between the Supreme Entity and the attributes so
personified as to manifest in the simplest manner their rela-
tions to mankind. Yet, again, the highly—cultured Greeks had
an altar to the “Unknown God” whom Paul made known to
them. We note also upon investigation that the virtues
required of men by the Supreme One, under these otherwise
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diverse beliefs, are essentially if not identically the same as
those set forth in modern theology.

To those familiarwith metaphysical considerations, it will
be clear that to imbue the mind of the social mass with any-
thing like a lasting impression of the highest religious con-

cepts would be impracticable, except through the medium of
a symbolism similar to but more crude than those to which
even the most profound intellects must have recourse for
rational thinking. It is easy to perceive how such symbolism
could, among the masses, eventually come to usurp the place
that belonged to the concept of the reality symbolized; for
almost daily we find fallacies due to this error, oftentimes
leading up to inconvenienceif not serious consequences. Such
misconceptions were, doubtless, by the clergy, found to be
advantageous, and were consequently tolerated if not
encouraged by them; for the increase of ignorance and the
consequent superstition signifies a proportional increment in
power due to knowledge. We find this lamentable truth, not
only in the case of ancient beliefs, but also in the conditions
that marked the period just preceding Christianity and the
downfall of the papal supremacy. Notwithstanding, how-
ever, the efforts thus made by the Church to hold the balance
of power in by—gone ages, through the encouragement of
religious superstition, the purpose has been ultimately
thwarted,-because the same attention has not been, or per-
haps could not be, bestowed on general knowledge.

Freer intercourse between nations and communities and
the consequent augmented attrition of minds gradually im-
proved the mental faculties. The enhanced intellectuality
could not fail, under the stimulus of the inherent moral sense,
soon to generalize the observed irrelevancies between religion
(as taught) and daily experience; and, finally appreciating
the conditions, tu cry aloud for relief——a relief only to be
acquired through themediationof wars or some bold reformer.

It appears that while crude symbolism of abstract truths
was adequate for religious equilibrium in the early days of a
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people, and served to raise them from absolute fetishism to
an improved moral status, yet later a higher intellectuality,
inevitably recognizing the discrepancy between such symbols
and its more elevated concept, demanded a higher system of
symbolism. It would thus seem that, while the primitive
religions established general principles, which the early Chris-
tian Church formulated, refined, and applied more advantage-
ously, practical religion did not keep and has not kept pace
withthegrowthof intellectuality resulting from theexpansion
and difiusion of lcnowledge; and the layman has been com-
pelled to call upon his clergy for more rational elucidations
of the relations between Deity and man than the dogmas so
long his daily portion have afforded.

Examining the conditions prevailing at the epochs of
Christian and Protestant inception, we find a symbolism of
religious concepts that had outlived its usefulness, an inordi-
nate abuse of power on thepart of the Church, and an improved
mental status that demanded a reformation. A like inspec-
tion of the conditions obtaining at the present day reveals a
striking similitude. We find little or no abuse of power, but
are confronted with narrow and conservative ecclesiastical
views that deter the churchman, except in a few isolated cases,
from meeting the rational inquiry of the layman with a
rational, scholarly reply. Happily,improvedmental cultus tar-
ries with it restriction in department; and the diffusion of
knowledge has spread this characteristic so generally among
men that the change they crave and demand will take place
gradually and without strife. In the meantime the religious
motive does not degenerate, nor does the moral sense fail; but
the advance to a higher standard of concepts is retarded by an
unscholarly conservatism that comes with ill grace from the
preceptors who should be the first to recognize the increased
capacity of their followers. We would indeed entertain but
a poor opinion of the capabilities of the schoolmaster who
failed to pay due regard to the growth of receptivity in his
scholars.
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A large proportion of men, ordinarilyintellectually bright
and capable of recognizing their own deficiencies, are incapa-
ble of generalizingabstract truths or of formulating a symbol
for such; yet they are as vividly conscious of certain verities
as of the positive existence of Deity. Such men require the
guidance of generous-minded preceptors, who, unrestricted by
sectarian dogmas or doctrinal limitations, may give theinquirer
the symbolic concept needed. Until this condition prevails
advance is checked, the old system falls into discredit, and
agnosticismgrows. Agnosticismis essentially a condition due
to the absence of an adequate symbol, or system of symbols,
thatwill enable theotherwise unthinkableto be rendered think-
able and therefore tenable. It is an honest doubt, born of
an inadequate religious system. It contains no element of
irreligion, but, on the contrary, is the evidence of a mind bent
on discerning theTruth,or attaining a concept as near thereto
as may be; hence, it is commendable. It is preéminently a
condition of suspense. Those who condemn the agnostic do
ill to him and reflect but little credit on themselves; for, by
the terms of the foregoing definition and theproposition imme-
diately preceding it, they are largely the proximate cause of
his agnosticism.

Religion is, in a broad sense, the science of faith, and
its main functions are the preservation of social integrity
through formulated articles of catholicbelief and the dissemi-
nation of the principles of right doing in accordance therewith
through the medium of a Church. It follows, as a corollary,
that if the Church is to maintain its dominant power the arti-
cles of faith must be of a character that will admit of adjust-
ment to the requirements of an advancing intellectuality. If
the doctrines are fundamentally true, no demand that may be
made upon them will be detrimental; on the contrary, their
verity will enjoy an expansion thatmust inevitablybebeneficial.
alike to Church and people. It should be the business of the
Fathers of the Church to bear this precept ever in mind, and,
laying aside dogmaticmethodsof opposition, meet the inquirer
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franklyand lead him gently to that higher sphere of thought
which he seeks and to which he is entitled.

As knowledge grows and intellectuality expands, veil after
veil is raised, and we perceive with ever-clearer vision the
unfathomabledepth of the Unlcnowable; and as each veil pre-
sents to us a wider and more beautiful expanse, so in pro-
portion do our awe and reverence grow apace. Unhappily,
the Church appears to ignore this, and, by persistent efforts to
bindthe social mass to a spiritual symbolism long since grown
crude, is fast losing its hold upon the layman. Instead of
seeking ways of ably meeting the demands made upon them-—
instead of elevating their minds by deeper study and applica-
tion to those methods that a few theologians of a small but
exalted school have inaugurated—theclergy are wasting time
and the welfare of their flocks by wrangles over the ritual,
sectarian differences of no import, and the compilationof sen-
sational sermons. ’ Their discourses are often shrewdly formu-
lated for the purpose of drawing large audiences, albeit they
teach little of the relations between Deity and man. Even if
they do no further harm, they frequently instil in the mind
thoughts of iniquity and wrongdoing, often unrequited, that
were better left in oblivion.

Under such conditions the Church inevitably falls into
discredit, the clergy forfeit respect, and the would-be inquirer
is constrained to systematize his own concepts as best he may.
And should these conditions grow, it will speedily follow that
theChurch willgive placeto thelecture-room; for independent
thinkers of large mental capacity and generous impulses are
rapidly multiplying, and not infrequently we find them ready
and anxious to bestow the result of their study and meditation
upon a less favored but receptive audience. Thus we find
ourselves upon the thresholdof a period that, while in a sense
undesirable as manifesting unstable social equilibrium, is a
necessity; but a definite unification, which must sooner or
later follow, will endow society with a higher system of
religious concepts. lam

t



THE LAW OF ATTRACTION.

BY CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON.

Life is made up, not of great sacrifices or duties, but of little things
in which smiles and kindnesses and small obligations, given habitually,
are what win and preserve the heart and secure comfort.—Ss'r Hiunplwy
Davy.

The end of life is to be like unto God; and the soul following God
will be like unto him: he being the beginning, middle, and end of ail
things.-Socrates.

“Like attracts like.” There is somethingkindred between
steel and iron and the magnet that attracts and holds them;
for without that relationship there would be no attraction.

The activitieswe observe in the outer world are but typical
of that which is taking place in man's inner world of thought
and feeling—the outer being the external expression of the
invisible law of God. That law is universal few will ques-
tion; that it has a definite effect upon the life of man is con-
ceded by all. It is possible, however, that in our investiga-
tions hitherto we have paid too much attention to the outer
manifestation, thereby losing sight of the law that finds its
highest expression in the human mind and heart. Whatever
qualities of thought or feeling we may have developed in life,
sympatheticallythey tend to relate us to the same order of
development in otherpeople and have the effect of calling forth
into a more vital existence these kindred qualities. “None of
us liveth to himself, and no man dieth to himself.” We are
so related to one another that there is among us in continual
operation an alternate outflow and influx—and the latter in-
evitably partakes of the qualities of the former.

“Like attracts like.” Upon the recognition of this law
depend health and happiness, because neither can ensue unless
in our thought we give out both. The strong, wholesome
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thoughts we think; the kind feelings we have; the bright,
joyous hopes we entertain—these are so many qualifies going
out from us to unite with the same qualities in other people,
thus making it easier, both for them and for us, to comply
with all the true requirements of life. No matter what we
wish to be or to do, through recognition of and conformity
to this principle of attraction it becomes possible. By virtue
of this‘law we make our own environment, realizing through
the inner knowledge of life that we have the power to shape
its outer conditions and to establish a new and higher order
of things, so that the old thought of being controlled by cir-
cumstances or fate or any external condition passes away, and
we awaken to a knowledge of our inherent dominion and
power. We use this knowledge, moreover, both for our own
benefit and that of others, becauseany action on our part that
tends to bring real good into our own lives must necessarily
have a corresponding action on those sympatheticallyrelated
to us.

If people would only pay attention to the operation of this
law in theirown lives theywould quicklyrealizethe importance
of a thorough knowledge thereof and of its practical utility.
Let us consider a few illustrationsthat show its effect.

A deep interest in any particular subject is sufi-icient to
bring us almost immediately in contact with persons whom
we have not met nor cared for in the past. How it is brought
about we hardly know; but in a short time we become sur-
rounded by persons interested in the same subject. The inter-
change of thought and idea works for the good of all. The
very object of our coming together is that there may be a
mutual giving and receiving. The quality of our thought
places us where we belong. A man that has faith in a benefi-
cent Creator, who works through law for a perfect end, or
the ultimate perfection of all things-

"One far-ofl‘, divine event
To which the whole creation moves.”
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—has acquired the first element necessary to bring about a
complete action of law in his own life.

The next thingin order would be the feeling of confidence
and faith in humanity in general; but this should be especially
true of those with whom we are brought in intimate contact,
so that the trust and faith we repose in them may be felt by
them. Again, faithin one’s self, one’s aims and objects, clear-
ness of vision to see aright, perfect faith and trust in one’s
own ability to accomplish the desired end—these all tend to
set in motion forces inherent in one’s own being, so that their
action upon others is of thatquality that serves to waken and
renew the same innate power. We now have something of
the element of success to start with, but we wish to be success-
ful in the highest and truest way. Let us, therefore, intro-
duce still other qualities; let us fill the mind withhopefulness.
Hope is just as requisite as faith in the upbuildingof character
or the promotion of success. Our hope tends to make others
hopeful. Doubt saps one’s vitality, and doubt is best over-
come by hope. Faith and hope, however, without law, were
barren qualities. Love is the greatest of all, because it in-
cludes all. “Love is the fulfillingof the law"; because what-
ever we do through the spirit of love will not be done through
opposition to the law of life, but in perfect conformity to it.
Pope says:

“Self-love but serves the virtuous mind to wake,
As the small pebble stirs the peaceful lake.”

Love of self is good in its proper place, but it ceases to he
love when one ignores the greater call to love and serve God
through loving service to humanity. We should always sub-
ordinate the lesser to the greater, but that does not call for the
doing away of the lesser. It calls rather for a perfect adjust-
ment, wherein the self shall recognize and conform to the
universal Self. We now have the real riches of life; but, as
all inner states find outer expression sooner or later, we see
these inner riches expressed in many ways and degrees. The
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faith, hope, and love we have for humanity become living
seeds sown in the hearts and minds of others. Springing up
in and beautifying their lives, they bring forth fruit abun-
dantly, so that all that has been given out by us has returned
to us a hundredfold.

Our faith and hope and love take shape in a material way
—-4'. e., they relate themselves to form, giving beautyof color
and harmony to external surroundings, so that to a degree
the earth becomes transformed into a paradise. The moun-
ta.ins appeal to us in a way that they never did before; the
valley and meadow reflect a new beauty; the river and brook-
let impart new qualities of brightness and joy; the ocean, in
calm and storm, conveys to our minds the greatness, the
strength, and the freedom of life; the sun reminds us of that
Power that gives of its own life and intelligence to every
living, moving thing. And the moon, as the reflector of
light, brings to us the thought that only as we reflect the
universal Love and become one with it are we truly related to
God and humanity; that the inner law is that the soul must
follow God as a plant follows the sun; that when the Spirit of
Truth illumines the life, then from such inner illumination
will God's Word, as it is written without in all Nature, be
revealed to man, and the things that have been long hidden
shall be known—-not as we have believedthemto be in thepast,
but as they are in reality. Thus shall we attract to us every-
thing that heart and mind can desire; for the heaven realized
within shall become manifest without. This is not an idle
dream: it is what the prophets and the enlightened ones of
every dime and age have taught.

Thousands of souls are looking forward to the coming
of a new era, when the‘Christlcingdom—thereign of righteous-
ness, justice, and truth—shall be realized on earth. Let every
one know that the hastening of this greatly to be desired end
is to be sought primarilythrough individual effort, which shall
tend first to call into existence latent good on the part of the
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individual, so that the necessary conditions may exist for the
natural action of one giind upon the minds of others. And
who can foresee what the result will be? The time will come
when the inner unity-—the oneness of life—will be as fully
manifest outwardly as it now exists interiorly.

“Likeattractslike.” Man must give expression to the God
within him. “If he called them gods, unto whom the word
of God came, and the scripture cannot be broken; . .” The
desire to express more of this God-likeness will not only bring
us into a closer relationship to Deity, but will make us more
truly useful to one another. And in the fulness of time,
through knowledge of the law and desire to give perfect
expression thereto, we shall attain to the measure of the ful-
ness of the stature of Christ.

 

ON TIME’S HORIZON.

Dim memories, on Time’s horizon blent—
_

Ghosts of the past, in retrospective shrouds-
Quickened to life within the heart of crowds,
Touched by the wand of trivial accident,
Like meteors, flash o'er mental firmament
Impressions volatile, the glance of eyes,
Linked form and feature, subtile sound and scent,
Too fugitive to hold or analyze.
Association revery’s mantle flings
(Its mesh too fine for disentanglement)
About the mind, and other scenes arise-
Arise and vanish on their phantom wings:
Singing the songs of summers that are spent,
Breathing the airs of half-forgotten springs.

Howsnn JAHES.



THE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE ON RACES.*

av nus. JOHN EMERY ncumn.

No one who has traveled at all widely, and has come into
close or frequent contactwithmembersof different branches of
the great human family, can have failed to note the obvious
influencethatclimate has exerted on these varying sections of
mankind.

Ethnologistspoint to the five great divisions of the human
race, which,may be likened to the five fingers of the hand; but
the simple division of the whole into five parts, called respec-
tively Caucasian, Negro, Malay, Mongolian, and Red, by no
means exhausts the subdivisions of mankind, and it is chiefly
with the peculiarities of the white (or Caucasian) family that
we are specially brought in contact.

Europe furnishes a wide and fertile field for studying these
interesting variationsof the common human stock. Tradition
asserts that Romulus and Remus, the founders of the early
Roman republic, which afterward developed into the Roman
empire, were suckled by a wolf. This is a somewhat improba-
ble natural incident; but,—when we remember that the wolf
is peculiarly a Norse emblem, and that it figures most con-
spicuously in Scandinavian mythology,—throwingaside the
poetic garb of the ancient legend, we discover an important
ethnological probability: it was from the hardy North, the
land of sturdy pines and firs and a most rigorous climate, that
there descended a couple of intrepid invaders of Southern
Europe, and from these north-born brothers grew into exist-
ence thevalorous Roman people, who after having degenerated
into efleminacywere conquered and overthrown by the Goths

‘A paper read before the Minerva Club at in fortnightly meeting in
the parlors of "The Majestic," New York, April roth, 1899.
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and Vandals who swooped down upon them from their parent
North.

It is impossible to dissociate the idea. of bravery from cold
climates and rugged scenery, because valor is a virtue that is
specially developed through a series of hand-to-hand encoun-
ters with Nature in her wildest aspects and most relentless
moods. It is undoubtedly true from a metaphysical stand-
point that every human soul, or essential ego, contains within
itself all possibilities of expression; but certain peculiar
environments unmistakably contribute to the evolving of cer-
tain distinctive latent elements. Climate and physical sur-
roundings can exert no creative power; but. though they can-
not create essential attributes or possibilities, they certainly
exert a powerful influenceupon such as are inborn.

Let us turn to the sunny land of Italy, and, wandering
through the picture-galleries of Florence, Venice, Rome, or
Naples, contemplate the exquisite perfection to which the
Italian genius has risen in this particular field of artistic
work; then, crossing the border into Switzerland, behold how
difierent are the characteristicattainments of the hardy moun-
taineers who, though by no means inartistic, have never devel-
oped among them a painter who could compare with Raphael,
Guido Reni, or any one of the noble company of illustrious
princes of pictorial art who have made Italy famous the world
over for her unique achievementsin this fascinatingdirection.
Impulsive, easily aroused, keenly alive to all the beauties of
Nature, capable of doing glorious work, but somewhat indolent
as well as dreamy and poetical, not only the Italians but all
peoples of Southern Europe undoubtedlyare; and, as we travel
further southward and eastward, we find in Asia the very
apotheosis of indolence connected with much that is romantic
and spiritual in the lives of many of those meditative Hindus
who regard external activityas a foe to interior development.

Who can say that climate has no influence on religious
ideas and ceremonial? The Roman Church never blossoms
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forth in such splendor in northernclimes as in thesurmy South,
while all systems of so-called paganism that find in the North
their native home have no such gorgeous rites and ceremonies
as delight the worshipers at Oriental shrines.

In America, one has ample opportunity to trace the influ-
ence of climate upon character as he journeys from the frigid
Atlantic States to Southern California or to Florida. In
New England, drive, bustle, push, incessant attention to busi-
ness—this is the order of the day all through the year, with
very few holidays, and only a gloomy Puritanic sabbath
observance one day out of seven wherever the old régime
continues.

Yankee grit and calculation have been developed during
three centuries of face-to-face encounter with a climate of
almost arctic severity; and now that modern improvements
are ever multiplying and devices for oounteracting the influ-
ence of climate are coming rapidly into vogue, a good deal of
the old-time Yankee hardihood is vanishing and the New
Englander who lives in steam-heated apartment-hotels is los-
ing much of his once magnificentpower of endurance and con-
stitutional heroism. It may, of course, be argued that as
civilization advances we can afford to dispense with our old
geographical boundaries of character, and so we certainly can;
but, while the process of fusion is taking place, we are sub-
jected to many inconveniences incident to the process of
gradual assimilationand racial ooéperation.

The competitive spirit of Yankeethriftfares ill in Southern
California, and no sooner do people endeavor to import into
another latitude ideas and practises foreign to the soil than
wreckage of fortunes and disappointment of excited hopes
quickly follow. The Spanish celebration, La Fiesta, which
is so well adapted to Los Angeles and Pasadena—thatgarden
of innumerable fiowers—-is enjoyed fully as much by business
men and heads of families from the towns of New England
as by the native inhabitants of that warm and somewhat
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enervating clime. The disposition to work hard and con-

tinuously flourishes in cold countries, but no sooner are people
transplanted to a milder region than they begin to grow less
active and either sink into indifference and apathy or else
awaken to the pursuit of undertakings’ adapted to the land in
which they have taken up their new abode.

England is proverbially the country of trade. Commerce
spreads wherever the Union Jack is hoisted; and nowhere in
Great Britain do we find better facilitiesfor attending closely
to the interests of trade than in the large, smoky cities of Man-
chester and Glasgow: both solid, substantial, and in many
respects comfortable dwelling-places, but certainly not pos-
sessed of climates that invite the population (as in Southern
Europe and Southern California) to spend at least three-
fourths of its time in the open air. London, the greatest
business center on this planet, is, climatically speaking, re-
nowned for its fogs; and though its climate is proverbially
uninvitingexcept in the spring and early summer (thefashion-
able season), it has the largest permanent population of any
city on the globe. And let it not be forgotten that the typical
trades-person, if fairly well-to-do, enjoys life thoroughly in
thedamp and smokydistricts of Albion. In the Isle of Wight,
and in many of the pleasant seaside towns on the south coast
of England, one notices a marked difference between the
inhabitants and those who come from the banks of the Tweed
or Tyne. In Northumbria, in I..ancashire, and Yorkshire,
and even in the pottery districts of Middle England, the dia-
lect, manners, and appearance of the people are all in accord
with the hard, stony nature of the soil and the rigidity of the
general climate; while in Devonshire, Cornwall, and other
milder counties the genial climate induces a decided softness
of speech and gentleness of manner in the inhabitants.

Take France and Germany, as notable examples of con-
trast, illustrativeof the influenceof climate on disposition and
temperament. The climate of France is for the most part
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exhilarating; the skies are generally clear; the air is well
charged with ozone, and—behold the volatilityof the French
nation! Germany presents many leaden skies that give much
rain and many somber forests, especially in the northern sec-
tions—and behold the stolid, studious character of the typical
Teutonl The Gaul is industrious, but he loves light pleasures
and takes kindly to the most frivolous music; but it is the
Rhine country that has given to the world nearly all the
greatest composers of stalwart, majestic harmonies and the
authors of the profoundest works on philosophy. Richard
Wagner, the incomparable music philosopher, is a German.
Michael Angelo, the unequaled sculptor, is an Italian. Kant,
Fichte, Hegel, Goethe, Schi11er—these are all German names.
Dante is an Italian, and Milton an Englishman.

A careful analysisof conception of plot, styleof treatment,
and indeed all else that tends to give individual or national
character to a novel or treatise, will soon reveal the efiect of
climate" on the literary worker. Balzac is French; Carlyleis
Scotch-English; Victor Hugo is French; Dickens and Thack-
eray are English. We do not always find divergence of sen-
timent or opposition of root-idea, but we do discover wide
differences in clothingof thought, to say the least.

It is a safe conclusion that climate per se carmot make a
people or an individualgood or bad, kind or cruel; but, though
virtue and vice, as direct contradictories, are to be met with
everywhere, the particular phases assumed by both are of the
nature of local coloring and largely traceable to climatic influ-
ence. Drunkenness in France savors of absinthe; while in
England and Germany heavy wines and beer (and certainly
gin in England) are especially responsible for intoxication.
Scotland and Ireland fall into sin through whisky; and soit
goes through the entire range of belts and districts.

No grander specimens of humanity can be developed or
have appeared in one country than in another, and no depthsof
vice have been sounded in one land more than in another;
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therefore, none are justified in saying that good and evil are
climatic products, and that we are incapable of living nobly
becausewe were born too near the equator or one of the poles.
But we are justified in taking into accountthe influenceexerted
by climate upon the special types or phases of character that
when in order are alike good, and when in disorder are alike
evil.

There is a good and suflicient reason for all natural and
seemingly inevitable differences thatare not discordances. A
disposition for hard manual work is fostered by those climatic
influencesthat render it necessary in the districts where rigor-
ous weather prevails; while in other places, where such in-
tense physical activity is uncalled for, the disposition to such
exertion is not called forth. The wise metaphysician, the
practical educator, the truly helpful physician, is never one
who shuts his eyes to natural variations,but ratheropens them
widely to the existence of these human varieties and seeks to
prove the goodness, the usefulness, and the necessity of all.

When the nations of the whole earth are federated in the
pleasant bonds of mutual good-will, and a cooperative com-
monwealth of peoples is established, there need not be amal-
gamation, though there must be coéiperation; and so long as
dilferencesof climate remain in anythinglike the present pro-
nounced degree, there will surely be a continuation of racial
dissimilarities, all of which need to be understood, and so
intelligently acknowledged and accounted for that universal
peace and good-fellowship will be proved compatible with all
such variations of temperament and occupation as render pos-
sible full-orbed harmony-—not mere quiescent monotony.

In certain parts of America to-day, notably in South
Carolina, the work of the negroes is worth more than thatof
the whites because our black brothers are better adapted to
work in the blazing sun in cotton-fields and on sugar-planta-
tions. It is sheer idiocy to assert thatone set of people should
be treated with greater respect or shown higher regard than
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others, when reason positively reveals that all are necessary
to the general good and all are endowed and equipped for
certain distinctive ends of useful service. The last word has
certainly not been spoken on the race problem; and this out-
line presentation of theinfluenceof climateon races is intended
solely to provoke thought and call forth sober reasoning on
this important and fascinatingquestion.

 

WHEN the pall of gloom hangs low—when pain of disap-
pointment for the failure of ideals oppresses the sou1—’tis well to
know that not all of life is contained in a single effort; that “art
is long,” and Truthat last achieves her end. ’Tis better to try
and fail than not to try at all. The hero lives in the soul's pur-
pose, the heart's ambition, the mind's idealism. If not always
expressed in theoutward deed or in the physical triumph, heroism
may live in spiritual qualities that inspire the weak to hope if
not to attain—to aspire if not to soar. Even a dirge is comfort»-
ing to a soul in pain. The sad heart is so chorded thatevery wave
of sympathythrums upon it its melody of joy. Outward triumph
is often inward failure. To thinkhigh and lofty deeds, though
our lives he commonplace, is to live among the gods and hear
the rustle of the angels’ wings. To weep is sometimes better
than to laugh. A tear is often but a molten jewel; some time it
will crystallize again and bedeck the soul as a priceless pendant.
To know thatnothing fails except the false is to hold the key of
life's profoundest secret. Truth is too vast to be all revealed in
a day. To—morrow waits upon yesterday, and the present is for-
ever forward. To-day is always, and eternity abides in the flit-
ting moment. Fill out the little minute of time that nestles thee
upon its breast, and all the anxious hours will await thybidding.
To master a moment is to conquer a universe. Weep not unless
thy tears spring from pain that shall beget thy joy. Life is be-
yond ; the past cannot be resurrected. The morning breeze
sweeps from the opening horizon whence looms the rising sun.
Let us arise and forward, thoughtheday be long and thepilgrim-
age oppressive. The sun sets not forever, nor shall our hope.-
Rev. Henry Frank.



REASON AND FAITH.

nv JAMES cmznann STEVENSON.

Reason is the negative and faith the positive pole of
thought. Between these two poles swings the mind of man-—
between them has swung the world, back and forth, through-
out the ages.

Reason represents theself in man; faithrepresents the God
in man. Reason moves in the sphere of law; faith moves
in the sphere of love. Reason dwells amid forms; faith
dwells alone in the spirit. Reason dwells in time; faithdwells
in eternity. Reason sees only facts; faith sees only Truth.
Reason sees the world of appearances; faith sees the world
of Reality. Reason asks for the rights of man; faith requires
only righteousness. Reason is fearful, cautious, conservative;
faith is fearless, bold, and affirmative. Reason doubts and
distrusts; faith hopes and trusts. Reason gropes slowly
toward the light; faith beholds it unveiled. Reason is ana-
lyticand critical; faith is syntheticand creative. Reason sees
differences; faith sees both identity and unity. Reason sepa-
rates and divides; faith draws together and unites. Reason

4

sees incongruity and discord; faith sees congruity and con-
cord. Reason sees everything imperfect; faith sees every-
thingpotentially perfect. Reason sees only a part; faith sees
the Whole. Reason works by logic; “faith workethonly by
Love.”

While reason is thus negative in character, yet it is that
which holds theworld and man in the perfect balance and har-
mony of law. It is the conservative force that holds man to
his proper course, restraining him from running headlong to
destruction under the impulse of mistaken faith, which is mere
credulity. Reason is the mental ballast that keeps man up-
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right in his course. Reason is patient and follows in the foot-
steps of faith, clearing away the errors and rubbish of idolatry
and superstition that accumulate about the pathway of faith
like bamacles upon a ship. ‘

Reason is good and necessary; it cannot be ignored. It
is the friend of man; it holds him to his task, not allowing
him to spend his life in mere dreams-—makingpictures of the
Beautiful, the True, and the Good, in the air. Reason insists
that man shall keep awake, with his feet upon the earth, and
not waste his life in vain imaginings thatnever fruit in action.
Reason camps upon the trail of Idealism, holding it true to its
high and lofty claims and not permitting it to evaporate into
thin air. Reason represents law; it will not suffer mere pre-
tension to pass in theworld for truth. When the idealist talks
of the “possibilities”of man, reason recalls him to the Actual.
When the idealist denies sin, disease, weakness, and death,
reason asks him why he devotes his life to dispelling thatwhich
he says does not exist. Wiien Faith claims the power to
redeem the world from darkness, Reason is right in insisting
thattheclaim be made good in factas well as in theory.

The Man of Nazareth said, “By their fruits ye shall know
them”: by which we are to understand that faith must satisfy
reason, or it is not faith. Every devout soul in this age has
felt these two mighty tendencies contending within him for
the mastery. It is impossible to silence either the one or the
other except by a faith that is real, not imagined—a faith that
shall include and fulfil reason by perfecting it.

The claims of reason are just, and must find fulfilmentand
satisfaction before the claims of faith are to be allowed.
Recognizing thus the right of reason to full satisfaction, faith
requires of reasoniin return that it shall yield itself to the
greater Reason that faithalone reveals. In order thatthe tree
may come forth into life, the seed that contained it must give
itself up to the greater and freer life thatawaits it. So reason
contains within it the larger, freer life of the greater Reason
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that we call Faith; and for this greater life to come forth,
reason must give itself up to its own greater Self.

It is only in periods when faithhas been strong and dom-
inant in the lives of men that humanity has taken those great
upward movements that have marked its course through the
ages. Faith has ever been the unseen power working within
the hearts of men, moving them in the great periods of
expansion whenever a new art, a new literature, a new nation,
a new religion, or a new era was to be born upon the earth.
The present century has combinedfaith and reason, but it has
found expression mainly in man's dealing with the forces of
Nature and in dominating his material environment. In a
single century the whole life of man has been metamorphosed
in its material aspects, and this has called for the exercise
of faith no less than reason.

Having thus gained control of the physical forces around
' him and turned them to his service, man stands to-day upon
the thresholdof an age of a still greater faith,which shall give
him mastery over the mental and social forces thatare surging
through and about him with tremendous power. Reason has
been at work heroically throughout the century trying to
evolve a plan of social life that shall satisfy the awakening
sense of justice that is innate in man. Impatient with a
religion whose shibboleth is “faith” but whose practise has
been timid and wanting in that very quality, men of reason
have endeavored to devise a social scheme that would satisfy
the demands of self and of the other selves at the same time.
Reason, at the promptings of Justice, has sought to reconcile
and unite egotism and altruism in a system of society that
would satisfy the demands of each. But Reason has seen
only the negative side of the problem. It has failed to see
that it has attempted the impossible. It has not observed
thatselfishness and unselfishness cannot exist in the same heart
at the same time. The problem is deeper, broader, and vaster
than it dreams.
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Reason demands justice. It fails to see that justice does
not begin to satisfy the mighty heart that dwells in man.
He has justice now, and does not know it. The universe is
governed by Law, and law means order, justice. It could
not exist an instant without justice—theeven balance of all its
parts. Justice stands unmoved and untouched in the presence
of starvation, want, and misery, seeing in them only its own
stern decree-—that“whatsoevera man soweth,thatshall he also
reap”; and reason silently assents. Reason demands justice;
but there is that in man which cries out for something more.

Reason rules the world and man until it comes to the limit
of its jurisdiction, when it is compelled to bow before a power
that transcends and fulfils it—Love. Law is just, but it can-
not free man from its stern decrees. Love only can accom-
plish that; "Love is the fulfillingof the law.” Faith is the
greater Reason that reveals to man the power of Love, of
Truth, of God-—to free him from bondage “under the law.”
Faith is the realizationby man of thispower withinhimself to
fulfil the law of the universe. Faith reveals the God in every
man, 'to which it ever appeals. A man's faith in God is in
exact proportion to his faith in man. This is the key to the
New Era that is dawning upon the world. We are upon the
threshold of a new experience. We are already in the early
morning light of an age of faith that shall be greater than the
world has ever known; a faith that shall give birthto an art,
a science, a literature, and a religion that shall find embodi-
ment in a new humanity; a faith that shall bring down Ideals
into the lives of men.

 

“Us: the light that is in you to revert to your natural clearness
of light."

 

AN air—castle may prepare one for very stern emergency.-
E. E. Hale.



THE INVISIBLE MAN.

BY GRACE LEE ORR.

In dealing with spiritual things, the majority of mankind
may be divided into three classes: (1) Those who absolutely
deny the existence of the invisible man and maintain that
matter alone is supreme; (2) those who go to the opposite
extreme, maintaining that this world is but an illusion and a
hollow mockery, and who either retire from the world and
practise the most rigid asceticism or go about with long faces
preaching constantly into unwillingears the doctrine of “sal-
vation”; and (3) the great mass of people to whom the spir-
itual man is but a vague, shadowy thing,entirely separate from
the physical man, and whose chief concern is for the physical,
leaving the spiritual to take care of itself in the “next world.”
Few, indeed, are they who live in the world, playing their
parts in the drama of life, recognizing and conforming to all
the laws of Nature, and yet with a perfect knowledge of the
absolute unity of all things, a cognition of the real man, of
whom the physical body is but the outward manifestation.

It is not our present purpose to enter into vain arguments
with any of the above-mentioned classes. We shall not
attempt to disprove materialism, nor will we strive so to
demonstrate the existence of the spiritual plane that it may be
measured and dissected as a new kind of plant might be.
Neither, on the other hand, is it our intention to enter into a
discussion in_ regard to the merits of the orthodox methods
of salvation as compared withphilosophy,reason, and common
sense. It is useless and generally disastrous to try to force
people into a belief of any kind. Ideas and beliefs rise and
fall; they come and go, as races do; and, as man evolves and
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becomes more enlightened, his fallacies and superstitions die
out of themselves. But it is our purpose to present, briefly,
some of the ancient teachings that have come down to us in
regard to man and his relation to the universe, and leave it to
the inner consciousness of the reader to decide whether or
not they are the Truth. ‘

The first fact thatmust be recognized is that the universe is
One; the next, that it is controlled by Law. There can be no
such thing as a natural and a supernatural world, each gov-
erned by a special set of laws. A law that holds good on one
plane of theuniverse holds good on all planes, although it may
work through different instruments. Once grant that the
universe is one, and the idea of a personal God, a Creator who
is above and beyond the universe and its laws, immediately
disappears. That thereare other forces in Nature besides mat-
ter is self-evidentx What, then, remains? VVhat is implied
when we say the universe is one? We mean that there is
but one Reality—etemal, incorruptible, and inexhaustible.
“It is without birth, and meeteth not death.” This Divinity
—call it Spirit, the Absolute, God the Father, Para-Brahm,
or what you will—is in all things, and all that we see is but
a manifestation of It. All matter is illusory and transitory.
It changes its appearance, comes and goes, according as this
omnipresent Spirit manifests through it or withdraws from
it, in conformity with cyclic law. Joy and sorrow, pleasure
and pain, light and darkness, good and evil, life and death-
these are but different aspects of the One, and as such are
purely relative. But behind all these aspects is the Real-the
unchanging, the universal, the Divine. And it is the spark of
this Divinity in all men that gives to them the consciousness
that there is something beyond the mere physical. This is
the Invisible Man—-the immortal performer who strives so
to attune the physical instrument that he may bring forth
harmony. And it is the functions and possibilities of this
inner man that we wish to consider.
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Before we can comprehend man in his higher aspects, how-
ever, we must first have an understanding of his lower nature.
The old philosophydivides him into the higher and the lower
man, and these are then subdivided into diflerent aspects or
principles. The lower is simply a reflection, an instrument,
and without the player it is useless. But most of the aspects
of the lower man are invisible also, and consequently power-
ful. The physical body is the only outward manifestation
thatwe have, and we all know how little we can depend on it.
Its organs. in themselves, sense nothing; and the least thing
serves to throw them out of order. It is but the outer gar-
ment—the covering that the real man puts oil‘ or takes on as
needed. But directly connected with this physical body are
the other aspects of the lower man—our inheritance from the
animal plane. There are desire, anger, hatred, selfishness,
love on the physical plane, and all the hundred other appetites
and passions that serve to bind us to the body. There is the
love of life thatsends the blood tinglingthrough our veins and
makes us, like the young animal, jump with joy at the very
idea of sentient existence. And even should we once get con-
trol of thebodyand thephysicalplane,we are met at thethresh-
old of the other planes of being by infinitely greater tempta-
tions, not only from our own selfish desires but from those of
others who have tried and failed. Strong indeed must be he
who is abl_e_ to rise above himself and push through the clouds
and mist into thepure atmospherebeyond. Even in the lower,
animal man, therefore, the most powerful causes come from
invisible sources. The body is only a sort_of playground, as
it were, where theefiects of these causes may be worked out.

What is the higher, immortal man doing all this time?
And how does he set about to produce harmony out of such a
mass of discord? It would be utterly impossible for thatpart
of man that is a spark from and a part of the Divine to make
itself felt in gross matter. We must ascend to it; it can never
descend to us: so it sends out a ray, which we call mind, to
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illumine the physical brain, and through the faculties of will
and reason enables us so to control the animal nature that
eventually through this ray we may reach it and become one
with it. It is this ray that, together with the lower principles
of desire, gives the individualizingtouch that causes the per-
sonality to recognize itself as “I." The divine spark is the
same in all things. The moment that man reaches thatpoint
in his evolution from the lower kingdoms where he becomes
what we may call “self-eonscious,” a battle begins—to last
through long ages, until he is at one with the Divine. This
battle is within himself, and is a struggle between the lower
and the higher for supremacy. At first the animal holds abso-
lute sway, and will and reason are under its control; but
gradually, as he passes through life after life, taking on and
putting off body after body, he begins to learn that as he sows
he must reap. He eventually discovers that his experiences
of pain, suffering, and sorrow are for a purpose; and finally
willand reason assume control. The lessons of life are learned
one by one. The animal dies hard, but step by step he is
forced down; and then sweetly and softly, but so clearly that
it rises above even the strong notes of will and reason, is heard
the silvery voice of intuition. The inner man, the immortal
one, is speaking; for at last we have reached the point where
he can manifest directly through us.

A question often asked in connection with the subject of
the immortal man is, “Why does this Divinity, which is in all
things, which is all things, manifest in matter?” And it is
impossible for one who, as yet, has scarcely taken the first step
upon the path to divine wisdom to answer it. We can only
say that it has been taught that the universe is controlled by
the law of cycles. There is the rise and fall, ebb and flow, in
all things. And so there is the out-breathing (or manifesta-
tion) and then the in-breathing (or rest). In all things there
is the desire for expression--for sentient existence; and so
the Real strives to express itself and raise the lower to the
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higher by experience. No one can give physical demonstra-
tions or proofs of these things. Proofs are but relative things;
for what is proof to one might be meaningless to another.
Each man must to himself be the proof. It is only by raising
ourselves to Divinity that we can have any knowledge of It.
To the blind there is no such thing as light; and so to those
who live only on the physical plane there is nothingelse. But
even in physical phenomena we know that the most powerful
efiects are produced by causes that we cannot reach with our
physical senses. We have the effects only. It is so on all
planes. The light is there, even though the blind man does
not see it; and so the real man is ever withus, though we may
refuse to recognize him. But when we have so learned our
lessons and profited by our experiences that we can hear his
voice, thenhe will speak to us, and there will be no more ques-
tion of proving or disproving; for we are at one with him,
have gained our immortality, and have attained to knowledge.

“But,” again comes the question, “what are we to do to
gain this knowledge? How are we to set about raising our
lower selves to the higher?” And a reply often made is that
we need not rush out “to do.” Do what you find to do. “To
live to benefitmankind is the first step.” We all have certain
duties to perform, and the neglect of them for any selfish pur-
pose is sure to bring dire results. But every one knows that
we live our real lives within, whatever we may appear out-
wardly. And it is in this inner life that our real work has to
be done. By striving to overcome selfish desires, by cultivat-
ing patience and overcoming anger, and above all by not allow-
ing ourselves to be cast down and conquered by bad fortune
or overjoyed and uplifted by good fortune, we can soon reach
a point where our whole lives will be one great harmony and
a consecration to the Supreme. Too many people judge the
success or failure of persons in life by the amount of wea.lth
they have accumulated, by their position in “society,” or by
the fame they have achieved. These are but shadows that
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belong to the physica.l body, and can have nothing to do with
the real man. Our success or failure depends upon how well
we have learned the lessons taught by our experiences, how
much real knowledge and wisdom we have stored by our
ourselves, and how much we have helped to uplift humanity.
Every good thought we send out, every compassionate or
unselfish act we do, helps the world just that much; and it is
not necessary to retire to the seclusion of the mountain-top
or jungle to attain to a knowledge of ourselves and the world,
for the real way to reach our higher selves is so to order our
lives that when we lay aside the body for a time the world
will be better for our having lived.

The only power to be desired is “that which shall make
the disciple appear as nothing in the eyes of men.” This was
not only taught but exemplified in the lives of all the great
Teachers who have lived to help mankind. But do not think
this is to be gained in one short life. In the struggle for
physical existence the voice of the immortal one is lost some-
times for a long period. In one life, perhaps, we learn one
lesson—ta.ke one step upon the path toward the final goal.
And we might well despair if one life were all the time or
opportunity we had. But we come to the school of life again
and again, each time learning new lessons and gaining new

experiences, according as we have profited or lost by those we
had before. As in school, sometimes we have to go over the
same lesson many times before we learn it; yet, when once
learned, we pass on to a higher class. And in time we are
bound to accomplish the object for which we are striving.
Our lives will be attuned to the divine harmonics of the
Supreme; the goal will be reached; we shall be at one with
theDivine.

Think of the possibilitiesand the future that open to us
when we come to a true realization of what we are! We are
divine; and, once we come into our inheritance—becomecon-
scious of our divinity—thereis no limit to the heights we can
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scale. There is spread before us not only the possibilityof
infinite knowledge and wisdom, but the still grander possi-
bilityof raising up our fellow-men. With the consciousness
of the immortal man, all of life takes on a new meaning.
Instead of regarding thisphysical life as the reality,we discern
it to besimply theinstrument for themanifestationof the Real.
As we comprehend what the past must have been to make
present conditions what they are, many of the puzzling ques-
tions of life are solved. Instead of regarding death with fear,
and as a destroyer, we realize that it is but a change of condi-
tion; for there is no death to the real man. We simply lay
down the body for a while, and after a period of rest we take
another and continue our work where we left ofl‘. And in-
stead of regarding the future as a vague state, to be dreaded
and shunned ratherthanlooked forward to, we see in it infinite
opportunity and hope; for we can make it what we will. Is
it not worth striving for?

It is impossible physically to demonstrate the spiritual
plane,and nothingthatany one can say willhelp us to a realiza-
tion of it. Each one must learn for himself. Each one must
go through this “valley of the shadow of dea ” many times
before the Christos can conquer matter and rise triumphant
from the dead. But the resurrection will come to all of us if
we but have courage; and to those who would despair we can
only say, with the Orientals: “Have perseverance, as one who
doth for evermore endure. Thy shadows live and vanish;
that which in thee shall live forever, that which in thee
knows—for it is kn_owledge-—is not of fleeting life; it is the
Man—that was, that is, thatwill be—for whom the hour shall
never strike.” '

 

SPIRITUAL development is not necessarily dependent on intel-
lectual acquirements; and there are sometimes persons that are
ignorant in worldly things but possess great spiritual powers.
—Frans Hartman», M.D.



WOMAN AND THE HOME.

nv nunmr s. BOGARDUS.

The organizationof a home, in our own and in other lands,
has always been largely a matter of custom and conventional-
ity. From patriarchal ages, thehome lifehas been the founda-
tion of national life. While other movements are often the
factors thatconstitute its historic records, yet the earnest stu-
dent of sociology never forgets to recognize the home life of a
nation as the mold in which is cast the statue of its national
characteristics.

Behind the curtain that rises over the comedy and tragedy
of life's experiences lie the hidden desires and aspirations in
the heart and mind of humanity—and these are the direct
result of home influences. Through the laws of pan-genesis,
the ideals of a family are transmuted into flesh and blood,
forming rates of thought-vibrationthat renew them in thought
from generation to generation.

The corrupt moral atmosphere of imperial Rome was first
poisoned by its polluted home life, in which the beasts of lust
and greed were allowed to lurk. These same monsters are
crouching to-day beneath the polished crust of nineteenth-
century civilization,and they have always proved the disinte-
grators of home and national life. In the present age, how-
ever, there are several new factors for lust and greed to con-
tend with that have never appeared in the world's problems
before. They are new figures upon the blackboard of time,
and therefore will necessarily affect all future calculations.
Principally, these may be enumerated as follows: First, a
great advance in the average educational percentage of man-
kind at large—consequently a purifying of ideals; secondly,
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the liberty extended to woman along educational and business
lines; and thirdly, the widespread desire of thinking people
to investigate and test social and cooperative organization.
These three tendencies must inevitably change the precedents
established by long usage. Especially will theyaffect methods
of home organization, and in ways that prophecy alone could
reveal.

There is at present a noticeable movement between the
sexes to drift apart, although the all-around observer views it
as a natural result of new conditions for women in the labor
markets of the world. In changing conditions old customs
are unsettled, and before new ones are established the fearful
observer looks for chaos to appear; but deep in the heart of
humanity lie certain fundamental principles that are inherent
——emanating from a divine source. These will always be
recognized. Customs and conventionalities change, as we

may see by comparing the social life of different nations; but
“in the image of God created He him, male and female created
He them.” Men and women, old or “new,” are very similar
in natural instincts to the ones who wandered ages ago in the
shadow of the pyramids; yet it is to be hoped there are large
classes that are far superior in abilitytocherish high ideals of
home life. In the ideals cherished will be found the key-note
of homes organized by the intelligent people of the future.

The money basis of a home cannot possibly be the source
of its inmates‘ happiness nor of its relative value to thegrowth
and development of a nation. The wealth of a Croesus cannot
of itself make a home harmonious or practical, nor a fit abode
to usher in the souls who will in time act their part upon the
stage of life, according to their inherited and acquired natures,
for which the founders of a home are directly responsible.

There are many households, but few true homes, in the
world to—day. To perform its true mission to the nation, :1
home must be a place where the threefold nature of man can
grow, expand, blossom, and fruit into harmonious manhood.
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Provision must be made for physical, intellectual, and spiritual
culture. Women need to be educated in scientific knowledge
of food values, in hygienic and physiological law, and in the
wonderful influence and power that habits of thought exert.
Such education will imbue them with a higher appreciation of
the dignity and responsibilityof motherhood.

The “lords of creation” need much the same training. In
the face of a boasted superiority and years of intellectual re-
search, they still fail to realize their individual responsibility
as creators of national conditions by implanting in the moral
fiber of their descendants germs of the highest and noblest
emotions known to humanity. A home founded upon a one-
dollar-a-day basis is perfectly practicable—ifthere be a thor-
ough understanding between husband and wife in regard to
resources and as to what is to constitute their happiness in the
future. A true home is a place where the highest as well as
the most helpful and restful influencespredominate; and these
are generated, not by the cost of its furnishings, but by the love
and intelligence of its inmates. There are few people so devoid
of sensitiveness that they do not feel the influence of a true
home atmosphere and realize that this subtle influencehas very
little to do with the material surroundings. It is felt alike in
the clean kitchen of a farm-house and in the daintily furnished
parlor of a modern city home.

To found a successful home on a small basis requires
deeper study than when it is founded upon a liberal basis.
To provide all that is needed for an all-around development of
its members, its founders must be willing to devote time and
thought to the work and be so well grounded in their own
ideals that they are not affected by the false ones by which
they will probably find themselves surrounded. A certain
Stoical independence in regard to the thoughts and remarks
of others must be cultivated. Plain, substantial, yet palatable
food, and plain (but not necessarilyugly) clothingand modest
furnishings must be the ruIe—in order to leave a margin for
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emergencies that will probably arise, although homes founded
upon an intelligent basis and in harmony with Nature’s laws
will be exempt from many of the exigencies brought about by
disease, poverty, and untimely death, which seem so prevalent
in the homes of to-day.

To found an ideal and practical home, the equality of the
sexes must be aclmowledged by both. This does not neces-
sarily include the question of the enfranchisement of woman
or her place in political life; it includes ratheran overthrowing
of the Oriental beliefs in regard to woman’s inferior intel-
lectual power and of her right to use and develop it at the
sacrifice, if necessary, of her place as a maternal parent to the
race. The Oriental beliefsin regard to woman still cling most
tenaciouslyto the skirts of Occidental progress.

The recognition women require is the old-fashioned one
of “help-meet.” Woman can no longer be satisfied with the
sphere of satellite, or plaything. She has proved her right to
equality of intellectual liberty and equality of social inde-
pendence. If she can provide for her wants as a social factor,
she can provide man with an intelligent and executive co-
operation in the organization of true homes. It is because
mankind has failed to establish true home: that woman has
been obliged, by thegreat law of evolution, to take an advanced
step alone, and thus open the door for the establishment of a
perfect home life—wherein may be cradled a new race of men
and women, in whom the physical, mental, and spiritual devel-
opment of the nation will be given opportunity to reach its
highest attainment.

 

A MAN, be the heavens ever praised, is suflicient for himself;
yet were ten men, united in love, capable of being and of doing
what ten thousand singly would fail in. Infinite is the help man
can yield to man.—“Sartor Resartu.sj."

“Ir is the ground that you do not tread upon that supports
you.”



THE SCIENCE OF BEING.

BY JOSEPHINE VERLAGE.

When an answer to a question is presented to the human
mind, it is but natural that its nature, quality, and positive
value should be accuratelymeasured. History shows that, be-
fore a conclusion in any line of research was accepted, it had
to undergo much handling, examination, and analysis from
all points of view. It is well that this should be so, for man-
kind cannot afford to concern itself with hypotheses and theo-
ries thatare not of lasting value.

In the present age of exoterir as well as esoteric develop-
ment on all planes of being, it is well to possess an unfailing
guide in the investigation of certain problems-—-a guide that,
when applied, enables the student to ascertain whether the
statements made in regard to a propounded question bear the
stamp of conjecture, absolute truth, or error; also, whether
they can bear investigation from all points of view—s'.,e.,
undergo the fires of criticism, scorn, and persecution up to the
very last analysis. If the statements are unalloyed and inde-
structibly true, this very antagonism will act as a purifying
agent, lifting the facts concerned to a higher standard and
bringing out their possible benefits in a still higher degree-
the fire freeing them from any adhesion that may have partly
hidden their perfect nature. If certain statements cannot bear
this final test, it is plain thatthey possess insuflicientvitality to
insure permanence and will soon cease to trouble the intellect.

A thorough and profound investigation of any theory or
proposition is legitimate, and to be desired ratherthanavoided;
for if it be true, no amount of objection will alter the fact, and
if it be untrue, it is better for it to drop out of line—which it
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will eventually do, even though every human being should
uphold it as a fact. The truth contained in a statement is a
sufiicient guarantee of its enduring value, and the advocate
who places himself on the side of this truth, and thus becomes
identified with it, is invulnerable.

Within recent years there has been presented to mankind
a teaching that, by its adherents, is called a science, by some
of its opponents a theory withouta foundation, by others “non-
sense,” and by still others a philosophy in which His Satanic
Majesty has had a hand. It is hardly to be wondered at that
this teaching has been viewed so differently by the thinking
people of the day, for its statements are so different from those
made in past centuries and appear to diverge so widely from all
previously accepted theories. It must necessarily produce
more or less of a mental shock to those satisfied with conven-
tional convictions and beliefs.

The teachers and students of this philosophy,to which the
name, “The Science of Being,” has been given, claim so much
for it and are so positive in regardto the statements they
make that it is well worth while to investigate its teachings;
for, with the representatives of this science, conjecture and
theory are out of the question. To them the statements made
are scientific, logical facts, which are primarilyof nobody’s
making, but have existed and will continue to exist as demon-
strable, self-evident truths in spite of all disbelief and all
attempts to banish them from the world of thought. Does
thisteachingdeserve its name? Is it a provable science? Are
its statements merely to be “believed,” or are they to be
knoum—becauseunderstood with thatcertainty withwhich the
mathematicianknows that two and two make four? These
questions remain to be answered by the student that is will-
ing to investigate and prove for himself whether this science
concerns itself most with theory or fact. Only then may he
positively know whether these teachings have a right to the
name they bear—when he has for the time being laid aside
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his preconceived ideas and is willing to test with an impartial
motive whether truth or error is the foundation on which the
frameworkof assertion is built.

Science is ever radical—it admits of no “perhaps” or
“sometimes”; and because of its radical nature the investiga-
tor is better able to know whether it is a real science or only
a theory. How, then, can this test be made? How can the
honest and sincere investigator, even thoughcertain statements
at first appear to him unsound and improbable, positively know
the facts concerning their truth or falsity? First. by employ-
ing an authorityabove and beyond a human one; second, by
having a fixed principle, which is pervaded by law and which
he may apply as a searchlight or plumbline to every statement
made and to every conclusion drawn. -

It is impossible to change facts; it is useless to try to prove
thatone and one are not two—the fact remains, independent of
belief; and no amount of argument or disbelief will cause the
principle underlying the science of numbers to alter the -truth
contained in the statement. Concerning the Science of Being.
its representatives claim for it an underlying Princip1e—an
all-pervading Law—which is as exact and inviolable as that
of the science of numbers. The eternal law of cause and
effect is the only sure foundation from which any sound con-
clusion can be drawn in any science. The unalterable nature
of Principlecompels certain causes to have certain effects; and
the law underlying these cannot be changed, but must be

_

abided by if individual as well as collective mankind will gain
satisfactory answers to its questions concerning the problems
that stare it in the face.

Again, is it possible for mankind to gain infallibly cor-
rect answers——to have indisputable evidence that they are
absolutely true? Can -man be supposed to know the exact
relation of the different parts of creation to one another-of
soul and body, for instance, or mind and matter? And is -it
possible so to apply the principles of the Science of Being that
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he can gain practical evidence of its truth and stability? Is
there a law upon which man can depend under all conditions-
one that will guide, lead, and direct him in the midst of any
environment; or is he compelled blindly to submit to chance
and fate? Is he able to rise above certain conditions that
bafilehuman intervention; or are the laws of the universe such
that he need not attempt to place himself side by side with
them, believingthat theyare greater and mightier than he, and
that he must submit to certain dire effects alleged‘ to be the
sequence of these laws?

The answer to these several questions, when given from
the platform of the Science of Being, is as follows: There is
a principle—there are fixed laws——the application of which
will enable man to understand and overcome those limited and
cramped conditions that, according to the general verdict, it is
useless to struggle against. This principle and these laws can
be appropriated and put to practical use by each person, the
necessary factor for their successful operation being a percep-
tion and understanding of the latent powers in man, which,
when made to operate in unison withprimal Force and Energy,
produce results that elevate him morally, mentally, and
physicallyabove the limited laws thatdraw him, together with
the lower forms of creation, to a common center. Whether
this is a true, an overdrawn, or even a false statement remains
to be tested by the one ready to investigate—using all his
powers and faculties to discriminate between the old standard
of judgment and the conclusions drawn from the fundamental
principles of this science.

Is it not a rod and a staff in the hand of man to know that
immutable Law is back of all he sees, feels, hears, and
experiences; thathis whole existence is governed by this law,
whichiwhen recognized enables him to rule instead of being
ruled—to gain entire freedom from those mental and bodily
ills that it formerly seemed preposterous to struggle against?
When man learns that it is not by grace or divine favor that
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he may enjoy the immunities of life, but that it is because of
logica1—yes, divine—necessity, he will look the mysteries of
existence fearlessly in the face. He will be sure of the out-
come even before it is reached, holding and using the key
whenever it becomes necessary to unlock the door that shuts
him out from the peace, knowledge, and consequent harmony
that lie on the other side of theblank'wallof doubt, ignorance,
and fear of the Unknown.

Is the representative of the Science of Being claiming too
much for it? It is likely that he cannot objectively prove at
once every assertion he makes, however clearlyhe may be able
to do so abstractly. Whether or not he can prove his asser-
tions objectively. however, does not affect their validity, any
more than mathematicsis affected by the assertion of the critic
of the science of numbers-—that the higher mathematical
problems are untrue or unsolvable because the student and
demonstrator of the science has not reached the point in his
development where he can tangibly prove the possibility of
their execution. When the question is asked, What authority
has anybody for making these statements, and what right has
he to aflix the name of science to the teaching he propounds?
the answer must correspond to the nature of any science that
in its highest analysis is exact, comprehensive, and demon-
strable truth.

All science is impersonal, and of a higher than human
origin—beliefand theoryalone beingoutflowingsof thehuman
mind. This science, as does every other science, speaks for
itself, the human representative being but the mouthpiece or
medium through which it is manifested, or made known. The
truth it contains is its only authority. No amount of disbe-
lief in it can change the inexorable facts that are locked up in
this science-_-waiting to be recognized and appropriated by
the seeker after impersonal Truth. Is it of any use to kick
against the pricks?



IDEAL(ISM)S.

BY CLARENCE MILLER J’ONES.

Blue is a color whereof azure is the dream, and it is light which of
that reality makes this ideal.——From the French of Catulle Mendér.

I. Talent is a power whereof genius is the dream, and it
is work which of thatreality makes thisideal.

2. Ambition is a conceit whereof glory is the dream, and
it is humility which of that reality makes this ideal.

3. Pleasure is a sensation whereof happiness is the dream,
and it is innocence which of that reality makes this ideal.

4. Woman is a creature whereof an angel is the dream,
and it is love which of thatreality makes this ideal.

5. Earth is a place whereof heaven is the dream, and it is
virtue which of that reality makes this ideal.

6. Kindness is a grace whereof charity is the dream, and
it is mercy which of that reality makes this ideal.

7. Man is a being whereof God is the dream, and it is
purity which of thatreality makes this ideal.

8. Law is a regulation whereof justice is the dream, and it
is conscience which of that reality makes this ideal.

9. Government is a function whereof democracy is the
dream, and it is honesty which of that reality makes this ideal.

IO. Art is a representation whereof beauty is the dream,
and it is unity which of that reality makes this ideal.

I I. Literature is an expression whereof faith is the dream,
and it is truth which of that reality makes this ideal.

I2. Life is an essence whereof immortality is the dream,
and it is thoughtwhich of thatreality makes this ideal.

I3. Acquaintance is a relation whereof friendship is the
dream, and it is loyalty which of that reality makes this ideal.
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A PSYCHIC STUDY SOCIETY.

HE recent formation in this city of a society for “the rational
and scientific investigation of alleged psychic phenomena”

is distinctly a forward step in the new spiritual movement. Its
originator is the Rev. Henry Frank, pastor of the Metropolitan
Independent Church, whose public work hitherto has been largely
confined to the exposition of a scientific religion—along philo-
sophic and intellectual lines. The fact that true religion is funda-
mentally spiritual, however, can never be affected by attempts to
make it answer the requirements of a reasoning, logical mind.
And Mr. Frank’s private researches have led him to conclude
that in the psychic realm itself is contained an abundance of
corroborative proof of his contentions regarding the demonstra-
bilityof human immortality. In his conviction, moreover, that
this plane of existence is worthy of the candid investigation of all
free and unprejudiced minds, he has the support of some of the
world's most eminent scientists, philosophers,and savants.

In this undertaking there is nothing new or novel—save,
perhaps, that the whole subject is to be approached with a little
wider knowledge of its mysteries than has obtained heretofore
among "psychical researchers.” The American branch of the
British society has already rendered valiant service along this
experimental line, having contributed much to the making of
spiritualism respectable in this country. And there are many
private clubs devoted to similar purposes; indeed, for several
decades the subject in all its phases has been under the scrutiny
of impartial minds.
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As well-wishers of the new society, therefore. we earnestly
advise the directors to drop the word alleged from their
prospectus. Psychic phenomena are no longer “al1eged”—their
existence is admitted by every one who is not either an ignoramus
or a bigoted materialist. While in no enterprise is the importance
of starting right so vital as in the exploration of an unlmown
land, yet the psychic realm to some minds is much less of a
term incagnita than to others. The “discerning of spirits” is fre
quently as much a matter of capacity as of opportunity. By all
means be conservative and scientific; but it should be remem-
bered that not all the things of the spirit are measurable by the
yardstick of material “science.” Their only analogy is their
dependence upon conditions. As in chemistry and agriculture.
so in the aflairs of the psychic world—definite results are only
obtainable by compliance with certain conditions. This law of
dependence pertains to the conditioned everywhere. The Abso-
lute alone is unconditioned.

Another suggestion we would make is, that when the society-
has at hand and provable a simple, ‘natural explanation of a given
phenomenon, it should not waste its time in investigating solu-
tions thatare more wonderful and incrediblethanthe phenomenon
itself. Remember that “hypnotism" has sharply-defined limita-
tions ; and, above all things, do not over-work the “subconscious
mind” theory. The inventors of far-fetched and artificial ex-

planations are generally forced to admit that there are some
phases of psychic phenomena that they have heard of but have
never seen—otherwise their favorite “hypothesis” would die in
infancy.

Experiments in telepathy,psychometry, improvisation, mind-
reading, automaticwriting, and mental suggestion—a1so the study
of dreams and visions—may be carried on among the members
themselves, withoutoutside aid. But when it is thought desirable
to enlist the services of mediums, or psychic sensitives, such
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assistants should preferably be chosen from among the ranks of
the private, unprofessional, and uncornmercialized variety.
Fraud may be suspected only where there is the incentive of
personal profit. In fact, among the very earliest things to be
studied should be mediurnship itse1f—a faculty by no means

uncommon among perfectly trustworthy persons.
Finally, we would warn the society that over-cautiousness

defeats its own purpose as frequently as does over-credulity. In
dealing with problems of this kind, the most important condi-
tions are mental ones. The concerted skepticism of a coterie of
positive minds, who believe something contrary to the facts, has
been known to convert a perfectly legitimate psychical operation
into a seeming insult to their intelligence. Passivity and recep-
tivity need not be mistaken for gullibility. The continuation of
life beyond the grave has already been proved objectively-the
proposition need no longer be accepted on “faith,” or a prion’
speculation.

We trust the Psychic Study Society of New York will not
fear to follow wherever its researches may lead; that it will
never be afraid of the Truth; and that the phenomena it reveals
and classifies will be regarded and used as a means of spiritual
development, not as an end in themselves. We bespeak for its
efiorts wide success, and shall be glad, from time to time, to
chronicle the results of its investigations in the pages of MIND.

 

Norxmc is ever changed in the Eternal Purpose and Being
—no new manifestation made; only the eyes are opened, the
spiritual nature awakened, to a clearer perception of that which
has always existed within and around us.—W. Davies.

WE know little of the laws of Matter because we know little
of the laws of Mind.—Buckle.
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LAW IN MEDICINE.

To the Editor of MIND:
S1n—I have read withvery great interest the series of articles

contributed to MIND by Charles Brodie Patterson; but here and
there I have encountered broad statements that seem to me to
require a little qualification. For instance, in the article entitled
“Dominion and Power," which appeared in your March issue,
the writer makes this claim: “No medical doctor can say truth-
fully that the system he represents is founded on law.” Now,
this is an assertion that no one who has mastered the principle
of homeopathycan for a moment admit. The whole science and
art of homeopathy is a science and art of correspondences, with
a definite law for its guiding principle. Nor does Mr. Patter-
son make his case any stronger by adding to the above the further
statement that: “The law is that everything must work from
within outward. We must work from the inner being to the
outer.” This was clearly discerned and stated by Hahnemann,
the founder of homeopathy. His achievementwas the discovery
of a law, by the application of which the inner forces of the
organism can be liberated from the disturbing motions of dis-
ease and so enabled to assert theirproper healthy (or harmonious)
operation.

It is a crude way of putting the case to assert that man con-
sists of mind and matter—an inner and an outer being. Probably
the West African negro (as Miss Mary H. Kingsley has just
been explainingto theworld) is nearer thetruth in his supposition
thatevery human beingis a kind of “syndicateof souls.” Accord-
ing to him, every person has at least four souls, and is open to
influences that may assail any one of the four. It seems to me
that before Mental Science has any more right to the use of the
term science than has corporeal anatomy, it must do a little more

than it has hitherto succeeded in doing toward laying bare what
I may call “the anatomy of mind.” That every organ and cell of
the body has its mental counterpart I can quite understand, but
as yet I have seen only the vaguest attempts to map out the
different areas of the mental organism; and until this is done
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with something like the completeness to be found in the text-
books of anatomy, mental treatment will not be likely to sup-
plant medicinal treatment in the modern world.

In the African’s cosmology every “thing” is an “appearance”
only—hisworld is aworldof spirit; and,as Miss Kingsleyshrewdly
remarks, it is the opposite conception among Europeans, namely,
that “matter is all,” thathas given the European such tremendous
power over the material forces of the world. Probably it is in the
balanced union of the two conceptions that the line of progress
lies. AdvancedEuropeans have recognized in all theappearances
of the natural world specific embodiments and manifestations of
Universal Mind; and as the human being may be regarded as
a perfect representation, in miniature, of the universe, it follows
as a consequence that he must have in him points corresponding
with every thing that is. The mind embodied in mineral and
plant is clearly related to his own mental apparatus, as the facts
of toxicology, of opium-eating, of alcohol-drinking, etc., attest.
It is possible, therefore, to afiect the human being,either for good
or ill, by influences related to any one of the infinite number of
orders of motion he comprises. The law of similars enunciated
by Hahnemann has enabled practitioners to find out how so to
apply the forces resident in mineral and plant as to remedy dis-
ordered motions manifesting as disease in any organism. I do
not deny that in the healthy human organism itself all these
forces exist and may be applied by one human being to another.
provided he knows how to do it; but at present the knowledge
and the power are only to be found to any large extent in rarely
endowed individuals; and until the anatomy of mind is very
much more accurately delineated than it is at present, the law
of similars as expounded by Hahnemann will find a much larger
number of practitioners who have the necessary faculties for its
administration. I am, sir, yours truly,

JOHN HENRY CLARKE, M.D.

[We fear that our correspondent, who is the editor of The
Homeopathic World and one of London's prominent physicians,
has misapprehended Mr. Patterson's meaning in the statements
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referred to. Our contributor employs the word “law” in the
sense of immutable principle, to which the ever-changing experi-
ments of materia medica oifer a direct antithesis. The “law of
sirnilars” of Hahnemann is legitimate enough—so long as the
removal of effect: is all that is desired; but the mental scientist
prefers to deal with causes, in order to prevent a reappearance of
the efiects. He does not attempt to stop a leak in a boat by
bailingout water, which very soon evaporates when its source of
supply is shut 0E. The “inner forces” are always subject to the
control of the mind, which consists of faculties rather than
“areas.” Mental Science recognizes a clear distinction between
mind and brain—between man and his body; and to search in

‘the latter for the cause of disease has ever proved as futile as the
medical students’ “hunt for a soul" in the dissecting-room. Mr.
Patterson is now on his way to Europe, where he will teach classes
in metaphysicalhealing during the summer months;but an article
by him, still further emphasizingthis lack of mathematicalexact-
ness in the “laws” underlyingall systems of therapeuticsthathave
not a spiritual basis, will appear in an early issue of MIND.—ED.]

DISEASES often appear withoutany assignable cause. In acute
diseases the patient often grows suddenly worse, or he may grow
suddenly better, and no cause can be assigned for it. Such
changes are usually attributed to “catching cold” where no cold
has been “caugh ,” or to mistakes in the diet where no such
mistakes have been made, or they are attributed to “meteorologi-
cal changes,” of whose action upon the human system therapeutic
science knows less to—day than at‘ the time ‘of Paracelsus, because
it is fashionable among certain scientists to reject everything
that they cannot see as being “unworthy of their consideration."
—Fran: Hartman», M.D.

 

“WHY should virtues take the place of Virtue?"
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“AND what is so rare as a day in June?
Then, if ever, come perfect days;

Then Heaven tries the earth if it be in tune,
And over it softly her warm ear lays.

The cowslip startles in meadows green,
The buttercup catches the sun in its chalice,

And there's never a leaf nor a blade too mean
To be some happy creature’: palace.”

—Ianu: Russell Lowell.
 

A LESSON ON BEAUTY.

Look in the mirror at your own face. It is round, dimpled,
and rosy. Your skin is smooth; your flesh is firm; your eyes
are bright and set in your head like jewels. Your hair is glossy
and beautiful,and everythingabout you suggests life and youth.

Now look at the face of your grandmother, or some other
person who has lived a great many years. What a contrast!
Yet that wrinkled, shriveled creature, with thin, faded hair and
sunken eyes and feeble step, was once as fresh and beautiful
as you are. What has caused this change? Thought—nothing
but thought.

If you would keep your youth and beauty you must think
only the thoughts that make youth and beauty. The thoughts
that make the face ugly are thoughts of anxiety, worry, anger,
hatred, envy, ill-will,grief, and remorse. Steadfastly keep these
out of your mind; and “whatsoever things are true, whatsoever
things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things
are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of
good report, . . .

thinkon these things."
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All wrong feelings can be prevented by a belief that all is
good, or, as the Bible puts it, that “all things work together for
good.” Believe in goodness, beauty,health, love, and happiness,
and these thingswill come to you abundantly. “Your inner happi-
ness and beautywill be reflected in the outward circumstances of
your life and in every part of your body; and you will be beauti-
ful withoutbecauseyou are beautifulwithin.

ELIZA CALVERT HALL

QUACKLING AND DUCKLING.

Quackling and Duckling were brothers, and they spent most
of their time in the duck-pond. There was a small—-a very small
—island in the center of the pond. Sometimes they would leave
the water for the island, and there they would remain for a while
to enjoy the full benefitof the sunshine.

“How delightful this is I’’ said Duckling one day. And so
it certainly was. The sun was turning the pond into a sheet of
liquid gold, and the trees were green and the skies were blue.

“Delightful and beautifulI” repeated Duckling. But Quack-
ling heaved a sigh.

“Why do you sigh, brotherQuackling?” asked Duckling.
“I’m wishing to be a swallow,” said Quackling; “for then I

could fly up into the air so far away that no one would be able
to follow me in my flight.”

“So far away that you could no longer see the beautiful
green earth and this lovely sheet of water, with the sunlight
gleaming on it?” asked Duckling. “No, no, brother Quackling;
believe me, if you do not rejoice in all the blessings thatnow sur-
round you, you would be discontented even if, like the swallow,
you could soar up into the far blue sky.”

Quacklingwas silent a little while, and then he said: “I think
you are right, brother Duckling; and I've made up my mind
that, like you, I will enjoy all the blessings that surround me.”

“Perhaps all things will be ours in time " said Duckling;
“but now, if you are ready, dear brother, we will dive into the
water.” And so they did. LILLIAN Fosrm COLBY.
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OUR FATHER'S CHILDREN.

Some children roam the fields and hills,
And others work in noisy mills;
Some dress in silks and dance and play,
While others drudge their life away.
Which is your lot, my girl or boy?
Is it a life of ease and joy?
Ah, if it is, its glowing sun
The poorer life should shine upon.
Make glad one little heart to-day,
And help one burdened child to play!

—Sl. Nicholas.
Now thatwinter is gone and spring is here once more, cover-

ing the trees with leaves and blossoms, making the grass green,
and coaxing the birds from the sunny South, little children living
in the country, no matter how much they like the winter sports,
are glad that the springtime is here again. But in the great cities
are many children who see and know nothingabout country life.
One little boy I know, when asked if he liked the country, said:
he hadn't been there but once ; and he didn't seem to thinkmuch
of it. And what do you suppose his going to the country was?
Why, walking across the great bridge from New York to
Brooklyn!

I do not think the children who live in the country the year‘
round, or those whose parents are able to take them from the
city into the country every summer, can understand the wonder
and joy felt by the little ones who go——from dusty streets, where
there are no trees, from blistering sidewalks, from crowded tenc-
ments, where God's pure air is unknown, where little parched
mouths have no cooling ice, no fresh fruit, and where there are
none of the things that make children happy—into the country,
where theirbare feet can be comfortable in the dewy grass, where
they can pick all the berries they want, fill their hands with sweet
wild-flowers, and run and shout and laugh. In the winter they
are often cold, because they have no warm clothes; and so, like
the little country children, they are glad when spring comes, but
not for the same reason, you see. '
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In the last few years good people have been trying to make
arrangements whereby these little brothers and sisters of ours
can go into the country, away from the stifling heat. I think
that some time the hearts of people who have lots of money will
become so kind that little children need not suffer either from
cold or heat or hunger, but that they will be cared for, clothed,
and have plenty of fresh air and all they want to eat; and then
they will grow up to be good men and women, just as you well-
provided children will, because they will then have the same
chance.

Dear girls and boys, you who know not what it is to sufler
from cold, or heat, or hunger, think about your little brothers
and sisters whose needs are so great. See if you cannot do
something to make life brighter and happier for these poor little
ones. .'When you go to get ice-cream, or a new top, or an-
other hoop, try to give up, once in a while, a few of these little
pleasures of which you have so many,and send a bitof your spend-
ing money to one of the fresh-air-fund societies. I don't believe
there’s a top or a hoop or a dish of ice-cream that has ever been
made or ever will be made that will make you so happy as the
thought that you have helped to bring one little child out into the
beautifulcountry.

VVhen you say, “Our Father,” at night, do not forget that the
loving Father to whom you are praying is the Fatherof all little
children.

.

If you will now begin to thinkof your poorer brothers
and sisters, you will grow up with a spirit of kindness and
brotherlylove that will make you a blessing to all; for you will
think of and care for the welfare of others. Always remember
“our Father” is father to all.

Cnannns Bnonn: PATTERSON.

 

SOME OF MY TENANTS.

My home place in California is not a large one—only a bit of
a lawn and a garden—and the ground is pretty well covered with
orange-trees and rose-bushes and pines and palms; but a good
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many familiesare livingon it, withouteven asking.my permission.
There is the big brown Towkee, who hops about the grass for all
the world like a robin, and says, “Chip-chip-chip,” all day long.
She has put her house of twigs and leaves right in the top of an
orange-tree, and climbs upstairs to it byway of thefig-tree. Mrs.
Linnet sits very still in her nursery in the climbingrose-vine, just
under the edge of the porch roof, with only her bright, anxious
eye and the tip of her tail to be seen. Very still she is, except
when her husband, with his rose-tinted breast and crown, brings
her a nice fat spider or a bit of a Japanese plum from the loquat-
tree. Then she twitters her hunger and gratitude very sweetly
and eagerly.

The song-sparrow has picked out a snug corner in the thick
hedge, and tells us how pleased he is with it every few minutes
during the day. The mocking-bird pours out his delicious song
for hours together in the moonlight from the top of a tall pine
to his sweetheartbrooding below. And two dear, tiny, black-and-
yellow warblers—the smallest, friendliest, and sweetest of all my
tenants—are still undecided in which rose-bush they shall locate.
(Nine-year-old Graham loves thisdainty pair fondly;but he finds
it easier to call them “wobblers.”)

But the most interesting of them all are Mr. and Mrs. Oriole,
whose front door is hardly fifteen feet from my bed-room window
and in plain sight. He is a beautifulfellow, with a black hood
coming well down over his bill upon his orange breast and his
black wings and tail edged with white. She is not so brilliant,
but handsome enough, and the busiest little body I've seen in a
long time. She has toworkhard, for thesewing of such a house as
hers—-she builds it with thread and needle—takes plenty of mus-
cle, besides great skill and patience. It is hung from the under
side of a huge fan-palm leaf, high enough to be out of reach except
from the top of a step-ladder, and perfectly secure from the attack
of any prowling cat or crawling snake or dreadful cannibal bird.

.

To make her nest, she tugged away at the tough fibers of the leaf
itself until a hundred of them dangled loose. Then she wove
them in and out into a tight net, and finallysewed throughthe lmf
again with her long, sharp bill,leaving just room enough at either
side for her own slender body to slip in and out. Now she is
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lining the cosy swinging cradle with bits of Japanese paper nap-
kin and cotton batting and tiny feathersand whatever else she can
find that will be soft and warm for her younglings to cuddle in
before their own feathers grow.

These are a few of my tenants, and they pay me a rich rent
with the flash of their beautifulplumage, their chorus of songs,
and thenever-endingvariety of their charming ways and winsome
manners. Make friends with your “little brothers of the air,"
girls and boys. You will learn many a story more delightful than
any one can write for you, and perhaps the real, true secret of
happiness.

C. AMADON.

 

ELSIE’S DREAM.

One rainy afternoon, while sitting by the fire, Elsie had a
strange dream. She dreamed that the little body God had given
her became tired of work, causing its little servants to join in;
are refused to hear, eyes grew heavy, nose would not smell, and
hands and feet did not stir.

For a short time Elsie thought it fine fun to sit doing nothing;
but as the moments slipped by she grew tired of body’s laziness
and sought to remedy matters.

Soon the bright, brown eyes opened, and through them shone
one little servant thatbody had not conquered; it shone so brightly
that the other servants awoke. Ears heard mama’s loving voice,
nose smelled the makes that were baking for tea, hands helped
set the table, and feet ran eagerly to welcome papa when he came
home.

When all were seated around the table, you may be sure Elsie's
mouth was quite ready for the cakes and other good things.

Elsie told papa of body’s strange actions that afternoon, and
what a wonderful servant soul proved to be.

EMMA L. Smupan.
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AN INDEX FINGER. By Tulis Abrojal. 382 pp. Cloth,
$1.25. R. F. Fenno & Co., publishers, New York.

A sure markof the popularity of any cause is its embodiment
in works of fiction. In the present volume the great question of
the psychic nature of man is treated from both the philosophic
and the phenomenal points of view. The book is fascinating
throughout, and in the form of a romance presents some valuable
information along spiritual lines. The author’s narrative of
things she has witnessed in the psychic realm bears the impress
of truth-especially to those who have had similar experiences.
The development of her central character in the light of the
New Dispensation is certainly a “finger” that points significantly
to the dawn of a brighter era for mankind. While the author
prefers to remain anonymous, yet we violate no confidence in
stating that she was the writer of that standard work, “Women
in the Business World"; and this of itself is a suficient guaran-
tee of the excellence of “An Index Finger.”
FATE OR LAW? By Warren A. Rodman. 218 pp. Cloth,

$1.00. Lee and Shepard, publishers, Boston.
VVhat the book just noticed contributes to thecause of psychi-

cal research, Mr. Rodman’s new work supplies to that of Mental
Science—a most attractive summer-reading garb. Its sub-title
is “The Story of an Optimist,” and in its pages the principles of
spiritual healing are given a concrete setting that should convince
the most skeptical of materialists that appearances are not neces-

sarily realities. That man is an individual spiritual being, essen-

tially perfect, regardless of the bodilydeformities that may result
from maternal ignorance or viciousness, and is capable of mani-
festing his divine perfection in the face of all inherited obstacles.
is shown with irresistible truth. The power of love as a sanative
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' and corrective principle is revealed in many fascinating ways;

and to the attention of all who are steeped in the superstition
thatheredity or anythingelse has a natural right to enslave man-
kind the book is especially commended.

OTHER NEW PUBLICATIONS..

GET YOUR EYES OPEN. By Frank Allen Moore. 45 pp.
Leatherette, 25 cents. F. M. Harley Publishing Co.,
Chicago.

TEAPOT PHILOSOPHY. By Walter L. Sinton. 62 pp.
Paper, 25 cents. Published by the author,45 Rush street,
Chicago. '

WHEN THE JACKSON STREET CABLE STOPPED;
or, The Car Conductor’s Dream. By Wallace E. Nevill.
40 pp. Paper, 25 cents. Published by the author, 2929
Sacramento street, San Francisco.

VOICES OF SPRING. Poems. By Helen Van-Anderson.
Paper, 10 pp. Published by the author, Boston.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF J'USTICE—By SocializingAll
Public Utilities in the Interest of the Whole People. By
L. Emerick. 32 pp. Paper, 10 cents. Published by the
author,Jacksonville,Ill.

MEDICAL MONOPOLY EXPOSED—And Medical Laws
Unconstitutional. By Dr. J. W. Lockhart. 3: pp. Pa-
per, 10 cents. Published by the author, St. John, Wash.

A VISION OF THE INVISIBLE. An Allegory. By the Rev.
Henry Frank. 33 pp. Paper, 25 cents. Published by the
author,New York.

THE DISABILITYOF SEX. By O’Bryen Hoare. 16 pp.
Paper, 2 cents. Published by the author, Christchurch,
New Zealand.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND TRANSCENDENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY QUESTOR VITR.

Hypnotism has found but little favor in this country.
American psychologists, with the exception of Professor
James, have studied more in German universities than in
France; and hypnotism, being preéminently of French origin,
has for this reason not received the attention it would other-
wise have bad. Some American universities are under ortho-
dox influence, and hypnotism is viewed with disfavor in those
quarters. Yet, while, like all other human knowledge, it is un-
doubtedly subject to misuse, it has been found that moral de-
pravity, perversity, etc., may be redressed by its means. Ten-
dency to pilfer and to tell fibs, timorousness, nail-biting,and
even the delusions of mania and the obsessing fixed-ides of
hysteria, have been eradicated through its application. Where
self-control is lackingand tendency to automatismexists (the
conversion of excitations into motor actions, aside from the
volitional putting on of the brake), it has been found that the
operator's will may stimulate and add force to the patient’s
will and control. The bad repute in which hypnotism is often
held is therefore neither impartial not just, as regards its in-
fluence in the field of morals; while its valuable contribution
to the cure of nervous ailments is beyond dispute.

In addition to these considerations, experimental hypnotism
has brought most valuable aid to experimental psychology, and
served to throwconsiderable light on transcendental psychology
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(the production of psychic phenomena by invisible agents or
operators) from the analogies exhibited. It may, indeed, be
said that many of the phenomena produced through spiritual-
istic mediums can be reproduced in a subordinate manner

through hypnotic or mesmeric subjects. Similarity of efiect
logically presupposes similarityof cause. The result of recent
hypnotic and mesmeric suggestional experimentation goes to
show that mediumistic phenomena are suggestional also. In
this sense experimental psychology brings its confirmation to
the teachings of metaphysics—thatthought is the precondition
of manifestation; that things are the sequential expression of
“thinks”; that there can be no objects apart from antecedent
ideas.

Suggestional phenomena imply an operator and a subject.
The latter is rendered temporarily passive, and the operator
does his thinkingfor him. The subject then thinksthe opera-
tor’s thoughts instead of his own, and gives expression to them
without knowing that they are not his own thoughts. This
requires a little further examination.

Experimental psychology now recognizes as the result of
hypnotic investigation that man's psychic activity is dual in
mode: active and passive, or volitional and involuntary.
Man's volitional thinkingactivitypertains to his waking, active
life. He then possesses the power to choose, to select his
thoughts, and to inhibit certain thoughts that arise within
him as a result of external impressions or internal sensations
or representations. This latter faculty constitutes self-con-
trol—thepower of putting on the brake; it is one of the high-
est faculties developed in civilizexi races. In children and
savages it is not unfolded, but develops under the severe disci-
pline of experience.

_

This positive, volitional faculty of thinkingfunctions dur-
ing man's awakened life. The thoughts he allows himself to
thinkalways entail realization through his nervous system, or

processus of psychic activity. They react through his passive
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consciousness and are handed on therefromto his subconscious-
ness, on which the function of actual realization devolves, as
Liébeaultand Durand de Iros inform us.

There is, however, a varietyof states or conditions in man's
life in which this volitional thinkingactivity ceases to func-
tion, and which Liébeaultcomprises under the term “passive,"
accompanied by involuntary representation, or emerging of
previously registered impressions. All these passive states are
partial, superficial, or deep states of sleep, which may be
natural, spontaneous, artificially induced, temperamental, or
morbid; they may also be partial, local, or general. They
comprise all the states in which volitional thinkingor external
relationing is suspended, and in which the passive conscious-
ness consequently emerges. Emotional states-credulity,
faith, meditation, concentration, absent-mindedness, hypnotic
and natural sleep, somnambulism, mediumism, catalepsy, hys-
teria—are all sleep states, varying in extent, area, and depth.
Whether the volitional power of thinkingbe turned inward or
inhibited, thepassive consciousness emerges—thesubject is ex-
ternally passive. The psychic activity,which during the wak-
ing life functions internally (within),emerges to the surface;
he sleeps, partially or totally.

Bernheim, Hartenberg, and others have found that quite a
numberof persons are sufficientlypassive, temperamentally, to
be suggestionable while awake. A number of striking cures
have been effected with such patients. Dr. P. Farez, on the
other hand, has been able to implant suggestions in some per-
sons thatcould be spoken to during their sleep withoutawakingthem.‘ It is always the passive, negative consciousness that is
the receiver; while the subconsciousness registers and realizes
the suggestions, either post-hypnoticallyor during hypnosis.

. The diflerencebetween the states induced by concentration
and by hypnotizationmust be referred to here, to prevent con-
fusion. In concentration, while the man is externally passive
he is internally active; in hypnosis and mediumism his voli-
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tional thinkingis inhibited,_or suspended. The former is self-
induced; the latter is artificially induced by an extemal opera-
tor. In the former the recollectionof the experiences acquired
is retained because the within is self-consciously related; in
the latter the recollection of what occurs does not emerge into
the awakened state, because the normal, active self-conscious-
ness has been inhibited—becausethe passive state has been pro-
duced, not by the subject’s own will but by thatof an external
operator. It is consequently in the latter's memory that the
experiences are self-consciously registered. But the reactions
entailed in the subject’s subconsciousness by the realization of
the suggested ideas are registered there, and may be made to
emerge when he is again rendered passive.

These considerations show that self—conscious experiences
require the interaction of the active and the passive conscious-
ness. This occurs during our waking life in the normal proc-
ess of thinking—whenthe active mind suggestions the passive
mind with the content of its external relatings, or relations.
It occurs also in concentration——-when the active mind turns
away from the withoutand relates the within, through the pas-
sive mind, and knows the “within” in feeling, or receives
intuitions.

In hypnotism, mesmerism, and mediumism, the passive
state is not self-induced (though prolonged training may de-
velop the faculty),but is induced through theaction of another
thinker. It is the latter's thoughts that are then thought by
the subject. The active mind of the operator replaces thatof
the subject, which is inhibited; its activity is suspended; it is
switched off, while that of the operator is switched on and re-

places its suspended activity. The subject thinksand realizes
(expresses) the operator's thoughts.

This “connectingup" is stronger in mesmeric than in hyp-
notic suggestion, but it is closer still in mediumistic suggestion.
-Many illustrationshave now been given inwhich the mesmeric
subject is taken into such close relation (called "rapport”) by
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the operator that he is cut off from relation with other people
and from the outer world. Recent experiments have shown
(notably by Professor Boirac, head of the Grenoble Univer-
sity, and Dr. Joire, of the Lille Psychological Institute) that
the operator’s sensations repercate to and are transmitted to
and react in the subject; while De Rochas has shown that the
subject feels reactions effected by the operator at a distance.
This phenomenon has been carried yet a further stage. A
third person may be “connected up” with the subject and the
latter made to feel the forrner’s sensations, and even diagnose
the state of his organs and organism.

In occultism, or magic, this exteriorized circuit or con-
nection is carried further, and the double of the subject may be
made to exteriorizeand constitute a relation or connection with
another subject at a considerable distance. Suggestions trans-
mitted to subject A will then repercate to subject B, and action
can thus be exerted at a distance. In this latter phenomenon
we no doubt have an illustrationof what occurs through some
mediums. It is well known that ideas suggested to a hypno-
tized subject take form in his mind; they are visualized and
become “actual" to his perception. Thus a subject may have
a whole scene suggested to his perception by a few words, such

’ as the expulsion of nuns from a convent, which will become
more vivid to him than his physical surroundings. A person
may be suggested to him as present in a chair and he will carry
on a conversation with that person, who to him becomes actu-
ally present. A suggested bunch of roses given to him in idea
may prick his fingers.

We evidently have here the illustrationof mediumistic sub-
jective phenomena. In fact, though a medium may tell you
that some spirit is present—that she sees him and correctly
describes him-—it does not follow that the spirit is there at all.
She may be perfectly truthful in speaking from her perception
of things, but that perception may be purely internal; it may
result from the visualizationof an idea suggested to her from
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a distance. and may be similar to the “person” with whom the
hypnotic subject carries on an imaginary conversation.

When a hypnotic subject has been trained for some time by
an operator (and all faculties develop by training), ‘she may
be suggestioned from a distance. Professor Janet, of the Sor-
bonne, described such an instance. Professor Boirac and Dr.
Ferroul have given other illustrations. Cases have been re-
corded in which automaticwriting has been produced through
a sensitive by a friendactingfrom a distance by thought-trans-
ference. Mr. W. T. Stead had such an experience. Persons
have received messages of that character through planchette.
Some persons can directly transmit thought messages to one
another from a distance. It is now recognized that mental
treatment for therapeuticpurposes can be transmitted from any
distance. Some magnetizers are able to put their subjects
asleep, acting from a distance, and then suggestion them. A
criminal trial based on abuse of this power was held recently
in Austria. Thus we see that distance is not necessarily an
impediment to suggestion. In fact, distance is transcended in
thought. Metaphysics teaches that time, space, and density
are content: of consciousness, to which they are subordinate
and which transcends them. Consequently, a discamate spirit
could suggestion a medium from a distance as well as when
present withher.

But how can we admit that a spirit can suggestion a me-
dium at all? it will be asked; to which we reply that man is a

spirit now, as much so as after death—-and all suggestional
phenomena are spiritual phenomena. Hegel has identified
thought with spirit; consequently, thinkingis spiritual activity
——activity of spirit—and suggestions are transferred or trans-
planted thoughts, or ideas. Suggestion is but another word
for thought-transference. Dr. Joire, of Lille, has illustrated
how suggestion may be effected by unspoken thought, and calls
it “mental suggestion,” for which telepathy is again but an-
other term.
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Metaphysics shows thatself-consciousness is preconditional
to and transcends time; that time is for and in consciousness.
Consequently, self-conscious se1ves—i. 9., men and women—-‘-
must be eternal entities. As self-consciousness is spirit
(Hegel), men and women are spirit. As particularizationsof
the Universal Spirit (their logical precondition), they are
spirits. Deathcannot dissolve spirit, though it opens the door
to a change of state and liberates it from imprisonment in mat-
ter. But suggestion is an activity pertaining to spirit—to
thought; therefore, death cannot terminate that activity, and
spirits out of thebody must continue to think,to suggestion, to
telepath, to project and transmit thought as naturally as spirits
in the body. That they do so is fully illustrated by mediums
who receive suggestions (communications) carrying implicit
evidence of the identity of the transmitter. Whether spirits
are in or out of the body, their spiritual activity implies think-
ing; and, being identical in their fundamental, basic element,
it isevident thattheycan thinkto one another.

Before passing to the consideration of objective, exterior-
ized phenomena, there is a question, which is often raised with
regard to spiritual communications, that may be referred to
here—that is, the trivial nature that often characterizes them.
Was it Emerson who said ?—“Tell me who your friends are,
and I will tell you what you are.” Some one else has said:
“As a man thinketh,so is he.” There is a law behind spiritual
communion, as there is in all things; and that law may be
described as oonsonance, synchronism, or aflinity. The ma-

jority of beings who pass from the outer to the inner earth-
plane belong to the masses, not to the “classes.” Most me-
diums are drawn from the same ranks, probably to facilitate
communion with the masses, who are as much units of the
Universal as the “classes” are.

Now, theremust beattunementbetween the instrument and
the message vibrating through it. The more refined the in-
strument, the more intelligent will be the spirits who “trans-
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mit” through her or him. But the investigator constitutes
part of the mental environment—-theambiencethat conditions
the reception. This is recognized in experimentation in men-
tal suggestion. In fact, the thoughts of the assistants may in
part suggestion the subject, as Dr. Joire has illustrated.
Hence, a frivolous or hyper-skeptical investigator will condi-
tion the reception down to his own level, and need not be sur-
prised at the triviality of the content. A cultured, earnest
searcher, treating these investigations in a reverent mental atti-
tude, and going to a refined, intelligent medium (when such
are to be found), will have no reason to be disappointed with
the messages received. It is not only the medium that condi-
tions the messages transmitted through him as through a tele-
phone: the responsibilityof the investigator is equally great.
It is his own invisible associates and associations that are re-
flected through the living instrument. It is because most peo-
ple approach this subject in a narrow, personal, selfish attitude,
or in an intellectually skeptical frame of mind, that so little
matter of any,permanent value is obtained.

(To be continued.)
 

SAINT JOHN'S Revelation paints the scene, with colors ob-
tained from his Jewish training, on the canvas of his Patmos
imprisonment. Bunyan’s description shows a simple imagina-
tion saturated with the Apocalypse. Protestant visionariesalways
discover a Protestant heaven and hell. Catholicecstatics always
add purgatory. Swedenborg found the gardens of heaven laid
out in the Dutch fashion of his time. English clairvoyants and
mediums are properly orthodox and evangelical. American spir-
its talk broad theology with ridiculous details. The divergence
in all these alleged liftings of the veil betrays their subjectiveness
——E. D. Walker.

 

IT is ‘better to study health than disease, because all thought-
pictures press for outward expression.—Fram: Garstiu.



THE ESOTERIC ART OF LIVING.‘

PART 1. Son: BASIC Pnmosornr.

av JOSEPH srzwurr, LL.I(.

The Universe and man are inseparable. Universal law de-
fines the individual expression as well as correlates all in the
One. Individual consciousness differentiates the Universal,
and evolves through sense, and psychic, to the higher states, by
means of the life in which the ego seeks to express in ever-
increasing degree of perfection the subliminal nature and wis-
dom. The higher life is a constant relating of consciousness
to the Unchanging and the Permanent, and the emergence of
the subliminal consciousness and its synchronizing with the
supraliminal or objective consciousness. The art of living this
life is first sought in the mastery of mind.

Whence? Whither? These are the eternal interroga-
tories thathaunt the human mind. Dismiss them if you will;
let the imperative world crowd them into the background of
thought; but they will return with perennial freshness and de-
mand consideration. “A wail between two silences” has not
sufficed to express the philosophyof the soul.

Primitive man inquired of the sun and stars and rad their
silent message; the winds whispered great secrets to him, and
Nature became an oracle through which he believed he com-
muned with a higher intelligence. With us, the thoughtful
child eagerly puts the question; but, receiving no satisfactory
answer, or one quite irrational, soon ceases the inquiry; and
the man dismisses it in favor of the more urgent problems of
life, possibly to revert to it in declining age. But with the
philosopher it is ever present. If he decides, it is only pro-
visionally—onlyso far as the evidence at hand will justify, and

‘Copyright, 1899, by Joseph Stewart.
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always subject to revision upon the receipt of further light.
Like the poet Shelley, he looks inquiringly into the eyes of
children and asks the question; He searches the halls of mem-

ory for some recovery of the past, and tries to fathom the
secrets of prophetic intuition to lift theveil from the future.

Thus the Sphinx sits by thepaththateach soul must travel;
and to solve the riddle many have searched the universe of
thought, and can say, with the Persian poet:

' “You wish to know'the secret—so did I.
Low in the dust I sought it, and on high

_

Sought it in awful flight from star to star,”
-and, like him, have concluded that the search is vain, though
ever feeling thatthe “secret draweth near,” and that-

"Sometimes on the instant all seems plain,
The simple sun could tell us, or the rain.
The world caught dreaming with a look of heaven
Seems on a sudden tip-toe to explain.”

Yet it must be admitted that the search has not been all
in vain. The achievements in scientific thought, the advance-
ment in modern metaphysics,and the study of Oriental philoso-
phy have brought us to a much better understanding of the
problem; while the systematic and intelligent work in psychic
research has disclosed many of the latent and higher powers
of the soul and given us some insight into the states of exist-
ence that succeed the physical—wresting much from the
domain of agnosticism.

To-day we know that man is an integral part of the Uni-
verse, related to every part as intimately and indissolubly as a

planet or a sun. The elements of the material universe we
know are constant and ever have been so. Nothing has ever
been added, and nothing subtracted. There is a constant
change of form and aspect, but no change in quantity. If one
atom could be annihilated it would throw the whole into con-
fusion; _for that atom is intimately related to all others, and
they exist as they are by reason of that interrelationship. The
proposition is equally true of a_ supposed creation of an atom.
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Energy «also is constant, though ever changing in form. In
short, there is nothingknown with which science deals, either
as matter or energy, that can be annihilatedor created. They
always have been; they always will be. in essence—only sub-
ject to infinite change of form and mode of manifestation.

Shall we say less of the soul-world, the residuum that sci-
ence cannot resolve--thatultimate realm in which the cause of
manifestation lies? Whether you trace matter back in condi-
tion to one homogeneous ether, with its vortex-ring as an atom
in whose inherent energy you postulate soul-life, or whether
you hold to matter and spirit as two distinct and parallel ele-
ments,. you cannot consistently deny the eternal persistence of
soul in the past and soul in the future. An impulsion in the
ether occurs in the most remote realm of space; the farthest
visible star transmits an energy to its envelope. With the
rapidity of 186,000 miles a second, the atom takes up and com-
municates themotion, until after many years the atom immedi-
ately in contact with the optic nerve feels the impulse, and the
consciousness translates it into a concept of light. What does
this mean? Not merely that the body is in intimate relation
of action and reaction with the distant star, but that the soul
is as intimatelyrelated to the psychic factoreverywhere present
—the cause of the manifestation.

Hence we may say that the idea of the solidarity of the
Universe includes man as a psychic being. He cannot be taken
out of it; his history is inextricably woven in its past history,
and his destiny is indissolublylinked withand held in its future.
Man and the universe are one in history and one in destiny.
This does not mean, however, that he will always be as he is,
any more than that evolution in matter and life have ceased.
Emerson says, “Man is a stream whose source is hidden.” But
it is true that we trace him (or thinkwe do) as a physical and
perhaps a psychic being back to a very insignificant beginning,
themonad. Here the source is in truth hidden, except thatwe
may say that it lies in the Ultimate, and hence is without
source as truly as is the real Universe.
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But to forms and states we may ascribe source: to the
essence we cannot. The necessity for the thought of source

springs from the limitation of the mind. It is an illusion, just
as time and space may be said to be. It has been said that “the
spirit sports with time,"—-

“Can crowd eternity into an hour,
Or stretch an hour to eternity.”

This annihilationof the idea of time is referred to in the
Oriental legend of theexperienceof theprophet of Islam,- who
it is said was transported into the seventh heaven and had
ninety thousand conferences with God, and returning found
that the water had not all spilled from a pitcher that he had
overturned in his first step upward. .

This power of the mind to sport with time is further illus-
trated in the story of an infidel Sultan of Egypt, who expressed
to a Mohammedan doctor a doubt as to the possibilityof this
alleged experience. The learned man said he would prove to
him its possibility. A tub of water was brought, and whilethe
prince and his courtiers stood before him he bade the Sultan
plunge his head into the water and withdraw it. The Sultan
complied, and at once found himself alone on a barren plane at
the foot of a mountain. His first impulse was to rave at this
act of supposed trea.chery; but, perceiving that this availed
nothing,he submitted to the situation and sought some habita-
ble abode. Finally he discovered some persons cutting in a
forest and joined in their occupation. Aftera time he came to
a town, and having had many adventures finally married a
wealthy woman to whom were born seven sons and seven
daughters by him. He was afterward unfortunate and re-
duced to poverty, and was compelled to ply as a porter in the
streets. One day, whilewalkingalone on the seashore bewail—
ing his fate, a fit of devotion seized him, and, throwingoff his
clothing to bathe (agreeable to his Mohammedan custom be-
fore praying),he had no sooner plunged into thesea and raised
his head above water than he found himself standing by the
side of the tub with the learned doctor and the courtiers around
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him.‘ He found that his long series of imaginary adventures
had occupied but a moment, and was only a psychological efiect.

One does not need to vouch for the story to understand the
explanation of such an experience, having our present knowl-
edge of hypnotic suggestion. I give it only to illustrate that
the experience of men everywhere has been that time is an idea
arising from sequence only. Persons have similar experiences
in thedream—state. We grow weary and aged in spirit because
we are too much under this illusion of time, and live in a

changeful consciousness-—by days and years, and by counting
triflingevents and measuring out our existence by a transitory
scale; whereas we might remain eternally young in spirit by
living more in the thoughts that never change, that are not
superseded by others, as universal love and perfection, thereby
measuring our consciousness upon a lasting scale.

As the past of man is held in the past of the Universe, and
as the present phenomenal universe has been the result of evo-
lution, it would be the natural thingto expect that man also is
an evolution. And so we find him to be. All we know of him
scientifically is of a being standing at the summit of evolved
life. His self-consciousness has slowly evolved from baser
and more limited states, and at present is mostly engaged with
material environment, which conditioned his personality. He
is habituallyconscious of theexternal, of the other thingrather
than the self, realizing the latter only by reflection and the
experiencingof pleasure and pain. Being habituallyconscious
of environment, whose imperious demands draw out the soul's
attention and hold it tenaciously,he has established a firm, con-
scious relationship with it, until he believes it to be the only
reality. Otherconcepts, beingmostly ideations and deductions
from and groupings of these, are as unreal as those on which
theyare based.

Such states of consciousness are conditioned by matter and
by phenomena; hence, they are impermanent, changing, and
evanescent. With the passing of the phenomenathe conscious

‘Godwin’: Lives of Necmmancero.
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state is gone; it survives only in memory, which in time fades
away. These states are constantly supplanted by new ones;
but they are ever a consciousness of environment and concepts
built upon it. Thus he evolves for himself a conscious status
thatbecomeshis personality;but it is not his real self. Exclud-
ing from it the impulses and intuitions of the subliminal con-
sciousness, it is as evanescent and transitory as thaton which it
is built. The subliminal phase of the true self, the sublime soul,
potentially divine, is in truth behind it, seeking an expression,
ever dissatisfied with the present result, always prompting to
a higher ideal, and suggesting greater possibilities and a
shorter and surer way to perfection and liberation. Says
Emerson: “We grant that human life is mean; but how did
we find out that it was mean? What is the ground of this
uneasiness of ours—of this old discontent? What is the uni-
versal sense of want and ignorance, but the fine innuendo by
which thegreat soul makes its enormous claim?”

This evolution of consciousness, of which we have spoken,
while it does not at once reveal the true self in its higher states,
is nevertheless necessary. It has not reached the extent of its
possibilities. It will continue until it brings into knowledge
the subtler states of matter upon this and other planes of exist-
ence; for we are as intimately connected with all. At present
a knowledgeof consciousness of only thegrossly physical plane
is all thatmost persons have, and themajority pride themselves
upon this limitation. But further evolution and unfoldment
will bring into the individual consciousness other and more
subtle states now unthought of by them. The blind man that
would declare he can see no advantage in having eyes would
present an analogous spectacle to those who endeavor to per-
suade themselves that they have all the faculties that could
conduce to their advancement, knowledge, or happiness.

Parallel with this process of sense evolution there has been
another evolution—of a higher consciousness, of states not
dependent upon environment and not necessarily springing-
from it. It has been largely subordinated thus far; but if
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progress be made and the goal be reached it must be accorded
greater attention, if not made the controlling factor in life.
This may be termed the consciousness of the spiritual attri-
butes. VVhat is the spiritual in this sense? The difiiculty of
attempting a definition must be at once recognized, for it lies
above the sense consciousness and the concepts based upon it,
and still above thepsychic, and must be related to the unchang-
ing aspect of the Universe. We may say what it is not, and
then relate it by necessity to the undefinable, but not, as Her-
bert Spencer would say, to the “unknowable”; for by reason
of the soul's nature it may know. We may say that all things
spiritual must be unchangeable and eternal; hence, the spiritual
consciousness as distinguished from the other classes must be
that which bears a direct relationship to the unchanging es-
sence, or the attributes which in a sense may be said to belong
to it.

Bear in mind always that man cannot isolate himself from
the essential nature of the Universe, and it necessarily follows
that he must relate himself to some of its aspects. What ones
shall theybe? Shall it be more largely to the unchanging, and
therebyevolve an undyingconsciousness; or shall it be altogeth-
er to the evanescent, and thus remain an ever-changing, ever-
dying, and unhappy consciousness? Choose either path and
the result willbe theequivalent of the life. It is the living that
will ultimately make us the one or the other. No amount of
confidence, or belief,or acceptanceof a philosophyor creed, will
of itself act as a magic wand to transform our present or future
or to obliterate the past. _As we find it true that in the past
there have been no mighty leaps along the path of attainment,
so will there be none in the future. There are no sudden and
‘radical transformations. All we will experience will be a re-
sult of thepast and the present and thatwhich arises from our
creative power; and our future will be only that which we
have earned, modified ‘by the power to create new conditions.
_Life is no gift enterprise. '

i '
'

' (To be continued.)



THE SPIRITUAL UTILITY OF PHYSICAL
CORRESPONDENCE.

BY HENRY WOOD.

In the dislodgment and defeat of a strong foe, through
military strategy, the most decisive results are often gained
through a movement known as “outflanking.” Whether the
antagonist be real or seeming, material or mental, the front he
presents is always formidable. There his intrenchments are
the strongest and in that direction his heaviest guns are
mounted and trained. But often, by a flankmovement, a weak
side is disclosed, and complete capture and defeat are made
possible with a comparatively small expenditure.

Taking the principle as outlined, let us attempt to lift it, no
less concretely, into the esoteric and spiritual realm. But pre-
liminary to tracing its relative parallelism, we may note an
extreme position thatperhaps is too common among exponents
of the New Thought. In our emphasized loyalty to the basic
principle of mental causation for personal physical expression,
which, per se, cannot be questioned, we have possibly over-
looked the important, even if subordinate, influenoe of bodily
correspondence and sensation. Some advise thatsensory mes-
sages and experiences be ignored; but may it not be wiser to
study their laws, and through their teaching to exercise guid-
ance and control? The reflex influenceof physical suggestion
upon the mind and consciousness must be taken into account,
and any philosophythat ignores this factor is deficient.

Suppose that the sensory nerves report to the ego: “You
have a headache." From the metaphysical standpoint it is
regular ideally to deny the same, and by direct mental effort to
dominate the intruder and cast it out. But if that cannot be
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done at once, the reflex impression of the physical experience
lingers, and through suggestion persistently lends to the mind
its own quality. The pain gives its testimony for a purpose;
in other words, the body with its lessons forms an important
part of our normal educational training on this plane of expres-
sion. The physical organism is the testing-ground and gym-
nasium for soul development. There has been an inclination
among the disciples of the New Thought to become imbued
with the extravagances of an extreme sect in the denial of the
educational uses and even the validity ofthe material body.
Nothingexists in vain. Consistent loyalty to all fundamental
metaphysical principles is clearly compatible with the admis-
sion of the wonderful reciprocity between the soul and its ex-
pression. The relation is indispensable to both. The great
Unit of Truthis not one-sided, but is formed of truths in nor-
mal proportion. The materialist and the Christian Science
propaganda represent the rigidity of opposite poles, while the
warm, golden zone of rational and harmonious relativity is
spread out between them. An all-around viewpoint is indis-
pensable, for extremes only recognize things that are in their
own direction. With thesepreliminary generalizations,we are
led to thespecific heart of the topic in question.

It is a psycho-physical law that human thought, when
centered upon any particular organ, member, or section of the
material organism, sets up an increased local circulation and
activity, which in quality will be correspondential. It has
often been demonstrated that, in greater or less degree, one
may warm his feet on a cold day by persistently centering his
thought upon them. It is well known thatduring sleep, while
the brain is comparatively quiescent, a lessened proportion of
the circulation is drawn in that direction. But far more deli-
cate experiments in the laboratory show the exactitude of the
law. Exhaustivetests indicate thatan increased fulness of the
veins invariablyfollows thetrackof the movable center of con-
sciousness. Emotions and propensities in the mind, when
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active, stimulate and quicken the various physical relations
through which they function, and -the latter send back their
note of reply. How shall this fact be utilized? Can a harm-
ful activitybe diverted and turned in a new direction? How
shall the mind and body be trained to aid each other instead of
being at odds? Can a flank movement through the physical,
or an alliance with it, be made practicallyuseful in the expul-
sion of inharmony from both? It is certainly desirable to have
a cooperation of the spiritual, mental, and physical, rather than
to have the latter in opposition to the first two. The flank
movement, then, through which disorderly foes of all grades
may be more readilydefeated, consists in the utilizationof the
physical mechanism as an cfiicient even if subordinate ally.

Coming into closer limits, we advance from the general
physiology toward the center—to that wonderful section, the
brain. Withinthis fertiledomain themind, or ratherthe man,
functions directly and qualitatively. Disregarding the theo-
retical details of phrenology,we are aware, in general, that the
brain-cells located in the crown of the head function for the
moral and spiritual faculties. These include faith, hope,
courage, harmony, with an implied recognition of life and
strength in the Unseen. Wide observation also indicates that
those negative qualities and emotions, among which are fear,
anger, inharmony, depression, selfishness, and materialism,
function and have their correspondence in those groups of cells
that range lower down in the brain structure. Without deny-
ing that this subordinate domain, when normal, has legitimate
use and place, the fact remains that with the vast majority it
has becomedisproportionatelyactive, congested, and dominant.
It has usurped themain current of human consciousness. Too
small a portion of human thought is of the ideal quality. In
physical terms, the lower groups of brain—cells are over-stimu-
lated. So long as thiscontinues, reflexaction tends to promote
and accentuate the disproportion, which is already abnormal.
It may be likened to a machineworkingin thewrong direction.
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Suppose one begins to send thought in a new and higher
direction. He finds it is not easy becausethe related function-
ing power is feeble. It has not, in the past, received its due
meed of nourishment and invigoration. Then comes the
necessity for the real coéiperative process. If, as before noted,
the concentration of positive thought locally induces an in-
creased activity, why not give the neglected brain-cells in the
coronal region their due? Send them the wholesome tonic of
a good supply of thick, rich blood through the means of a
localized consciousness. Thus they may become fertile and
vigorous functioning-ground for the highest soul forces, and
concordant reciprocity will result. On the other hand, the
diversion will relieve and lighten the congested and over-
wrought groups of the lower and unspiritual sections. With
physical inflammationrelieved and circulation equalized, even
though theprocess seem mechanical, the reflex characterof the
sensory reports to headquarters is changed. Concretely to
accomplish this, one should consciously center the thought in
the upper brain-cells, and to aid he should think for the time
being thathis thought is located there. ‘ This will not be easy
at first, but may increasinglybecome a thought habit. When
exercised, it should produce a glow and conscious thrillin the
region indicated. After it is clearly localized, the highest spir-
itual quality—which may be described as communion with the
Universal—may mingle and fill it to perfect proportion.
Among the favoring conditions for inducing the desired result
may be mentioned general passivity and full physical relaxa-
tion, with slow, deep breathing. Like an unstrung instru-
ment, there must be an absence of all tension.

By way of a general deduction from the specific activity
outlined above, it follows that the consciousness should pay
proportionate visits to its various physical apartments and not
remain unduly in any one of them. If a part of the many
beautifulcorridors of the temple of the body are never swept
clean by the freshening presence of the executive, vigor dimin-
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ishes and opacity becomes dense. If the ego domicile mainly
in the lower relations, spiritual elasticity is lost and a cramped
rigidity supervenes. We should, therefore, occasionallymake
a triumphant entry into the various geographical provinces of
our physical kingdom, carrying inspiration, encouragement,
and renewal. All will learn to welcome our coming.

The sanctum sauctommof the seen form is the coronal sec-
tion, and all its equipments are in accord with its high-altar
service. Here every correspondential feature is congenial.
“I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills, from whence corneth
my help.” The “cities of the plain” are the abodes of inhar-
mony, disorder, and animalism. Our complex nature con-
tains so much subtle analogy that even spatial altitude lends
some inspiration. When Jesus was about to give utterance
to the Beatitudes, “he went up into a mountain; and when
he was set, his disciples came‘ unto him.” Again, speaking
from the viewpoint of the Christ, Jesus said: “And I, if I be
lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto me.” The
evolutionary trend of humanity is not merely onward: it is
upward. The figure of the Supreme Ideal-—the subjective
Christ—has been carved'by the aspiring soul during its loftiest
flights; and there it stands in regal beautyupon its pedestal.
Come up, 0 Consciousness, from thedust and grime and sweat
of the lowlands, at favorable intervals, and sit down in its
presence! Gain there a residence, and feel its transforming
power!

 

WHAT justice is there in this—thata nobleman, a goldsmith,a
banker, or any other man that either does nothing at all, or at
best is employed in things that are of no use to the public, should
live in great splendor upon what is so ill-acquired; and a poor
man, a carter, a smith, or a ploughman, that works even harder
than the beasts themselves, and is employed in labors so necessary
that no commonwealth would hold out one year without them,
can only cam so mean a livelihood that the condition of the beasts
is much better than theirs?—Sir Thomas More.
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There is a phase of the New Thought that has been some-
what neglected, in the eagerness of its advocates to take ad-
vantage of positive therapeutic suggestion; namely, the neces-
sity of coming to judgment, of understanding the precise
causes, not only of disease but of the temperamental conflicts
and petty social annoyances that stand in the way of further
evolution. In other words, it is the distinction between heal-
ing and curing—-the difference between the result wrought
by the healer and the work accomplished by the patient him-
self. This subject is so important that I shall in this paper
devote myself wholly to it, assuming thatthereader will supply
thedeficienciesof the point of view.

Experience is essentially a discipline of the understanding.
We exist primarily to develop character, it is true; to attain
happiness, and express the heart or soul. But he alone fully
realizes these ideals who grasps the meaning of experience-
who understands himself through and through. The forces
thatwould make for our perfection, if understood, cause untold
misery if blindly obeyed or ignorantly resisted. The blind
optimist throws away the greatest opportunity of life. Con-

‘ ceit closes the door to progress, and wisdom is not to be had
of the self-complacent.

A failure may teach more than a success, if it be regarded
in the light of a high ideal. He that refuses to learn the les-
sons of his mistakes, or denies that there are mistakes, tacitly
assumes omniscience. Such a case is an instance of arrested
development. The same is true of any one who, assuming that
this science is perfect, aristocratically closes the door to the
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criticisms of the people. This truth is well expressed by
Emerson when he says, “Blame is safer than praise.” The
majority of men stand in their own light, and do not wish to
be told so; that is, every man has a blind spot, although his
vision may otherwise be remarkablyclear. No greater service
could be rendered him than to reveal this blindness-if he
should grant permission. No experience is so valuable as that
which reveals one’s self in a new light. Consequently, the
truly great man welcomes negative criticism.

No one thrives in a critical atmosphere, and every soul
needs encouragement; yet few there are who can withstand
the temptations of a laudatory environment. The result of
continued praise, or optimistic afiirmation, and the absence of
adverse criticism, can but be harmful in the end—until its de-
ficiency be recognized. Every one needs to be brought low
occasionally—sucha “dressing down” as only theloved one can
give. I do not mean censure; I do not mean anything that
savors of pessimism or discouragement. But love knows the
way. “Whom theLord lovethhe chasteneth.”

I know of nothingthat can be substituted for the ministry
of suffering. Some have said that mere belief would suffice.
But they show by the omniscient way in which they speak of
suffering that they have not yet been brought to judgment as
only suffering can bring them. What we need is, first, to live;
then to understand the laws and conditions of our experience.
Theory alone will not suffice. It is not enough merely to feel.
We must both feel and think, so that head and heart may
evolve together.

It was a favorite saying of Dr. Quimby that “the explana-
tion is the cure.” He believed that mental healing could be-
come not only an art but a science, and to make it a science
we must not only learn truth, but unleam error. Therefore,
if he could explain the causes of a person's trouble-—thewrong
conditions of mind, life, and belief—thus making him self-
dependent, he could do more for him thanby any othermethod.
Audible explanation was therefore an important part of his
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treatment, and frequently this was sufficient of itself to produce
a cure.

Is the New Thought missing an opportunity by laying
down the principle that negative criticism is to be avoided?
Is it postponing the day when it may be comprehensively sci-
entific by neglecting to inquire into the causes of failure to
heal certain types of cases? Some believe so; yet if one pro-
poses questions for the sake of stimulating scientific inquiry,
or ventures to criticize, one is unsparinglycondemned and mis-
understood. If, however, truth is always better than error, it
is worth whileto inquire into thecause of failure, thatone may
seek a remedy.

Humility is the door to wisdom. No one can preserve
humility unless he “watch and fight and pray." Every ex-
perience has a wise lesson for him that tries to understand it
as it really is. But how hard it is to efface the glamour of
pride, prejudice, theory, and self-complacentoptimism! Only
in case I learn its lesson and practise the truth it teaches, can I
say of any experience that it is wholly good. Discrimination
is fundamental to permanent growth. The mere fact that an
experience has come to me means little. Upon my under-
standing of it and my subsequent attitude toward it—upon
what I make out of it—everything depends. If I am uncle-
veloped or weak on a certain side, the experiences I attract on
that side may hinder my growth unless I understand them. I
may, therefore, thank fortune if it involves me in experiences
tending to bring me to judgment.

The first rule, then, should be: Acquaint yourself with the
conditions of existence; understand its laws; master its les-
sons. Let your science, or accurate knowledge of what is, be
broad and strong. Then buildupon it; reconstruct it; evolve
it in accordance withwhat ought to be—withthe highest spir-
itual ideal. Know yourself on all sides of your nature. Have
no blind side. See to it thatyour defects become your virtues.
Be not afraid to regard them as defects, but immediately ask
how they may become 'virtues. Thus shall everything be
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turned to account. Thus shall your weakness become your
strength.

0ne's method of truth-seeking and of self-development
must therefore be as comprehensive as life itself, with all its
complexities, strifes, and beauties. The wisdom of life is, to
be true to every aspect of it, not merely theneglected phase of
which I am speaking, not merely the intellectual but the spir-
itual side—that each individual may be rounded, completed,
made whole. The truth is the cure only if it be followed by
improved conduct. Understanding profiteth only in case it is
balanced by its complement—theapplication of the new revela-
tion. As all fear springs from ignorance, so all courage must
spring from wisdom. Our faith must be the faith of under-
standing—theknowledge of the higher law.

The critic may reply thatthe very essence of New Thought
teachingand practise has been to convey this understanding of
the subtle causes of disease. But I mean somethingmore than
this—aknowledge thatcomes in its fulness only in the solitude
of the individual consciousness. If I am of a dominating,
negative, or conceited disposition, I must come face to face
with myself. No self—complacent afiirmations must intrude.
I must know my temperament. This means far more than
simply to understand and regulate the superficial thought.
Then I must dedicate my life to the Higher Self. Henceforth
my aflirmationsand ideals must be of the altruistic sort—not
the egoistic, as they are so apt to be when one first learns the
power of the New Thought.

The process of coming to judgment is therefore a turn-
ing-point in life, the transmutation of the lower self into the
higher Self. It is the transition out of the personal into the
universal; out of temperamental faults and limitations into
the limitless realm of divine communion; out of sectarianism
into sympathy; out of theory into life. Thus viewed, it is the
most important result of introspection, the highest achievement
of self-help, and the noblest outcome of the New Thought.
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In a higher classification, mankind may be divided-—irre-
spective of its various minor attributes—into two grand sub-
divisions of thinkersand non-thinkers: the former susceptible
of further distinctions, both generic and specific, becoming
more and more specialized. It is the unthinking-—thepoor in
thought—-whoconstitute the real masses, the clay that is mold-
ed by theminds of thinkers. So arduous is it to thinkfor our-
selves, so convenient to accept other men’s thoughts, that we
are for a period constrained to waive the high prerogative of
creative and original thinkingand to dwell within that lesser
province of intellection—the sphere of imitative and mechan-
ical thought; and thus are we kept circling well within the
horizon of some book. But when we would boldly sail to the
circumference of our circle, there to balance on the outermost
edge of the universe, where sky and water meet, the horizon
has somehow slipped before us and we are at the center of a
new circle, this time of our own projecting.

He thatowes no allegiance save to the Eternal, and believes
first in himself and his divine right and equality, walks thence-
forth among manikins. But these men are not elect: they are
self-evolved; and constantlydo we hear of traitors in the ranks
of the non-thinkerswho have crossed to the other side never
to return, detachingthemselvesas do icebergs from themass of
a glacier, thenceforthto float away, solitary.

During theperiod of adaptation to its new environment, the
child must gradually become familiar with perspective and
must acquire the faculties of assigning objects to their re-
spective planes, of discriminating between two and three
dimensions, and of distinguishing solids and fluids. The
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development, in some degree, of these facultiesthrough experi-
ence would appear to be thenecessary preparation for voluntary
action. To this end it is probable that the sense of sight con-
tributes as much to delude as to enlighten; and it is by hard
knocks that somethingis learned of the properties and dimen-
sions of solids and their relations to one another in space.
So every man begins life an explorer; and, from reconnoiter-
ing first a crib and then a nursery, he goes to investigating
broader and broader fields.

Thus do we mature infants grope in the mysterious world
of unknown quantities and indefinite dimensions, and are
bumped and bruised through inabilityto judge of distances
and broken on the projecting corners of divine and immutable
laws: relegating to an indefinite futurity that which is con-

temporaneous with us, mistaking the third dimension for a
fourth, and stumbling over the fourth where we saw only
three. And in thismanner are we brought to perceive the real
nature of our environment, that we may conclude our re-
searches within the realm of subjectivity—nor again forsake
theoasis of Truthin pursuit of a mirage of the desert.

To have attained an outlook whence we are enabled in some
measure to view both cause and effect, the one commensurate
with and proceeding logically from the other—-and this law
of sequence inherent in the nature of all; to perceive action as
having its inception in thought and issuing thence, objective
proceeding from the subjective and causation the sole preroga-
tive of spirit and not of matter, of the mind and not the body,
of the potter and not the clay—this perception in itself consti-
tutes the passing over of the mind from the irrelevant and
nondescript dreamland of chance to the consciousness of fixed
and permanent spiritual quantities. It is the recognition of the
all-inclusivenessof the province of Design, of Intent and Pur-
pose; wherein no more to be pursued by causeless results-the
headless horsemen who lie in wait for the unwary: where
no longer shall we throw the dice nor play at roulette.
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This same outlook reveals the interrelation of theory and
practise. To be contemptuous of theory denotes a lack of
savoir faire—an intellectual brusqueness; for so necessarily
restricted is the finite comprehension of natural order, and yet
so ingenious is the human mind, that working-theoryhas be-
come a part of the groundwork of science: and the most
eminently practical men are such in virtue of their recognition
of its nature and function. In short, theory has been made
to supplement human limitations in the cognizance of law, and
affords a present working basis; and practise may be largely
defined as theory in application. The afiinities of atoms-
their very existence—and the precise nature of various forms
of energy are still theoretical to our partial understanding,
but serve, nevertheless, as the basis upon which is erected a

superstructure of chemical, electrical, and commercial inter-
ests: and the world owes much to those practical men whose
faith in the theory has made thispossible. Were it not for the
evolution of theory we would doubtless still wear necklaces of
teeth and rings in the nose, and go armed with clubs and jave-
linsz the savage devoid of theory remains a savage. What
were the reason without the imagination? A dull tool indeed,
which would be forever chipping stone but make never a
Corinthian column. The province of theory extends as well
to political and governmental science. Monarchism is a theory
thathas largely failed——-democracya theory that is being tried.

Seldom is themessage of theeye or car wholly trustworthy;
and to obey it implicitly is to follow a will-o’-the-wispover the
quagmires of illusion." As we float upon the limpid waters of
the lake, sky-line and water-line do sometimes vanish, distant
sails appear unsupported in the fluid air, and sticks lying on
the sandy bottom seem writhing serpents seen through the
gentle surface undulations of this so transparent yet delusive
medium. Dip an oar beneath the surface and the straight-
grained ash or hickory appears distorted and inadequate.
Given the angle of refraction,the reason diligentlycorrects the
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optical illusion and in time makes unconscious allowance for
such error. And so the indices of refraction are obtained for
various media, and science stands ever ready to apply the tables
of correction to the results of the errant senses.

But it is no less certain that whenever we dip an oar in
the sea of sensuous perception it is apparently deflected from
the normal; and it becomes imperative that we so augment
our tables of refraction as to embrace all opinions, concepts,
and traditional wrappers and coverings whatsoever, and make
specific allowance and correction for all impressions that reach
us from the outer world. It is here that we are brought to
recognize the function of higher law; for, while there are
properly speaking none but divine laws, yet are we so encom-
passed with hypotheses that for lack of the recognition of

‘somethingbetter are constituted laws, and so deemed axioma-
tic, that it becomes expedient to make the distinction. But
the knowledge of thenight continuallyvanishes with the dawn,
and the tongues that spoke the loudest are silenced. “Skim
milk” everywhere “masquerades as cream”; on every hand
arise pretenders to the throne of Reason; and semblance and
delusion and all theminions of the Seeming persistently throng
the portals of the mind, so that again and again are men con-
strained to ask, “What is real?” Yet in that Reality do we
find our life and being; and these divine laws are the method
of its workingand impel us ever upward.

We thinkto “break the law,” and at will to set aside divine
order, or to divert the stream of good for one brief moment
thatit may overflow in our direction and leave others high and
dry—-only to find the bottom has fallen out of our little tub
and it will no longer hold a drop. To follow this law of Good
is to receive a passport in whatever direction we would travel;
and at every port we land we have but to show our papers.
But who goes contrary to it and would outdo another opposes
himself, not to one man alone but to the power of Universal
Good. The divine laws become the sponsors of every good
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man; but the very dust conspires to trip a rogue, and every
sparrow mocks him.

The world—-what is it, then? One lives in a sphere of
sensation and another in a sphere of ideas; there are dream-
worlds and thought-worlds, worlds tumultuous and worlds
serene. Spheres concentric it may be, and these numbered by
quintillions. Day after day we bid farewell to this world and
awaken to a new one somewhat different: once in a lifetime
to have all the old landmarksswept away and to find we are

strangers in the land. A man of the world! Man of what
world—world of fashion or world of letters; world of society
or world of solitude? Close scrutiny reveals for every mind
an inner and an outer world—the former the object, the latter
its image; and when the world within is comely, then indeed
is its reflection fair. We are traveling, after all, the beaten
tracks of our own minds, and seldom get beyond them. Now
and again some determined explorer breaks away and starts for
the pole of his being, returning with some fragments of evi-
dence from that term incogm'ta—perchance returning never at
all. Serene minds cast the reflection of their tranquil beauty
before them, and who retains sweet thoughts moves evermore
in a garden of roses.

We are as yet unable to define the world of dreams, nor
is it evident that it is susceptible of definition in that we can
set no bounds to the mind in sleep; but the mind when deemed
awake tends to limit itself on every hand. Then when are we
the more awake—when defined or undefined? Ideas may
come in sleep thatare more lucid and succinct than are waking
ideas, and altogether unmixed with anything extraneous,
standing forthboldlyas planets on thebackgroundof thenight.
We go a—dreaming with our eyes open, and all our days are
somewhat drowsy and indifferent to real issues and a prey to
conflictingthoughts. In waking hours the phantoms of death,
of ills and imperfections, flit before us and are accounted real;
but when in sleep we walk amidst peaceful groves and listen
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to the thrushes, we say, “I have had so fair a drum l” It may
transpire that in the perfect repose of profound sleep we have
possessed the clearest recognition and so have drawn the cur-
tains and discreetly retired within; thatwe are dwellers in that
land of Nod and but visit this earth in dreams—and sleep, the
ministering angel of the night that descends unto the mind
and bids it return to the Fatherland.

There is a world less intangible than the foregoing, yet
whose seeming anomalies forever repel and baflle casual inves-
tigation. I speak of thesphere’ of men's influence. Deference
to sense evidence so obscures the perception of what is real that
we are readilydeceived into thinkingmen are actuallyremoved
from their sphere of usefulness; and where the influence is
benign and far-reachingwe are at a loss to be reconciled to its
apparent and sudden withdrawal. Because the physical man
is removed the eye discloses no man, but the reason should
reveal an influencesteadilygrowing. The years give prestige
to the life no longer visible and hallow the sayings that were
once unheeded. One who has apparently left the world has
nevertheless not withdrawn his influence, but is enlarging his
sphere of good in virtue of the transition: for whereas in the
flesh he was known to a handful only, he is now the good
friendand counselor of thousands. In place of the good being
buried, as the false adage would have it, it grows apace and
becomes the beacon-lightof ages. But the malign influenceof
vicious persons—the Neros and Caligulas—declines from the
hour of their demise. We talk with a dozen men in the flesh
and feel no affinity, but we are drawn by the human magnets
of other times and delight to commune with the shades of the
departed great. And they are nearer to us than our nearest
neighbors, and understand us, it may be, better than brotheror
sister, and say to us that which none other can say.

As fountains rise and fall, intermingle and disappear, and
from an idea assume their form, so thereare aflinitiesthathold
together and give shape to human lives and their relations-—
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and repulsions that break asunder. The apple falls to the
earth and the earth to the apple, and we call it gravitation; but
so am I gravitating to you and you to me, and all of us toward
thatwhich we do not know, but of which we are known. Men
fall toward one another with irresistible force, and fall away
from one another with equal violence—surging to and fro in
friendships and animosities. A bird's-eye view of humanity
would show it to be segregated into knots and clusters, each
revolving about some individual as a center, and these in turn
moving around some more distant mesmericpoint-—all subject
to the motive power of suggestion.

My thought reaches you and impresses itself upon your
mind; and if I am the stronger presently you are set in vibra-
tion and begin your unconscious revolution about me, carrying
with you satellites having each its period. And thoughts are
winged, and flyabout until they find lodgment in some mind;
and their coming and going are ceaseless vibrations of the
ether. They are every one a suggestion fraught with future
action. To every state of mind come like thoughts, and the
positive mind is the recipient of messages of congratulation
from far and near—a constant stream, resembling the fall of
meteors into the sun. We harness the puissant forces of
attraction and so sit in communication with gods and men,
with all minds and all things. And to the knowing it is the
seal of Omnipotence, but to the foolish an engine of destruc-
tion. VVe light the lamp of Aladdin and the earth rocks with
the tread of genii, and the winds rise from the rustling of their
wings. Now we attract a princess and a palace, and again are
conjured up all the ills to which flesh seems heir—and they
likewise are speedily forthcoming. Our fears come upon us,
and the flock of crows for which we have looked do even now
obscure the sun.

There is a state of mind through which some men pass-
and it may well be called‘ the winter of their discontent-—
wherein they leave no stone unturned in the effort to disparage
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their prerogatives and to erect barriers against the influx of
good tidings. Under the ban of this delusion the mind is
persistent in its denial of any good flowing to itself, and with
faithin its own abilitystill defeats its good ends throughavow-

ing self-limitation and repelling those benign influences that
are tapping gently at every window. -

Whoso would rise to the full height of his possibilitiesmust
possess an immeasurable faith, not alone in himself but in the
cooperation of Divine Love. He must rest in the conviction
thatall shall work to the good of those who love God; thatall
desirable ends are to be obtained by whosoever abides in the
Truth. To a life so ordered the time is ever ripe to test the
assertion of the Spirit. He that once despaired of happiness
and equanimity—that in his ignorance gazed upon a Cim-
merian world—shall yet behold the dawn of a brighter day
and rejoice in the promise of a new life, therein to experience a
liberty once undreamed of: a reality and depth of living until
then unrecognized. For the tyranny of the unreal shall be
overthrown, and that which filled the horizon shall recede and
become as a speck. ‘

How dearly are we loved of the Spirit, that it should ad-
monish us of our every fault—thatfrom the cradle to thegrave
it should walk beside us! And never for an instant are we left
wholly to our own devices, not allowed to deviate a hair's
breadth from the right direction without a reproof—that we

may turn in time. The divine warning comes in diverse and
unexpected ways. An aching face and a lame back have each
their message from the soul; and if we live an hour without
the consciousness of Love we shall directly be made aware of
it. Though we skull: surreptitiously through the streets, a
heavenly host is following and angels hover over us; for to
what pinnacle shall we ascend, or to what depths may we
plunge, and not find there the love of God? Trulywas it said
of Wisdom thather every path is peace; and knowledge is like
oil poured upon the troubled waters.
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The Infinite offers us this compensation—thatit is in itself
the promise of everything it has seemed to withhold or take
away: a father to the fatherless,a child to the childless. The
seeking of a lifetime, it is there; the aspirations of the illus-
trious, they are there. “It is only the finite that has wrought
and suffered; the Infinite lies stretched in smiling repose.”
We live immersed in the wealth we seek; we are surrounded
by the good to which we would attain. Here is the vale of
Tempe; here are the Elysian fields. We shall cast the potent
spell of thought over this world in solution, and out of it shall
crystallize the objects of our true desire.

What of the Adepts, Arhats, Mahatmas-—mysterious be-
ings having control over the elements? You are the Adept
who shall control your senses; you are the Mahatma of your
own destiny, the appointed magician who shall cause the rod
of dailylife to blossom with lovely thoughts. The Spirit shall
lead you on to all good things,and to It nothing is impossible.
The will makes the way; and if it be the human will the way
may be confusion, but if the divine Will it shall be peace and
plenitude. You may be keeping accounts, and presently you
shall walk out of the door that for so long has seemed to you
the barrier of your ideals and shall find yourself before an
audience—thepen still behind your ear, the ink-stains on your
fingers—and then and there shall pour out the torrent of your
inspiration. You may be driving sheep, and you shall wander
to thecity—bucolicand open-mouthed; shall wander under the
intrepid guidance of the Spirit into the studio of the Master,
and after a time he shall say, “I have nothing more to teach
you.” And now you have become the master, who did so
recently dream of great things while driving sheep. You
shall lay down the saw and the plane to take upon yourself the
regeneration of the world.

We are bounded by no horizon but thatof the mind-held
captive within imaginary circles. We shall meet with no bar-
rier but thatof our own thoughts. “Vaultingambition”over-
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leaps itself, but vaultingaspiration never. Our deeds shall be
commensuratewithour ideals. “Hitch your wagon to a star!”
Hitch it to a comet, and if it takes you beyond one floating
speck of earth you shall irradiate the heavens of some other.
You who have waited this weary time, impatient to act, shall
be hurled into the maelstrom of action. You who have for so

long cherished the desire to thinkshall become the recipient of
great thoughts descending upon you like an avalanche. You
who have yearned shall find your yeamings take shape, as the
ghostly mist rises from out the forest—as from the transparent
air at the cold touch of the mountain come beautiful forms
made golden by the parting rays of sunlight. Your wishes are

running to meet you. Your ideals are taking form, as trees
planted grow while we sleep. Past your door rushes the cur-
rent that will carry you to the goal; but you shrink within the
doorway. Come out into the sun and wind!

 

PHILOSOPHY informs us that the world is made out ofthe will
of God. If, then, all things are made out of will, it logically
follows that the causes of all internal diseases are also originating
within the will. All diseases, such as are not caused by any
mechanical action coming from the outside, are due to a perverted
action of the will in man—such as is not in harmony with the
laws of Nature or God. If his will begins to move in disharmony
with these laws, then will a state of disharmony be created, which
ultimatelv finds expression on the external, visible plane; and
it is not necessary that the diseased person should be conscious
of such an inharmonious action, for the will in him also produces
the harmonious movements of his internal organs without his
being aware of it and without the consent of his intellect. A
mere thought, an idea, a mental impression, may produce such
an inharmonious action of will.—Franz Hartmmm, M.D.

Tm-: true physicianwill never propagate one disease under the ‘

pretext of avoiding another.—AlexanderWilder, M.D.



GATHERING THE FRAGMENTS.

BY Y. E. mus.

The idea of waste of any sort is innately repellant to the
normal mind; and necessarily so, for Nature herself sets the
chief example. She is the great conservative and economist.
This fundamental principle underlies every natural law, and
consequently is ingrain in every normal organism. Prattle
about Nature's prodigality merely convicts the prattler of
superficiality and mental near-sightedness. Generous Nature
certainly is, and niggardly never. Ample always is her pro-
vision, but never by any chance or in any detail is it excessive,
unnecessary, or prodigal. The wealth of vegetable life, for
instance, with which she clothes our globe is by no means a
vain expenditure. Not a single leaf buds, blows, and falls to
earth again but in so doing plays a specific part in the realm
of vegetable economy. That proverbial rose, “wasting its
sweetness on the desert air,” presupposes man’s olfactory
nerves to be the sole standard of valuation. As a matter of
fact, however, human appreciation of the fixed essences and
volatileoils in the rose is, of course, merely incidental in their
sphere of usefulness. No sweetness is wasted; no spear of
grass pushes in vain its tiny blade up through the mold into
the 1ight—in the very teeth of gravitation, so to speak; the
“word” of no obscurest blossom ever returned to its mother
earth “void" or profitless. -

Far indeed from being prodigal, Nature is most severe and
final in her practicalcondemnationof waste. Whatever is not
used she withdraws. The neglected muscle she absorbs—re-
calling its vitality; the unused faculty she speedily eliminates.
Nature is the great utilitarian; and consequently in this age
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we, more nearly and fully cooperating with her than ever be-
fore, are becoming more genuinely utilitarian. Those who
clamor against the term and its implication are in reality mis-
understanding and misusing it. The basic principle of utili-
tarianism is thatthe standard of morality is set by the measure
of utility; but the professed adherents of this principle have
too often read into it the objective and physical meaning alone
—expounding it on thematerial plane only. Hence the storm
of protest from the idealists. As a matter of fact, no rational
objection can be raised to the real utilizationof anything.

It_is the partial or perverted use of the material symbols of
a power or principle—often thereby excluding even the recog-
nition of the true force behind and within—thatthe much-
maligned idealist denounces. It is not the full utilizationof
the material and apparent, but the total neglect of the intangi-
ble and spiritua.l—not that one can be too entirely utilitarian,
but that few people are more than partially and crudely so:
this is in reality the point of contention. Paradoxical as it
may seem, it is also theonly point of contactbetweenutilitarian
and idealist. It is just at this point that the two factors can
logically join forces and work together for a common end.

I overheard a conversation some time ago that interested
me greatly. Some one quoted, “The measure of one’s ideal is
the limit of one’s potentiality.” “Well, I’ve no time for
ideals,” retumed a busy little woman, her needle flashing in
vindication of her assertion; “I’ve hardly five minutes the
whole day long to think.” “But where are your thoughts
whileyou sew,” some one queried, “whileyou walk, and when
you go about your house?” “Oh, I don't know,” was the
answer; “on my work, I suppose. But it takes time really to
think and to have ‘ideals,’ as you call them.” “Ideals and
well-directed, purposeful thinking take no more time than
breathing,”quietly remarkedthe woman whose quotation had
started the discussion.

This aroused the inquiry in my mind, What do the ma-
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jority of women thinkabout “betweentimes,” when the mind,
freed from any special exterior demand, gravitates, so to speak
—finds its own level? I determined to discover, and since
then have been making some unique investigations. Eighty-
seven of the hundred women I questioned at unexpected mo-
ments were simply not thinkingat all. I would meet an ac-
quaintance on the street, hurrying along with brows knit,
apparently in a brown study. When questioned suddenly as to
her train of thought, it would prove to be a matter of house-
hold or wardrobeeconomy thathad in reality been settled some
time before. She was just “running over it in her mind.”
The truth is, her mental attitude amounted to little more
than a hollow, meaningless echo. Another, with alert, eager
face, when surprised with the same inquiry, would reluctantly
confess she was only wondering as to the destination of that
interesting-looking couple who had just passed in a cab. A
woman of two and twenty,perched in a high window-seatover-
looking the level of the city's roofs, gazing wistfully ofi into
the western sky, where the soft, serene glory of the waning
moon contrasted weirdly with the flashing, changing, feverish
lights of thecity below—a scene thatwould surely give inspira-
tion to any thinker, even to those who are said to thinkonly
with their hearts—was only wondering “how much vacation”
she would have next summer. The eighty-four remaining
answers were all sadly similar.

No single subject of the so-called “thought" was harmful,
per se; thefaultlay simply in the factthatit was purposeless—
nothing was accomplished by it. Now, to what does all this
inevitably point? To the almost total waste of a force, po-
tentiallyone of thegreatest in the universe—woman’s thought:
one of thepurest, subtlest, and most far-reaching. A man that
would habitually go about with a pocketful of gold-pieces,
and a hole in that pocket through which the coins were con-
stantly falling,would certainly beclassed as a lunatic,especially
if he at the same time complained of poverty. Yet many per-
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sons do just this silly thing,and on a more vital plane. They
bewail their lack of time and opportunity, of influence and
achievement,of much or all thatmakes existence on thisplane
a pleasure, and at the same time they are frittering away their
inheritance of mental power, which if rightly directed would
bring them into touch with “all things needfu .”

Most people will readilyadmit thatnothingof moment can
be accomplished without thought; that every effective action
owes its effectiveness to mental force; in fact, thateverything
objectively evident is merely the manifestation of thought.
Then necessarily every idle thought, 1'. e., every unthinking
moment, means just so much “money wasted," to put it mate-
rially—so much wealth and power foregone. Some of my in-
quiries were made among women of more than ordinary men-
tal caliber, and the result was therefore the more appalling.
They seemed wholly unaware of the continual mental “leak-
age.” If we should husband and utilize our moments and
mentality—as, for instance, did Mme. de Staél, who filled in
her five-minute crevices withwork thathas long outlived her-
what might we not accomplish? What powerful factors such
personalities would prove in the daily round of life!

The psychic elements surround us-—plastic, and at our bid-
ding. What we shape definitely and persistently in the realm
of thought cannot fail of ultimate materialization. If, instead
of idly ruminating—echoing and reéchoing insignificant hap-
penings of the past—we would find our center of mental
gravity, recognize our own special polarizing force, and point
every energy toward some definite aim or aims, thenwould our
sincere desires materialize, our soul-hunger be appeased, and
we would truly live. Of course, much planning and thought-
taking about material things are necessary on this physical
plane, and I consider this a very good and wholesome mental
exercise; it has a definite purpose and accomplishes a definite
end—quite the reverse of the aimless, erratic, thistle-downper-
formance too often termed “thinking."
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Try to conceive the mentality of the average woman of
your acquaintance, as evidenced in her daily life and conversa-
tion—perhaps your own, for example. Indulge for a moment
the fancy that, divested of physical form, this could make itself
evident to the subtler perceptions. Would it appear as a con-
crete, uniform entity, with definite trend or action, thus insur-
ing definite accomplishment? Does each thought count for
something——make for some recognized goal? What are you
doing, mentally, for the world as you ride in the street-car?
Any more than the horses that draw it? Whither are your
thoughts tending as you walk along the street? Any more

definitely than the dust blowing about your feet? Talk of
Niagara’s unutilized force! It is simply insignificant com-
pared with the power in reserve in the one-pointed action of a
single mind.

Turnonce more to Nature—thatbigpicture-bookof object-
lessons spread everywhere before us. She lavishes every re-
source on theneed of the moment, but absolutely withholdsthe
unused, unappreciated power. As we gain control of one after
another of Nature's material forces we must take correspond-
ing possession on the higher plane—-in the spirit of the most
aggressive of utilitarians. We must bring the largest thought
to the smallest need. The secret of success on any plane is
absolute concentration on the work of the moment. To live
in “themoment etema ,” with every faculty instantly at call, is
to live on thecreative plane. If our mental powers were trained
—as, for instance, the physician’shand or the marksman’seye;
if concentration could be voluntarily compassed and thought
become purposeful and effective at will—our lives would be-
come benedictions: we would bless as we breathe. We would
be infinitely more than well-trained mechanisms then—we
would be living to the full measure of manhood and woman-
hood. Many of us are good counting, banking, fanning, sew-

ing, or housekeeping machines, and all of these occupations
require thought and to thatextent are helpful and developing;
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but there is a wealthof broken hours——of fragmentsand ragged
edges of time, so to speak—left over and above the planned
activity of our lives. These should be “gathered up” and
utilized—literaJlyput out at interest for the uplifting of the
world about us. We may send the helpful thought where we

may not visibly call. As our perceptions grow more sensitive,
we will hear the inaudible cry for help and encouragement,
however distant; we will simply radiate health and hope and
heartfulness. Nor will this by any means prove an added
burden; on the contrary, it will develop mental power and in-
crease vitality.

Nature's reiterated teaching is that rest is not found in the
cessation but in the variation of activity. Inaction is enervat-
ing—achievementis stimulating and recreative. Whatever is
utilized increases in power and effectiveness. It may at first
seem a little irksome to recall the wandering thought, to give
it point and purpose, to substitute aim for inertia; but, as
Drummond said, “Nature is always on the side of him that
would rise,” and in reality it will prove far easier than we
think. As the normal mind is instinctively averse to the idea
of waste; as we are all naturallyutilitariansat heart; as, more
deeply still, we all “feel the thingwe ought to be beatingunder
the thingthat we are"—let us listen to the threefoldcall. Let
us gather the fragments. Let us make the most of our mo-
ments, our thoughts, our whole selves; and our lives and all
other life will be the broader, richer, and more satisfying.

 

THERE are mental microbes more dangerous to the life, health,
and welfare of man, and more productive of disease and unhappi-
ness, than all theexternal bacillicombined. The highest and most
efiective therapeutic agencies consist in the eradication of poison-
ous and persistent entities from the mind, and in the substitution
of the entities of life, which will subjugate even’death itself.—The
Flaming Sword.
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BY HUDOR GENONE.

Some people are gifted with a capacity to_ hunt for oppor-
tunities and to find them; others to wait till they arrive and
recognize them. But the great majority can neither hunt nor
wait; they either fidget or fret.

Few understand the signs of masterly inactivityor of mere
laziness—who know Fabius from Micawber.

Certain minds are unable to distinguish the free from the
inexact. They may call themselves freethinkers,but are really
loose thinkers.

Freedom is not a license to practise the impossible, but a
choice out of an infinityof inevitables.

Ignorance is not thecrime, but thepathos,of intellect.

Faith is not a conquest over the immutable, but an alli-
ance with the invincible.

Whoever says he never told a lie has one at least to answer
for.

Attention is the center of percussion of consciousness.

Life is a photographof the soul. Deathdestroys the nega-
tive and offers the printed picture to Eternity.
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There are two sorts of doubters: those without brains to
comprehend, and those too lazy to learn.

Governments derive their unjust powers from the consent
of the governed. The people's apathy invites the tyrant’s
cupidity.

Between “dramatic” and “theatric” is a deep gulf. Hero—
ism and heroics are as far apart as theattractionof gravitation
and hysteria.

The sun's energy is not wasteful. It is the potency of in-
fluence developed by conditions: as you speak alone to one
hearer when a thousandears might receive your ideas.

Do not flatter me; appreciate me. Do not worship; un-
derstand.

Decency has no religion, unless decency itself be a religion.
Religion is like sunlight upon a landscape; it -does not alter

the form of the land, not the nature of the soil, but changes '

entirely the character of the view.

There are no such things as religious facts or infidel facts
—no grades, fractions, or adjectives to Truth.

Do not interfere to balk the natural results of Progress.
As well embalm the truth as castrate it.

Laziness is the black sheep of the respectable family of
Patience.

The things people refuse to admit concerning themselves
are generally thosethattheyfeel most keenly to be true.
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In a quarrel it is often better to be wrong than right, be-
cause it is easier to apologize than to forgive.

Now is a perpetual day of judgment of all theyesterdays.
There is one hope for the foolish world: its folly is thatof

ignorant infancy,not of depraved prime or debauched dotage.
The world acts as if its choice were limited to either credu-

lity or infidelity—as if it were compelled to serve either King
Cruel or King Chance.

Many read the fourth commandment:“Six days shall thy
neighbor do all thy work."

The eccentricity of genius is one thing; the foolishness of
mediocrity quite another. It is one thing to have your farm
muddy now and then; another to have it all swamp.

Intellect ruling alone is a despot; emotion a mob.

Nature is a false friend—detective of evil, wonning him-
self into our confidence, seeking to cajole a confession from us,
charged with treason to Truth, and offering a pretense of
immunity.

Obvious and Oblivious are not twins (like Simple and
Subtle), but the same sillybaby awake and asleep. His name
is Consciousness.

 

I1‘ is not “man” in the abstract who recognizes anything. It
is always a certain principle, having become active in him, that
recognizes its own counterpart in external nature when it comes
in contact with it. Only he in whom is light can see the light;
only the element of love can feel love; only the divinity in man
can know God in and through man.—Franz Hartmann, M.D.



THE TRINITY AND THE VIRGIN.

BY HARRIET B. BRADBURY.

It is a mistaken view that regards the dogmas of any re-
ligion as either deliberate fictions or concrete facts. They are
neither. There may possibly be a historic parallel to some of
them, for Nature is full of acted parables; but, as dogmas, the
significanceis always interior and mystic until through crystal-
lization they become dead, losing their application to the inner
life. Then it is that, having no vitality by which to keep their
hold upon the minds of men, they are quarreled over, fought
for, and insisted upon as essential to salvation. And thus it
happens that we have before us the anomaly of a religion that
demands, as the foundation of an ethicaland moral life, a faith
that is simply historic. Such faith is absolutely barren of re-
sults, and even worse than no faithat all; becauseit paralyzes
the mind, destroying its power of thought.

It is true that there are those who, holding the historic
beliefas theprincipal thing,have yet insight enough to perceive
thatthe interior significance is also necessary.

“Though Christ a hundred times in Bethlehem be born,
If he's not born in thee, thysoul is all forlorn."

There are many minds that recognize a similar necessity,
viz., that the parable be applicable to the inner life or thought
of the individual, in connection with all the dogmas of the
Church.

In regard to the doctrine of the Trinity, it is well to re-
member that this division of the Godhead subsists as a condi-
tion of our thinkingrather than as a concrete, material fact.
We may divide man into two parts—body and soul; or into
three—body,mind, and soul, or body, soul, and spirit; or again
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into four—the physical, the intellectual, the psychical, and the
spiritual; and still we have not exhausted the possibilitiesof
subdivision. God may be regarded as seven—the number of
perfection——a subdivision that finds more support in the Bible
than the division into three. “The seven Spirits of God” are
alluded to in the first verse of the third chapter of Revelation;
and in Isaiah xi. 2. we have an enumeration that is probably
intended to include all the “powers,” or Elohim, of God. The
“Spirit of theLord” comes first, as thehighest; thenWisdom,
Understanding, Counsel, Might, Knowledge, and lastly the
Fear of the Lord. These are the Spirits that are to rest upon
the Christ, and constitute simply an analysis of the power
spoken of elsewhere as “theSpirit of God.”

The trinity idea, however, is simpler, and comes very near
to our instinctive conception of things—correspondingto the
divisions of time: past, present, and future; to the three
dimensions of space; and also to the family idea, embracing
activity (force), passivity (substance), and the result of their
union—the child of the creative fiat. The trinity idea was
worked out gradually by the Church, from an inner necessity
such as exists in all mystical minds; and, from being at first
conceived, in all probability,as the family idea, was finally
crystallized as a trinity of aspects corresponding to the past,
present, and future. God appears thus as the Creator, Re-
deemer, and Sanctifierof mankind.

It is thepurpose of thispaper to show how the idea of male
and female, or active and passive, with the child (or divine
man) to complete the trinity—beingan idea more profoundly
fundamental to human thinking than even the ideas of time
and space—found its necessary expression in the dogmas of
the Incarnation of Christ and the Assumption of the Blessed
Virgin.

Jesus Christ, born in Bethlehem, is the prototype of the
regenerate Life born in every soul, when it knows itself a son
of God. The history of his birth is doubtless intended as a
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spiritual history, which must be repeated in every soul when it
attains its full development. The divine life of a perfect hu-
manity is the object of evolution; that is, speaking in symbols,
the Divine Man is the child of the Father and Mother God.
God is one, being Living Substance, theAll in All; yet as Life
(or Energy) and Substance, God is dual in Nature; and as

Energy, Substance, and Manifestation, God is a Trinity, the
third person of this Trinitybeing perfected Man. The Holy
Spirit is evidently identical withthe “Spirit of God,” which, as
we have seen, may be regarded as one or as seven. It repre-
sents the divine powers “proceeding from the Father and the
Son.” When this Holy Spirit was exalted to a place in the
Trinity,in order apparently to exclude woman from so high a
station, it became necessary to express under some other figure
the essential element of passivity—the idea of Substance be-
coming through evolution the Motherof God in manifestation.
For evolution has always been recognized, esoterically,by mys-
tics. This necessity was met by representing the world-soul as
a virgin mother, of whom, through the inspiration of the
Spirit, a new and diviner Life is born into the world.

"I must become Queen Mary, and birth to God must give,”
—sings the mystic poet.

This representation has one great advantage over that in
which the female is a member of the Trinity, in that it does
not involve that exceedingly difiicult conception of humanity
itself as a part of theDivine Life. Until conscious of its divine
nature, humanity is not able without blasphemy to say, “I and
the Father are one." Therefore, the mystic history of the
Virgin represents most truly the developing consciousness of
the human race. She is first Daughter, then Spouse, then
Mother, of God, becoming thus, in her turn, a trinity. In the
Assumption she is taken up to God and glorified,beingcrowned
by “thatholy thingwhich was born of her,” and enthroned as
the Queen of Heaven.
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In the light of such an understanding of the “Mysteries,” it
is easy to see why Roman Catholicleaders declare that the cult
of the Virgin must be preserved if men are to be trained to
purity of life and all the gentler virtues. The influence is
analogous to the love of a man for his mother; indeed, it is
declared by Catholicsthat, in giving his mother to John, Christ
gave her to be a mother to all faithful Christians. To adore
her is to adore the “Divine Womanly”; to enthrone her is to
enthrone the Intuition; and to acknowledgeher as Mother is
almost equal to knowing one’s self a son of God.

One might trace many further lines of thought in connec-
tion with this subject—as, for example, the significance of
Joseph's position, of the Wise Men of the East, of John the
Baptist, prophet of the new life, and others—finding delicate
and subtle meanings underlying all. This entire doctrine,
although subject to gross misconception, is much freer from
objectionable tendencies than the symbolisms that place god-
desses among the gods, bringing in relationships easily degra-
ded into superstition and suggestive of sensuous implications.

The time is coming when the myths and mysteries of
religion will be understood in the clear light of perfectly de-
veloped reason. For even as science and religion are coming

,

to an understanding in regard to the forces that govern in the
material world, so is the full-grown intellect of the race begin-
ning to apprehend and appreciate the glowing beauties of
thought—revealedby the intuition in the dim distance of the
past. The intuition, or the soul, or the “woman,” who has so
long been under a “curse,” is yet to be reinstated, when through
the new life born of her the intellect has become so clear as to
see the revelation that she saw mystically long ago. Then
shall come to pass the saying recorded of Christ in one of the
apocryphal gospels—that the kingdom of heaven should come
“when two shall beone, and thatwhich is withoutas thatwhich
is within.”



LOST ARTS.

nv JULIA 1:. CASTERLINE.

“There is nothing new under the sun,” said Solomon. In
the world of manifestation, or effect, we see men producing
and reproducing, in the field of art, things so fine and so beau-
tiful that no mere words can describe them. Yet, back of all
we see, we are told there are “lost arts”—-etching, china-paint-
ing, and decorations that cannot be produced now. There
have been ages in which theesthetichas so dominated themind
that the harmony of the senses of touch and sight was most
exquisite. Indeed, lives were sacrificed to the nervous strain
required in producing things so dainty that the hand had to
work under the guidance of artificial light and the magnifying
power of convex glasses. We have an accountof an artist who
painted with his own life-blood, so combining it with oil that
a natural flesh-color was produced that astonished the world.
The artifice was discovered, but not the secret.

I believethat in material ways man has reached an ultimate
so fine that he could go no further without turning the mental
and physical inside out, to study cause-——thewhy and wherefore
of thoughts so line and of touch so sensitively refined. Thus
much has been lost, in effects, while man has been aspiring
higher.

The purely esthetic period seemed to dissolve itself into a
more practicallyinventive age, characterizedwithal by a study
of man, or mind. And mind, becomingconscious of its power,
began to substitute inventions that acted as servants. The
Anglo-Saxon race is perhaps the most inventive and certainly
the most independent and free. In this age we have thephysi-
cal man represented in all kinds of useful inventions-—sogreat
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and grand thatonly the life is lacking. The activity,however,
is symbolized in the highest material agency we know—-e1ec-
tricity; but the real man (mind) has to be the head or master,
to plan and. direct. Labor-saving inventions are increasing
with alarming rapidity. Men as workers are being displaced
in numbers so great that our government is in peril from the
mental dynamite proceeding from those who cannot see
through the fogs that settle down in the lowlands of thought
and effect, even though the mountain-tops are gilded with the’
sunlight of hope.

Is it not possible that our present waiting, uncertain atti-
tude is a promise of something higher? In this hesitancy of
seeming thraldom to environment is it not probable that man
has to learn that it is self-made, and has to be submitted to
until the self is worthy to become master over the lesser en-
vironment and its outgrowths? Men have been led by self-
constituted leaders, and often have the masses seemingly fallen
back; but, as an athlete takes a few backward steps, is it not
innate in the mind to know that this pause gives needed
strength?

This wonderfully inventive age brings confusion; but, like
all incoming of higher truth, it will yet teach man that he can
rise higher than machinery, or the physical workshop. He
will see ere long that, if he will but learn his life-lesson, indi-
vidualization must come. Cause rather than effect must be-
comprehended in true advancement-—a looking forward, not
backward. When man knows himself, genius will be the legit-
imate, normal life of activity in effect; there will be no labor
or “sweat of the brow” even in reproduction of the finest art
that to-day is called_“lost." The artist who paints a picture
of some mother's darling, whom the world in its ignorance
calls “lost,” will be able to say to that mother: “Your boy is
not lost! The principle of life that gives me this genius for
placing upon canvas his exact image will replace some time,
somewhere, under better conditions, your child—His child-

Q
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perfect and unfettered by earth's mistakes." And so will go
hand-in-hand man's true consciousness of eternal good and the
corresponding good that comes of genius in all its variety-
the variety of the Infinite Mind, which forever reflects in Its
image themanifest. The physicallyor mentally fine, therefore,
is but the symbol of man's real spiritual nature, which compre-
hends all that is—a perfect triune: matter, mind, and spirit.

To satisfy esthetic, sensuous desire, or requirement, men
have worked in attics and cellars, half clothed and starved and
not half paid, to produce luxuries in art. Worn out and
weary, man is now coming to his right mind—his self-sense, or
sense of selfhood. Hence, the world can well afford to sacri-
fice the so-called higher art to the higher man. And, while
inventions of utilitytake theplaceof lost art, and plain, useful,
convincing language the place of lost tongues, we can afford
to “lose” these while man find: himself, and somethingto live
by and in—a better world of effects, where man’s inhumanity
to man can no longer cause countless thousands to mourn be-
cause of false conditions. Freed from even slavish labor,
which inanimate machinery can supply, man can rise into con-
ditions that will bring, not only more freely and in abundance
thefood he needs, but time and opportunity to attend to thereal
man, or mind. All else will then be added in due season.

Surely we can afford to abandon much of the past, which
has served man superficially, in favor of a grander present,
which is making substantial realities: first in men thatunder-
stand their race, and secondly in man's useful inventions, which
will in time become a bed-rock of dependence to lift him out
of slavery and make him master over physical conditions. Ere
long, instead of a few rich men owning the inventive product
of man's brain (thecompulsory selling of his mind-children to
the capitalist slave-driver), he will hand into a brotherhood
and own and work his inventions for the greatest good of the
greatest number. Thus, becoming master, he takes from him-
self and all who have sold their spiritual birthright for a pot
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of material substance, earned in the “sweat of their brow,” the
“curse of crawling"; and standing upright, with his hand at
the throttle, he works as master, not servant or slave.

It is for this purpose that useful inventions are increasing
so abundantly. They are now, seemingly, the laboring man's
enemy; but when he understands, and owns, and utilizes, he
will find they are his best aids to higher development, peace,
and plenty. When these latter have come, and the deserts
bloom, blossom, and produce, man will find time and heart to
unfold into higher conditions—followinghis genius wherever
it leads, not imprisoned in garret or cellar, but free under
hcaven’s dome and in earth'sbounty. Then all additions of art
and refinement can reach their highest development without
making any man a slave. The artist will not lift the curtain
from his ideal picture, which his love has fashioned in months
of toiland privation, and, pressing his pale, weary cheek against
it in a last good-by, see it go to the auctioneer to bring a pit-
tance to pay rent or feed some hungry mouths. How much
that genius fashioned in the past now graces the mi1lionaire’s
mansion, while the artist eked out a miserable existence! It
were better that art should cease than that men should die
in producing it, because of lack of appreciation and just
compensation.

 

THERAPEUTIC efiects of different kinds have been attributed
to laughter by the gravest medical writers, from Hippocrates
downward. The Father of Medicine laid special stress on the
importance of merriment at meals. The old physicians recom-
mended laughteras a powerful means of “desopilating”the spleen.
Fonssagrives said that mirth is the most powerful lever of health.
Tissot professes to have cured scrofulous children by tickling and
making them laugh. Dumont de Monteaux relates the strange
case of a gentleman who got rid of an intermittent fever after
witnessing a performance of “Le Mariage de Figaro,” at which
he had-laughed consumedly. Other learned doctors state that
nephriticcolic, scurvy, pleurisy, and other affections are favorably
influenced by laughter.—Bn'ti.s'h Medical Journal.



THE CHANT OF THE MYSTIC

BY CHARLIE woonwnn nU'rsoN.

I was a dream of Jubal, when he first
In souls of men made song to sing

A glory jubilant,and them immersed
In odors such as flashingcensers swing.

I was the longing of Euphorbus, when
He sat at feasts in ’leaguered Troy,

Long ages ere his wistful soul again
Sought shining Truthand found her not so coy.

I wandered far when Troy was burned, and dwelt
A mem’ry in the singer's brain

» Who in Phoeacian palace moved to melt
Odysseus, lonely, 'reft of all his train.

I lingered in Gautama’s thought when, sick
Of sense since sorrow smote of folk

So many, his soul wounded to the quick,
He with all ease and pomp of princes broke.

I was a shadow when Plotinus dreamed
The iridescent fancies which

.In subtle span he threw against where gleamed
The sun of Plato's intuitions rich.

Evolving by the angle incident,
I grew from shadow into form-—

What time the Persian Sufis blent
Dim Boodh’s and thaumaturgicProclus’ norm.

From form aspiring into life, I flushed
Past Boehme, Swedenborg, and Blake,

Half conscious of the tissues crude I crushed
In winning matter into bloom to break.

And life was getting to be sweet to me,
And manhood might have found me blest,

Had not a tyrant thought turned thrice the key
And left my soul the Concord Thinker’s guest.



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

THE MEDICAL TRUST.

“Sirs. ye know that by this craft we have our wealth. Moreover ye
see and hear, that . . . this Paul hath persuaded and turned awaymuch people: . . . so thatnot only this our craft is in danger to be set
at naught; but that also the temple o the great goddess Diana should be
despised, and her magnificence should be destroyed. . . . Great is
Diana of the Ephesians l"—Act: 22:. 25-28.

OR once in the history of medicine the doctors may be said
to have agreed. They are practically a unit in declaring

that Christian Scientists and all other “irregular” practitioners of
thehealing art should be suppressed. To thisend, during the last
few months, they have carried on in this city an aggressive news-

paper propaganda, the ostensible motive being the protection of
the community against “charlatanry.” The new crusade received
its initial impulse from the death of a woman while under Chris-
tian Science treatment—a fact to which the doctors point as evi-
dence of the “danger” of allowing individuals to choose their own
mode of treatment when ill. The same issues of the journals
that lend their space to this medico-political persecution of a
rival profession, however, contain daily an alphabetical list of
scores of persons that have presumably died under “regular”
treatment; we are therefore constrained to believe that the “dan-
ger" apprehended is really to medical incomes rather than to
society.

We do not presume to speak for the Christian Scientists.
MIND is not in any sense a representative of the cult founded by
Mrs. Eddy; yet we are convinced that, on the abstract questions
of liberty and justice as interpreted in recent discussions, these
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people have by far the best of the argument. Their position is
the more logical and tenable, whether the appeal he made to re-
sults or to theory. We are not unaware of the inconsistencies that
may be pointed out in the dogmatic teachings of this school; yet
it is our observation that it suffers more from misrepresentation
and misconception than from the defects of its emotional method
of presenting fundamental truths. For instance, by the medical
and secular press Christian Science is almost invariably con-
founded with the theological “faith cure,” when the truth is that
these systems have absolutely nothing in common. And when
the President of the New York Board of Health declares that
sorcery, clairvoyance, incantations, necromancy, witchcraft, etc.,
should all be grouped under the head of Christian Science, it is
evident that what he does not know about that system of religion
and healing would fill several volumes.

It is said that an attempt will soon be made by the County
Medical Society and other conservative organizations to procure
legislation that will eflectually abolish the metaphysical healer’s
occupation. The plea is that he or she should be required to pass
the same examination and be subject to the same restrictions that
govern the graduates of the allopathic, homeopathic, and eclectic
schools of materia medica. Now, the reason that physicians of
these competing schools are properly regulated and “restrict ”

in certain ways is that they are authorizedby law to prescribe
deadly poisons in some cases; but, as metaphysicians do not ad-
minister drugs of any sort, such safeguards are wholly unneces-

sary as applied to them. Again, it is urged that no one should
attempt to heal the sick unless he has at least a thorough knowl-
edge of anatomy and physiology, without which, it is alleged, an

accurate diagnosis cannot be made. Yet it does not require an

architect or a builder to turn on the gas in a darkened room; and
the true Science of Being has conclusively proved that disease is
no more real than darkness. A piano virtuoso is not necessarilya
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piano-maker, and successful agriculture is not dependent on any
farmer’s knowledge of geology.

But we are informed that these gentlemen propose to exempt
the use of hypnotism in therapeutics from the operation of their
intended infringement upon personal liberty, since "healing by
suggestion” has received the indotsement of the most eminent
medical men. In such a modification, however, will be presented
an inconsistency far greater than any that a Christian Scientist
has ever been guiltyof; for the doctors will then be conceding the
metaphysician’sbasic claim, the very foundation of his system of
cure—that in every case of genuine healing the direct curative
agent is the mind. In view of the fact, moreover, that sufiering
humanity has learned that between the practise of medicine and
the practise of the healing or! there is often a very wide gulf, we
do not hesitate to predict that no legislation of the kind proposed
will ever be enacted in the State of New York. The fundamental
law of this commonwealthwill never abridge the right of its citi-
zens to choose their own religion, their own lawyer, their own

reading matter—and their own physician.
Less easy toiunderstand than the self-interest of the medical

fraternity in this agitation is the attitude of some members of the
clergy on the general question of spiritual healing—‘as expounded
in the New Thought. They generally uphold the position of the
doctors; yet how they can reconcile their opposition with their
New Testament is diflficultto comprehend. They grant thatJesus
healed the sick withoutmedication, but are inclined to regard it as

a miraculous performance. Yet the apostles accomplished similar
cures, and our modern metaphysicians are doing likewise by the
same means-—frequently in cases that have been given up by the
“regular” practitioners. We know the means are the same as

those employed in apostolic times, because the same results flow
from the application of the identical principles that the Master
inculcated in the minds of his hearers. The cures, therefore, are
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not and never were miracles; they are the eflect of natural law,
definitely understood and applied. Jesus Christ gave no lessons
in chemistry, or anatomy, or physiology; he pointed instead to a

deeper realm of truth—-a storehouse of power beyond the pale of
“experiment” and accessible to the individual himself: the human
soul, whose instrument is the mind.

Perhaps in the psychology of suggestion we may find an‘in-
direct clue to the real motive of this latter-day persecution of
believers in the unorthodoxand unconventional. The startling in-
crease in numberand magnitude of the “conspiracies" in restraint
of trade” known as Trusts, which threaten the stabilityof Ameri-
can institutions and bid fair to rob the individual of his power of
initiative in commercial intercourse, is certain to have serious con-

sequences in reconcilingthe average mind to the idea of monopoly.
The monopolist is becoming respectable. He that is "first on the
ground” is beginning to reassert his right to preémpt everything
in sight. Competition has been transmuted into combination in
the apotheosis of greed. And the injustice of exclusion, restric-
tion, and absorption is no longer confined to industrial pursuits:
it has seemingly placed its blighting finger on the learned profes-
sions. Are we to have a Medical Trust?

 

THE understanding of mental healing will make you strong,
healthy, and happy. It will help you with your work. It will
help you with the children. It will make you strong to withstand
temptation. It will give tone to the nervous system, and
vitality and power to the entire man. It will add to your use-
fulness in every direction.—Franc Garstin.

 

Tm-: growthof the intellect is spontaneous in every expansion.
The mind that grows could not predict the time, the means, nor
the mode of that spontaneity. God enters by a private door into
each individual.-Emerson.



CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT.
Coxnucrzn av Fuounca Pu.-run Pun.

"Overheadl look overhead!
‘Mon; the blossoms white and red-
Look up, look up I"

—Iolm Keats.
 

LIGHT.
How we all love the light! I don't know that ever a day was

so long but I could thinkof somethingelse I would like to do if
only it would be daylight a little longer; and it was always when
night was coming on that I seemed to want to do things I hadn't
thoughtof doing before. And then, when anothernew day came,
I was just as glad as if it were a dear friend I had not seen for
ever so long. Everything loves the light. The dog and the cat
know where the sunniest spot is to stretch themselves for a noon-
day nap. Little folks scarce ever like to go into dark rooms, as
if there were something in the dark that they feared. Yet dark-
ness is roally nothingbut the absence of light.

When you begin to study drawing, if you have not already
commenced, you will be surprised to find that the very thingthat
makes a picture beautiful—even if it is only of a little flower—is
the light in it and the shade. If it were all light, if the tree didn't
have a long shadow tree behind it, if there were no black shadow
cows and no black shadow trees and fences, it wouldn’t be any
sort of a picture; and the strange thing is, that the prettiest part
of anythingis where some shrub or flower by the wayside has cast
a great black shadow behind it. It is very hard to explain what
light is. The dictionary says it is “a force by the action of which,
on the organ of sight, objects are made visible.” But there's an-
other definition I like better that says, “God is Light,” which is
just the same as saying that Light is God.
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Look at that little beam of light on the wall. An artist will
paint a field of grass so true that the grass on his canvas seems
really living, growing grass; and yet, with all the many colors on
his palette, he couldn't well paint thissunbeamon thewall; for it is
not red—it is not yellow. How could one paint this smileof God?
Not all the pictures framed in the finest ebony and gold——pictures
of the Madonna and the faces of Fra Angelico’s angels—are so
wonderfully beautiful as this mysterious little ray of sunlight.
Wherever it shines there’s a warmth in it, just as there is when
mama smiles, and we know it’s because we are so dear to her.
So, when the brooklet runs by the roadside, and sings its little
song as it runs, it’s surely a sign that it’s glad for the sunshine.
I've seen a nasturtium-vine run a long way under a thicket so as
to open its red and yellow blossoms to the light.

Now, children, when you see the sunshine streaming into the
room from under the curtain or through the half-drawn shutter,
don't forget thatGod’s smileis in that light; and ask mama if you
may not lift the curtain very high so as to see all you can of God.
He is the very best Friend we can invite to our room, because
where Light, or Good, or God is, we are glad and well and happy.

MARY J. Woonwann Wmrnnnza

 

HOW DAISIES CAME INTO THE WORLD.

You know, when we thinkbright, happy, wholesome thoughts
—thinkthem over and often until they grow to be alive and real
in our hearts—though afterward we may forget them entirely,
they do not die, but go on living like beautifulblossoms, blowing
about on the wind called wishes, or drifting here and there on the
stream of desire. And those whose soul-eyes are open to see,
catch their beautyas they pass, or perhaps their fragrance as they
float, and are glad as they never would have been but for those
sweet, true thoughts of ours. And, do you know, sometimes I
think perhaps all the flowers we see in the world about us were
born by the thinkingor doing of some beautifulthinghere in our
world.
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How very different each blossom is—even those of the same

family! No two have just the same expression. Did you ever
look close into their little faces—deep down into their happy
hearts? You know, when we study people’s faces we can learn
from them much of their lives; and it is somewhat so, I think,
with the flower-folk—don’t you? I know that once, long ago,
when I was out in a great wide meadow, I looked into the daisies’
eyes, and they seemed to open their little hearts to me and give
me the story of their lives. It was a warm, glad day; the winds
were all asleep; and the great white clouds seemed dreaming, too,
in the great blue sky above. I lay down on the dear brown earth,
close to the grass and the clover, the buttercups and the daisies.
So close and so still I lay that I thought almost I could hear the
beating of their tiny hearts. The daisies everywhere about me,
straight and strong and tall above the others, looked up so con-
fidently into the sun’s face, and some of them that were closest to
me must have understood how I loved them and longed to know
them better; for this is the story that came into my heart from
them that day:

Long, long ago, when the world was young, old Winter once
wanted to have it all to himself one whole year through;and when
the sun called down to Spring to wake up and come out to be with
him, Winter wasn't glad, for he knew then that his reign would
be over. So he scowled like a great black cloud, wondering to
himself what he could do to hinder Spring and have his own wild
way. Then the wind, which knows all as it blows about, saw
that the little red maple-buds were coming out of their winter
cradles on the boughs, and the new green grass was creeping
everywhere over the hills and meadows. The wind whispered
all this to Winter's big black rain-cloud, and it shivered at the
thought till it turned to snow and fell in cold flakes on the tender
meadow-grass. Then Winter blew and whistled in glee. “This
is just what I wanted,” he thought. He forgot thathis snow was
given him only to spread for a soft cover over the tired trees and
bushes in the autumn, while they sleep. It belonged to him only
to help thegrowing things,not to hurt them. But Winter was old
and weary himself by this time, for all he tried to keep any one
from taking his place; and he forgot—as you and I have some-
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times done, you know. But when the sun saw poor, chilly
Spring, with all her shivering buds and twigs about her, he was
very sorry, and at first he thought he would shine out fiercely and
melt in an instant the snow, and drive old Winter so far away
that he would not be able to get back for a very long time.

“But, no,” said the sun; “there is a better way. Besides, if I
am fierce withthe snowflakes, the grass and tiny buds beneathwill
feel it too. I must be gentle with them; they are tender and
young, and Spring loves them. This is what I will do: I will send
a bit of my own heart into the heart of every snowflake over the
fields. I thinkthis is what Spring would like.”

The sun loved Spring; and love can do everything,you know.
Now, if in anger he had shot out his sunbeam arrows, pointed at
every little snow-star shining on the green grass, a very different
thing would have happened. It is not nearly so much what we
do that matters as why we do it. It is the motive—the heart-

‘ behind that makes the difl’erence.
When the sun came softly down in love and gentleness to the

snowflakes, they did not melt away from his touch, but spread out
in pure white rays about his glad gold thought for them; and in a
twinklingthe land was full of daisies for Spring. And when she
found her lap filledwith these new blossoms she was happier than
ever she could have been had the sun only melted away the snow
from her meadows. She smiled down into the daisies’ faces,
which were always looking up to the sun they loved because he
had given them hearts and lives of their own by sharing his with
them.

You see, as a usual thing,sun and snow don't agree; but here
in the daisy is a heart of sunshine with a crown of snow, and we

may come close, and yet the snow never freezes nor does the sun
burn us. They live together and are beautiful,because they met
in love.

So this is the message the daisies bring to us each year, some
of them staying late into aster-time and Indian Summer to tell
it—thatthe way of love is thebetter, easier, happier way, and that
love can do anythinghere or otherwhere.

Y. E. KRAS.
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TWO THOUGHTS.

“I won’t play any more—so there!” The angry words, a
whirr as the clean, starched skirts were rushed through the soft
springair, and the pleasant games of two little girls were brought
to an abrupt close.

But that was not all. The words themselves did not amount
to much; it was the little, hot-headed, angry thought back of the
words——that’s where the mischief came in. Oh, it was a sharp
arrow, that little thought! The perfumed air recoiled as its
chillingvibrations struck it; the little bird that had been singing,
away up among the new leaves of the trees, put his head on one
side and wondered what horrid, discordant noise that was. In a
much shorter time than it has taken to tell all this, the poisoned
dart of theangry thought entered into the tender heart of the little
playmate, and tears welled up into the big blue eyes. A tiny
shadow went across the sun; theair was damp; thebird flew away
to where the sun shone brightly. Still the angry thought was
not contented. It went right on, causing great sobs to come from
the pierced heart, and making the little one’s chubby fingers so

very awkward that they could not hold anything securely. So,
one daisy chain after another got broken, and somehow the green
stems of the dandelion just wauldrft curl, though they lay in the
water ever so long.

In the midst of this confusion there was another little thought
trying hard to show itself in spite of the pain of the first thought.
It kept on struggling, and after a while it came out like a tender
smile: “Her didn't mean to be angry, an'—an’—I was mean first.
If her’d jess come backl”

The fragrance of the flowers joined the newly perfumed air;
the tiny cloud scrambled away—far away; the big, shining sun

fairly outdid itself in good humor; and the bird flew back to the
swinging limb, quite certain thattherewas the brightest spot in all
the garden. Around the branches of the evergreen-tree a little
smudged hand was held out, and the hand was followed by a little
shamed face. The second little thought went on working hard
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at its good work, and played round the rose-bud mouth until the
lips just had to smile.

Again, two little girls played with their daisy chains and bath
of golden dandelions. The second little thought had completely
routed the first.

HAnnrrri: E. WRIGHT.

 

A SUMMER SHOWER.

Little fairy raindrops,
Dainty, fairy raindrops,
Over field and meadow

How they sport and run!
How they laugh and prattle,
And their soft feet patter,
Idling in the shadows,

Dancing in the sun!

Now, the sun obscuring,
Rush they like an army,
Beat the lovely lilies,

Bend the grasses tall.
Now, in gentle frolic,
With a merry tinkle,
Laugh they in the sunshine

Once more flooding all.

Little fairy raindrops,
With their countless legions,
Build the bridge of rainbow

Unto heaven afar.
Comes the message over
From Our Father's dwelling,

“As the rain life-giving,
So your sorrows are."

HARRIET B. Bimnsumr.



NOTES OF NEW BOOKS.

Rzvmwm av rm: Eorron.

ECHOES. Poems. By Josephine Curtis Woodbury. Decorated by Eric
Pape. 124 pp. Cloth, white and gold, gilt top, $2.50. G. P.
Putnam's Sons, publishers, New York and London.

This is a most beautifulspecimen of the bookmaker’sart. The
cooperation between authorand artist has effected a subtle blend-
ing of idea in a joint product of rare excellence. Even the ex-
quisite initial letters and tail-pieces, designed by Mrs. Pape, are
characterizedby the same sublimity of mental concept thatmarks
Mrs. Woodbury’s harmonious lines. With one or two minor ex-
ceptions, it is.a collection of poems that are spiritual in the true
sense—optimistic, uplifting, soul-searching, ennobling. In many
of those written during recent years, the author’s conspicuous
labors in the widespread metaphysical movement and her study of
the New Thought are clearly reflected. Yet they are conservative,
as a whole—the new_Philosophy frequently appearing as a mere
undercurrent of suggestion. This large octavo volume will be
welcomed by all lovers of the beautifuleither in poetry or art, and
will prove an ornament to any library.
CREATIVE FORCE IN THE VEGETABLE, ANIMAL, AND

HUMAN WORLD. By Anna M. Pennock. 64 pp. Illustrated.
Leatherette and gold, 75 cents. Thought Circle Publishing Com-
pany, publishers, 1348 Broadway, Toledo, 0.

The authorof this attractive book has had twelve years’ ex-

perience as a training teacher in practical psychology—the psy-
chological influenceof thought in the school, home, and business——
and as an exponent of mental training as the basis of character-
building and success. She is admirably qualified, therefore, to
teach “the knowledge of life” to those whom false modesty has
made victims of ignorance or misinformation. Applying the
maxim, “Unity underlies diversity,” she furnishes to parents and
teachers a key to the best method of instruction in matters com-
monly tabooed from the class-roomand the domestic circle. As a
lover and associate of children, the importance of the early impart-
ing of right knowledge concerning the procreative function has
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led Miss Pennock to ignore conventionality in a way that entitles
her to the gratitude of every one having the welfare of the young
at heart. Every mother, especially, should read and cherish this
book, which has many fine illustrationsand a frontispiece portrait
of the author.

 

PRONOUNCED as is the trend of the German mind toward the
metaphysical, it is a noteworthy fact thatthe new presentation and
practical application of these old ideas are almost entirely lacking
in German literature. Speakers and readers, therefore, of that
tongue, which our own Longfellow so profoundly admired, are
much indebted to Mrs. Josephine Verlage for “Die -Wissenschaft
des Seins" (published by F. E. Baumann, Bitterfeld, Germany;
I73 pp.; paper, 50 cents), which is a most complete and lucid text-
book of the Science of Being; also, for “Fingerzeige und Weg-
weiser” (pulilished by the author, Milwaukee, Wis.; 236 pp.;
cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents), which is a series of examples and
directions for applying the principles. Mrs. Verlage contributed
an excellent article to the June issue of MIND, and we trust her
work in another language will increase the circle of her readers.
The style of both these books is terse and vigorous, flavored per-
haps at times with a tincture of American idiom that adds to its
originality. We bespeak a wide perusal of both volumes among
our German cousins.

 

OTHER NEW PUBLICATIONS.

SCIENTIFIC LESSONS IN BEING. First and Second Book-
lets. By Edith A. Martin. Paper, 25 cents each (3 les-
sons). Published by Unity Society, Kansas City, Mo.

HARD TIMES: The Cause and Cure. By F. G. R. Gordon.
30 pp. Paper, 5 cents. J. A. Wayland,publisher, Girard,
Kan.
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THE GENESIS OF GENIUS.

BY R. OSGOOD MASON, M.D.

Without venturing far upon the vexed question of multi-
plex personality, it may be confidentlyaflirmedthat thepsychic
entity known as personality in man consists of at least two well-
defined and independently acting parts—namely, a conscious,
reasoning part and a subconscious, perceiving part. The for-
mer is the personality by which we are usually known to one
another, and by which we are judged as to our character, intel-
lectual capacity, and sanity. It is this part in which men spe-
cially glory, which has always been the object of assiduous
study, and to which the science of psychology, as heretofore
understood, chiefly relates. Its origin and development
through the various ascending grades of animal life have been
minutely traced, and its action, training, and growth in man
constitute some of the chief interests of life.

The other part of our personality is comparatively little
known, but its action even when recognized is for the most
part misunderstood. It is looked upon as abnormal, undesira-
ble, and even as a mental infirmity. Glimpses of its more con-

spicuous action are obtained in somnambulism,dreams, visions,
automaticwriting and speaking, and in trance and ecstasy; but
these exhibitionsare usually unwelcome, and are treated with
neglect. Seldom is any efiort made either to regulate, culti-
vate, or utilize them. In different ages, however, they have
received treatment varying according to the beliefs thenpreva-
lent regarding them. In early ages and among primitive peo-
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ples the persons in whom these manifestations occurred were
reckoned and honored as divine; in medieval times they were
tortured and burned as witches and bearers of satanic influ-
ences; in modern times they are simply tabooed—are often
looked upon as fit subjects for asylums and treated by puzzled
physicians with tonics and “nervines.” A more enlightened
and scientific view, however, is beginning to obtain. A sub-
conscious psychic condition, a subliminal self, an acutely per-
ceptive and receptive portion of the psychic entity that consti-
tutes personality, is being recognized and differentiated. It is
found to have been allied to the loftiest movements of the
human soul in every age. It is that which has at least greatly
influenced men as prophets, seers, poets, leaders, and geniuses
in every department of science, literature, and art.

While, as stated before, the origin and development of the
intellectual,conscious self have been carefully traced,yet for the
subliminal self a like kindly office has rarely been attempted.
Facts,however, have accumulated; deductions have been made
and theoriesproposed. And I would ask the reader's attention
to a brief study of its origin and nomial growthalong the lines
of evolution, and its relation to that peculiar faculty in man
usually characterizedas genius.

Whatever may be the nature of the psychic operations car-
ried on by creatures very low in the scale of life—such, for
instance, as bees, ants, and, lower still, polyps, rotifers, and
even the actinophrys and ameba—all these psychic processes
are carried on with a rudimentary brain, and in the last-named
instances certainly without any brain at all. In the bee and
ant we find a complicated mechanism presided over by gangli-
onic masses of brain-matter, and even in the polyp something
in thenature of ganglionicmatter may be detected; but in such
organisms, if we may'so call them, as the ameba and actinoph-
rys nothing of the sort has been found. And yet of this
lowly creature, the actinophrys, H. J. Carter, F.R.S., an emi-
nent naturalist, has declared that it is capable of what seem to
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be complicated mental processes. He has, for instance, seen
it approach a ruptured fungal-cell from which starch-grains
were escaping, and, seizing one of these grains, go to a point
some distance away, where it incepted it—that is, infolded it in
its own protoplasmic substance; it then returned and obtained
another starch-grain, which it carried off and incepted in like
manner. All this. he declares, was repeated several times,
showing, as he infers, that the actinophrys perceived that the
starch-grains were nutritious, and, having gone to some dis-
tance and incepted the captured particle, that it was able to
remember its good fortune and find its way back to the rup-
tured cell again for more food.

The ameba, or jelly-speck, is a simple, minute mass of
homogeneous protoplasm, without organs of any kind. If it
be divided, each part is an ameba capable of everything of
which the undivided individual was capable. If it move, this
is its method: first, a little wart-like portion of its own sub-
stance protrudes upon one side of the mass; this gradually
enlarges by drawing to itself more and more of the material
from the general mass, until at length the little protuberance
has absorbed the whole protoplasmicsubstance. It is now the
same individual, but it has by so much changed its position.
It has neither mouth nor digestive cavity, nor organs of any
kind. To take nourishment it simply incepts or infolds in its
own substance whatever particle, suitable for food, comes in
its way; and there the food-particle is dissolved and becomes a

part of theameba.
Now, the actinophrys is a creature only a single remove

above the simplest ameba, and it differs from it only in this:
Instead of the temporary protuberance that the ameba puts
forth when it moves, the actinophrys has several ray-like
filamentous protuberances that are more or less permanent;
and, instead of being homogeneous, it has a few vacuoles,
or little cavities, scattered through its substance, filled with
air or water. It has neither head, mouth, not digestive or-
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gans-—much less any sort of ganglionic substance or recog-
nizable brain-matter. It was long doubtful whether it had
even a nucleus—the important part in the organization of a
simple cell; yet, without sight or sense of any kind, it per-
formed the actions described by Mr. Carter and quoted by Dr.
James Weir, Jr., in a very interesting article in the Medical
Record of July 11, I896-—exhibitingthe psychic qualities ap-
parently representing perception, memory, and the sense of
direction. As before pointed out, these psychic qualities must
have been exhibitedwithout brain or any difl"erentiatedbrain-
matter or sense organs, or any organs whatsoever; how, then,
was intelligent reasoning or other psychic action of this high
quality possible?

Protoplasm,of which the actinophrysis solely composed, is
a substance midway between the highest form of inorganic
matter, as represented in the crystal, and the lowest form of
organic matter—the simple cell. But if we consider carefully
we shall see that even inorganic matter has its psychic element
—it chooses its associates, repulsing and rejecting the uncon-
genial. Oxygen and hydrogen unite—we know not why-
and dwell together in harmony in the form of water; the ele-
ments of the various crystalline forms choose one another and
unite, forming an association upon a higher plane than was
occupied by eitherbefore theunion. So withall inorganic sub-
stances: they choose that with which they can unite with
mutual advantage and for the elevation of their condition;
and this process is continually going on throughout the inor-
ganic world. It is that “promise and potency” in matter itself,
doing its primitive work.

Protoplasmis an advanced fonn of matter produced by this
very process of selection and companionship, and even in its
semi-organized form in the cell-less monera—the ameba and
actinophrys—it‘ displays new qualities; the psychic element
exists in a higher degree and upon a higher plane; it has no

organs through which to act, but it pervades and permeates the
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whole mass, and in that general form displays itself in acts
of a higher character than was possible in the lower condition
of inorganic matter. But it is still simply the “potency” in
matter playing a more important role ; it is this same capacity
for oompanionship—for selecting that which is congenial, ad-
vantageous, and conducive to a higher development—actingin
a wider field; it is natural selection in a low form; it goes
toward the thingit needs and with which it is congenial; it is
attracted to it even from a distance; it goes to it with a pre-
cision that seems like actual, conscious perception. But no
such high psychic quality is present, any more than in the in-
organic world the various combinationsaccomplished through
affinity and choice of thatwhich is congenial exhibitthepsychic
quality of conscious perception. It is that potency in matter
which, actingon thishigher plane, gives promise that—through
the organs that this same choice and association (gradually,in
the course of ages) bring _into being—life, sensation, instinct,
intelligence, reason, and all the higher psychic manifestations
that higher organisms make possible will be established and
manifested.

Ascending in the scale of life and organism from the pro-
tozoa, withtheir single speck of protoplasmor singleorganized
cell, we quickly come to a creature still sufliciently low in
organization, but yet an immense advance from the ameba or

actinophrys. It is a single little bag or sack, headless, but with
two apertures—a mouth and a vent; but the manner of mani-
iesting the psychic element is entirely changed: instead of
being diffused through the mass, the psychic base is collected
and centered in a knot or kernel called a ganglion, consisting of
matter similar to thatof which the brain in the higher animals
is composed, and from this radiate slender filamentsof material
similar to that of which the nerves are constructed. So here
we have a definite organism, presided over by a single ganglion
of brain-matter and communicating with distant parts of the
body by means of nerve-filaments. This is an ascidian mol-
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lusk—a soft-bodied, bag-shaped animal; and it marks the be-
ginning of a well-defined nervous system and a proper reflex
action.

Ascending again, we have the same soft-bodied animal still
further differentiated and having a rudimentary head—as
represented in the snail—withimperfect organs of sense and a

separate ganglionic mass to preside over them, constituting a

rudimentary brain, which in these low types of animal life is
called the sensorium.

Then comes the tribe of articulate animals, from the cater-
pillaror centipede with its many segments, all nearly alike and
each provided with a pair of legs presided over by a separate
ganglion, and all ruled by the larger and more complex gan-
glion in the head, up to the highly differentiated insect tribe.
It is here, with the same kind of imperfect, rudimentary brain,
that occur those wonderful psychic phenomena that we recog-
nize as instinct, and that reach their most conspicuous, though,
as we shall see, not their highest, development in the ant
and bee.

Still higher in the scale of organisms comes the fish, with
its spinal cord and spine (thebony case to inclose and protect
it), special sense organs, and an improved brain. Then ap-
pears the reptile race, with, in the higher grades, all the special
senses developed, and the definite plan of higher animal life—a
head and four fully differentiated extremities, a stock of in-
herited instincts and acquired knowledge; then the bird, and
last the mammalian races.

Let us examine a little more carefully the psychic develop-
ments displayed at some of these different stages of organic
development. We have already noted the analogy between the
actions of so-called inorganic matter and those of matter in its
early stages of progress toward organization, as shown in the
ameba and actinophrys,and we have seen how the action of the
actinophrysseems to involve thepsychic possibilitiesof percep-
tion, memory, and the sense of direction; but when we con-
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sider‘ the almost entire lack of organism and absolute lack of
differentiation of anything like brain-matter, through which
alone we are accustomed to see the higher psychic actions dis-
played, we are led to question the reality of thisapparentlyhigh
psychic exhibition and to seek some other explanation of the
phenomena presented.

On examination we find thattheaction is analogous to that
of inorganic matter in displaying its likes and dislikes, in its
power of choice regarding that with which it will associate
and combine for its improvement and elevation in the scale of
existence, and in its movements to effect that combination;
also, thatthecombinationof the elements that form the quartz.
the ruby, the emerald, and the diamond is just as wonderful
and difficult to explain as a display of psychic action as that
exhibitedby the actinophrysin its choice of a food-particle and
the action involved in effecting thatchoice. Both are wonder-
ful, but neither is an expression of any perception of its attrac-
tion to thatwith which it forms a combination,nor of any can-
sciousness in the action that effects the union; one is just as
absolutely automatic,if we may apply the term to actions of so
simple a character, as theother, only the action of the actinoph-
rys is exhibited on a higher plane and in matter of a higher
grade. No one will contend that the conjugation of the com-
plete vegetable cells of the various confervals, or the rapid
movement of the resultant flagellated spores, is a conscious,
voluntary action; yet it is an act in theprocess of reproduction,
which in itself is a higher process, and an exhibitionof a higher
psychic quality than that of the choosing and inception of a

food-particle as seen in the actinophrys.
In the class of mollusks, or simple, soft-bodied animals, we

find a nervous organization consisting of ganglionic masses of
brain-matter irregularly distributed—-connected with one an-
other and with distant parts of the body by filaments of nerve-
matter. It is thebeginningof a new plan of nervous organiza-
tion and psychic manifestation. The simplest ascidian, as we
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have seen, has only a singleganglion, and its action is dull and
uninteresting compared with thatof the ciliated protozoa—as,
for instance, the rotifer, or wheel animalcule, which is one of
the most active, beautiful, and interesting objects that come
under the observation of the microscopist. And the slow and
apparently uninteresting action of the ascidian would at first
be taken as a retrograde psychic action; but on a more careful
examination,whilethe simple reflexactionof eontraction(forci-
bly to expel thewater contained in thecavity of the bag-shaped
body), which is its most obvious action, seems dull and uninter-
esting, yet the process of a rudimentary digestion and respira-
tion is found to exist; and it is to these activities—morewon-
derful than any before exhibited—thatthe ganglionic function
is chieflydiverted.

In the class of articulate animals-—worms, centipedes, and
insects—there appears a series of ganglia, connected by a dou-
ble thread of nerve-matter and presided over by the more com-
plicated collection of ganglia situated in the head, and hence
called thecephalicganglia, or sensorium—a rudimentary brain,
but lacking the cerebrum, or organ of intelligence; and it is
through this rudimentary brain that by gradual improvement
wonderful examples of psychic activity come to be exhibited.
It is at the head of this series, among the so-called social in-
sects-—the ants, wasps, and bees—that the most remarkable
examples of instinctive or automatic action occur: examples
apparently rivalingactions guided by a high intelligence. It is
not necessary to follow in detail the wonderful performances
of thisclass of animals-—theskill shown by bees in buildingand
caring for their cells, in storing food, and in their sagacity in
selecting the larva from which the queen—bee comes and pre-
paring the larger cell for her accommodationand special nour-
ishment for her use; nor the great skill shown by ants, not
only in their home-life, but in their wonderful military opera-
tions, both in attack and defense, when engaged in their fre-
quent predatory excursions.
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Going upward again in the process of organization, we
arrive at the race of fishes, with its new plan of nerve organiza-
tion—the introduction of the cerebro-spinal system. Here is
found an augmented brain, with a rudimentary cerebrum and
cerebellum, and a true spinal cord, with its wonderful functions
and reactions. Yet, on examining the psychic action of the
fish as compared with the bee or ant, there seems to be again
a fallingoil’ in every department of action; and theearly fishes
are to the superficial observer a tame and uninteresting lot
compared with the wonderful development of activity and
brilliantpsychic action observed in the insect class. The plan
of organization, however, is in every way an advance; and
while its work when first put to the test in the fishes of the
paleozoic period was feeble and imperfect, yet as the ages
advanced the reptile world, the bird, and the vast concourse
of mammalians successively appeared, and the gradually in-
creasing intelligence of the higher animals became conspicu-
ous: wonderful in itself, and presenting promise of still greater
development.

How fares it with that instinctive, automaticwork that we
found displaying itself in such wonderful performances in the
insect tribes? It culminated, as a simple form of psychic
action, in the bee and ant; and as soon as the plan of nervous
organization was changed to that in which intelligence was to
be the crowning excellence and modifying influence, instinct at
once (in its thenconspicuous form) dropped to a comparatively
low level; and, intelligence not having yet appeared as a prom-
inent psychic element, a creature of low psychic activities was
at first the result. Instinct, however, though less brilliantly
active, was by no means lost. The sensorium through which
it had been seen manifesting itself was still retained and even

improved. Instinct was still present in the fishes, and was
manifested in their migratory habits, especially with reference
to seeking and returning to their spawning—ground. In the
reptile race it appeared in a form most useful to the higher ani-
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mals, and even in a way more wonderful than thatwhich char-
acterized the insect tribes. In the turtle was developed the
wonderful long-distance returning or homing propensity—the
sense of direction withoutany discoverable landmarksor clues.
The same faculty exists in birds along with the analogous
migratory instinct, and is conspicuous in the pigeon. The
same instinct is also conspicuous in domestic animals. An
interesting case in point is given by Dr. Weir in the article
before referred to. An Indiana farmer went to visit his
father in Kentucky, and while there was presented with a fine
pair of steers. . He drove them to his home in Indiana, two
hundred miles away, of course crossing the Ohio River on the
journey. A week or ten days later the steers appeared again
at their old home in Kentucky. They had escaped from their
inclosure in Indiana, had taken an entirely different route,
crossed the Ohio River at a point more than one hundred miles
below that at which they had crossed it on their out-bound
journey,and had arrived at theirold home in the shortest prac-
ticable time.

But in those particulars in which the automaticwork of the
insect was most wonderful—as, for instance, the perfect build-
ing instinct—the deterioration is most evident as soon as the
element of intelligence is added, and may be noted in the im-
perfect architecture of the bird as compared with that of the
bee. But it survives, even in the mammalian races, as wit-
nessed in the burrowing and storing instinct of many animals
and in the buildinginstinct of thebeaver. It is here, however,
as purely automaticas in the insect tribes. A curious instance
is related by Dr. Carpenter, in his “Mental Physiology." In
this case the animal was in captivity from its infancy, had
always been kept in the house, and had never seen a brook or
pond; nevertheless its building instinct was exercised the
moment it was liberated from its cage: firewood, books, boots,
brooms, brushes, old clothes, or whatever available material
was at hand was utilized for its dam and house-building pur-
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poses. The absurd and perfectly automatic character of the
work is evident when it is considered that the creature had
never seen enough water to swim in and that it was already
comfortably housed. But the building instinct still further
deteriorates as intelligence advances; in apes and primitive
man it becomes limited to the rudest structures—the protection
of caves and natural ooverts being ratherpreferred—and when
indulged in shows individuality instead of uniformity and is
mingled with the results of racial and personal experience.

(To be continued.)
 

THE ethical leverage of the doctrine of reincarnation is im-
mense. Its motive power is great. It reveals as magnificent a
background to the present life, with its contradictions and dis-
asters, as the prospect of immortality opens up an illimitable fore-
ground, lengtheningout the horizon of hope. It binds together
the past and the present and the future in one ethical series of
causes and effects, the inner thread of which is both personal to
the individual and impersonal, connecting him with two eternities,
one behind and the other before. With peculiar emphasis it pro-
claims the survival of moral individuality and personal identity
along with the final adjustment of external conditions to the
internal state of the agent.—-Professor WilliamKnight.

 

WE cannot despise those who are tending down, for who
knows but we have journeyed that way ourselves? It is impos-
sible for us to scramble up alone, for our destiny is included in
thatof humanity, and only by helping others along can we ascend
ourselves.—E. D. Walker.

 

EACH is building his world from within. Thought is the
builder; for thoughts are forces—subtle, vital, irresistible—and
according as used do they bring power or importance, peace or
pain, success or failure.—FrancGarstin.



THE ESOTERIC ART OF. LIVING.*

PART II. MENTAL STATES AND SELECTED CONSCIOUSNESS.

BY JOSEPH STEWART, LL.M.

Having briefly considered the philosophy of unfoldment
along the higher paths of being, we may next consider some
of the right mental states thatmake such an unfoldmentpossi-
ble. It must be understood not only that the mental life is
an expression of the ego, but that the further expression is
greatly aided or hindered by past and present mental states.

But first it may be asked, Why all this philosophy? Be-
cause the living that is not conformable to some philosophy,
some reason, some purpose, is only driftingon the tide of time:
it is living by expediency, the reason of the moment suflicing
to determine the acts and thoughts. It may be conceded that
there is spontaneous and unreasoning excellence, which no
doubt is a very high state; but we may be assured that, when
we find it, it is a result that has been earned somewhere and
some time.

7

The fact is not to be overlooked that the living is essential
and not to be avoided. Unfoldmentof the higher nature must
come through an expression of it, which is only possible
throughthelife——thethought. We must not make themistake
that achievementlies in shutting one’s self up and lapsing into
general indifference, nor imagine that we have become so

superior thatthecharacterof our achievementwill not be modi-
fied by our every act. Each act has thought behind it, and if
the act be ignoble or harmful there is either a like thought
correlated or an absence of the better and higher thought. In
either case the ego stultifies itself.

To live the higher life is not an impracticableor chimerical
‘Copyright, 1899, by Joseph Stewart.
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undertaking. It is natural and practical in the highest sense,
but not in the sense of beingaltogether best suited to all condi-
tions; for it cannot harmonize with conditions that are the
result of low ideals. It has been said that “art is the path of
the creator to his work.” In this case the creator is man; his
work is living; and the method and manner of this living are
the art.

The living,- then, must be such a conduct of the daily life
as is most conformable to the principles of universal and un-
selfish love and the manifestation of truth in every phase; the
making of the life beautifulwithin, which will always insure
its loveliness without; the masterful conquest of the lower
nature, and the willing renunciation of the trifling and un-

necessary habits and likes and dislikes that hold the soul in
bondage to a lower and an imperfect state; the love of the true
and the perfect, and the studious avoidance of the untrue and
the imperfect; the attainment of some degree of mastery
whereby come contentment, peace, and happiness. I do not
now refer to possible higher states of consciousness.

Is this too much to hope for? It must come some time.
Man must become a conscious creator. He must realize that
his powers for good or ill are far-reaching; that whatever
else others may do or be, his conscious universe will be made
for and by himself. He must learn somethingof the potential
powers ‘of his soul—what natural means he is using daily to
weave the web of life around him, and how they may be so
used as to lift him into a higher condition instead of fettering
him. Hence, the key of the life and the art of living are ex-
pressed in the words Mastery and Attainment.

Let us examine them more in detail. Assuming that there
is an agreement to the foregoing philosophy,or some other
that recognizes soul and its destiny of perfection, the first con-
sideration will be of Freedom. The soul is in bondage——in
a thousand particulars it is a bond-slave: bound by birth, by
=the age in which it lives, by the conventional opinions of other
human beings, by inherited dogma and philosophy,by its own
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errors of speculation, by its belief in thesupremacyof thebody,
by the weakness of character it has brought with it, and by
fear and ignorance. To be free from all these would, it may
be thought, make a perfect being. Its condition would be only
a negative one, however, and would lack the positive element
of good. It may be asked, Can we free ourselves from all
these? Yes; but not in a day, though great progress may be
made in a given time—if one have the wish and the will. The
soul must be free to be in a condition to receive and apprehend
the truth. An angel may stand at your door, but, if you are
sure thatnothingwill convince you that there is such a being,
his visit will be useless.

The soul can never be receptive of truth so long as it is
clouded by prejudice, opinion, and irrevocable predilection.
If a gleam of truth occasionally percolate that condition, it is
sure to become distorted and unrecognizable. Take as sim-
ple an example as that which arises from Nature. Emerson
says: “The pairing of birds is an idyl, not tedious as our idyls
are; a tempest is a rough ode, without falsehood or rant; a
summer with its harvest sown, reaped, and stored is an epic
song, subordinating how many admirably executed parts.
Why should not the symmetry and truth that modulate these
glide into our spirits, and we participate in the invention of
Nature?” And yet how very few have sufficiently divested
themselves of conventional thinkingto be able to receive such
suggestions from Nature!

One must free himself also from the tyranny of approba-
tiveness. This, like most other forms of bondage, is self-im-
posed. As long as we permit the opinions of others to deter-
mine our action and- thought, we can never be free. We will
have set up public or private opinion as the standard of conduct,
rather than the right and the truth. Act rightly, and give no

thought to opinion. The love of praise and commendation is
ignoble; it holds the soul in bondage. The fear of disapproval
is even more tyrannous. Break them both, and to that extent
be free.
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One of the results of freedom is original thought. It
knows no limitations; it recognizes no obstacles. With a dis-
regard thatappals the weak and circumscribed, it oomplacently
passes by and beyond for the moment the opinions and theo-
ries of others and seeks the truth itself. It raises without
hesitation the veil from every Isis. It enters the sanctuary,
and generally finds an idol instead of the Truth. It descends
to the atom and reaches out to the stars. It is fearless; it is
lofty. It is thatwhich relates theego to all things,as the sun's
rays proceed outward and embraceillimitablespace. It broad-
ens the horizon of existence, and the soul that has it ceases to
be merely of a race, or a country, or a world, but becomes a
beingof theUniverse.

The soul must love Truth, and love it above all opinion,
theory, dogma, doctrine, or philosophy. It must appreciate
the fact that to know the Truthand live it is the highest state,
and be willing to abandon every theory for it. Some who
think they love the Truth are mistaken; they love their
opinion of Truth. They are not free. The Truth of which
I speak is not taught; it is not found in books. Only the
method of knowing it may be thus imparted. It itself is
internally perceived by him who fits himself to perceive it. It
is an interpretation, or a selfvrevelation, of the Divine.

The soul must love the pure, and be pure. “The sublime
vision comes to the pure and simple soul in a clean and chaste
body,” said Emerson. The intellectual life must be kept clean
and beautiful, the thought ever free from distortion, and then
the consciousness will be so likewise. Ruskin wrote: “You
can no more filter your mind into purity than you can oom-
press it into calmness; you must keep it pure if you would
have it pure, and throw no stones into it if you would have it
quiet.” So far as our own higher evolution is concerned, we
should ever bear in mind the teaching of the Japanese Bud-
dhists—thatwe should “neither hear nor speak nor see evil.”
No one who allows his mind to dwell upon the details
of crime, or upon the many phases of moral obliquity, can keep
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his mind pure. In the use of the term pure I do not simply
refer to the absence of obliquity: I use the term as compre-
hending the whole realm of the perfect. Whatever is perfect
is pure; whatever is a deviation from the perfect is impure.

We must, then, recognize and make part of our lives only
those things that approximate perfection, and disregard and
refuse to take into our lives all that is a deviation from the
purpose of perfection. This should be applied to conversation,
literature, art, and the commonest thoughts of life; and, if
studiously followed, will transform the habitual consciousness
into one beautifulharmony in unison with the higher expres-
sion of soul-life on our plane, rendering the life sweet and
fresh and free from monstrosities of thought.

What I have said is not to be taken to mean that we should
be uncharitable and harsh in opinion-—not that we shall disre-
gard duties that deal with imperfect conditions—but applies
to the realm of thought and action that lies within the free
choice and is purely an individual condition.

It is not the highest philosophy that holds that we must
learn virtue by studying vice: that we can appreciate sunshine
only by passing through the night. If that were true the
divinest nature would have to steep itself in vice in order to
appreciate its own divinity. The philosophyI hold is a positive
one, and teaches men to love the thing for itsclf—not a nega-
tive one, which teaches you by contrast. There is no real
virtue in a preference formed by reason of a contrast. To be
good in order to escape the result of evil is not to be good in
a very high sense. Such will do for primitive men, who
must have rewards to bribe and punishments to deter them.
But to be good becauseof the good itself——that is virtue.

The next consideration is that of Being, as distinguished
from seeming. The thought too often is, How may I seem to
my acquaintances and the world in general? More stress is
put upon reputation than upon character. Reputation is
merely the aspect in which we appear to others; it may be true
or it may be false, but in any event it is nothingin itself. It is
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a shadow at best. Character is the real man—reputation only
theseeming. Men willbe content to know thattheyare in fact
ignoble, if only they seem to be otherwise to the world. The
personal man is valued higher than the real man, and virtue is
not esteemed for itself but for some extraneous reward. They
should be content to know that they are noble, and unmindful
of what they may seem to be. Emerson says: “Virtue is the
adherence in action to the nature of things, and the nature of
things makes it prevalent. It consists in a perpetual substitu-
tion of being for seeming, and with sublime propriety God is
described as saying I AM.” The soul can never appreciate
Truthuntil it rises out of this illusion, this preference for the
seeming over the being.

Ambitionand the love of fame are to be classed here. All
have them more or less, but theyare not recognized on account
of their insignificant aspects—because perchance they do not
take the form of Napoleon's passion. They are the petty
rivalries and vanities for social and other place and position.
Of the more pronounced phases we may say, withJuvenal, “Go
climb theAlps, and be a themefor schoolboys.” It is suflicient
comment: the words speak volumes. There is no real great-
ness or nobleness in such lives. Men thinkthey love greatness
and burn to do some noble deed: but they mistake; it is not
greatness or nobleness they love, but themselves. They love
the acclaim of the multitude. Greatness and nobleness are as

great and noble in the obscurity of an unknown life as in the
full glare of the world's eye.

One of the most conspicuous examples of this false view
is to be found in Cicero's essay on fame: “Why should we dis-
semble what is impossible for us to conceal? Why should we
not be proud of confessing candidly that we all aspire to fame?
The love of praise influences all mankind, and the greatest
minds are most susceptible to it.” To this we may reply,
briefly,in the words of Epictetus: “Is there no reward? Do
you seek a reward greater than doing what is good and just?
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Does it seem to you so worthless a thing to be good and
happy?”

Again, we must be self—centered. This does not mean self-
ishness. It means that we must recognize the power of self,
and its legitimate field of independent and originative action;
thatour work which shall be effective for self and others must
be projected from a self—consciousness of power; and that all
true advancement must come from an unfolding of the life
within—not through an expectation of a transforming power
from without. Matthew Arnoldfinds a similitude to this in
the sublime self-sufliciency of the heavenly bodies, where he
says .

“Unaflrighted by the silence round them,
Undistracted by the sights they see,

These demand not that the things without them
Yield them love, amusement, sympathy,"

—and points to the mighty life they attain by pouring their
powers into their own tasks.

The analogy may be faulty,and we may prefer the words
of Epictetus, if in truth we feel the need of going to another
for the expression of a thought: “What, then, is thatwhich is
able to conduct a man? One thing,and only one—philosophy.
But this consists in keeping the spirit within free from violence
and unharmed, superior to pains and pleasures, doing nothing
withouta purpose, nor yet falsely and with hypocrisy, not feel-
ing the need of another man’s doing or not doing anything,
and besides acceptingall thathappens and all that is allotted as

coming from thence, wherever it is, whence he himself came."
Interpreting this last clause as intended to include and recog-
nize the laws of causation upon all planes of experience, we

may say this is good philosophy.
Let us consider brieflyuniversal love—thatcondition which

holds within itself the possibilityof every virtue. As a rule, it
is weaklyperceivedand faintlyfelt by thesoul of average unfold-
ment—so dominated by personal and selfish love that the very
existence and possibility of this condition are often denied.
Nevertheless, it is the golden cord thatunites all humanity in a
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thought of ultimate unity; it is the state of consciousness that
widens beyond family, friends, country, and race, and claims
a kindred with not only all humanity but all life. It softens
contrasts; it levels differences in favor of the higher principles
that inhere in all. It varies in degree in different personalities,
but it may always be known by the absence from the concept
of the thought of requital. It goes forth as freely as the sun-
shine, and has no more thought than it of a reward or requital.
It never asks a return of love for love: it is free from any
idea of self. It gives itself wholly, an unqualified gift, and
exists for naught else. It never diminishes love, but broadens
the field of its application. It never withdrawsaffection when
bestowed by reason of personal relations, but lifts it to a higher
plane of thought and experience and makes it but a part in an
infinite sea of love. The soul must grow into this state. It
can do so only by the exercise of it.

In conclusion of this branch of our subject, let us give but
a moment to the consideration of thatwithout which one finds
himself largely powerless, although he may believe he has at-
tained much of what I have spoken. I refer to the Conserva-
tion of Psychic Energy.

As imperfect as is the bodily life rendered by ill health, so
is all the higher life made largely ineffective by a failure to
conserve the psychic energy. This is thrown away in a multi-
tude of ways: by anger and irritation, by envy and jealousy,
by worry, by useless anxiety and grief, by melancholy and
pessimism, by useless and inane talking,by inordinate emotion,
by_useless acts and movements, by incontinenceand a disregard
of the laws of the creative function. If one would know the
higher states of consciousness he must give assiduous attention
to all these things. If he would feel the consciousness of a

greater power within himself, and wish to know what richness
of thought, aspiration, and realization it adds to life, he must
in some measure master these defects and at once raise himself
into another and newer classificationof man.

(To be continued.)



EXPERIMENTAL AND TRANSCENDENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY QUESTOR VITAE.

(II.)
The experiments in exteriorization of sensibilityand mo-

tricity by Dr. Luys, De Rochas, Professor Boirac, Dr. Moutin,
and Dr. Joire bring considerable light to bear on the objective
or physical phenomena produced through spiritualistic me-
diums. The force so described is the energy that normally
circulates in our nervous system, and is therein termed sensor-
motor. But for the same reason it is seen to be psychic and
vital, or “animique," as some Germans, Italians, and Russians
have preferred to designate it. It is identical with the energy
used in mesmerism (or “magnetism,” as the French say), but
is caused to emanateor radiate or exteriorizefrom the subject’s
organism. Du Potet described it as themagical agent, or agent
of magic; while occultists generally define it as the astral
force, or astral body. Inasmuch as it emanates from man’s
psychic processus, or nervous system, it may preferably be
termed psychic force; and the phenomena produced through
its agency may be classed as psychic (or pertaining to soul)
and substantial, in distinction from the purely subjective, in-
ternal, spiritual, suggestional phenomena referred to in the
previous paper.

Many most interesting phenomena have been produced by
the above operators through the use of this psychic emanation.
It has been found that when exteriorized it can be stored in
certain objects. If those objects are pricked or pinched, when
in another room at a distance from and invisible to the subject,
the sensation will repercate and react in his organism.
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Using this exteriorized energy as a medium for the trans-
mission of suggestion beyondthecircumference of thesubject's
nervous system, Dr. Moutin obtained the realization of ‘those
suggestions in motor actions, at a distance beyond and away
from the subject. He thus determined raps “to order” against
a mirror, and movements of a cuckoo clock and of chairs,
without visible contact.

De Rochas and Dr. Bremauxhave pushed this exterioriza-
tion so far as to have produced the psychic double of the sub-
ject, carrying relation withtheinner earth plane (calledastral).
This ‘‘double’’ De Rochas calls man’s soul, and argues that
while it may exteriorize temporarily it may also come to do so
permanently. In fact it demonstrates the actuality of an al-
ready existing link with the “beyond,” or transcendental,
showing that there can be no break in the continuity between
the without and the within—theouter and the inner states of
being. The “double” of our present life may be identified
with the “spirit” that returns, or the “ghost” of the invisible,
supersensuous world that survives the death of the body.

The doubles of several of the sensitives of De Rochas, when
arisen in space, entered into relation with discamate selves,
thus demonstrating the identity of thispsychic energy with the
principle that survives death. Cahagnet induced similar ex-
periences in his sensitive Adele, it should be noted, though they
were not understood and did not have the recognition they
deserved. Fowler, an English mesmerizer, also induced the
exteriorization of the doubles of several subjects; but these
were visible to normal sense vision, while the doubles exterior-
ized by the French experimentalists above referred to are only
visible clairvoyantly. Fow1er’s phenomena appear to have
more resembled materialized forms, for they were seen by a
number of persons.

It is well known thatman’s double exteriorizes; many such
cases have been recorded. But these demonstrations bring the
phenomenon within the field of experimentation and show that
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the hereafter and the now actually penetrate each other and
interblend in ourselves. As Du Prel puts it:

“Magic is the scientific foundation of spiritism, because the astral body
is the very same inner man that survives death. The problem of magic is
thus fundamentally identical with that of immortality. To both the like
condition attaches—the separabilityof the inner man from the outer. In
magic this division occurs partially and transiently; in death wholly and
durably. The last word of magic, the astral body, is thus the first word
of spiritism and of immortality. The astral body, with its transcendental
consciousness, is the agent in both cases——in the magical function of the
living and in the normal of the spirit. In the magic of the living this
function is without the use of the earthly body; in spiritism it is without
possession of it. The forces of the inner man are thus identical with those
of the spirit phantom.”

It is not only the “astral body” of occultism thatthisapplies
to, but to the psychic double experimentally exteriorized by
De Rochas, Cahagnet, etc., and spontaneously exteriorized in
other cases apart from conscious, volitional action, as in the
case of Mollie Fancher. The presence in man of this internal
link between the sensuous and supersensuous worlds consti-
tutes a basis of continuity of experience between the now and
the hereafter, or “beyond.” It has led De Rochas to say that
the question of man’s immortality is lifted up from the domain
of faith,or uncertainty, into the possibilityof proof by experi-
mentation.

It is the same psychic energy emanating from men thatcon-
stitutes the basis of rapport—of relation between the invisible
operators in the inner earth plane and the phenomena they
produce by its means in the outer earth plane, determined by
suggestions realized through the medium, who serves as a con-
verter and relay between the two worlds. In some of the
séances withEusapia Paladinoat Bordeaux, Madame Agulano,
a clairvoyant, was invited to assist and describe what she saw.
The account was issued in a private report only, but was com-
municated to the writer with permission to use it in England
or America. The clairvoyant saw the operator, “John
King,”magnetizeEusapia and project energy throughher. It
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was this energy, constituting lines of light, that produced
movements of objects at a distance, as determined by the oper-
ator, through the medium. The hands, busts, bellows, etc.,
that were formed were constituted by the operator’s ideas or
suggestions exteriorized through the medium and substantial-
ized in her psychic vitality. They were thought-forrns, or en-
formed thoughts.

M. de Rochas magnetized Eusapia and produced the ex-
teriorizationof her psychic energy, intending to push it to the
length of inducing the disengagement and distinct function-
ing of her double, as he had previously done with several other
subjects, hoping even to obtain a partial materialization.
“John King,” 1'. e., the invisible operator, stopped him, saying
that that was the force he used in the production of his own
phenomenaand he required it all for thatpurpose.

These facts clearly demonstrate that it is man's inner
psychic energy that constitutes the link between the inner and
outer earth plane. While this energy is invisible to themicro-
scope, which can only reveal theeffect it produces, it is visible to
clairvoyants, and is similar in their perception to the same
force associated with spirits of the inner earth plane. Mollie
Fancher, for instance, whose physical eyes are absolutely sight-
less, says that the human friends who come and call on her,
and the spirits of her mother, aunt, and others who come and
visit her, are of similar appearance as regards form, color, etc.
She only knows that such and such persons are spirits and not
human beings, because she used to know them when they were
on our earth in physical bodies, and knows that they have since
passed through death.

These experimental demonstrations of the presence of a
psychic man within the physical man, and who may be tern-
porarilydisengaged or exteriorized, brings confinnationto the
teachings of occultism, of mysticism, of mental science, of
Yoga and Kabbalistic magic—that it is possible to reach this
inner stratum “within” man by turning the mind inward in
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concentration on an idea: in monoidism, or on a symbol; and
thereby to reach thatstratum of theouter world, i. e., the inner
earth plane (called astral) instead of the outer world known
in sense perception. Man may relate inwardly as well as
outwardly. .

Most magic is, however, merely superficial, selfish, and
dangerous to spiritual equilibrium. True “white” magic can
only be attained after the personal will has been surrendered
to the inner will—when “Thy will, not mine, be done” has
become a living reality. Only then do “I and the Father” be-
come one: “I in Thee and Thou in me.” The sensuous mind
has to be subordinated, sacrificed, surrendered to the inner
light of the supersensuous soul; to the Divine Love shining in
thecentral, sacred sanctuary—theheart: the Holy Grail. The
effulgence of the central light and love then subordinates the
outer mind—the personality, with its ambitions and sensuous
life, and shines through them to the circumference attuning
them in consonance; so that the divine law becomes manifest
on the circumference: the Father becomes manifest in the
Son. And the body becomes the temple built withouthands-
the footstool of the Divine Image within. This is impossible
where any selfishness, or self-interestedness of aim, persists.
Personal abnegation is the door to Divine Love. All schools
of occultism, of mental science, etc:, in which these principles
are used as a basis for personal ends and ambition,will end in
failure and disaster.

Another evidence that this psychic principle within man
is the link connecting the inner with the outer world is shown
in the fact thatquite a numberof mesmerizershave found that
their subjects, after being prepared by themselves, s'.e., thrown
into the secondary sleep state, have passed under the control
of invisible operators, and have become by that fact what is
called “mediums.” There is in fact no difference between a

subject and a medium, except that the former term is used
when the operating suggestioner is a human being and the
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latter when the operator is a discarnate spirit. Dr. Joire has,
however, called his subjects mediums, though they are mostly
medical students. De Rochas has had this experience; like-
wise Dr. Ferroul and Dr. Moutin. Cahagnet had it repeat-
edly, and the writer also has seen other instances.

It is necessary here again to refer to the degradation of
phenomena that may be entailed by hostile, adverse, hyper-
critical, conceited investigators. Physical phenomena pre-
sented through mediums are “thought-forms,” determined by
suggestion and presented in the pabulum of the medium’s
psychic, substantial vitality. The phenomena of exteriorized
sensibilityshow that any action exerted on this stored-up sen-
sibilityrepercates to and reacts in the subject. Experiments
in mental suggestion show that the thoughts of the assistants
determine the subject, and may prevent the realization of the
operator's suggestions or degrade it. This has been main-
tained by Ochorowicz, by De Rochas, and by Dr. Joire. Not
only do words suggestion, but thought does also.

When a medium is entranced she is not self-conscious, and
is in an involuntary condition. If fraud occurs it is evident
that she cannot cheat while asleep. It is either the invisible
operators who defraud then, or it may be the thoughts of the
assistants thatsuggestion and determine fraud. If themedium
is notentranced, then she may consciously cheat.

The communications we receive when we go to a trance
(i. e., a test) medium show that we are surrounded by a host
of invisible friends. A man’s friends usually resemble him-
self in character. The same law holds when we go to a phys-
ical medium. A vulgar, trivial, or antagonistic investigator
takes with him to the séance-room a number of unseen friends
of similar character. These tricky spirits may delight in the
opportunity to suggestion fraud to the medium, and thus spoil
the séance. There are as many spirits in the inner earth plane
who are adverse to communion between the two worlds as

there are on the outer earth. All these things must be con-
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sidered when pursuing experimental investigation. The matter
is far more complex than is usually supposed; but when it is
realized that all these phenomena are suggestional, it becomes
evident that the effect of human suggestion therein must con-
stitute a most important element.

A word must be said with regard to the unpleasant char-
acters thatoften manifestat séances. It should be remembered
that death does not change the character of a person. When
a man’s double is exteriorized it takes with it his normal ten-
dencies; and it must be recognized as fortunate that most men
cannot effect thisexteriorization. As it is even now, it is well
known to students of these matters that most objectionable
thingsdo occur by these means, and which are beyond legal or
police verification and punishment. When the psychic double
or inner man leaves his body permanently, the same law con-
tinues to rule. We may guess what the great mass of men
that pass away from the earth must be subjectively. Fortu-
nately, they become severed from the outer earth by the loss
of their outer body and sense apparatus; otherwise society
would become polluted. These selves have no knowledge of
higher states, and, severed from the earth, they “drift,” im-
mersed in their desires, their fixed-ideas, their preoccupations,
and their sense of wrong, of suffering, of injustice; or per-
haps haunted by the memory of a crime, of a treasure, of an
unfinished work, or of a favorite property. These subjective
ideas “possess” their subject and entail objective representa-
tion, as in somnambulism, dreams, and hypnotic visualization
of suggested thoughts (as in hysterical emerging of fixed-
ideas). Purgatory is a state of mental representation, conse-

quently; and, like all mental states, can only be cured by mental
medication: suggestion.

While these unfortunate sufierers are disrelated from the
earth, they are yet too low to see or respond to suggestions
from higher spirits, who are quite as invisible to them as they
are to ourselves. These higher spirits consequentlybring them
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to mediums with whose psychic principle they can enter into
relation, so that their memory may be stimulated by the ex-
perience, and a desire to progress awakened upon which
the operators may subsequently act. Many such spirits fall
asleep, and do not even know that they are dead. It is conse-
quently evident thatmediums are used as missionaries to igno-
rant spirits in the inner earth plane, as well as to us on theouter
plane; and when these unprogressed entities appear at séanoes,
their presence should not be objected to—the work of their
mental healing should rather be assisted by a kindly attitude.
And though many mediums are drawn from the uneducated
classes and are not always attractive, yet we may recognize
withgratitude thatif we, when our time to “pass over” comes,
avoid falling into the subjective prisons of illusion above re-
ferred to, it will be due in part to the knowledge of higher
possibilitiesthatmediums have been instrumental in presenting
to us while here.

These considerations show that this study must be ap-
proached by two methods—the experimental and the intro-
spective. The former should comprise a comparative research
in hypnotic, mesmeric, and mediumistic suggestional phenom-
ena. If the study of these several branches is pursued con-
temporaneously, then the similarities interrelating them and
the distinctions that differentiate them will become manifest.
It will be found that all these may be classified under the
heading of passive phenomena, produced through passive
subjects, and postulating an external suggestioner as their
precondition.

In the introspective system the student becomes his own
suggestioner and his own subject. The experimental method
deals with the "without,” and consequently with the meta-
physically subordinate: the a posteriori. The introspective
method deals, on the contrary, with the “within”—thetran-
scendent: the a pr-ion‘; consequently it is more potent in its
results and brings higher and more satisfactory relations. By
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its study the inner and theouter may be consciously related and
connected in consciousness. By the gradual development
ensuing, man may come to live in both at once, even whilehere
on the outer earth. But there are much greater possibilities
in thismethodthan the relating of the inner earth plane known
by mediums in what is called lucidity, or clairvoyance,
or what is called the astral plane by occultists. These are but
the inner, psychic, soul plane of our physical world, and are
related by the psychic perception of our lower, outer, sensuous
soul, or mind——the soul of physical heredity.

But man has a supersensuous soul—a spiritual soul, which
“cometh from afar,” which descends into physical parentage
and birthand reascends therefrom at death and subsequently
from the inner earth plane at the second death: the death of
the psychic soul body, which ascends from the physical body
at the latter’s death.

It is to this inner soul that the mental scientists turn in con-
centration, and from which theydraw strength, hope, faith,and
love with which to replenish the outer, lower mind and body.
Relation therewith imparts exalted feeling and intuitions. It
is the supraliminal soul (not the subliminal, which is but the
subconsciousness). The outer mind cannot ingress into this
spiritual soul; but it may kneel down mentally at its shrine,
approaching its sanctuary within the living temple in reveren-
tial aspiration and prayer for illuminationby its Divine Light
and Love. The “Voice of the Silence” may then speak, but
its message must be known and not spoken of in the streets.
Happy are thoseto whom the message eomesl

The introspective message includes the study of magic, of
telepathy,and of sleep states. Magic has already been referred
to. It is distinctlydangerous till the personality has made the
great surrender: and such surrender is most difficult for the
Western mind to comprehend. Only when the outer mind has
been permeated by the illumination of the inner mind does
magic cease to be dangerous. Telepathyis known and prac-
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tised in mental healing; it implies concentration on a sub-
jective idea—a mental image. The study of sleep states im-
plies an effort to carry the active consciousness through the
gate of sleep, which corresponds to the portal of death.

Some persons have, by long training, acquired this faculty
to some extent. Dreaming about a determined thingis a pre-
liminary stage of this faculty. It is equivalent to self-sugges-
tion. To carry the active consciousness into sleep is equivalent
to carrying it through the gate of concentration on an idea or
on a symbol (or on a fixed, bright spot, as in Braid’s hyp-
notism). It is the inner psychic plane that is reached. Some
occultists learn to “go through” thesymbol and exteriorize into
relation withthe inner principle thereof,as Mr. Loomis teaches.
Others relate the inner plane of the sleep state. Most people
have a vague recollection of traveling spontaneously during
sleep. Some persons acquire the facultyof doing so to order.
The same stage is reached through concentration, and during
trance. It is always the same plane—that of our subjective
mentality. Mental healers use the same process in fixing the
mind on the mental image of the person they wish to reach
and treat at a distance. The door of concentration, or of
sleep, opens into the same plane as the door of death. ‘The
introspective method reaches the same level, or stratum, or
psychic principle, as has been experimentally exteriorized by
De Rochas and others. Thus the “without”and the “within"
meet in that basic principle which constitutes the connecting
link between the two worlds and is consequently the basis of
continuity of experience.

(Concluded.)
 

IF the revelation of immortality is forthcoming, it is my con-
viction that no drowning sailor ever clutched a hencoop more
tenaciously than mankind will hold by such a proof, whatever it
may be.—PrafessarHuxley.



WHAT IS SPIRITUALITY?

BY @WARD A. PENNOCK.

Spirituality is widely recognized as the great need of hu-
manity. The philosophy of materialism-—thebelief that the
material is the real—is fast passing into decadence. Every-
where we hear of spiritual law; that the spiritual is the real; ‘

thatman is a spiritual being, and thatspirituality is his highest
attainment. Yet, with all this talk about it, there is little un-
derstanding of what true spirituality is. In the minds of many
it is held to bewhatit is not,and this misconception has brought
the ideal of spirituality into contempt in the estimation of the
so—called practicalworld. To theman of affairs, themock spir-
ituality that is the ideal of many church people is mere senti-
ment, cant, or hypocrisy. The wrong interpretation placed
upon spirituality by the prevailing teaching of the Christian
Church has made it a thing entirely unfitted for practical use
in this world, and only serviceable in some imaginary realm of
bliss in the future—-called heaven. It will be well for us, then,
to know what spirituality is not.

In the first place, it is not somethingsupernatural—that is,
out of the range of natural forces, and bearingno relationship
to human life on thisplanet. This view of it leads to a condem-

nation of the world, the body, and all physical enjoyment.
This is asceticism—a negative thing,devoid of power. Spirit-
uality is not renunciation, nor is it the denial of the material.
The glory of the spiritual is not the abasement of the physical:
the physical must be made to partake of the same glory by
bringing it into the unity of the spiritual world. Spirituality
is not “duty,” in the ordinary sense of that word as a “bond-
age.” Spirituality is somethinghigher: it is an instinct and a

passion for righteousness. Spirituality is not resignation.
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That is mostly helplessness or ignorance. It is a deadening
ideal. Spirituality giveth life. Spirituality is not sacrifice,
nor is sacrifice one of the best means of attaining it. Whoso
gives must also take, and he must take largely and freely for
himself before he can give. The idea of sacrifice too often
stands in the way of the attainment of the consciousness of in-
dividual power. Spirituality is rather sanctification. It is a
glorious self-realization. Spirituality is not the attendance of
church, nor the belief in creeds, nor the observance of ordi-
nances. It does not call some things divine and others secular
—some places holy and others common. Spirituality is the
unity of all things in the Divine.

If we have cleared away some of the rubbish, let us now
see what stands revealed as true spirituality. To be truly
spiritual is to be spiritually minded. It is to have a conception
of God as Spirit—omnipotent, infinite, immanent in the uni-
verse. It is to be able to see God, the Good, the spiritual Re-
ality, in all things. It is to have faith in spiritual law as the
foundation and governing power of the natural world. It is
to trust this spiritual law and power as the law of our being.
It is to have the spiritual consciousness; that is, the conscious
relation of our own being with Infinite Spirit, in harmonious
interchange of Life, Wisdom, and Love. It is to realize an

organic unity between God and man, which relationship can be
expressed in no better way than by the terms Fatherand son.
It is not only intellectually to know this, but to feel it, as the
very substance and life of our bodies, as a force that quickens
the nerve centers, stimulates nutrition, and gives us the sense
of power. It is to rescue the body from the dominion of the
carnal mind, which looks for good in selfish pleasure. It is to
make thebody theorgan of God’s Spirit——a means of thehigh-
est joy. It is to recognize thatthekingdom of heaven is within
—to find our heaven in a happy, peaceful, contented mind. It
is to recognize also that heaven is all about us——that it is our

environment; to see it in the sunshine and rain, feel it in the
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air, know it in flower and tree and bird and beast—in every
manifestation of life. It is so to relate ourselves to Nature
that we are ministered unto by the Spirit that pervades it all.
It is so to relate ourselves to humanity thatwe realize thateach
one is a member of the great body of mankind, and that the
moral, social, and physical health of the whole depends upon
the life, wisdom, and love thateach individual manifests. It is
so to relate ourselves to God as to know that in him we live and
move and have our being.

How shall we attain this true spirituality, which seems to
offer so much that is desirable? I have said that to be truly
spiritual we must be spirituallyminded; that is, all our thoughts '

must proceed from the realization of an all-pervading Spirit,
and must partake of thenature of thatSpirit, which is to unify.
It manifests itself in a universe of law, beauty,and love. Max
Miiller says that the carnal mind always detects differences,
while the spiritual mind looks for and finds similarities.
The great work of the spiritual mind, therefore, is to unify;
to see good in every person, thing,and event, and to love that
good. In the thought of that mind there is no place for any
fear, envy, malice, worry, gloom, or sinful desire. The
thoughts of the spiritual mind are only of serenity, patience,
and trust, becauseit knows that the Good is the arbiter of law,
and that law is ever operative. It believesin health, happiness,
and opulence here in this world, because thus always does
Spirit express itself; and spirit and matter are ever correlated.

The thoughts of a spiritual mind will build up a healthy,
strong, and well—nourished body, because it will draw to itself
the elements of strength that are in food, air, water, and sun-
shine. As man becomes thus a coordinator between the spir-
itual and thematerial worlds, he may use the organic power of
Love as an upliftingand healing energy for the sinful, the sick,
the maimed, the blind; and the gospel of Christ is preached
again with power in the purification and glorification of the
body.
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In the attainment of true spirituality, we will not condemn
the body, nor any of its organs and functions. It is not the
body that fosters the carnal mind. Animals are free from lust,
avarice, and malice. Temptation is a mental product and
operation, not a physical. The root of the carnal mind is sel-
fishness: the root of the spiritual mind is oneness with the In-
finite Life. As Emerson says, “the heart that abandons itself
to the Supreme Mind finds itself related to all its works, and
will travel a royal road to particular knowledges and powers.”
And again: “By contenting ourselves with obedience, we be-
come divine.

. . . All reforms aim in some one particular
to let the soul have its way through us; in other words, to en-

gage us to obey.” Another inspired writer has said: “Obey,
and thysoul shall live.” Such obedience is not the submission
thatbelongs to the victim of inherited sin; nor can it be enjoyed
by the beneficiaryof a vicarious atonement. True obedience is
at-one-ment, and through it alone do we come into true spirit-
uality, which is life and peace. It will come to every soul who
is awakened to a sense of his own true self, and who con-
sciously communes with theOver-Soul.

 

THE ‘ LIVING LANGUAGE.

In all the wondrous treasure—house of art,
The whole array is but the minor part
Of the rich treasures heartreveals to heart.

Dead ages may a glorious tale unwind.
But in their chronicles are not confined
The living treasures of the human mind.

Here is a language all can comprehend;
Here is an art in which all ages blend:
Love—Life: our Source, our Being, and our End.

ANITA TRUEMAN.



HOW TO BECOME SOUL-CENTERED.

av JEAN PORTER RUDD.

In our search after fundamental truth—after the Law of
Being—we need to becomeas little children: to be taken by the
hand and led on, step by step. For this truth, though so
simple that even a child can grasp it, to the mature mind that
must first unload a cumbersome accumulation of erroneous
ideas, often seems most diflicult of comprehension.

Now, I do not know anythingharder in life than to become
again as a little child. I do not know anythingmore diflicult
of accomplishment than the stripping off and ridding ourselves
of the old thought that was born and bred with us; that was
stamped into our subconscious minds before we came into the .

world; that we have always been surrounded by; that we
have breathed in with every breath; that we have grown up
with, and thatwe have borne the burden of until we are bowed
to the earth with sickness and poverty and heartache, and have
utterly lost sight of our divine birthright—ourroyal privilege
of standing erect and free withbrow bared to the white light of
truth, veritable sons of God.

How to get back to our sonship; how to “arise and go to
the Father”; how to stand unabashed in the presence of the
naked truth—thisis the message of the New Teaching. This
can be done only by right thinking; by thinkingstraight from
principle; by findingour own soul center.

VVhat we all need is to learn how to use our thought-forces.
We must first grasp the fundamental principle that there is but
one Life in the universe—-call it Infinite Spirit, Divine Love,
the Father, or what we will; and, secondly, that of this uni-
-versal Life each one of us is a part-—-each one of us is being
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pushed out into visible expression by the Divine Spirit living at
the very core of our soul. As the soul unfolds-—slowly,stead-
ily,never-ceasingly—theDivine Spirit, theHigher Self, stands
forth, continually and more and more abundantly revealed.
The Spirit, the living universal Intelligence, enthroned'in the
heart of our soul, speaks to us through our intuition. This is
inspiration—the“still, small voice.”

Now, thought is of the mind—the intellect. Thought is
a. force for us to make use of as we would use steam or elec-
tricity. Thought, therefore, is theconnecting link between the
voice of the Spirit in our innermost soul and the outward ex-
pression of the soul, namely, the body. It is thought that
builds the body. Thought is food. Thought is the force, the
motor power, by means of which the soul expresses itself in
physical form. Our circumstances, our material conditions,
our environment are also created by thought-force—used for
the most part unconsciously,and then continually affected and
modified by the quality, control, and direction of our conscious
thought. '

Indeed, Spiritual Science may be expressed in a single
phrase: Evolution of the soul. The Divine Spirit at the core,
theprinciple of Life, the eternal Sun whose children we are, is
ever striving for higher and better and more perfect expression.
It is ever pushing thesoul from withinoutward. Thought, the
connecting current between soul and body, either consciously
connects itself with the soul center or it does not. There is
always theunconscious connection, or we should not live at all.
But to-day after two thousandyears of Christian teaching,sick-
ness, poverty, and sorrow are dominant in the world—simply
because with most people the thought-force is not consciously

‘ connected with the soul center. Poor humanity has not yet
learned thatit has a soul center, filledwiththevery Sun of Life;
nor thatall we have to do is to let the Sun shine through.

It is our self-consciousness, our ego, our individuality,that
directs and controls thought. Students of thought—power, and
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all seekers after truth, learn little by little to hold their thought
centered at the core of the soul, in the Divine Love—in God.
But, with those who have never given heed to these things, the
thought-force is most frequently not directed at all. It flut-
ters from one thingto another. It is not controlled, not held
in check, nor sent out in strong, bold waves straight to port.

With successful people in all walks of life, thought is con-
centrated on particular aims; but with the masses of mankind
it is but a wandering vagrant, a loafer, a tramp, loitering upon
the outer wall of circumstance. Or it is allowed to float about
aimlessly,like an air-plant, sometimes lighting on the body and
fastening itself there in pain or un-ease; and again, after an-
other purposeless excursion in space, settling into the mire of
outer conditions, business perplexities, and all sorts of cares
and limitations. Observe for a few days the ordinary conver-
sation of thepeople you meet in ordinary ways—in thecars, on
the street, in society, at church, or at school—and you find that
almost every one is talking grievances: political, commercial,
domestic, or personal; while, if every other topic were to fail
(though of this there is no possibility),there always remains
the standing grievance, the weather.

When thethought is centered within,at the very core of the
soul—in God—we are at peace; nothingcan harm us, nothing
can hurt us, nothingcan make us afraid. On the other hand,
when the thought is fixed on our bodily conditions or on our
environment, particularly when it is fastened upon our trou-
bles, we are standing (in consciousness) on the‘outermost rim
of our circumference and are at the mercy of every wind that
blows, whether it be good or ill. We are a target, set in the
open, for “the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.” We
are exposed to every slap of fate, every pinch of misfortune,
every sting of malice, and every buffeting wave of unrest.

Now, the mind is a magnet. At the core of the soul lies
our attractingpower. We get what we expect. We see what
we look for. Every thought we think images itself in the
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mind, and every image thatis persistently held in mind is bound
to externalize. This is thelaw. I cannot tell why it is so, any
more than I can tell why from a few seeds sown in fertile soil
we reap an abundant crop. I only know that the law of
thought-externalizationis as definite and as sure in results as
are the laws of seed-time and harvest. It is essential, there-
fore, that we sow the right sort of seed in our minds. And it
is in order that we may think right thoughts—that we may
learn how to thinkthethoughts thatmake for our highest well-
being—thatwe must find and hold our thought-center in God.

As the thought is persistently held to our center, to the
immanent God, to the Spirit dwelling in the very heart of our
soul, we begin to grow. The soul opens like a flower to the full
sweetness of its golden heart, and little by little we grow up
and out of and away from our present environment. We need
not be afraid of soul-growth; we need not fear changes.
To the mind stayed in God nothing but good can
come. The will of God, the Father, is good-will to-
ward us, his children. “Every good and perfect gift cometh
from above," and “it is the Father’s good pleasure to give us
the kingdom.” What kingdom? What, indeed, if not the
kingdom of heaven within our own souls?

We are to seek for God's will, not in outward circumstance,
not in hampering conditions, not in whatever happens to us
whether it be to our liking or not, but within, always remem-
bering that the will of our own Higher Self is the will of the
Fatherin us. The will of thepetty, personal, selfish self is that
most pitiful delusion, self-will—a something,a nothing,that is
foredoomed, self-doomed, hollow at thecore, lifeless, and show-
ing as the merest sand-grain beside the great, grand, onward
flow of Universal Will. But the will of our Higher Self is
always in harmony with theDivine Will. It is the Divine Will
individuallyexpressed in the individual soul.

We are to follow our highest ideal, and, thus following,
we are to step through every open door. We are to go with
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things instead of against them. We are to float in the great-
onward sweep of the Life-current—in the current of health,
well-being,happiness; in theeternal sweep of love and joy and
peace.

The will of the Father for us is grounded in the eternal
verities, thevery qualities of truth. The will of theAll-Father
can never express itself through thecontradictories of truth.
It is blasphemy to say or to think that God sends us sickness
or poverty or aflliction or sorrow. Our God is the God of
eternal Life. The qualities of truth are faith, hope, love, joy,
pea'ce—all that makes for health, well-being, and happiness.
All things are ours; for are we not children of God and heirs
of the Infinite?

But our thought-forces need to be trained. All our lives
we have been holding a wrong or a misdirected or a weak habit
of thought. We have been saying two and two make five, and
working out our problems in fear and trembling because we
knew they were likely to work out wrong, though we could not
tell why. With all the world, with all the generations of our

ancestors, we have been persistently, thoughunwittingly,think-
ing disease, poverty, weakness, failure, sickness, old age, and
death. We have believed in God and the Devil—in good and
evil; we have been worshiping false gods; we have been
trained in error-thought; we have not been working out our
life problems by a knowledge of mental law, by unswerving
principle, by “two and two make four,” by a knowledge of
truth, by instant dependence upon the one true and only God.
We have failed, not through wilful disobedience, but through
ignorance. The heart of the All-Fathermay ache to breaking
for us, his ignorant children; but misuse of immutable law
must bring its inevitable penalty. Let us thank God for im-
mutable law—that law of Love which is God’s very Self! In
the immutabilityof law lies our only hope of salvation.

Coming into this New Teaching,at first we have to watch
our thought-habits as carefully as we would guard ourselves
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against an onslaught of wolves. We must never allow our-
selves to thinka weak or negative thought—much less a ma-
licious, or resentful, or slanderous one. We must think the
qualities of truth—life, love, joy, peace; and we must never
for a single instant let our thoughtdwell on the contradictories
—fear, anger, worry, hate, discord.

According to our faithwill it be unto us—according to our
faithfulnessand our persistence in well-doing. Just as rapidly
as we can train our weak habit of thought into a strong one,
just so rapidly shall we rise out of undesirable conditions. For
this reason strong affirmationsare most helpful; they train the
mind. It is well to reiterate them until the mind retains them
with as little efiort as it retains the alphabet or the multiplica-
tion table. Never mind present appearances; speak the abso-
lute Truth from the viewpoint of the very core of the soul.
For truth works from the center outward to circumference.

“Talk health; . . .

Say you are well, or all is well with you,
And God will,make it true.”

Here are a few strong afiirmations:
I am a growing soul. I rest in the Divine Love. I am a

child of God, the All-Good. God is ever present in me. God
is all-powerful in me. God is all-knowingand all-seeing in me.
God's will is being done in me. Nothing but good can come

my way. I am well. I am strong. I am rich. I am pros-
perous. I am loved. I amlovable. I amradiantlyhappy. I '

enjoy every minute of my life. I am in harmony withtheLaw
of my Being. The Divine Will is my will. I am at rest. I
am a child in the All-Father’s arms. I am on a journey
through the Universe. I am an immortal soul. I am free.
As the starry worlds swing free in space, so an I poised in
Divine Love. I am a growing soul. Daily and hourly I am

growing to the “measure of the stature of the fulness of
Christ.”

But we are to be single—eyed. We are not to look to the
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outward manifestation. We are not to take anxious thought
over demonstration; for this is to withdraw the thought-force
—our attention—from the center to the circumference. It is
like digging up the newly-sownseeds, as children do, to see if
the flowers are growing. The only way to realize a flower is
to sow the seed and fulfil the conditions—then to wait with
faith until in due time the tender green shoot pushes itself up
out of the soil. Even then we must wait in patience for the
fulness of time of leaf and bud and blossom.

So, also, in order to bring any desired good into manifesta-
tion we must picture the image of it in our minds and hold it
there with faith; hold it cheerfully, trustfully, joyously, ex-
pectantly. For desire and expectation, united, win to the goal.
It is not for us to determine the “how” or the “when.” It is
ours only to observe the conditions faithfullyand trust immu-
table Law to bring it to pass.

Our faith increases by practise. If we have faith but as a
grain of mustard-seed we shall begin. Then, little by little, as
we find that the law does work, our faith will grow. Let us
take one thing—anythingthat appeals to us. Let us image it
in mind and hold to it persistently, but not impatiently, and
thus put right thinkingto the proof. For instance, if all our
lives we have been in the habit of saying, “I am tired,” until
we have come to feel a body weariness, or a mind and
heart weariness that often makes life seem a burden too heavy
to be borne, now, just by way of experiment, let us deny our-
selves the self-indulgence of saying, “I am tired,” and aflirm
instead: “I am strong. I am vigorous. I am so strong and
well that life is a perpetual joy !"

It is no matter how we “feel,” for feelings are of no conse-

quence whatever. We are to make our aflirmationsby always
remembering that Sun of Life, at the very core of the soul,
from which we continually draw our health and strength, our
life, and our fulness of joy. To say thisonce or twice, or half-
heartedly, will not avail us much. We are to be steadfast in
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our desire for better health and the larger life. Or let us take
this thought:

I am a child of God. The Fatherprovides for me largely,
“above all thatwe ask or think.” He supplies all my wants. I
rest in theDivine Abundance.

Then utterly refuse to let thethought dwell on any appear-
ance of limitation or lack. Let the eye be single. God is our
abundant supply. With this thought faithfully followed and
trustfully persisted in, we shall find our way smoothingout be-
fore us, opportunities opening to us, and good things coming
our way—new friends, new work, new play, more abundant
leisure, nobler service, a wider outlook, brighter ways, and
happier days.

But this is a faith thatmust be put to the test—a belief that
must be worked out. It is a life to be lived. No one has a
right to doubt the truth of it until he has honestly and persist-
ently tried it. No one can prove it to another. No one can
work it out for another. In this the individual soul stands
bare. “If any man shall do His will, he shall know of the
doctrine.”

 

Tm: more man seeks for the object of his existence in external
and sensual things, the more will he depart from his spiritual faith
or point of gravitation from his own divine center, or God. He
becomes experienced in external and superficial things, and loses
sight of that which is real and divine. His external knowledge,-
which after all is only imaginary, as it deals only with passing
illusions, awakens his pride and self-conceit. He begins to assert
his personality against immortality; he becomes cruel, selfish,
and passionate; and unless he be redeemed by the awakening of
spiritualitywithinhimself, he will end in awakening in him the
“fiery foundation,” the “principle of evil,” the “devil.” Instead
of the Christ, Lucifer will be revealed in him.—Franz Hartmarm,
M.D.



REFORM FOR ALL.

nv ELOISE o. mcnmznc.

In this age of discussion, dissension, and general disinte-
gration—when upon every side may be seen crumbling ruins
of revered but decaying institutions—one belief remains com-
mon to all classes: Reform is needed! From the lowly la-
borer to the millionaire merchant, from the humble philan-
thropist to the egregious politician, goes forth the same cry.

Reform in what? In schools, in government, in society,
in business, in homes; briefly summed, in humanity—for
through humanity alone can this reform be effected. The
cause is deep-seated, and will be found only by a thorough
analysis of the soil and conditions contributing to its growth.
Much energy is already devoted to palliative measures; but
the most sanguine philosopherwill finally admit that Woman-
hood must be strengthened and purified, Wifehood liberated,
and Motherhoodennobled before the elevation and progression

-of Humanity becomepossible.
So long as children are conceived in passion, born in suf-

fering, and educated in ignorance, so long will they help to
swell the tide of disease and crime. So long as girls are carried
blindfold from a helpless childhoodto the shores of a helpless
womanhood, and launched at the mercy of wind and wave

upon the vast Unknown——to seek aid from any chance pilot
crossing their destinies—so long will the work of humani-
tarians be in demand, and homes for the drunkard, the idiot,
and the insane be needed; so long will there be fallen women
to reclaim and fallen wives beyond reclaim.

When buds are blighted; when the leaves and twigs begin
in spring-time to ripen, wither, and decay; when all possible
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care and protection prove but partial preventives, and only oc-
casional fruits reach maturity—look down deep into the soil
about the roots for a cause. Your orchard may fail to yield
a harvest one year because a late frost captured the tender
buds; another year becausean insect horde swept over it ; or a
third year, even, suffering a severe drouth. But when the
vigor of growthyields to gradual decay, when effort is lacking
and Nature seems apathetic, go to the root and with full faith
in the omnipotence of health seek the real disease before apply-
ing cures. What lacks the soil?

From childhoodto an indolent and frivolous or a dissatis-
fied womanhood; from womanhood to a dependent and disap-
pointed wifehood; from wifehood to a motherhood of slavery
and imprisonment: this is the history of conditions that flood
theearth with every disease to which flesh seems amenableand
every crime that desperate humanity can devise. Girls whose
eyes have never been unveiled to the powers or limitations, the
glories or sufferings, the blessings or sacrificesof a true wife-
hood; to whom that most sacred of all relations, motherhood,
is but a vague something, the mere mention of which calls a
blush to the check of ignorance—a something to be avoided,
to be shunned as a plague, to be feared as a thiefwho wantonly
robs them of liberty and happiness: such girls are the prey of '
any actor who chooses to mask as lover and are destined to
become miserable mothers of more miserable children. Has
the State no voice in these matters? Must this faulty genera-
tion be succeeded by a worse, and so continue indefinitely?
Has the State power to punish and even to kill such offspring,
and is she yet powerless to prevent their conception?

Women, it rests with you. You are the blessing or the
curse, as you choose; you are awakening, but your sight is still
imperfect. Look about you; study humanity from an unprej-
udiced standpoint. Exclusive of the limitations attendant
upon motherhood and those that fashion and custom have im-
posed, are you more dependent than man? Facts have re-
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peatedly proved your abilityto perform any labor required in’
the production of your own necessities—to meet any emer-
gency life presents. A universe withoutman would be no more
crippled in resources than one deprived of womankind.

This brings us, then, to the consideration of that one re-
lationship necessitating, for purposes of procreation, both
sexes. In this, woman bears the heavier responsibility; why,
then, in all justice, has she been relegated to slavery during
this all-important and all-holy stage of evolution? She alone
should dictate the time and circumstances of approach and con-
ditions of development, and she must be educated to know the
magnitude of her responsibility.

This essential readjustmentcannot be immediatelysecured;
but there is a reasonable method by which the State might as-
sume guardianship over the parents of the coming genera-
tion—until they have themselves progressed to that advanced
condition wherein they become competent self-judges. Herein
lies a noble work for philanthropiclegislators—a work that
would glorify their lives both here and hereafter, and leave to
their descendants a name to be spoken reverently.

Why should children's eyes he veiled to the most perfect
work of the universe? There is naught in the true story of
Life, from its beginning, to shock “the pure in heart ;” for
they do indeed “see God" in all his wonderful accomplish-
ments. Before the glass is tarnished by Passion’s mists, show
them thebeautifultruths of love and life, of birthand change;
and never shall the picture be warped, never shall you look re-

morsefully upon a distorted reflection of those truths, when
maturity has opened their eyes to the realization of their
childish dreams.

Never give your daughter one untruth as to her present in-
carnation. “You are not yet old enough to understand” in-
spires her with a respect for her approaching unfoldment—-
with a determination to prove worthy of the expected confi-
dence; and, when the long-wished-for hour arrives in which
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she receives the desired reward, how proudly she accepts and
cherishes the jewel! No rudely inquisitive companion will
be encouraged to spoil its glory; never will its luster be dimmed
by heedless, gossiping passers-by. The truth is to her a sacred
trust, and its realization accompanied by no self-abasement.
She is not then fascinated against her will by an emotion she
has been taught to understand. As she waited for the gradual
growth of root, stalk, bud, and bloom in her miniature garden
-—as she watched the long days through over the little speclded
eggs in the apple-tree—so has she watched and waited with
honest desire for her own unfolding. ' As she hailed with joy
the blossoms and the birdlings, so with a holy delight does she
welcome her own development, recognizing the portal and
stepping proudly from girlhood to womanhood, radiant with
hope, strong for conquest, and assuming, without that well-
worn admonition, “more womanly ways.” She knows her re-

sources, understands her power, and respects herself in their
possession. Unworthy humanity has for her no temptation;
she would no more discuss her own precious womanhood with
foul-mouthed inferiors than she would analyze the last opera
with an organ-grinder. She will make no mistake in her
choice of a. husband. Her children must have a noble father;
and, if educated to meet life’s demands, she will wait for him,
holding the mother of her children too sacred for the amuse-
ment of an hour—for the gratificationof a gross desire. She
will learn, understand, and obey her Creator's laws of concep-
tion, development, and birth; and, while teaching her own

worthyoffspring these same beautifultruths, will bless in word
and thought that loving mother who feared nothing so much
as ignorant blindness.

Woman, to you whose brains are not stunned by the cease-
less jarring of modern business life, whose moral natures are
not clouded by tobacco or intoxicants, and whose hearts are
unclogged by sensual dissipation, Purity looks for liberation
and protection.
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One fiction of so-called reform movements especially re-
quires explosion. Man is not responsible for woman’s slavery.
No more conscious even is he of his cruelty to her than woman
of her inhumanity to children. It is habitual for sufierers to
hold those who have been accepted as, and have assumed the
position of, superiors accountable for the martyrdom; but who
granted man the throneand encouraged his sensuality? Man
and woman, born under similar conditions and educated along
the same lines, will be equals in strength, in wisdom, in powers
of endurance, in materiality and spirituality. Who directs
them into diverging paths? Woman, are you quite guiltless?
Give to both sexes the same education, mental and physical,
and the same moral and spiritual restraints, and the demand
for sensual gratification and indulgence will be no stronger in
the one than in the other. ‘

Who guards the daughter, laboring earnestly and often
desperately to inspire within her—for womanhood’s sake, and
often despite alluring and pernicious tendencies-—purity, self-
control, and honor, while the son is left comparatively to his
own inclinationsand associations, because he will as a man not
be counted lost if he occasionally falter or stumble? Man is
no more the architect of society’s absurdities than his weary
partner, who, failing to realize her childish air-castles in the
realms of married life she entered so recklessly,tires of her un-

just restraint, of the duties she fails to understand, and of the
drudgery she cannot wholly neglect. She becomes irritable and
ill-tempered, or despondent and desperate, according to her
temperament.

A strong agitation in the thought world is awakening sen-
sitive minds throughoutall civilizedcountries. Women, being
more helplessly enchained and consequently forced to endure a

more passive and receptive condition, are the more readily
conscious of this vibratory message from the all—knowing and
all-pervading Power. Occasionally a man less positive than
others—perhaps through his peculiar business habits or a state
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of vital depression from ante-natal causes, disease, or associa-
tions—is awakened by the call; and he too listens, understands,
and accepts the warning. If he be brave and honest, he be-
comes a most eflective ally in the struggle for Justice and
Right; if a coward, fearing public disapproval, he shouts for
Libertyonly in the presence of its defenders, and stands in the
background or on neutral territory, ready to applaud and to
blazon his own early conversion after the last battle is won.

The real fight is not on the surface; it is not between the
Suffragists, the Prohibitionists, the Radicals, the Socialists,
and the “Anti” of all of these. It is waging in the thought-
atmosphere—in homes, in churches, in legislatures, in clubs;
one might even say in saloons and workrooms, in schools and
prisons, or wherever mankindmeets his brotheror sister. The
loud-mouthed lecturer, the bloomered bicyclist, the slum-
hunters, the sensational suffrage-seeker, the officious philan-
thropist-—theseare but the ripples on the surface, the breakers
that betray the obstructions: the dangers below. Their work
is good and necessary, but it is not’ remedial. It is the warning
pain that neither cures nor kills, but demands a wisdom that
shall recognize the disease and apply the antidote. To you,
fathers and mothers, do these warnings come.

Go not forth to struggle against the breakers, ye who hear
the voice of Nature demanding the unfoldment of the divine
possibilities in humanity. Leave the confusion of battle to
those who, having eyes, see not the real enemy, and, having
ears, hear only the martial drums and brasses. Seek ye in
silence and with faith that Wisdom and Strength which shall
by love alone conquer and subdue the sensuality thathas already
too long tyrannized over poor, ignorant, deluded human crea-
tures. “Knowledge is power," and “Truthis indeed mighty,”
and naught can withstand their onslaught. But when the
moral atmosphere has become so contaminated that fathers
smotherconscience, turn a deaf ear to Honor, and teach their
sons thenecessity of wealthat any cost; when Money and Suc-
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cess are to them synonymous terms, and health, happiness, and
even love are sacrificedin theirpursuit—mothers must take the
lead. They may be tired, discouraged, disappointed, and in-
judicious, but they are not yet drugged to frenzy. Incapacity
is a better counsel for youth than immorality. Better allow
immaturity its own way, even in a barren soil, than to overload
it with fertilizers; the winds of heaven are kinder to such than
the over-oflicious nurseryman. Remember, when listening to
the applause and words of approbation accorded the so—called
successful man in the commercial world of to-day, that as-
sertion is not proof, reiteration is not logic, noise is not victory,
nor silence defeat, however it may appear to those blinded
and stupefied by indolence, ignorance, immorality, or possibly
indigestion.

Many there are who fail to penetrate the débris floating so

gailyon thesurface of popularity,and are quite unawareof the
unfathomablewaters of human possibilities lying so quietly
below and available to all. In their foolishness they are bawl-
ing: “There is no Virtue; Truth is helpless, and Honor dead
and buried! Look at the fleet monopolizing the sea! The
commanders are Ignorance, Hypocrisy, Selfishness, Cruelty,
and Crime! We do not like them, nor approve their methods;
but theyuse theonlyavailablemeans for success in thisworld I’’
And the weak, the doubtful, the diseased, and the depraved,
fascinated by the noise and the floating wreckage, join in the
cry, never asking, “What is the cargo afloat, and whither
bound?” But Wisdom investigates the showy craft, reveals
their rottenness, and discovers the gorgeous colorings to be but
phosphorescent announcementsof decay. They carry no purity,
peace, or happiness; they are bound for no port; their mission
ends, as it begins, in the change called death; the appearance
of wickedness in command ever indicates dissolution.

Life is a moral ether. It assumes various forms; it per-
vades all withself; it is eternal happiness; it is Truthembodied.
Like the emblematic serpent, at certain stages of development
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it casts aside its materiality to assume a more perfect garment.
Every change is progress-—upward—towardthe ideal. When
we note before us retrogression or degeneracy, we are watch-
ing the fate of the discarded garment; we have lost sight of
Life and are in the wake of decay—-are nearing the region of
miasmatic swamps. It is then time to pause, to arouse our-
selves, to look about, and to listen. Is it the happy forest bird
one bears or the croaking frog? Are those twinkling stars
our sister planets or but delusive will-o’-the-wisps? Are we

following Life’s footsteps or her shadow—Death?
Mothers, deny your dependence in bothword and deed. Be

true to conscience, which is God’s voice. Say to the man you
once promised to honor, unknowing the possibilitiesof either
nature: “Teach our children to love, honor, and obey Truth
above all else, or I now renounce my vow and all loyalty to
your parental power. Better that I inspire them with con-

tempt for you than to jeopardize theireternal welfare!”
Fathers,who may be still pure and upright but manacledby

wicked wives, assert your freedom and manfully bear the con-

sequences. Too long has the fear of scandal stifled Justice.
What is scandal? A fetid breath——unwholesome, but ever
shifting and impotent. Children are a sacred trust. Defile
not their purity by an immoral home influence; this is indeed
a crime for which nothingwill exonerate you before the Judge
of all.

 

I1‘ is a corrupting doctrine to open the brain and tell us that
devotion is a definite molecular change in this and that convolu-
tion of gray pulp, and that, if man is the first of living animals,
he passes away after a short space like the beasts that perish.—
Frederick Harrison.

‘QT-O

ACCURATELY and strictly speaking, there is no foundation in
Nature, or in natural law, why a set of words on parchment should
convey the dominion of land.—Sir William Blackstone.



MENTAL INDEPENDENCE.
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By that power within called Reason, every thinkingmind
is convinced of the truth of immortality. And no assault of
dissenting arguments can disturb this foundation of all ambi-
tion and progress. Equally must every believerin immortality
of the individual soul believe in the doctrine of repeated em-
bodiments. The fact that we have existed is as obvious as that
we shall exist.

It is not only possible, but quite probable, that we shall
eventually learn to recall our past environments and experi-
ences. Even without conscious effort, a “chance” word or
situation will cause a panorama of happenings to pass before
our mental vision, bringing a kind of startled recollection that
we only too hastily dismiss. Who has not experienced the
sensation of seeing persons with whom a sense of previous
intimacybecame at once noticeable, although it was certain no
prior meeting had occurred in this life? Phases of Nature-
a thousandand one things incite a sort of dazed remembrance;
therefore, it is evident that, in our long-forgotten past, ties,
seemingly as enduring as those now existing, have been
formed, lives with all their vicissitudes lived and finished, and
the soul entered upon one more stage of its upward journey.

This law of reincarnation accounts for the dissimilarity
of character in children of the sa.me parentage. The thread
is taken up where it was dropped, and, in the new life, traits
formed in past lives are evinced. If the mind of the
mother is stronger than that of which her ofispring is pos-
sessed, she may instil certain characteristics that will appear
similarly in each child borne. These hereditary propensities
need not dominate, when the art of concentration is prop-
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erly understood. If desirable, they may well be fostered, but
vices and disease certainly do not rank in thiscategory.

As the mind strengthens with the experiences of many in-
carnations, the capacity for individual government increases.
In past ages, when consolidation was necessary for self-preser-
vation, the vast familiesunited under one head, who, by virtue
of age and experience, was fitted to guide the less intelligent.
This relic of antiquity exists to-day, in the modern family.
Parents of questionable fitness seek to mold the growing minds
according to their own standard of right. In many cases this
course succeeds in subduing or obliterating all individuality,
and a sort of automaton is the resu1t—a piece of human ma-
chinery respondent to the will of the stronger, and minus the
independence that marks the true man. As Emerson says:
“The patriarchal form of government readilybecomes the des-
potic, as each person may see in his own family. Fatherswish
to become fathers of the minds of their children, and behold
with impatience a new character and way of thinkingpresum-
ing to show itself in their own son or daughter.” Yet, when
the time is ripe for the influx of truth and light, it will surge
into the receptive mind, regardless of environment. Then the
soul is, of a verity, “born again ;” then it is plain thatall things
make for good. And once the new seed is implanted it can
never be uprooted; slowlybut surely it will grow into the light
of perfect knowledge.

As the soul feels its need, it will reach out for more under-
standing; and the demand is met with sure supply. Once
possessed of a knowledge of inherent capability,the first idea
is to seek congenial environment, to the furtherance of the
process of evolution. This condition is possible of attainment
in this life, but certain of fulfilment in future lives. It is in
no wise our duty to allow ourselves to be suppressed by exist-
ing conditions. As individuals, we have much to accom-

plish, and no obstacle should hinder the work. Moreover, it
is useless to attempt to impart knowledge until we ourselves
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have attained a definite degree of success. This perfection of
self need not entail indifference to those about us. The Alpha
and Omega of advancement are brotherly love. But it does
entail a breaking away from the customs of tradition—from
the stereotyped ways of our ancestors.

The period of parental control would necessarily extend
over the period of infancy, as infancy would seem to be an
established form of growth. But it can be conceived that the
perfected mind will solve the problem of evolution by dispens-
ing with the interruptions of “life and death.” To do this it
will be necessary to understand the perfecting of our physical
bodies harmoniously with our spiritual development, which is
one of the possibilitiesof the future.

It is only through the independent working of individual
minds thatperfect knowledge can be attained; yet centuries of
custom have allowed no advance beyond holding the advocates
of advanced thought in little more than contemptuous tolera-
tion. In whatever lies beyond common knowledge we easily
adopt thebeliefsof those around us. We are too prone to dis-
miss as fanciful the more advanced thoughts of some specula-
tive mind whose utterances differ from all we have deduced as
truth; yet it is only by throwingour -minds wide open to all
thatearnest thinkersmay conjecture that we shall know higher
truths. Therefore, it is wrong to attempt to influence in any
way a mind recently awakened to new ideas. “Out of the
mouthsof babes and sucklings” conveys a profound suggestion.

Our mistakes will aid us in our mental progress. The un-
biased working of our naturally infallible reasoning powers
will soon separate the tares from the wheat. Let us beware,
then, when intolerance seeks to deafen us. It is a relic of that
bigotry we would disclaim. Truth will be given to the de-
voutly earnest seeker for it. Even though the end of this life
find us still in a state of nursing, we can rest confident that it
has been time well spent—being necessary to fit us for the
graspingof higher truths as we progress.



THE EGYPTIAN GUIDE.

BY LOU PACKARD GAY.

Written on the old papyrus, in the land of lotus-flowers,
Was this legend, quaint and curious, not designed for times of ours;And the story that it telleth is the tale of hearts that beat
With vain throbs of bitter anguish—and the ages still repeat.
In a vast. dim columned temple, wrought and carved in every partWith the beetle and the scepter—-emblems of a mystic art-On a mighty, snowy dais, sat the ruling power, whose nod,
Like to t at of Jove in heaven, was the edict of a god.
Tall and straight, with the ‘rave features of the monarchs of his race,
Ruled he with a rod of iron; and his nature had no place
For the love of any woman, though the gods had made for him
One who reverenced and adored him, passing fair in face and limb.
But he would not share his kingdom—would not even bend the knee
To the dear gods of his fathers, nor obey their just decree.
Died the maiden broken-hearted, and a shaft of burning light,

_Sent from out the clear blue heavens, pierced him in his kinglymight.
Robed in white, defiant, hau hty, heedin not the prayer of love,
Stood the ruler on the thres old of that tter life above:
While the maiden he had slighted, pure and white. with love replete,
Passed before him ’midst the angels, straight unto the Father’s feet.
Many hundred years have vanished; but the gods do not forget,
And their plan will be completed, though it causes vain regret.
Seated far on hi h Olympus, they see all things—understaud
How the good 0 many people sanctifies the pain of man.

Wrapped about with shining raiment, like unto the radiant sun,
Com rehending all love’s meaning, oft this kingly one doth come
To t e dear earth child of Venus, who is wise enough to know
Love and life must blend in union, else there cometh grief and woe.

Now he knows that love must enter heart and brain and soul of man,Shaping all the inner nature to the great eternal plan;
That to gain the heavenly kingdom we must ever share a part
Of our earthly power and plenty with some other suffering heart.

Mighty souls of many peoples. who have entered into Peace,Seeing where they erred in blindness, watch and strive without surcease
To impress us with this messa that each child of earth can be
Like unto the great Creator: ike the shining angels, free
From the sins that have defiled him, from the errors of the past,
If he will accept the guidance—will obey the Wisdom vast.
Look within thineown great nature. child of earth and child of fate!
Do thy duty in the present—learn to love and learn to wait!
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC RENASCENCE.

NE of the most marked and time-honored peculiarities ofO the mass of mankind is its reverence for Authority. We
are a race of idol~worshipers—and man in all ages has usually
made his deities in his own image and likeness. Not only do we

revere the creations of our own fancy, but we bow in humble
submission at the feet of those whom we have endowed with the
right to direct our mental processes. For its religion, the mul-
titude goes to the theologians-—while its political opinions are
molded for it by newspapers and politicians. Social customs
everywhere are regulated by an arbiter of either sex, whose de-
crees are blindly obeyed even by those to whom Society is not a

fetish. The standard of virtue changes with the necessities of
human experience—whileour ethics and morality are always just
what certain “professors” declare they should be. Our “knowl-
edge” of the laws of health is based upon the opinions of physi-
cians, and when we do distinguish between right and wrong it
is generally on the authorityof the legal fraternity. In almost
every attempt to move in a new direction the masses find a bell-
wether indispensable.

This slavery to the authorityof “great minds” is a supersti-
tion, and many attempts to justify and defend it have been made.
The world does not crucify its saviors until they have been first
rejected by the scribes and Pharisees; but a new movement re-

quires only the indorsement of these intellectual potentates to
receive the applause of the populace. Yet the history of the
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human family shows very few instances in which the officially
“great” were the pioneers in its forward steps. Obscurity of birth
and mediocrity in worldly wisdom have ever been the concom-
itants of seership—a quality that pertains only to those whose
knowledge is enlightenment, pure and undefiled. “All questions
of social and moral reform," said Lincoln, “find lodgment first
with enlightened souls who stamp them with their appro .”
And such souls are seldom conspicuous according to human
standards.

While there is no truth in the universe that depends for its
potency on the authorityof any book or the dictum of any in-
dividual, yet to gain acceptance by the ordinary mind it must bear
the authoritativelabel of some person or institution of eminence.
This is especially true when dealing with facts the cognizance
of which involves the exercise of something more than the live
physical senses; for there are minds so constituted thatno amount
of mere evidence could convince them of the existence of any-
thing beyond the grasp of the group of faculties that we pos-
sess in common with the lower animals. By the multitude, how-
ever, the conclusions of “great minds" are accepted without
question—and this is often the real source of popular ignorance.

There is a chance, therefore, that the claims of Spiritualism
will shortly be placed on a more acceptable and enduring founda-
tion than they have hitherto enjoyed, because several university
professors in this country and sortie of Europe's leading scientists
have avowed their belief in “spirit return.” Professor James H.
Hyslop, of Columbia University, asserts that—through the
organism of Mrs. Piper, the famous Massachusetts medium—he
has received scientific proofs of the soul's immortality. Yet his
every fact has been known and proved by tens of thousands of
less distinction during the last half century. But the Spiritualists
have been handicapped, not only by their lack of afliliationwith
the “great," but by their failure to apply the scientific method in
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their investigations. Inabilityon the part of many to interpret
the significance of their discoveries has also contributed largely to
the stagnation of their movement in some quarters and its total
decadence in others. There has been very little apparent progress
along this line of research during the last twenty years, chiefly
for the above reasons. But now that certain leading intellectual
lights have publicly indorsed the basic claim of Spiritualism, it
is probable that the thousands of thinkingminds who have tim-
idly withheld their affirmative convictions on this subject will
come out into the open and declare what they know to be the
truth. Their “respectability”will no longer be in danger.

Actual and conclusive proofs of communication, direct or

indirect, between the living and the so-called dead, does not, how-
ever, prove the soul’s immortality. Through such phenomena we

can get nothing to contradict the assertion that the “beyond” is
simply the butterfly stage that follows our caterpillar existence
here. Immortality involves the principle of pre-ex1'stence—be-
ginningless, and therefore endless; and its proof is not a matter
of phenomena, but of philosophic deduction from facts about
which the “dead” know no more than the living. Yet the cor-

roboration by Spiritualism of the claims of the Science of Being
—of which immortality is a demonstrable principle—is both wel-
come and valuable; and, in the anti-materialistic crusade that is
reconstructing our theology as well as our science, this numerous
cult is an important and worthy factor.

TO!‘-It

AN aged teamster, noticing thata young man was driving with
a great deal of care over a road that was smooth to him, said:
“Young man, if you would let your wheels run in the deep ruts it
would make the traveling easy for you.” “Not so,” was the
young man’s reply; “my wheels will not track with those ruts
that are smooth to you. My crossing this country safely lies in
my avoiding them.”—E. A. Sheldon.
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THE POWER OF IMAGINATION.

Great is the power of imagination. There is a man in Belle-
vue Hospital that is likely to die from imagined lockjaw, The
physicians there say that he undoubtedly developed the disease by
persistently thinkingof it, fearing it, and talking about it. Such
cases are not extraordinary. Many historic occurrences show
that people actually die from causes that never existed—except in
their minds. Some Parisian college students, as a practical joke
on the janitor of their rooms, carried him off, gave him a mock
trial, and condemned him to die by decapitation. They produced
a block and an axe, made the old man lay his head upon the block,
and struck him across the neck with a wet towel. Then they
ordered him to rise, but he could not. He was dead. He had
taken the joke seriously, and died from the blow of an axe that
never struck him—except in his mind. Napoleon III. gave his
permission to a similar experiment by physicians upon a con-
demned criminal. The man was blindfolded, bound to the guillo-
tine, the knife was allowed to start on its downward journey, but
checked before it reached the man's neck. The man was never-
theless found to be dead. And so real was the shock of the knife
—in his imagination-—thata deep red line was found across his
neck in exactly the place where it would have cut him if it had
not been stopped in its descent. The number of deaths from
purely imaginary ills is no doubt very large. Fear of sickness
invites it. To dread death in any particular form, as_ the man in
Bellevue dreaded lockjaw, is to invite it and go half-way to meet
it. There is much truth in the paradoxical saying, “Our worst
sufferings arise from misfortunes thatnever happen to us.” And
the moral of it all is that since the power of thought over health
is so great, it is worth while to cultivate a cheerful imagination.
“Hope on, hope ever!” is a motto that makes always for health
and happiness.—New York World.

 

"THE stemest ‘irony of fate’ may lie in the fulfilment of our
wishes.”
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"But the child walked forth and was glad; for the birds sang sweetly,
and it seemed to him as if everything sported and danced out of mere joy
to be alive. Here flew two finches through the thicket, and, twittering,
pursued each other. . . . and the tender leaves peeped out, and ex-
panded themselves in a warm sun, as if they would abide in his glance
forever; here a dewdrop trembled, sparkling and twinkling on a blade of
grass, and knew not that beneathhim stood a little moss who was thirsting
after him; there troops of flies flew aloft, as if they would soar far over
the “mod; and so all was life and motion, and the child’s heart joyed to
see it."—Carove.

 

“MAY YOU ENJOY YOUR SIGHT.”

“May you enjoy your sight,” say the little Greek children as
they offer flowers in return for pennies along the roads of Corfu.

A pleasant wish, is it not? May you enjoy everythingthat the
good God has put here for your enjoyment——the blue skies, the
rainbow-tinted clouds, the great sun that sinks in a blaze of glory
behind the Western bills,the fair pale moon and radiant stars, the
flowers that bloom in every garden, and the wild flowers, those
nurslings of the fields and forests—their brilliant coloring is all
for you. “May you enjoy your sight!”

In the orchard birds are flying all about, a happy company
whose song is of joy and praise. Joyl joy l——it is the keynote of
the universe.

“God who made us has us in His keeping,” say the song-birds.
“There is no need to fret. The Father has us in His care; we
will rejoice and be glad.”

See how the river reflects the sun's rays, and sparkles in its
light. As it ripples along, it shows in its mimic depths a thou-
sand beautiesof woods and hills, and the skies above it. The very
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shadows are beautiful. There is a beautyof shadow as well as of
light.

Dear children, “may you enjoy your sight."
LILLIAN FOSTER Conny.
 

THE GRATEFUL DOG.

“Please tell me a story, Auntie May,” said little six-year-old
Florence, as she stood by her auntie’s side one bright summer
morning.

“Well, Flossie,” said Auntie May, “there will be time before
your lessons begin; so what kind of a story shall I tell you—a
fairy story?”

“Oh, no, Auntie; something about yourself when you were
a little girl like me.”

“Then, Flossie,” said Auntie May, “I’ll tell you about some-
thingthat really happened, dear, when I was only two years older
than yourself—what you call a ‘truly, truly story.’ Do you re-
memberthe poor old dog thatcame down to meet us, last summer,
when we went out to Cornville to see Grandma?”

“Whatl” said Flossie, “old Waif? Yes, indeed I do. Auntie;
and how he jumped upon you and whined and tried to wag his
poor little stump of a tail! Is Waif in the story, Auntie; and why
is he called Waif!"

“Yes, dear, I told you he was in the story, and we called him
Waif because nobody claimed him. A waif is something that
nobody claims. Yes, Waif is the hero of my story. Now, Flos-
sie, listen with ‘bof your ears,’ as you used to say when you were
a wee little tot.

“I was walking across the Common one day, all by myself;
for it was my sixth birthday,and I was allowed to go out alone
on thataccount. Mama had given me a dime to buy some candy,
and I was crossing the Common, because I was in a hurry to get
to the shop and spend my dime. As I came near the pond, I saw
two or three rough-looking boys standing by it, and I heard a
most pitiful little cry. I was afraid somebody was hurt, and
asked one of the boys what was the matter. He said: ‘It’s this
yer pup. He's squealing ’cos we're going to put him in the pond.’
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“Now, my dear mother had always taught me to be kind to all
dumb animals. She said the poor things had enough to suffer at
the best of times, and I must always be kind to them whenever I
could. I saw those bad boys had tied a string with a big stone on
it to the poor little puppy’s neck, and they were going to throw
him into the pond; so I ran up to the boy, who was holding him,
and said: ‘Will you sell me that puppy? I want him.’ At first
he laughed at me, and said: ‘Such a little kid as you haint got no
money.’ And there I was dressed in my new birthdaydress, and
new kid shoes l—-such a pretty pair of shoes I thought they were.

“Well, when I showed him my dime and‘told him I’d give it
to him for the puppy, he said, ‘Well, yer can hev ther pup-—hand
over the tin.’ So I took the poor little fellow home, gave him
some warm mil_k—for he seemed half-starved—and made him a
nice little bed by the stove. Mother (your Grandma) let me keep
him, and there he is now. You saw how glad he was to see me.
He always cries whenever I leave the house without him; but he
is too old to walk out anywhere except in the garden, or down the
lane, and he always sleeps at the foot of my bed at night. I imag-
ine he thinkshe is protecting me. He knows that I saved his life.
Dogs never forget; and he tries to show his gratitude in every
way possible. There, Flossie, is a true story.”

“And you didn't get your candy, after all, Auntie,” said
Flossie.

“No, dear, but I bought what was worth more than all the
candy in the world—the afiection and gratitude of a dog.”

MARY M. CLARK.
 

ANGER.

You have heard people speak of “righteous anger ;” and there
is a passage in the Bible which says, “Be ye angry and sin
not.” But there is no such thingas righteous anger, and you can-
not indulge in the slightest feeling of anger without sinning
against some one. You may refrain from striking or injuring the
person you are angry with, but you cannot avoid injuring your
own body. For every thought of anger works destruction in
the nerves and tissues of your body.
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Anger causes the heart to beat violently, and many persons
think they are suffering from “heart disease” when really they
have the “anger disease." The heart trouble is only a symptom
of the mental disease of anger.

Anger affects the brain, and many persons have died of “apo-
plexy," as the "doctors call it, when the real cause of their death
was nothing but a fit of bad temper. Anger affects the nerves

very injuriously,and nervous headaches and nervous prostration
may be expected when people cannot control their tempers.

“But,” you ask, “how is one to keep from being angry when
he sees others doing wrong things, cruel things, unjust things
that cause pain to helpless people and dumb animals?”

Do you remember what Christ said when he was hanging on
the cross? He had no thoughtof anger for the people who cruci-
fied him, and he said: “Father, forgive them, for they know not
what they do.”

People do many wrong things because they are ignorant.
When they know better, they will do better; and, instead of being
angry with them,_ we should teach them the better way of justice,
or kindness, or mercy.

Learn to control your temper. Happiness and health will be
the result of such control.

ELIZA CALVERT HALL.

 

A FLOWER’S LAMENT.'

“Oh, that I might be beautiful-
So plain to all do I appear!

I only can exhale perfume,
Tired wayfarers perchance to cheer."

Blest mission hath been given thee,
Thou lowly mignonette, so sad;

So be content. Sweet perfume shed,
And weary-burdened hearts make glad.

FANNY L. FANCHEB.



NOTES OF NEW BOOKS.

REVIEWED BY THE EDITOR.

PSYCHISM:Analysis of Things Existing. B Paul.Gibier,M.D. 287kCloth, $1.50. Bulletin Publishing Ciimpany, publishers, New
or .

This is the third edition of a standard work by the director of ’

the New York Pasteur Institute. It gives in fascinating form
the psychic experiments and philosophic deductions of a dis-
tinguished French scientist—a man thoroughlygrounded in biol-
ogy, physics, and physiology. From the standpoint as well of a
trained psychologist, Dr. Gibier presents in this volume a unique
contribution to the literature of scientific spiritualism, broadly in-
terpreted. It is valuable alike to the intending investigator and to
the student of phenomena who knows not how to classify the
results of his researches. As a philosophic treatise the work is
even more highly to be commended; for it contains evidences of
the soul's immortality thatare referable to the rigid tests of labora-
tory experimentation, and must therefore compel the attention of
the so-called materialist by approaching the subject through his
own avenues of investigation. And the liberal religionist, who
feels that our theology is in need of a radical reconstruction, will
find many timely hints in “Psychism,” which no advanced thinker
can afl'ord to be without.

PRACTICAL OCCULTISM. By Ernest Loomis. 135 pp. Cloth, $1.25.
Ernest Loomis & Company, publishers, Chicago.

The second volume of the Occult Science Library, of which
this book is constituted, comprises essays on the following sub-
jects: “Occultism in a Nutshell,” “Marriage,” “How to Create
Opportunities,” “Your Talents,” “Health,” “Health Recipes," and
“Methods of Using Occult Powers.” The teachings are uni-
formly helpful, simple, and practical—the latter quality is their
distinguishing characteristic, since each of the topics is presented
with the ring of a personal communication of great value in the
individual reader's experiences. These papers are refreshingly
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free from the mystical jargon and senseless “rules” that so often
repel the aspiring soul who essays to receive instruction from
pretenders to “occult” knowledge. They help the student to real-
ize the truth for himself by acquaintinghim with the kinglypow-
ers of his higher nature. In pointing out the channels through
which alone happiness and health can be found, the authorshows
the goodness and beautyof the right and true, the utilityof every
scrap of knowledge pertaining to the finer forces of Nature, and
the importance of self-study in individual growth. This volume
is even better than the first, and should be in the hands of every
one interested in human advancement.

 

OTHER NEW PUBLICATIONS.
r-\

PETALS FROM WHITE‘ROSE. Poems. By the Rev. J. C.
F. Grumbine. 29 pp. Paper, 25 cents. Published by the
author, Syracuse, N. Y.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE: The Truthsof Spiritual Healing and
their Contribution to the Growth of Orthodoxy. By the
Rev. R. Heber Newton. 78 pp. Paper, 25 cents. G. P.
Putnam's Sons, publishers, New York.

EXPERIENCE THE GROWTH OF THE SOUL. By Flora
P. Howard. 31 pp. _Paper, I 5 cents. Published by the
author,Los Angeles, Calif.

EMILE ZOLA: A Study of his Personality, with Illustrations.
By Arthur MacDonald. 18 pp. Paper, 25 cents. Pub-
lished by the author,Washington, D. C.

PHILO-SOPHIA. Poems. By Anita Trueman. I 5 pp. Pa-
per, 5 cents. Published by the author,New Haven, Conn.

THOUGHTS ON RELIGION. By Carrie E. Willard. 8 pp.
Paper, 3 cents. Published by the author,Providence, R. I.
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THE GENESIS OF GENIUS.

B‘! R. OSGOOD MASON, M.D.

(II.)
These, then, are the facts thus far brought out by our hasty

survey of the origin and development of psychic action—facts
most important to our presentpurpose, namely:

1. That just previous to each change in the plan of nervous
organization by which psychic action was effected, the kind of
psychic action characteristicof the then present organism cul-
minated—-vi.e., reached its highest point of effectiveness; and in
thatculmination a psychic actionwas reached,seemingly impos-
sible to that plan and apparently anticipating the action of the
plan and organism about to be introduced. This is what was
seen in the actinophrys before the organization of the higher
protozoa, and again in themore highly organized protozoa—-as, -

for example, in the rotifer, or wheel animalcule—prior to the
differentiation of brain or nerve matter, and just before the
introduction of the ganglion and its nerve connections in the
ascidian mollusk. At the highest development of the gangli-
onic system in the articulate animals, the psychic development
of the bee and ant is most conspicuous, displaying such high
qualities and attributes that many observers cannot refrain
from assigning to them a real intelligence and conscious rea-
soning power, notwithstandingtheabsence of the cerebral gan-
glion in the sensorium—their only brain. It was altogether
instinct; and those astonishing actions, seemingly displaying
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mathematicalknowledge and definite reasoning powers, were
purely automatic—p_erformedby every individual of the class
as soon as it came into existence, by one just as well as another,
and by each the first time, and before it had ever seen it done
or learned how to do it, just as perfectly as the hundredth
time and after months of experience. It was instinct carried
to such a degree as to simulate a conscious knowledge, or even
a developed reasoning power—modes of psychic action that
in reality belong only to a higher development of the nervous

organization.
_

2. A still more important deduction is, that the grade of
instinct or automaticaction becomes higher at each successive
higher form of nervous organization. The automatic work
of the ameba or actinophrys, and even of the ciliated protozoa
—-creatures with the psychic element or base diffused through-
out theirwhole substance, withoutdifierentiatedbrain or nerve
matter—is quite inferior to those actions that are exhibited in
connection with the ganglionic system to which the insect class
belongs; and the grade of automaticwork, wonderful as it is,
exhibited in the insect tribe is inferior in character to that
shown by the tortoise, the bird, and domestic animals—crea-
tures endowed with a complete brain, including the cerebral
mass~—in their wonderful homing propensity and power. For
we ourselves, from our higher standpoint and with our great
knowledge and reasoning powers, can at least comprehend the
work of thebee and ant. But we have no sense, no knowledge,
nor any reasoning power that can explain how the turtle trav-
erses a quarter of the circumference of the globe to return
to its accustomed haunts; how the pigeon, released from its
tower half a hundred miles away, first circles around and then
takes the most direct route to its former home; or how the
common steer, driven two hundred miles away to a new home,
escapes from its inclosure, takes a difierent and more direct
return route, recrosses a broad river at a point many miles dis-
tant from that at which it crossed on its outbound journey,
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and arrived at its former home in the shortest practicable
time.

3. There was need of the improved organization in each
instance before it came. The psychic condition demanded
the improvement, and the improvement came in response to
that need. Psychic development could go no farther on the
old plan; a new plan for psychic action must therefore be
introduced, or advancement must cease. In response to this
demand new facilitieswere provided by means of additions to
and improvements in thenervous organization. To the psychic
faculty diffused throughout the mass succeeded the differen-
tiated ganglionic system of the mollusk and articulate; to the
sensorium of the articulates succeeded the cerebro-spinal sys-
tem of the fish and reptile, the bird and mammalian—because
in each instance psychic development demanded it, and psychic
action produced the organism necessary for its proper expres-
sion: all in the same manner as the special senses, one by one,
were developed. The need of sight, for instance, in connection
with the existence of surrounding light, gradually in the course
of ages localized a peculiar sense impression with relation to
light, which developed into a rudimentary eye and later into
the complete organ, in which was established the perfected
sense perception that we now know and enjoy as sight.

These essential facts are also evident: that automatic
action and instinct were the primary and for ages the only
psychic activities displayed in Nature and in the development
of life upon theearth; that the higher forms of intelligence and
consciousness were grafted upon these, as necessities for the
fulfilment of the ends of life and a full psychic development;
and that, as higher and higher stages of intelligence were
reached, the grade of instinct or automatic action was also
raised—ranging from the inception of a food particle to the
building of mathematicallyexact cells, and still higher to a

sense of direction and ability to return to old haunts, which
science accepts but cannot explain. This fact, however, re-
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mains and is pertinent—thatafter the introduction of the cere-
brum in the regular course of nervous development, the senso-
rium (whichup to thatpoint had been theonly organ of psychic
expression and the promoter of instinctive and automatic
action) still continued to enlarge and increase in importance;
and especially thecerebellum, whose function even now has not
been clearlydetermined, increased in a fairly well-defined ratio
to the increase in the cerebrum. And it may yet be demon-
strated that, as the cerebrum is the organ of psychic expression
for the conscious reasoning self, so, as has been suggested, the
cerebellum, with other more central ganglia, may prove to be
the organ of psychic expression for the subconscious, per-
ceiving self.

To what extent cioes man conform to the analogy found to
exist in regard to this psychic development? Perfectly, it may
he replied, and in every particular. For the sake of brevity
and a clear field in this necessary survey, the great mass of
ordinary automaticactions displayed in the lower animals has
been entirely unnoted ; the whole wonderful process of repro-
duction, for instance, has been left untouched. Only striking,
unusual, and characteristicstructural changes and correspond-
ing psychic advancement have been pointed out.

The great difference in nervous organization between the
higher animals and man consists in the immense development
and compact arrangement of the cerebrum, theorgan of intelli-
gence, and increased facilitiesfor intercommunication between
the different parts of the brain; and these immense improve-
ments have not preceded mental development, but, as in pre-
vious instances, have come in response to the demand for better
facilities for psychic expression. As a result of remembered
experiences, knowledge accumulated and a consciousness of
self was established. As a result of comparison, the reason-
ing faculty was developed, and so new knowledge (not the
direct result of experience) was obtained. The carrying on of
these higher intellectual processes demanded an enlarged brain,
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and the enlarged and improved organ appeared. In thisamaz-
ing development of psychic activity, made possible by the
greater size and finer organization of the cerebrum, the neces-
sity for the instincts useful to the lower animals was diminished
and nearly disappeared. Man’s knowledge and experience
taught him to build in a manner more suited to his individual
needs than the instinct alone of the bee would have done, and
to carry out more complicated and effective military tactics
than those practised by the ant. The sense of direction as
witnessed in the tortoise, pigeon, and domestic animals gave
place to observation of the stars and the indications of the
compass. Did, then, the instinctive and automaticpowers that
had served so admirably in the development of the lower ani-
mals, each in its appropriate place and grade, cease when the
intellectual processes made possible by the improved brain were
introduced? Or were they, as we have seen was the case at
each advance in structure and psychic action in the lower ani-
mals, transferred to a higher plane—a plane as much above
the usual work of his organization as was the building instinct
of the bee or the homing instinct of the pigeon, in each case
seemingly superior to the nervous organization through which
it was automaticallymanifested? If it is to be found at all,
where are we to look for the manifestationof this higher auto-
matic action in man? From analogy we should look for it in
connection with the highest mental activities exercised by him
—the scientific, the literary, the artistic. What are the facts
thatbear upon this subject?

It is unnecessary to rehearse the facts relating to the
automatisms that occur in somnambulism, either natural or
induced by hypnotism, or to discuss those exhibited in auto-
matic writing, trance-speaking, crystal-gazing, and other un-
usual manifestationsof mental activity,not under thecontrol of
the ordinary consciousness—wonderfu1 and appropriate to our

purpose as these manifestationsare. It is more to our purpose
to examine some other examples of automaticmental activity
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carried on when the ordinary consciousness is fully awake, and
yet which are altogetherbeyondtheordinary intellectual ability
of the persons through whom,this unusual performance is
exhibited; and some of the most remarkable instances of this
display of automaticmental activity are found in that class of
persons known as prodigies. As an illustrationwe will notice,
especially, mathematicalprodigies.

The following are some of the instances examined by Pro-
fessor Scripture, in a recent article, and also made use of by
Mr. Myers, of the Society for Psychical Research, in his most
valuable studies. Mr. Myers has constructed a table of thir-
teen names of mathematicalprodigies—Ampére, Bidder, Col-
burn, Dase, Gauss, Safford, Archbishop Whately, and others;
of these, all developed the calculating faculty in childhood:
three at ten years of age and the others from three to six. In
more than half the instances the gift remained only three or
four years, while in a few it remained longer, and even through
life. It was developed in persons of all grades of general
intelligence.

Coming to particular cases, Archbishop Whately writes:
“There was certainly something peculiar in my calculating
faculty. It began to show itself at between five and six years
and continued three years. I soon got to do the most diflicult

Isums, always in my head, for I knew nothing of figures be-
yond enumeration. I did these sums much quicker than any
one could upon paper, and I never remember to have com-
mitted the smallest error. When I went to school—at which
time the passion wore oif—I was a perfect dunce at ciphering
and have continued so ever since.”

Professor Safford, at ten years of age, worked correctly
in his'head in one minute a multiplication sum whose answer
contained thirty-six figures—a number of which it is impossi-
ble for most minds to form any adequate conception. Man-
giamele at ten years of age appeared before the French Acad-
emy, and Arago proposed the following questions: “What is
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the cube root of 3,796,416?” In half a minute the child
replied, “I56,” which is correct. “What number satisfies the
condition that its cube plus five times its square is equal to
forty-two times itself increased by forty?” In less than a
minute the child answered that “five” satisfied the conditions,
which is also correct.

Such in general was the characterof the problems to which
correct answers were given by these children at an age when
-most childrenare not quite sure of the multiplication table—an
age when the true reasoning faculty is not developed. It is
a singular though pertinent fact that none of these children,
with one or two doubtful exceptions, could explain the
process by which they obtained the result. They saw,
as it were, certain parts of the process and the cor-
rect answer; in other words, something within the child-
somethingacting automatica1ly—revealedthe answer and im-
pressed it upon the conscious mind. Had the work been ac-

complished by any true reasoning process, undoubtedlyit would
have been remembered and could have been described; and,
instead of being lost at the time when the reasoning powers
began to be fully developed, the faculty would have increased
with that development and exhibited still more wonderful re-
sults. Exactly the opposite occurred. The faculty was most
accurate before the reasoning powers were developed—a time
when the subconscious mind is frequently most active—and
was lost when conscious intellectual processes became active,
when serious reasoning and planning commenced, a more in-
tense self-consciousness appeared, and new sentiments and
powerful passions were awakened. The faculty exhibited by
these children had its origin in the subconscious mind. It was
closely related to the mathematicallycorrect work of the bee,
or the homing of the pigeon or steer. In these animals it was
instinct; in the mathematical prodigy it was instinct raised
to a higher plane, engaged upon other problems corresponding‘
to the higher and better equipped nervous organization. It
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was the work of the subliminal self—tl-iat strangely perceptive
part of our personality that often builds much better than we
know.

It would be easy to bring an array of instances illustrating
this view of the genesis and exhibitionof genius as presented
in music, in art, in literature, and in religion. I prefer, how-
ever, to bring before the mind of the reader, somewhat in de-
tail, a single markedexample of the mastering influenceof the
subconscious mind—the subliminal self—4'n which art and
literature are combined. This example of the power of direct
impression and visualization as a controlling element in genius
is found in the person and work of William Blake, artist and
poet, whose literary and artistic career dates from 1783, when
he was twenty-six years of age, to 1827, when he died at the
age of seventy. It thus antedates the literary life of Words-
worth by nearly a quarter of a century.

As a childof eight or nine, Blake began to have visions-—at
first of angels, somethingafter the manner of Joan of Arc—
though we are not informed that at that time any important
communicationwas made to him; but his insight—his peculiar
and supérnormal perceptive faculty—was also manifested at
an early age. When scarcely fourteen years old, at which
time his limited school education ceased, he was taken to
Ryland, the best teacher of engraving and drawing at that
time in London, in order to be placed with him as an appren-
tice. The boy, however, objected. “I like not this man,”
said be; ‘‘his face looks as if he would live to be hanged.”
Fortunately, his intuitions were heeded, and he was appren-
ticed to Basire, who was also an excellent artist as well as a

gentle and upright man. Curiously enough, twelve years later
Ryland was hanged for forgery, according to the augury of
the youthful visionary.

At the age of twenty he had already completed a work
called “Poetical Sketches,” which was published by the help
of friends six years later. Concerning these youthful effu-
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sions, Swinburne remarks: “They appeared at a time when
we not only had no poetry—a thing that was bearable; but
had verses in plenty—a thing not in the least bearable.” At
such a time a man scarcely twenty years of age suddenly ap-
peared with work already done, “not simply better than any
man could then do, but better than all except the very greatest
have done since.” During the next twenty years followed
“Songs of Innocence,” “The Book of Thel,” “The Marriage
of Heaven and Hell,” “Visions of the Daughters of Albion,”
“Songs of Experience,” and other works, all in a decidedly
grand and mystic vein. These poems were illustrated with
designs of the most original and unique character——sometimes
elaborate drawings and sometimes merely marginal or inter-
polated sketches, but always striking and characteristic.

By a curious incident Blake became his own publisher.
When “Songs of Innocence,” his first illustrated work, was
completed, the important question arose, and was long unset-
tled, as to how it could be published. He was too poor to
incur the expense himself, and the mystic and unusual charac-
ter of the poems and the elaborate illustrations prevented any
publisher from undertaking the work, small as it was. At this
juncture, 'his brother, who had also been his favorite pupil
and had recently (lied, appeared, as it seemed to him, in a
dream or vision, and said, “Why not publish the work your-
self?” He intimated that the whole work, text and illustra-
tions, should be engraved on copper and printed together from
the plates; and he also distinctly suggested the best means of
overcoming certain technical difficulties. Whereupon Blake
was not disobedientto the vision, but at once set about the task
of engraving and printing. Small copper plates were pro-
cured by his wife from their scanty means, also paper, and
materials for the ink and colors, all of which Blake himself
prepared. His wife assisted in the delicate manipulation of
the printed sheets, and carefully sewed and bound them in the
little fascicle of less than thirty pages that constituted each
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volume. The illustrations were colored by hand by Blake
himself, assisted in theplainer parts by his helpful wife.

Nearly all his subsequent illustrated poems were published
in the same manner. Thus the suggestions, apparently from
his dead brother, came to be the means of disclosing his genius
to the world and the chief means of livelihood throughout his
life. During these years also appeared some of his most noted
designs and illustrationsof other works, not his own, such as
Blair's “Grave,” Chaucer's “Canterbury Pilgrims,” and others
later in life, notably the wonderful illustrations of the Book
of Job.

On examination, then, we find in Blake the artist and the
poet combined—-high literary and high artistic qualities—a
combination rarely found, and only in the most conspicuous
geniuses. But, as is frequently the case with genius, he was
not understood nor appreciated during his life. Superficial
critics, and even those of repute, both in literature and art,
scorned him and sneered at him; but one of his own pithy
apothegms was applicable here: “Listen to the fool's reproach
—it is a kinglytitle.” Flaxman, however, was delighted with
his works, both literary and artistic. Wordsworth also
though believing him insane, admired and appreciated him;
but, among the professional critics whose abilitywas eminent
and still remains unquestioned, Charles Lamb seems almost
the only one of his contemporaries who really understood or

appreciated him and was not afraid to acknowledgeit. Now,
after a hundred years, every biographical item, every scrap of
manuscript either in poetry or prose, every sketch or half-
finished or half-ruined painting, as well as examples of his
complete or finished work, is eagerly sought out and treasured
as material for furnishing clues to a better understanding of
the life and genius of this phenomenal man.

To his contemporaries he was certainly erratic, and hints
of his insanity have come down to us, emphasized recently by
the Lombroso and Nordau school of writers. Socrates and
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other noted personages are mentioned in the sa.me category;
but if insanity means simply the loss of an intelligent compre-
hension of surroundings and relations to such a degree as to
unfit the affected person for the duties and relations of life,
then most assuredly Blake was not insane, nor was Socrates,
but on the contrary both were among the sanest of men. In
religion, in literature, and in art he had distinct ideals; but,
like the ideals of genius always, they were in advance of his
age. To these ideals, however, he was always true; toward
them he worked and for them he lived; they were perfectly
coherent and distinct, just as much so as were those of Dante
or Milton, or of Wagner or Tolstoi. In working out these
ideals he lost sight of personal comfort, honors, or fortune,
and in consequence he was neglected by the conventional world
about him. He died in poverty, and even his grave is un-
known.

He was original—he could not be otherwise. In this re-

spect his own words are again applicable to himself. “The
eagle,” he said, “never lost so much time as when he submitted
to learn of the crow.”

What was it that separated this man from other poets and
artists of his time—not only the ordinary but also the eminent
ones? Simply this—that while others, with few exceptions,
worked according to the conventional rules of art, Blake
worked entirely from his own intuitions. He saw before him
the picture he would create, perfectly distinct in detail, and
with sufficient permanence to enable him to reproduce it. If,
for instance, he wished to represent the art of ancient Greece,
or Assyria, or Egypt, he aflirmed that he was present and saw
these examples of art in theirproper places and in their natural
relations, and hence could represent them truly. So in his
poetry, the scenes and persons he would represent took actual
form and movement before him. Even names, sentiments,
and language were distinctly present to his mind; and to these
facts is attributable not only his peculiar originality but also
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the wonderful rapidity of his work, both artistic and literary.
In a letter to an intimate friend he writes concerning “The
Jerusalem,” one of his poems: “I have written thispoem from
immediate dictation—twelve and sometimes twenty or thirty
lines at a time—without premeditation, and sometimes even
against my will. The time taken in writing was thus rendered
to me non-existent, and an immense poem exists that seems
to be the labor of a long life—all produced without labor or

study.”
Whilehe generallyworked alone, as examples of his visual-

izingpower some heads have been preserved by a brotherartist,
Mr. John Varley, in whose presence and at whose instigation
they were drawn. His favorite time for such work was from
ten o’clock in the evening to three or four in the morning.
Varley, sitting with him, would say, “Now give us a portrait
of Moses,” or David, or Julius Caesar, or whatever ancient or
historic person struck his fancy. Blake would remain passive
and quiet, sometimes only a few minutes and again a long
time, and then would say, “Well, he is here.” Materials for
drawing being at hand, he would at once begin to sketch from
his vision the face or form requested, looking up to it from
time to time as to a model. Sometimes he would say, “It has
moved,” or “It is gone—I must wait until it returns,” or “It
frowns,” or “The mouth is gone”; and he would wait until
it resumed its natural appearance.

It was in this manner that the now famous “visionary
heads” were produced, such as “The Man thatBuilt the Pyra-
mids,” “William Wallace,” “Edward III.,” and “The Ghost
of a Flea.” Swinburne remarks that these famous drawings,
both burlesque and serious, are interesting chiefly for the evi-
dence they give of Blake's power over his own mind and
nerves and of the strong and subtle mixture of passion with
humor in his temperament. But it is just here thatSwinburne
has entirely misapprehended the genius of Blake. It was not
byanyvoluntaryactof the mind that these figureswere realized,
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or his chief poems written; they were not works of the imag-
ination alone, syntheticallyconstructed. Of analysis and syn-
thesis, or syllogistic reasoning, Blake knew no more than an
infant. The pictures so presented to his perception were the
spontaneous work of his subconscious mind—his own sub-
lirninal se1f—representing those definite forms and symbols
and impressing them upon his senses without any conscious
effort on his part, beyond the simple desire going out in the
direction of the object to be attained. With Blake, this sub-
liminal self was far-reaching in its range of action, was exer-
cised upon lofty subjects, and was most definite and distinct
in its perceptions and in the impressions it made upon his
ordinary consciousness. So definite and distinct were they
that Blake, like almost every man that receives impressions in
this superior manner, considered them as direct revelations and
as infallible truth. So also thought Mahomet and Sweden-
borg; so thought Joan of Arc; and so has every one who,
illuminated by that inner light, has in the faith it inspired
risked the impact of the prejudices and conventionalitiesof the
age, whether in science, art, literature, or religion—and has
eventually broken them to pieces.

And such, to a greater or less degree, is the work of all
true genius. Contrary to the opinion of Doctor Johnson, the
Hon. Thomas B. Reed, and other eminent but hardly up-to-
date authorities,some one has more truly said that genius, so
far from being “an infinite capacity for hard work and taking
pains,” is the capacity for doing the greatest things without
taking pains. It is cosmic perceptive power, refined and ele-
vated to correspond to man's high intellectual and moral status.

I have presented Blake as a conspicuous instance of this
subconscious psychic activity,exercised in poetry and art—two
of those higher planes of action where we naturally look for
exhibitionsof genius. For the highest examples, especially in
the field of literature, we are accustomed to demand a certain
intellectual preeminence and culture, associated with originality
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and the creative power; and this is just. The product of the
subconscious mind cannot be implicitly relied upon as absolute
truth. Reason is our court of last resort, and to its analytical
processes-—various as the results may be, according to our
varying knowledge—all this wonderful “up-rush,” as Mr.
Myers would call it, from the subconscious mind must be sub-
mitted. When, with this, intellectual preeminence and cul-
ture are united in the same individual, as in Goethe and Dante
and Milton, the highest results are achieved. But, on the
otherhand, the same “up-rush” also occurred in theexperiences
of Mahomet and Joan of Arc—untutored children of Nature,
neither of whom could read or write, and yet in whose cases
such vast results were achieved; but there it was associated
with that clear and broad appreciation of existing circum-
stances and forecast of the future that so often accompany this
peculiar gift. It occurred also in the mathematicalprodigies
we have noted, and at an age when the power of abstract rea-
soning was still undeveloped. But in all these cases, both cul-
tured and uncultured, when this “up-rush” occurs and in some

way is caught by the intellectual, conscious, primary self, and
is expressed or made permanent by prophet, seer, religious
chief, poet, musician, artist, inventor, or architect, we call it
gem'us—and such is its genesis and evolution.

(Concluded.)
 

THE microbe advocates are becoming so afraid of the little
objects of their study and research that they advise against pur-
chasing fruits and vegetables thathave been exposed to germ—laden
dust. The farmer may soon be ordered to grow his fruits and
vegetables in glass houses, and to sterilize them before taking to
market. A humanity that succumbs to the invisible animalcules
and bacilli must be weak indeed, with its life forces almost ex-
hausted ; but the physician who succumbs to the theories of mod-
ern bacteriopathy is weaker still.—The Flaming Sword.



EVOLUTION OF PERSONAL BEAUTY.

BY WILLIAM SI-IARPE, M.D.

Then vision came, and in the light he saw
What he had hoped now openly revealed,
And much beside—the inmost soul of things,
And “beauty” as the crown of life itself,
Ineffable, transcending mortal form;
For robed in light, no longer fantasy,
Before his gaze the true “ideal” stood
Sublimely fair, beyond conception, clothed
In beauty and divinest symmetry.

—-"The Dual Image." Book I.
In the constructing of a locomotive, the boiler must never

be larger than suffices for the generation of the amount of
steam required for the work of the engine; otherwise in pro-
portion to its undue size and weight would it use up and waste
the force required for its allotted work of transport by the
additional burden of its own unwieldy mass. So with the
human engine, if its digestive apparatus, which prepares the
sustenance for thebody as a whole, be abnormally large, much
of the nutritive substance prepared by it will be required for
the support of the overgrown apparatus itself; and the man-
all stomach, like an oyster—wil1 then to a certain extent live
rather to eat than to work, a burden to himself and a slave
to his appetite.

Hence it follows thatif man would be strong and symmetri-
cal in body—for strength and symmetry are a1lied—he must,
especially in his early days, take care that he does not over-
develop his digestive system beyond the needs of the body -by
any undue indulgence in eating and drinking. If he should,
as many do, he will have made it impossible afterward to attain
to the symmetry of form so requisite for the full realization
of that beauty that ought to be his by natural right as the
inheritance of his manhood.
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Though the symmetrical development of the limbs and
body as a whole is greatly assisted by moderation in eating and
drinking, it is further promoted by physical training and
healthful exercise, whether in the daily avocations of life or
otherwise; for all these are factors of prime importance
in the evolution of the physicallyperfect man. And hitherto,
in this respect, certain outdoor pursuits—-as hunting, athletics,
and field-sports-—have been conducive to this end. The life
of the soldier, too, with its military training, has at all times
played no unimportant part in the evolution of a high standard
of physical beauty—the“martial bearing” known of old and
celebrated as the “warrior type”: those “perfect men,” as Ten-
nyson has called them, the next in rank to the men with grow-
ing wings, which ultimate stage ought to be the desired goal
of all, as it is the end and aim of all human development. But
to attain to this, thecrowning stage of human evolution, man’s
higher faculties must be brought into daily use and stimulated
ever by his adherence to and worshipful aspiration to reach
the height of his chosen “ideal” of a transcendent manhood,
and further even by his adherence to and worship of ideal ex-
cellence in all the pursuits of life.

To this desirable consummation, the chief aim of all human
effort, as it afiects the masses of mankind, the present age or
labor-saving inventions has contributed more than almost all
the preceding ages of the world ; for the state of high culture
and mental refinement, on which so much depends in the evolu-
tion of the higher and more perfect types of physical beauty,
has hitherto in most countries been confined to the rich and
governing classes. In by-gone years, the necessarily rude and
illiteratecondition of the mass of the people, and the unremit-
ting toil to supply the daily wants of life, were prejudicial to
the progress of the toilers in this direction. Nevertheless,
through the privileged classes, and especially through the (till
now) unavoidably circumscribed aristocracy of learning and
intellectual culture existing in isolated centers since the dawn
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of history, has descended that leaven which shall in time leaven
the whole mass of humanity.

For unknown centuries have the dumb, inarticulate millions
fought and toiled and slaved, until at length in these present
years they are crying for their emancipation. And they are
being emancipated—not yet indeed from rulers (kings, presi-
dents, or whatsoever they be called), but from the intolerable
bonds of ignorance and selfishness that condemned them to a
life of toil, prolonged and unrelieved by any of the redeeming
features thatshall in the near future, let us hope, ennoble labor.
making it not only honorable for all men but an interesting
pursuit for the worker—a pleasure rather than a toi1—and in
every grade alike compatible with the highest standard of
culture and mental development as regards the individual .and
the community at large.

This must be so in the days thatare coming; for the bond-
age-breaking light of Science has dawned upon the world.
Her lamp, more wonderful than thatof Aladdin, has at length
called up and bound the long-reluctant genii of Nature's vast
and weird repositories of force and made them over unto man,
his willing slaves forever. Her girding bands now compass
land and sea; the latter no longer as a barrier separates the
nations, but is, in this respect, as if it were not—as if the
Apocalyptic prophecy of “no sea” were even now, in a figura-
tive sense, being realized. Her wand, more potent ‘thannecro-
mancer’s rod, has smote the earth, and, lo! long-hoarded trea-
sures of incalculable wealth lie open in the light of day, that
men may help themselves if they are worthy of the gifts that
Science thus so freely brings to be the heritage of all.

Man's power of production, by the aid of Science multi-
plied ten thousand times or more, has brought not only the
necessaries but the luxuries of life within reach of almost all

grades of artisans and workmen. That primal sentence, “In
the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread,” has borne heavily
upon mankind from the beginning. The inhabitants of the
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earth, groaning under the yoke of inordinate labor, have sped
down theages, like thatlegendary type of struggling humanity,.

“the wandering Jew," the unfeeling selfishness of whose dis-
position unfitted him for other than a life of toil, until, edu-
cated thereby, the burden is remitted.

Work! work !—this has been the great decree enforced by
necessity from the “beginning,” when man, leaving the ani-
mal, set out upon the long road of human progress. Workl
work—of necessity with grinding, monotonous sameness of
routine! How terrible would have been the old legendary
edict in the early days had not the sages and prophets, then
as ever pitying the hard lot of the toilers, instituted on religious
grounds periodic times and days of rest, when the daily,crush- ‘

ing monotony of labor might be broken and the whip of the
taskmasterbe laid aside under pain of displeasure of the gods!
We may now call it all superstition, but it was ordained in
mercy on behalfof the toilingmillions. Let none of us lightly

i condemn the old ordinance of the “sabbath.” It was, as we

say, ordained in mercy, and, so long as toil is necessary in
the world, it must be retained.

There has thus been,as it were, a continual struggle goingon
in the world between good and evil; yet, as regards mankind,
the operation of “evil” is that which calls the “good” into
activity. It is that by which the inherent and latent good in
man is evolved, tested, and perfected. Without this struggle
man could not be man. It is the struggle that constitutes his
humanity. To this end is man a voluntary agent, free to
choose the good or the evil by virtue of the reason with which
he is endowed. And it follows that if he choose the latter he
is still on the downward curve, and must deteriorate, for a
time, both physically and intellectually; for, having obeyed
against the voice of reason the lower propensities of his nature,
he must descend toward the animal, forfeiting proportionally
the intellectual faculty, the voice of which he has disobeyed,
or, worse still, which he has prostituted in carrying out the
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evil machinations of his lower self. So, on the other hand,
a successful struggle against the evil, whether within or with-
out, must raise man to a higher standard of excellence both
mentally and physically; for the physical organization is the
outward expression of the psychical and spiritual principles
that constitute the real man.

The evolution of both spiritual and physical beauty,there-
fore, is .dependent now, as ever, on a ceaseless but successful
struggle on the part of man against the apparent evils with
which he is beset. Hence it is that he has at all times enlisted
in his behalf the aid of “religion” in furtheringhis aims in this
respect; for all religions worthy of the name demanded a

struggle and self-sacrifice on the part of the individual, while
at the same time they inculcated a reverence for a “something”
infinitely greater and higher than man—namely, for that un-
seen power called “God” in common language. In Him all
things subsist and have come into form in creation as His
manifested expression, man being preéminently the microcosm
of the Whole—the monad who has come out from the Infinite
to attain individuality and return therewith enriched and
clothed, as a son of God, with the transcendent glory of
angelhood. '

Q-C-0-H

SUPPOSE I could remove the brain-cap of any one of you, and
expose the brain in active work—as it doubtless is at this moment.
Suppose, further, thatmy senses were absolutely perfect, so that I
could see everythingthatwas going on there. What should I see?
Only decompositions and recompositions, molecular agitations and
vibrations; in a word, physical phenomena, and nothing else.
There is absolutely nothingelse there to see. But you, the sub-
ject of this experiment—what do you perceive? You see nothing
of all this. You perceive an entirely different set of phenomena,
namely, consciousness—thought, emotion, will: psychical phe-
nomena; in a word, a self, a person. From the outside we see

only the physical; from the inside, only psychical phenomena.-
Ioseph Le Cante.



THE ESOTERIC ART OF LIVING.*

PART III. ELIMINATIVE AND CoNs'rRUc'rIvE MENTATION’.

BY JOSEPH STEWART, LL.M.’.

Professor Marsh pointed out a most interesting fact in
evolution. It is well known thatthegigantic animal structures
of the geological ages disappeared from the earth and have
been succeeded by smallerorganisms. It seems to be true that
in such changes the brain of the succeeding type has ever been
larger in comparison with the organism than that of the type
displaced. And if we remember that more brain means a

greater and more complex functioning of mind, we may draw
a most important conclusion, namely, that in the evolution
of life there has been a survival of the fittest mind.

But our inquiry here leads us far beyond this conclusion.
We find that the manifestation of mind alone most fitted to
overrun the earth is not that manifestation of mind which
has been prominent in the best thought and life of man of his-
toric times. This has been a development of mind thatnatural
selection acting through physical environment would hardly
account for; that is, the evolution of morality, ethics, altruism,
and esthetics. Thus we see that evolution must now follow
the lines of higher mental states.

In the preceding paper there was a consideration of some
mental states that constitute or induce the higher life. The
question arises, Is there any method or art by which these may
be attained; and if so, what? There is; and it is the mastery
of the mind, and through it of the conditions and states of
consciousness related to the objective life and impressed upon
the subliminal states.

‘Copyright, 1899, by Joseph Stewart.
_
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Mind has been said to be “the totality of the subconscious
and conscious adaptive functions of the organism in interac-
tion with the cosmos.”* I would say it is the relation in
entirety between the consciousness and the cosmos. We there-
fore see the reason for such proverbs as that of the Hindus:
“The mind binds us and the mind sets us free.”

To master the mind is to master the relations with the
cosmic environment. It is to select at will the character of
the soul's functioning and thereby become the creator of the
bodilyconditions on the one hand and the states of conscious-
ness on the other. It is to become a powerful psychic factor
for good. It is to gain control over the only instrument bv
which the personality may be purged of the dross that prevents
progress and a realization of higher states in this body and
hereafter. ‘

“We must be careful how we choose our thoughts; the
soul is dyed by its thoughts.” The mind is'the spring of
every conscious action, and it is the creator of the special
aspect that the world wears to each individual soul. Says
Emerson: “You have seen a skilful man read Virgil. Well,
that authoris a thousandbooks to a thousand persons. Take
the book into your two hands and read your eyes out: you will
never find what I find.” So does each soul live in a condition
made by itself, and everything upon this plane is interpreted
by the mind for itself. “We may make the world a palace or
a prison,” says Sir John Lubbock. By the power of conscious
creative mentation we may create a higher and purer world
of thought into which we may retire at will, and into which
no unlike or inharmonious elements can _enter. We may be
cheerful in the midst of adversity, and render ourselves happy
in the possession of that which change and opinion cannot
touch.

This mastery does not come by haphazard thinking,nor by
spasmodic effort, but by systematic mentation and purposeful

"‘ Professor Elmer Gates.
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concentration. As far as the purposes here are concerned, it
may be said that this concentration must be upon the concepts
connected with the higher life. It is constructive in that it
creates higher states and intensifies higher aspirations, and it
is eliminative in that it displaces lower and antagonistic ones.
It fixes the desirable states as habitual ones by building up
brain—cells through which theconscious functioningtakes place,
and upon the psychic side it habituates the soul to those higher
conditions by the law of exercise and use. It leads to original
thinking,and gives a stronger and truer mental grasp. When
suflicient mastery is attained to inhibit all habitual lines of
thought, the subliminal mentation becomes vivid and states
not theretofore known become apparent.

The practise divides itself naturally into two branches—
one the constructive and eliminating,by which new states may
be purposefullycreated,and the other the revealing,bywhichthe
soul manifests its latent higher states. The rationale of these
will be spoken of particularlyin a future paper. For our present
purpose we mayaskwhat is thefirst requisite to successful intro-
spection, aside from the preparation shadowed forth in fore-
going pages. There must be some degree of temporary retire-
ment or withdrawal from distracting environment. This is
an obstacle to very many who have not accustomed themselves
to look within, but who seek all their entertaimnent and diver-
sion from without. Says Sir Thomas Browne: “Unthinking
heads who have not learnt to be alone are a prison to them-
selves if theybe not withothers.” The advantages of solitude
have been universally recognized, and many times unduly mag-
nified. There are conspicuous examples of both. Petrarch
retired from the allurements and fascinations of a luxurious
court, where every material advantage was at his bidding, in
order to be with himself and higher thoughts.

But to attain the result of which I speak it is not necessary
to retire into seclusion. The healthful practise requires only
a regular effort each day for the training of the soul's facul-
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ties by a rational system of thought and meditation. At first
the student finds himself ran away with by his desultory, capri-
cious thoughts. He realizes that he is not master in his own
mental house. Gradually he begins to gain control; and, by
the inhibitionof special lines'of thought and the concentration
upon others that are desirable, he may engage in conscious,
systematic character-building. He knows that he has the key
to attainment, and the future to a vastly increased extent lies
within his conscious control. No doubt most prefer to say:

“Keep Thou my feet. I do not ask to see
The distant scene: one step enough for me ;”

—yet they must admit that they are not mere automata, and
thatit is the part of divinity to know and to become.

The details of the art of meditation and concentration are

many, and cannot be entered upon here. But even a slight
practise of controlling mentation—-of the systematic inhibition
of harmful thoughts and the holding of beneficial ones—wi1l
bring ample reward for the effort; and those who wish to go
beyond will find the way. It is well, however, to state here
a fundamental rule thatwill be of benefit at any stage of prac-
tise, and one absolutely necessary to observe in the effort to
eradicate existing undesirable thought or character. It is a

simple one, but must be strictly followed. It is this-—thata
state of consciousness or a thought cannot be overcome by
fighting it. When you only contest it, you intensify it because
you hold it in consciousness-—thevery thingyou wish to avoid.
You must replace it by another thought of a different and
perhaps opposite character, recurring again and again to it
until it becomes dominant. -

But it must always be remembered that these stages of
concentrationare but the instruments bywhich you maymaster.
The mastery must be of the right character; the life must be
true, and the aspiration high. If, for instance, one be grossly
prejudiced or far from free, the probability is that his con-
centration (unless done under the immediate direction of one
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more competent) might tend to emphasize his errors. In
short, all is accessory to the life.

While I speak of mastery and the building of character
and the attainment of higher states of consciousness, I do not
thereby depreciate the beauty and value of unostentatious liv-
ing: in truth, I hold it to be the best preparation for higher
attainment. Emerson says of the poet: “His cheerfulness
should be the gift of the sunlight; the air should suffice for
his inspiration, and he should be tipsy on water.” This sim-
plicity and spontaneity should mark the life of all.

Nor do I desire to import into life the austerities of asceti-
cism. Along the lines of advancement I would have the soul
express its keenest appreciation of the lofty, the beautiful,and
thetrue. This expression naturallyseeks a formulation in mu-

sic, art, symmetry, and proportion and harmony in all rela-
tions. I would encourage original thinking and expression
rather than imitation, and the spontaneous rather than the
labored and artificial; yet they all have their uses. I would
have hirri who has a poet’s instinct write or sing his own
thoughts, however crude they might be, and he whose soul
is tuned to harmony to compose and give forth his own con-
ceptions. I would have all men thus look within themselves,
and then write or sing or act accordingly,for the love simply
of beingwhat theyexpress, and withno idea of merchandizing
their talents, or of vanity, or of fame or applause; for then
the virtue of the life actuated by the latter withers as the
Dead-Sea fruit turns to ashes on the lip.

I would have men cease to regard living as an evil out of
which they propose to extract the greatest amount of what
is usually called pleasure, or as a patrimony to be lightly valued
and spent. They should realize that life is a great privilege,
the value of which is to be realized in the now of every soul.
The past lives only in the present; the future is yet unborn,
but must come out of the present. VVe must realize the truth
of the poet’s words:
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“Would you be happy? Hearken, then, the way.
Heed not to-morrow; heed not yesterday:
The magic words of life are Here and Now;"

—and regard them as expressing the philosophyof living most
truly in each moment, but in no wise as a limitation upon
attainment.

I have used theword esoteric, not to imply thatthe methods
mentioned are necessarily confined to the few, but that the
science of the mind’s power and the art of using it for the en-
nobling of life are little known and appreciated; that the fact
thatman is an unconscious creator and may becomea conscious
creator for himself is not generally regarded; that the com-
monest aspects of life have a deeper meaning than we think;
that the familiarproverbs, which like unlaid ghosts haunt the
intellectual life, are alive with significance; and that the con-
sensus of philosophicthought is founded in profound truth.

We are only upon the threshold of true living. Let us
learn these higher laws of Being, and, knowing them, so live
thatwe may becomemore beautifulwithinand evolve a higher
state of consciousness—thus uniting our immediate destinies
withsublimer spheres of Being both here and in the next state.

(To be continued.)
 

Too MUCH pride in a brilliantson or daughter turns sometimes
a bright, companionable young person into a priggish nuisance;
and of all nuisances the “know-it-all” young college graduate is
the most afflicting. On the other hand, anger at the failure of an

already disheartened student does no good and may drive to
despair of any ultimate success a girl or boy having much latent
abi1ity.—NewYork Herald.

IF?-Fifi

WHILST another man has no land, my title to mine, your title
to yours, is at once vitiated.—Emerson.



A DEFENSE OF THE NEW THOUGHT.

BY HORATIO W. DRESSER.

A recent critic declares that the New Thought is “inverte-
brate,” easy-going, blindly optimistic, and lacks that power of
persistent activity which our age so surely demands. Other
critics have condemned it because it has produced few literary
results—because the majority of its exponents lack that broad
culture which enables the scholar rightly to estimate and
classify the worth and originality of a new doctrine. Still
others find it so vague, visionary, and pantheistic that they de-
clare it impossible to seize upon anythingdefinite. I will con-
sider these criticisms in their order, and try also to throw
some light on the general method of the New Thought.

On general principles, it is a matter of encouragement that
a doctrine has reached the point in its development where it is
criticized. But the critic should first make sure that he really
understands. In the case of the New Thought this means
that one shall not only have grasped the fundamental princi-
ples but successfully applied them in daily life, and for the
good of others. The New Thought is both a science and an

art, and the one is not to be understood without the other. It
proposes a new point of view, not only for the solution of the
problems of disease and of spiritual evolution, but for the solu-
tion of all social questions, the regeneration of humanity, the
establishment of universal peace, the perfecting of the body;
in short, victory over materialism in all its forms. Its work
is fundamental to all other work. It lays stress above all else
upon the inner life—therealm of causes, of thought influences,
of creative spiritual development. It takes issue with doctors,
politicians, philanthropists, sociologists, revivalists-—with all
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reformers who seek to elevate human society by external
means, by applying pressure to surfaces and endeavoring to
regenerate humanity through legislative and artificial modes.
It has no faith in merely material remedies and methods. It
does not believe in exposés, combats with error, or pessimistic
onslaughtsupon the existingorder of society. Its methodsare
purely positive, optimistic, mental. So far as it takes sides,
it favors individualism rather than socialism; it is convinced
that the perfected social state shall come only when each soul
is individually developed, self-masterful and self-reliant.

In a word, the New Thought takes a far look ahead. It
regards all external methods as so nearly futilethatall thought
and energy may as well be centered at once upon the inner
ideal. The still, silentpower is its agency. It works in quiet-
ness and confidence, not disturbed if meanwhile results are
not forthcoming; for it argues that the higher the ideal the
longer must be its period of gestation. Consequently, it seeks
the kingdom of heaven within the seed-sowing realm of the
spiritual life, aflirms and reaflirms its ideals, and then calmly
waits until all outer things shall correspond.

From the point of view of the conventional reformer, ac-
customed to aggressive methods, this seems like indifference-—
lazy optimism. Are there not heathen to be saved; the fallen
to redeem; the wronged Filipinos to avenge; plutocratic gov-
ernments to overthrow; deluded and dangerous socialists and
free silverites to outwit? Why not be up and doing? Some-
thing must be done. Some one must act. Why not we who
thinknew thoughts and repose in blissful silence?

To these taunts, sneers, and sarcastic personal-aspersions,
the follower of the New Thought replies: We are not running
the universe. There is a God. There are laws that regulate
all these things. The Trusts will not drive us out of our
homes. The plutocrats will not defeat the universe. Man's
part is not to regulate but to coéiperate. Let the socialists
howl, if howl they must. Let the revivalist picture the tor-
ments of hell. We of the New Thought world have had
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enough of that sort of thing and have discarded it forever.
We believe in the ultimate goodness of things, the beneficence
of evolution, and the beauty of suffering. It is all an afiair
of‘ individual consciousness. Therefore, let us become en-
lightened in regard to the harmonies of life. Let us believe
in the good, seek the good, and aflirm the good; for we shall
accomplish far more in the end. It is impossible to estimate
the power for good, for social development, of the calm, spirit-
ually poised life. Every moment tells. Every thought helps.
Every sentiment of love plays its part. Therefore, cease all
this ado. Have done with personal attacks and bitter com-
plaints. Fill your soul with beautiful thoughts. If you be-
long to the laboring class, do not unsparingly condemn the
capitalist. See the good in him. If you are a politician, toler-
ate your opponent. Let all your methods be positive.

Thus the follower of the New Thought makes the same
answer to all objections. To him, the work already accom-

plished in the healing of disease proves the principle true for
all spheres of reform. All reform must begin in the silent,
inner world. Optimism is the guiding genius of evolution.
Love is the one incentive that stirs mankind to permanent im-
provement. The critic has failed to grasp the depth and the
scope of ‘this silent, spiritual work.

During the last few months I have had occasion to read
nearly all the socialistic and reform papers in the country. I
have been constantly impressed with the utter neglect of the
mental factor in the study of social reform. The average
political economist of the socialistic type seems to have no
knowledge of the fact that ideas are wealth. Stress is laid
almost wholly upon the wealth produced by manual labor.
Consequently, the laborer claims the right to the entire
product, seemingly unaware of the important part played by
the capitalist. He sends out a continual hue and cry. He
demands the coercive distribution of wealth. He shows a

general disregard of natural law and the tremendous impor-
tance of the individual soul. In a word, he lacksprecisely what
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the New Thought can give—an understanding of the real
source of human activity, the real center of all permanent
growth.

It may be true, as some allege, that the New Thought is
equally extreme; that it is individualistic, and neglects the
truth in socialism. But if its fundamental principle is true,
namely, that the spiritual world is the real world, its neglect is
due rather to inadequacy of application than to actual one-
sidedness. Carried out to its full extent, it must touch every
factor in the social organism; for individuality is the clue to
perfect society. The true individual is the true lover of his
fellow-men, the true social worker, the true minister of jus-
tice. He alone knows himself. He alone possesses true
wealth. And the greatest work he can do is, not to wear him-
self out in the endeavor to change the surfaces of things, but
to spend all his energy revealingpeople to themselves, by living
the holy life, by giving forth power from the spiritual center
within.

But I do not wish to be intolerant of the socialist’s point
of view. I am speaking merely from the standpoint of one
who has made an excursion into the outer world and tried
to adapt himself to the methods of hue-and—cry reform, and
has returned home to the spirit with the conviction that such
a compromise is impossible after one has grasped the meaning
and beauty,the scope and power of the inner life.

As for thecomplaint thatthe New Thought is un-literary, it
is well to remember that, as a movement, it originated in the
healing of the sick. The majority of its teachers and authors
have themselves been healed. They have had little training
for authorship. But the New Thought is young. It has a
tremendous future. Its great work is to be accomplished with
the coming generation. When children shall be born in the
NewThought world, theirwhole life and education willpartake
of its spirit. In due time we shall have New Thought novelists
and poets—not thosesimply whose books are written for didac-
tic purposes, but works that shall be created for art’s sake only.
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So also in regard to the vagueness of many New Thought
treatises, time must be granted it to become clear. Clearness
is a product of maturity. Already the New Thought is reach-
ing manhood on the scientific side, and its therapeuticdoctrines
have been very concisely and rationallystated. If it still savor
of pantheismand fatalism, that is becausephilosophicclearness
is thehardest attainment of all. And the New Thought is un-

dertaking a great philosophic task, namely, to assimilate the
truth in pantheism and individualism, and erect out of the
positive contributions of each a system of thought thatshall do
justice both to the finite and the Infinite.

The New Thought doubtless includes many inconsistencies,
judged from the point of view of ethics and exact metaphysics.
But the same may be said of Theosophy, the Vedanta philoso-
phy, and the most elaborate systems of Germany and Greece.
All philosophers are compelled to face these difficulties, and
the elimination of inconsistencies is properly the work of all
the philosophicages. There is no one without faults to throw
thefirst stone. Custom supports conservatism, whileall novel-
ties sufier from persecution—that is the difference. Some -

day the tables may be reversed, and the doctors in whose hands
the sick suffer and die may be the object of criticism—not
the mental healers, struggling against the materialism of the
centuries.

I have said enough, however, to suggest the methods and
ideals of the New Thought. It can only profit by adverse
criticism. Now that it is being criticized, it would be well
for it to give heedful car. It has much to learn from exact
science. Ethics is ready to lend it a helping hand. It can, if
it will, put thecritics to shame by broadening beyond the limits
of mere mental healing and by applying the ideal of the inner
life to every problem that interests mankind. For at its best
it is a life; it inculcates a higher, nobler life; and all these
details we have been considering are so many aspects of one
existenc%the fulness and beautyof the individual soul as a
manifestation of God.



BODILY IMMORTALITY ‘AND THE NEW
THOUGHT.

BY PAUL TYNER.

As a natural development of the assertion and demonstra-
tion of the power of thought to bring into outer manifesta-
tion the supremacy of mind over matter in the healing of dis-
ease in any degree, an already large and steadily growing
number of mental scientists have arrived at the recognition of
the possibilityof manifesting this supremacy in the fullest de-
gree. The denial of what have been considered limitations
on man's powers to express himself is fundamental in the New
Thought. Whether Life and Death be considered antagonis-
tic negations one of the other, or polar opposites, that we live
at all is indisputable evidence that Life is not subject to Death
—-that Death is, in fact, subject to Life. If we are to look
upon these two forces as opposed and warring since the dawn
of manifested life on the planet, we must still admit that Life
has gained and is ahead; that it is gaining steadily; and that
continued gain must result in complete victory. “The world
is more and more.” Millionsof men have died and are dying
every year; more millions live and are enjoying the life more
abundant.

Death has not-killed Life so far. On the contrary, Life
has shown itself victor over and over. In the last hundred
years, we have lengthened the average duration of life and
reduced the death-rate in civilized countries nearly thirty per
cent. Life to-day is gaining on death at a constantly in-
creasing rate. Thanks to the American occupation of Cuba
and the late Colonel Waring’s skill and devotion, the scourge
of yellow fever seems likely to be destroyed. Measures now
under consideration by the Powers, by which recent advances
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in science will be brought into operation in the East, promise
effectually to prevent the_spread of that Oriental horror, the
bubonic plague. Improvements in fire-arms, as in surgery,
have already greatly lessened the fatalities in war. Further in-
stances might be cited of the immediate results in lengthened
life and lessened deaths growing out of new conditions created
by our almost daily advances in scientific invention and dis-
covery. We would only have to continue the rate of increase
of the last century to increase the average length of life from
thirty-threeyears to sixty-six years. In two hundred years
more the average would be one hundred and thirty-two years;
in a thousandyears it would be three hundred and thirty years.
But should the present rapid rate of increase in advance con-
tinue, we may look to see this result achieved within one
hundred years. When we shall as a race have reached the by
no means marvelous plane of common sense marked by the
family that succeeds in keeping all its members alive even up
to the present average of thirty-threeyears, the average will
be raised to over fifty years-—for the present low average is
largely due to our absence of common sense, common honesty,
and the lack of social conscience that permits us to let our
children be so heedlessly born and bred that the majority of
those that come into the world die before reaching the age
of ten.

Mere lengthof days is in itself not desirable. The “vision
splendid” of that “endless life,” in the power of which the
apostle tells us we are born, would be empty indeed without
the breadth and fulness of life that can only come to man in
soul and body with larger and more vivid realization of what
life really is, in constantly expanding power and joy of living,
in ever-increasing beauty and grace of life, in infinitely en-

larging appreciation of Faith,Hope, and Love as thevitalizing
elements in every nerve and fiber of flesh—to be worked out
in practising rather than preaching. After all, is it not plain
that “man does not live by bread alone?” The great and
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grand old men of the century have been sustained in spite of
habits as to eating that would cause the hygienists to predict
only early death. A Bismarck defies eighty years while eat-
ing, smoking, and drinking like a Gargantua. Cardinal Man-
ning and Pope Leo thrive and work for a decade beyond the
“allotted span” on a regimen that to most men would mean
starvation. The genius of a Goethe burns brightly at ninety.
We need to realize that the endless life is not to begin after
the death of the body, but that it already is.

“There is no death.” This is true in more than the poet's
sense for the man that wills to live. Logically, there can be
no life that is limited. Either Life or Death is supreme. If
Death is supreme, there can be no life. If Life is supreme.
there can be no death. Death, so called, marks simply in-
dividual failures to realize and manifest the truth of Life.
Death and all the degrees thereof we call disease, weakness,
and infirmity are merely individual mistakes. The race as a
whole keeps on living. What the race can do, the individual
can do.

The essence of this thought is not grasped if it is con-
ceived of as thrmtening a perpetuation of the feeble condi-
tion we now term “old age.” It would be equally erroneous
to regard it as claiming perpetuity of youth in youth’s folly
and blindness. What it does mean is the realization of that
idea] of the ages-—a life in which man shall attain to ever-
greater wisdom, goodness, and serenity without losing the
beauty and strength and spontaneity, the eagerness and the
joy of living that are now so foolishly andunnecessarily left
behind by the white-haired sage. It means the actualization
on earth among men in the flesh, as in heaven among saints
and angels, of “Life, and life more abundant,” which Jesus
declared it his mission to bring to men.

-0-0-0-0-0-no-9

DIsEAs1~‘,—lack of ease—is a condition only: not an entity, and
not necessary.—Fram: Garstin.



NEW PROBLEMS OF IMMORTALITY.

32 AUSTIN BIERBOWER.

As the proofs of immortality change with the advance of
science and philosophy, there are recurrent demands for the
latest aspect of the question. The principal basis of argument
in recent speculation is the fact of life, and the problem is to
explain either its destruction or continuance.

Man is, and we cannot prove thathe ever ceases to be. We
know a soul only as existing. When the body dies the soul
is no longer perceptible; but whether that is because it is dead
or is only gone is what we seek to know. There is no experi-
ence of death except of the body. Knowing not the connection
of the soul with the body, we know not any severance. We
know only that they are together, and that after what is called
“death” the body is alone. Whether the soul has ceased to be
or has simply gone elsewhere, is the question raised.

Whether or not the soul is anythingapart from the body,
the body cannot exist without the soul, except for a little while
after death, when it speedily decays. The soul is necessary to
the body during its growth and maintenance; and the question
is whether, when thebody dies, there is change enough to dissi-
pate the soul into nothingness.

Mind is not known as anything like the body. Thought
does not resemble extension or hardness, and we cannot con-
ceive of one passing into the other or being of the same piece.
We cannot thinkof any change that the body can undergo to
become mind, and such change should not be admitted without
evidence. VVe know of nothing else than thought that can be
turned into thought, and nothing that thought can be turned
into. There is nothingbut thought that is at all like thought
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or interchangeable with it. And since thought must ever re-
main itself, it will wholly cease to be when it is not thought.
And, as we have no evidence of anythingthat tends to destroy
it, it must presumably remain.

If, moreover, there cannot be thought without something
thatthinks,and if thatsomethingexists when the thought is no

more, then also immortality seems a necessary deduction. For
we know not what becomes of the thing that thinks when the
individual thoughts are gone. There is thinking; and, until
we know what causes it, we cannot say that such cause may be
destroyed with the passing away of the thoughts. If the body
thinks,we should expect to find somethingin it that resembles
thought, or that is known as producing it; whereas the body is
not recognized as thinkingor doing anything that at all re-
sembles the production of thought. But if, on the other hand,
there is something in the body that thinks, it may be claimed
that this something ought to be perceived, or give some evi-
dence of its presence; whereas no soul is ever recognized.
Thinkinggoes on in connection with the body, and this seems
to be all we can say about it.

We have, however, only thought by which to recognize
things; and if what thinks is thought, and not body, we can
recognize it only as part of our consciousness. In this recog-
nition, while we observe the thoughts as passing, we recognize
something remaining that connects them. There may indeed
be somethingthatproduces both body and thought—when the
question resolves itself into whether that somethingis thought
or body, or whether body and thought may not be one. That
is to say, the question arises, Does the body produce thought,
or is it thought itself? It may also be asked, Is thought pro-
duced at all, or may it not be the original? Thought may pos--
sibly create a body about itself, and remain when it discards the
body. If the body produces thought, then the question arises,
Does thought produce body; and which is the first? VVhat
begins or starts things into being? Mind or body? Our ex-
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perience is all of mind beginning. Everything else has a pre-
vious cause. Matter never originates of itself, but is always
in a chain of effects. If there is any absolute origination
known it is in the action of the will, which is the only thingin
our experience that seems to originate; and if the will is not
the first starter, we know not what starts it.

The question thenbecomes,Are therebeginningsin Nature,
or only changes? And is the will a link, or thebeginningof a
chain? If there is only continuing, and not beginning, then
nothingcomes into existence; but everythinghas always been,
either in its present condition or in some equivalent of it. If

_

all is the perpetual equivalent of itself, so that nothing comes
into beingor passes out of being,thenthemind is always poten-
tially and necessarily in existence. Its being here is not an
accident: it not only is, but must be; and it not only is now,
but is in the original mass as a germ that must develop. No
accidentproduces mind, and no accidentcan destroy it. It will
always go by the same force as it came. The mind that is
had to be, and’ what it will be it must be. All mind is in a
necessity of being; and what made it be at this time may make
it be at another time, or perpetuate it in being.

We have no experienceof mind coming or mind going. A
moment before it appears, and after it is gone, there is no indi-
cation of it. There is nothinglike mind thatushers it in, and
nothinglike mind that remains when it goes. Mind is known
only as mind—neveras body, nor as anythingbetween thetwo.
There is no gradation from thought into anything else. No
idea looks like a circle or a tree. It can be compared to noth-
ing but itself, and it in no way resembles anything else.
Thought is without relations, and has nothingin common with
other things. What is not thought is altogether something
different. There are no half-thoughts,or thingspartly thought
and partly something else. Thought cannot be mixed with
what is not thought. An idea and an acid do not combine.
There are no chemical compounds of thought. No thought
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is known in Nature apart from living organisms. We know
thought only as thinking,not as something to handle. It is
never dead, and it never becomes anythingelse, not a part of
anything else. It remains thought; and when it is no more
it is without relics of any kind, though we know not that it
ever ceases to be as thought.

What becomesof thought, or whetheranythingbecomes of
it, is the great question. It may always be; and what it is
when we cease to recognize it is the problem of immor-
tality. What is will always be unless it is destroyed; and we
know nothingof destruction of the soul. We cannot conceive
of anythingbeing changed into so great an unlikeness as mind
into matter. There is no such great difference known as be-
tween thinkingand anythingelse. There is nothinglike think-
ing and nothing that we can conceive as producing it, or into
which it can go. It must remain itself or be nothing.

It may indeed be claimed that thinkingis only things ap-
pearing, or one quality of'things—their result on coming in
contact with an organism, as an explosion. If thought is not
different from things, but is only things in a certain state, or
things as they act under special conditions, then there is no
mind; and thought, instead of being a thing-in-itself,is a mode
of somethingelse. Moreover, we do not have to account for
it or for its coming or going. If thought is only a “way” of
the things known, the question of its beginning and end is
only that of the origin and destiny of the things themselves.
Thought and thingsare one, and there is an identity of subject
and object, as taught by German absolutists. In this view,
the question of whether there is immortality for any one is
preceded by the question whether there is any one: that is,
whether there is a being in whom thought inheres, instead of
its being simply a part of theimpersonal. The question of
immortality is thus resolved into the dual question: (I) Is
there a mind? and (2) is it dissipated into anything else?
If there is only thought, or consciousness, and this is only a
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quality of things, and not the action of a subject or ego, then
we have no mind to account for or dispose of.

But if there is somethingthat thinks—amind or substance
that remains through all the changes of thought and takes on
one thought after another——then the question is changed, and
we ask whether thissubstance dies or ceases to think. Thought
ceases, but we have no experience of mind ceasing. The thing
that does the thinkingtakes on one thought after another, and
thinksagain after ceasing to think,and thinksin another way
after thinkingin one way ;'and, so far as our experience goes,
it continues always to think. We know of no rest of the mind
from thought, even in sleep. The intellect is never dead for
an instant, nor inactive. Though it thinksat times withgreater
or less power, yet it thinks; and the problem is whether it ever

stops. If, after we cease to know it, it goes on (out of our

knowledge), it presumably survives death; and our experience
of mind is only of mind alive, and ever continuing to think.

Moreover, if thought is but a manifestation of things, like
an effluvium or reflection, it is yet a fact, and may be penna-
nent in things; so that it need not disappear with the change
in the things, but may remain through all their changes. And
even if it disappears temporarily,as in sleep or death, it may
revive and be immortal in some form. The fact that thought
appears once raises the presumption that it may appear again.
The same causes that produce it, and the same properties of
things that make it appear now, may make it appear hereafter
and keep it forever appearing. While the nature of thought is
unknown, the fact of it is certain; and no explanation of its
supposed cause can dissipate the fact or render its final disap-
pearance probable. Thought is not disposed of either on the
supposition that it is a mere quality of things or that it is a

thing (mind) in itself.
 

MANKIND, born in its lowest state, has always discovered that
superior Mind acts in the Universe.—Fram:£.r W. Newman.



PSYCHOGRAPHY.

By E. FORBES KIDDLE.

“In the same hour came forth fingers of a man's hand, and wrote over
against the candlestick upon the plaster of the wall of the king's palace:
and the king saw the part of the hand that wrote.”—Dam'el v. 5.

“Psychography” is the term applied to that class of super-
normal phenomena consisting of the production of writing or
drawing without the intervention of any mortal agency. Per-
sons that have given no attention to the subject, or perhaps
have been deceived into an acceptance of the explanation that
the mysterious phenomenon is the product of some contrivance
of clever trickery, can have no conception of the quantity or
quality of testimony recorded in favor of its actuality. The
limits of a magazinearticle would hardly permit the mere men-
tion of the names of the witnesses and the mediums (many of
the latter non-professional) in whose presence genuine mani-
festations of Psychography have occurred.

The Rev. W. Stainton Moses, M.A. (Oxon.), the English
clergyman who was himself in some respects the most extraor-
dinary of psychics, and who for a number of years filled the
editorial chair of Light, a London journal devoted to occult
research, wrote twenty years ago :*

“For the last five years I have been familiar with the phenomenon
of Psychography, and have observed a vast number of cases, both with
recognized psychics known to the public and with ladies and gentlemen
in private who possess the power and readily procure the result. In the
course of these observations I have seen psychographs obtained in closed
and locked boxes; on paper previously marked and placed in a special
position, from which it was not moved: on paper marked and put under
a table, so as to get the assistance of darkness; on paper on which my
elbow rested, and on paper covered by my hand; on paper inclosed in a

‘See “Psychography: A Treatise on One of the Objective Forms of
Psychic or Spiritual Phenomena.” By “M. A. (0xon.)." London, 1878.
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sealed envelope; and on slates securely tied together. I have known such
writing to be almost instantaneously produced; and late experiments con-
firm the statement that the process employed is not always the same.
Whereas at times the pencil is seen to write as if moved by a hand, at
times invisible, but at others visibly guiding and controlling its movements,
at others the writing would seem to be produced by an instantaneous
effort without the use of the pencil.

“I recall an instance that bears on this question of the use of the
pencil. I was present at a séance held at the house of an intimate friend
—three friends only present. Paper, previously initialed by each of us,
was put on the floor under the table, together with an ordinary black
lead-pencil. One of us, feeling the pencil against his boot. put his foot
upon it and held it there till the séance was over. Writing, however, was
found on the paper, and we debated the question how it could have been
done, seeing that no pencil was available for use. The paper bore our
marks and had not been removed, so far as we could tell.

“We met again during the same week, and I privately provided myself
with the means of testing the matter. I brought a bright green pencil,
and substituted it without remark for the black one, keeping my foot
upon it all the time. When the paper was examined the writing—a very
short scrawl—was found to be in green. The pencil, therefore, was used
in some way unknown to me. I believe that this is the case frequently,
and that instantaneous writing is done by some method other than that
of the normal use of the pencil."

In 1886, Eglinton, the English psychic, having been ac-
cused of “clever coniuring,” defended himself against the
charge by publishing in Light testimony in his behalf in such
quantity as to fill forty pages—-quarto size—of that journal.
All the witnesses thus summoned to testify in favor of Psy-
chography were persons of intelligence and culture, many of
them professional men well known to the public. The follow-
ing headings to some of the statements must suffice to indicate
the character of the evidence:

“Obtaining an unknown word from a book tied between slates"-
"Evidence of Viscount Folkestone, M.P.”—“A séance with Baron Du
Prel and Baron Hellenbach”-—"Answering questions unseen by the me-
dium”—“Obtaining four words from a book in four colors, so arranged
that neither medium nor sitters were aware of the order of sequence or
of the word chosen"—“A personal message"—“Thc locked slate never
once leaving the hands of the sitters"—“Obtaining writing in colors chosen
mentally"-—“Writing in Hindustani"—“Writing obtained at dictation"-
"Obtaining writing under an inverted tumbler"—“Writing upon scores
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of cards in a private house"——"A personal message in the Russian lan-
guage”—“Recognized handwritin ”—“One hundred and twenty-eight
words written on a slate brought by the witness"—"Writing in Sanskrit"
—“Correctly writing the number of matches in a box, the quantity being
unknown to the witnesses”—“Correctly writing the numbers of bank-
notes"—“Names and sentences written at dictation”—-“Obtains a pertinent
reply of forty-four words on a marked slate,” etc., etc.

A man confronted in a court of justice by such a body of
witnesses could not escape conviction; yet they comprise only
a small proportion of the number of persons that have been
convinced of the reality of Psychography through the instru-
mentality of this one psychic. Be it noted, moreover, that
skepticismis themental attitude of well-nigh every investigator
—a skepticism surrendered only grudgingly and not without
irresistible evidence.

The trend of nineteenth century thought is in a direction
opposite to belief in any sort of supernaturalism, so-called.
Very few persons will readilyconsent to acknowledgea belief
in things that have come to be regarded indiscriminately as
“superstition”-—an unworthy heritage of an unenlightened
ancestry. For this reason, the value of evidence confirmatory
of the actuality of transcendent phenomena is enhanced. The
human mind does not lightly abandon fixed prejudice.

“La Realité des Esprits, et le phenomena merveilleux de
leur écriture directe” is the title of a work published by Baron
Guldenstubbé, a Russian nobleman residing in Paris. It is
the record of a most extraordinary series of experi-
ments in this particular phase of psychism, conducted
through his own powers. Between the years 1856 and 1872
he obtained more than two thousand specimens of psychogra-
phy, in twenty different languages, and without the presence
of any professional medium. He would place sheets of blank
paper on the table of his room, or in public buildings, or on
tombstones in churches and cemeteries, when thewriting would
be seen to grow without the use of any pencil. A large num-
ber of distinguished persons were witnesses to the production
of these marvelous psychographs. That the Baron's report
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has been treated with such indifference by the world at large
only illustrates the persistence of modern skepticism.

A chapter of Robert Dale Owen’s “Debatable Land” is
devoted to “Direct Spirit-writing,” from which the fol-
lowing narrative is taken. The psychic, Dr. F. L. H. Willis,
is a worthy and esteemed gentleman, still well known as a
writer and lecturer on occult subjects:

“The next example occurred in broad daylight. It was communicated
to me by one of the witnesses, at first verbally and afterward by letter,
in which the writer kindly permits me to use her name—a name that can-
not fail to secure, for the narration, respect and consideration. The lady
is the sister of Bancroft, the historian, and the widow of John Davis,
formerly Governor of Massachusetts, and best remembered in New Eng-
land under the honorable cognomen of ‘honest John Davis.’ The cir-
cumstance occurred in Mrs. Davis's dining-room, in Worcester, Mass,
the medium present being Mr. Willis, formerly a student of Harvard
University, and who had some difliculties there because of an honest
avowal of his belief in the epiphanies of spiritualism. ‘The room.’ says
Mrs. Davis in her note to me, ‘had four windows facing east, south, and
west; the hour was between eleven and twelve A. M., so that we had the
full light of a summer sun, shut 06 only by green blinds. We were at a
table on which I had put paper and pencils, but we had no intention of
forming what is called a circle; we merely sat chatting of some won-
derful manifestations we had witnessed the evening before.’ While they
were so engaged the pencil rose from the table, stood at the usual angle,
as if guided by a human hand, though no hand was to be seen, and began
to write. The amazement of Mrs. Davis may be imagined. The motion
of the pencil was regular, and a slight scratching sound was heard as it
moved. Both Mrs. Davis and Mr. Willis saw and heard this alike. It
wrote a brief message of affection from a dear friend of Mrs. Davis,
deceased some years before, and then dropped on the paper.”

Epes Sargent, in his work, “The Scientific Basis of Spirit-
ualism,” cites the testimony of a large number of witnesses to
the reality of Psychography. The following is an account
of one of his own experiences. The book-slate upon which
the writing appeared he purchased twenty minutes before
visiting the medium:

“He permitted me to take my own slate and hold it out, away from
him, in my left hand. He had dropped on the upper surface of the book-
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slate a piece of slate-pencil, not so large as half a grain of rice. He sat
three feet from me, and did not once touch the slate. Although there
had been no opportunity of his even making a mark on it without my
knowledge, yet I satisfied myself once_ more, before I held it out, that it
was entirely clean. Instantly there was a sound as of the grating of a
pencil, and in less than ten seconds there was a ‘rap,’ apparently on the
slate. I uncovered it, and there was the name of a departed friend, Anna
Conn Mowatt. This experiment I repeated several times with the same
success, getting names and messages from friends that would have been
none the less extraordinary if the medium had known them and their names,
which he unquestionably did not. In one instance, at the same sitting,
I got a message of fifty-two words, written with superhuman celerity.
The writing was neat and legible. I have it still unefiaced. The medium
and myself were the only persons present, and the noonday sun streamed
into the room."

Among the startling manifestations that occurred in the
home of Dr. Eliakim Phelps, at Stratford, Conn., were numer-
ous specimens of psychography. “Sometimes the missives
were inclosed in a book,” the chronicle informs us, “and
thrown down stairs or into the room; sometimes wrapped
about a key or nail, or anythingthat would give a momentum,
and thrown into the room. Often they were seen to fall from
above—this occurring frequently when thedoors were closed,
and it was not possible for any visible agent to have been the
cause. Writing would appear on the wall at times—made,
as it appeared, with a pencil.”*

,

So extensive and varied is the recorded evidence of the
actuality of this phenomenon that it would hardly 'be possible
to condense it all within the limits of a single volume. How
much‘ larger must be theamount of unrecorded evidence! The
mere weight of this mass of cumulative evidence should sut-
fice to overwhelm incredulity.

The Rev. W. Stainton Moses summarized the facts of
Psychographyas follows:

I. That there exists a force that operates through a special type
of human organization, and that is conveniently called psychic force.

"2. That this force is (in certain cases) demonstrably governed by
intelligence.

"“Facts and Fanaticismsof Modern Spiritualism." By E. W. Capron.
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"3. That this intelligence is (in certain cases) provably not that of
the person or persons through whom the force is evolved.

"4. That this force, thus governed by an external intelligence, unmi-
fests its action in (amongst other methods) the writing of coherent sai-
tenees without the intervention of any of the usual methods of writing.
Such abnormal writing is conveniently called psychography.

"5. That the evidence for the existence of this force, thus governed
by an external intelligence, rests upon-

“(a) The evidence of the observer's senses.
"(b) The fact that a language other than that known to the psychic

is frequently used.
"(c) The fact that the subject-matter of the writing is frequently

beyond the knowledge of the psychic.
“(d) The fact that it is demonstrably impossible to produce the

results by fraud under conditions similar to those under which the phe-
nomena are obtained.

“(e) The fact that these special phenomena are produced not only
in public, and for gain, but in private, and without the presence of any
person outside of the family circle.”

Every open-minded person acquainted withthevast amount
of testimony by which the reality of Psychography is estab-
lished must concede that the foregoing is indeed a summary,
and a moderate one, of facts. Nevertheless, it would be folly
to ignore the difficulties that stand in the way of a duplication
of the evidence already on record. Psychography is not vend-
ible; it cannot be purchased like a pound of beef or a yard
of cloth. Delicate conditions, physical and psychological, sur-
round its production; and, even under what would be deemed
by experienced persons to be most favorable conditions, ex-

periments often may result in complete failure.
Is not this also true of the experiments and investiga-

tions of physical science? How often have most important
astronomical observations been frustrated by obscuring clouds
or marred by some flaw in the telescopic lens, or by some error
of calculation! Again, it is not to be denied thatapproximate
imitations of some of the simpler facts of Psychography may
sometimes deceive careless or inexperienced investigators. it
is becauseall this is true that the actual facts in our possession
should be carefully studied and cherished.



THE NEW EDUCATION.

BY JAMES U. SPENCE.

A careful examination of the grand and noble thoughts
that to-day are permeating all ranks and conditions of men,
and that are the result of the true progression of the pioneers
of the Higher Thought, shows thata complete change is neces-
sary in the ideas thatcontrol the education of both sexes from
earliest childhood. In former times the training of the young
was entirely in thehands or under the direction of the Church;
but during the last century there has been, especially in the
United States, a gradual emancipation from this thraldom.
Notwithstandingthis fact, however, the methods of education
have not been materially altered; the training is still largely
dogmatic, thus revealing the source whence it emanated.

Children born into what is called Christendom to-day have
the psychic elements of their complex nature more prominently
developed than those of the last generation; and this fact our
educators should take into account, for, in order properly to
train these young psychics, a totally different system must be
employed. Our psychic qualities bring us more or less into
direct touch with the Source of all knowledge; hence the abso-
lute necessity of such a course of training and study as will
foster, instead of dwarfing, these wonderful powers. Ex-
perience alone can prove what are the best methods that can
be adopted to secure this end; therefore, those teachers who
realize the truth should at once begin experimenting. And
when they have found a new idea in training that is effective,
instead of keeping it to themselves they should at once spread
it broadcast, in order that it may be used throughout our be-
loved country. In this way wonderful advances would soon
be manifest to all observers.
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This new education should begin with the very youngest,
in order to reap the full benefit of the psychic powers; and
when this is done, and the training is pursued with this impor-
tant end in view, it will not be found necessary to go to the
great expense'of what is now known as thehigher or collegiate
training. These wonderful psychic (or intuitional) powers
being fully developed, it will be seen thatall information upon
any subject that may be desired can be obtained direct from
the Fountain or Source of all knowledge, without any serious
effort or mental strain of any kind. Study upon any or all
lines will thusbe easy and sure. No mistakes will be made and
no time wasted; there will be no breaking down in health
becauseof over-study, and no stunted growthof the physical-
because the training is natural, being fully in accordance with
all the laws of Nature.

The coming Dispensation will be at first largely educa-
tional upon right and true lines, and not in any way dogmatic.
It will leave the growing minds of the young to grasp the truth
as they are able; and thus this psychic power will grow
stronger and stronger, as unfoldment, true and harmonious,
on all the planes—physical, mental, psychical, and spiritual-
is attained.

That modern education is not founded upon the right basis
is evident to any one who seriously thinks upon the subject.
Either the physical predominates, and the mental, psychical,
and spiritual are utterlv neglected, or the physical suffers be-
cause the mental is over-strained while the psychical and spir-
itual have been likewise neglected. In others, again, the psy-
chical side of the complex nature of man has been unfolded;
and, while the power obtained has sometimes been wonderful,
yet it has often been misdirected because the true spirituality
of the Higher Self has not been unfolded—the true ego has
been utterly neglected or not even thought of. This proves
the necessity of introducing a new system of education—one
that will not only harmonize all the difierent phases of human
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nature and allow each one to grow to the fullest extent without
hindrance from any of the others, but will also permit each
to promote and foster the growth of all.

It is not necessary to wait for theactual coming of the New
Dispensation for this preparatory work: it may be begun now;
and, if this be done earnestly and zealously, it will hasten the
coming of the new movements that are to revolutionizeall the
thoughts and workingsof men's minds—and thus also improve
theirenvironment, for which so many are at present struggling.
Harmony must reign supreme within man’s complex nature
before harmony can prevail in his surroundings, and the sooner
this truth is realized the better it will be for all.

 

EXILES.

Exiles are they,these gems of sea-washed sand,
In sculptured beautyloit’ring at the feet
Of mignonette and purple pansy sweet:
Guarding the beds of hyacinth,and rose,
And couch, wherefrom the lofty lily throws
A haughty greeting to the marguerite;
For Judah’s people in the Pharaohs’ land
Were not more foreign than these fragileshells.
Hark! from each cochleated cavern wells
An echo, reminiscent of the strand.
Thus in our hearts immortal mem’ries be-
Pulsings of kinship with the cosmic Soul:
Detached notes in harmonies that roll
Along the anthem of Eternity.

HowARn JAMES.
 

INTELLECTUAL emancipation, if it does not give us command
over ourselves, is poisonous.—Goethe.



“SEEN FROM ABOVE.”

nv BOLTON HALL.

The Chessmen were shaped like men and women, and, as
the fingers of Opportunity moved them, I watched the progress
of the game. Some of the pieces were black, some were white;
some large, some small; but I could see that every one was
needed for the game.

Some stood so as to protect others, and some I saw that
cared only for themselves; while some joined with their fel-
lows and castled, so as to protect one another. I could see that
these were safest.

A Pawn slipped into a square at the edge, and I heard him
say how secure he was, when another moved so that he was
shut up in his square—then he complained that he was useless
in the game. But I could see that his position there kept one

square safe for his friends.
The Bishops said that the order of the game was bad.

because the Knights skipped squares. “That,” said they,
“must be theworkof the devil.” But I could see thatotherwise
the game could not go on. Many, seeing that both the
Knights and Bishops went backward, wailed that progress
had come to an end.

Some went gladly to fight or to sacrifice, as the way was
clear; but some, dazed by the confusion and lamenting the
chaos thattheysaw, were so disturbed that their bodies warped
or split.

.

Sometimes a piece was lifted from the board, and those
about it mourned; and the pieces whispered to one another of
the horror of that time when each must go. But I could see
that the piece lay quiet in the box till all his fellows had come
to him, and then returned to another game.

-on 4- It all
So they fought, and played, and loved, and wondered, and

made good moves and bad; but I could see that every move
worked out the problem of the game.



THROUGH NATURE TO GOD.

BY HARRIET B. BRADBURY.

Mother Nature, well-beloved, I have heard thy gentle call,
In the stillness of the midnight, when the moon shone over all;
In the murmur of the breezes, in the subtle, vague perfume;
In the myriad sounds of summer, in the budding and the bloom.

Faint and far thy voice was calling, and at first I heeded not.
For the world was ever in my ears and would not be forgot.
Then I sought to catch thy music, but, though swift my thought had sped,
As I reached and seemed to grasp it—lo! the winged sprite had fled.

Yet there came a day when, gazing on the blue and sparkling sea,
All thy music seemed to fill me and enfold me tenderly.
All my longing was rewarded and I promised thee my love,
While the heavens in benediction leaned and brooded from above.

Mother Nature, thine my heart is. yet the world is very near,
And its loud, insistent clamor falls unceasing on my car.
There is work to do; and ever, when I long to fly to thee,
Hearts that need my help are calling and sad faces I must see.

Oh, I fain would keep the vision that I saw so long ago;
Keep the quiet of the woodland and the morning's tender glow;
Keep the perfume of the pine-trees, where the summer breezes play,
And the rhythm of that still music which was in my heart that day.

Thou hast taught me, Mother Nature, things the world can never know.
Through thy beautyGod's great presence is revealed to man below.
Slow—as we can bear the teacEing—open wide the golden gates
To an inner, secret kingdom, where the heavenly vision waits.

Mother Nature, hold me closer; let my heart beat close to thine:
For the strength of thy calm presence yields more stimulus than wine!
Let me drink thine inspiration; let the portals swing apart!
The Great Peace I am approaching, let its stillness fill my heart!



EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

THE DEATH OF INGERSOLL.

T was eminently fitting that the twilight of the age of material-
ism, which the closing century will doubtless be called by

many historians, should be signalized by the passing away of the
ablest and most conspicuous defender of its philosophy. In the
death of Robert G. Ingersoll, the iconoclast, the cause of agnosti-
cism loses its chief advocate—or, rather, bulwark; for it was not
strictly accurate to call the Colonel an “agnostic.” The Latin
equivalent of this term is i'gnoramus—and Ingersoll was certainly
not a fool. His influence was scarcely less than that of Paine,
who was a Deist, and was much greater than that of Voltaire-
though he was not an imitator of either of these free-thinkers,
who, with himself, constituted the great skeptical trio of the
Protestant epoch.

Like other ripened souls, Ingersoll passed away when his work
was finished. And despite the recklessness and dubiousness of
some of his methods, his work was important and on the whole
well done. In eliminating the dogmas of an eternal hell and an

angry God from modern theology,his influence was contributory
to a large degree. This required just the sort of courage that he
possessed, plus his mastery of thearts of ridicule and satir<.%those
fonnidable weapons that can usually vanquish even opponents
who are not amenable to reason. For the heresy trials and modi-
fications of oflicial theology that have recently increased in num-

ber, Ingersollism is largely responsible. Condemned as a “de-
structionist” by bothpress and pulpit, the Colonel, therefore, really
“builded better than they knew.”
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But the oflice of an iconoclast is not altogether a useless one.
Those who clear the ground of error are seldom builders of the
truth, though their work is equally important. “One soweth and
another reapeth.” The harrow must precede the sickle. Yet there
is no reason why the iconoclast should not progress—-and this
was Ingersoll’s greatest fault. He did not follow up the conse-

quences of his own work; hefailed to keep abreast of the times.
Crying aloud for “facts,” he refused to acquaint himself with
many truths of a spiritual nature that were demonstrated all
around him—their recognition would have compelled a modifica-
tion of many of his recorded utterances. And much of his ar-

raignment of the Church and the Bible had the ring of the paid
attorney rather than of the truth-seeker. Yet his sincerity could
scarcely be questioned—he believed in himself, in his work, in his
thoughts.

The mind of Ingersoll was not without its ideals, and his
fidelity to these filled his life with sacrifices. Neither did he
escape the penalties of fame. He has been maligned, traduced,
and slandered, even since his death—by those little persons that
are always ready to strike a fallen foe and to avail themselves of
the safety of distance. Yet his most bitter attacks were directed
in reality toward the spurious interpolations and mistranslations
of Scripture and the medievalism of the Church, together with
the pages that stain the history of both. Unfortunately, how-
ever, when rational Christians repudiated these millstones and
passed beyond to higher ground, Ingersoll refused to follow. He
adhered to the old interpretation. He was a stern literalist in
biblical matters, although a poet himself. For this reason his
criticisms in later years have lacked point.

“If you had faith as big as a mountain,” said the Colonel to
the writer on one occasion, “you could not, without physical con-

tact, move a mustard-seed into the sea.” Faith, to Ingersoll,
meant confidence in the result of one’s selfish appeal to a personal
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God; but if he had understood psychic processes—the power of
mind over matter, the law of spiritual vibration, the dynamic
potency of thought, and the power of our unseen resouroes—the
foregoing epigram would never have been uttered. These, to the
Colonel, were myths and superstitions of the Middle Ages; but,
in truth, they are the most recent developments of modern science,
which is becoming spiritualized in spite of itself.

Ingersoll was an eloquent orator and a fine writer. A pro-
found student and lover of Shakespeare, the poetic beauty and
imagery of the bard of Avon were reflected in almost his every
line. He was a master of rhetoric, and had thatsimplicity of style
that always marks the true thinker. Yet, like the majority of
Arnerica’s really great men, he had never “been to college;” he
was not a scholar, in the technical sense. But he was a logician,
a philosopher,and a humanitarian that taught others to think for
themselves. The son of a clergyman, he was not only an apostle
but an efl'ect of reaction—theearly twig was sharply bent and the
tree grew in but a single direction.

Yet Ingersoll was a lover of children, of flowers, of art and
music—he worshiped the beautiful. His home life was ideal.
His honor was stainless. His honesty, integrity, and moral up-
rightness were never questioned. His keen sense of humor was
in itself an evidence of soul-development. He abhorred cruelty,
superstition, and baseness of every description; he was the.author
of many private benefactionsof which the world knew nothing.
In a word, he was a good citizen and a generous patriot. But if
we are to judge a medicine by its effects, how did the Colonel come

to have as many of the “Christian virtues” as the average church-
man possesses, and to accomplish more actual good on earth than
many who look for a reward hereafter? Truly,Robert G. Inger-
soll was “the unique American.”

 

GREAT authorsare born of great occasions.—0rm'lleDewey.
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TWO YEARS OLD.

IND, with this issue, completes its second year and its
fourth volume. Our brief history has shown not only

that such a periodical was needed by the New Thought move-

ment, but also that the policy laid down at its inception and stead-
fastly adhered to was the right one. ‘The breadth and variety

~ of MIND’s monthly contents have been universally appreciated
and admired, and its position as the world's leading magazine in
its special line of Liberal and Advanced Thought has been every-
where conceded by those competent to judge. Each month's issue
has been an improvement on all the numbers that preceded it,‘ and
it is our intention to continue this record indefinitely. We seek
only the progress of the race through study and development of
the Truth—andno bigoted preconceptions stand in the way of our

researches. Our sole need is the cooperation and patronage of
those similarly inclined, and these we seldom fail to receive when
the magazine is properly introduced and allowed to speak for it-
self. For this introduction we are to some extent dependent upon
our friends who know its merits, and our request that readers
shall bring it to the attention of those interested in any branch of
Liberalism, when opportunity ofiers, is hereby respectfully re-

peated. We also wish to remind our present patrons, hundreds
of whose subscriptions expire with the current issue, that the
price is payable in advance, and to beg that they will favor us
with prompt renewals—in order that our operations may be im-
mediately enlarged, the field widened, and’ the culture of New
Thought activities correspondingly promoted.

 

THE medical profession, it appears more than likely, have not
as yet wholly appreciated the advantages to be derived from the
employment of mental suggestion.—Medical Record, New York.
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A MILLENNIUM FOR THE _ANIMALS.
From time to time very interesting stories reach us of the

amiable condition of the wild animals in the Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, where the strictest regulations prohibit the killing
of any living thing. This wild and beautiful domain is said to
be the one spot on the continent where the beasts of the field
and the birds of the air are no longer afraid of man; where,
indeed, that most felonious of all predatory cattle, the gray wolf,
with an amiable wag of his tail, stands by the roadside and
watches the coaching party go by, and the brown bears come
down to the hotels at night to be fed.

So marked has this millennialbit of animated Nature become
that it has attracted the attention of philosophers no less than of
tourists, and the question is being asked if man might not have
subjugated the whole animal kingdom long ago had he only
adopted the law of love instead of giving way to his destructive
nature. There is something almost penitential in his establish-
ment of this peaceful Eden, after having exterminated the bison
and driven the grouse from the face of the earth, and the Yellow-
stone Park is growing to be a monument to his own reproaches.
Practically, it is something more than that. It is a beautiful
evidence of the growing disposition of humanity to treat dumb
animals with consideration. We have been very late about it. but
it is none the less valuable on that account.

It is only a large and benign philosophy that invites the
friendship and the confidence of the brute creation, and, although
man can only afford to be rnagnanimous to the wildest animals
after he has consummated his mastery over them, there is some-
thing fine and generous in the contrast that the United States
offers to the rest of the world in inclosing a special domain, not
for princes to kill in and not for the bateau of the sportsman.
but to enable the lion to lie down with the lamb, if he only will,
and where in time a little child may go and lead them.—“Nym
Crinkle,” in the PhiladelphiaSaturday Evening Post.

 

IN an honest bargain both parties gain.—F. B. Perkins.
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CoNnUc'rm nv FLORENCE Panrrzn Pimnr.

“We can spend our strength all foolishly
In a discontented strife;

Or we can be wise, and laugh and sing,
And make the best of our life.”

—Helen Hunt Jackson.
 

OUR FLAG.

I wonder how many of you girls and boys of the United States
know thatthere are thousandsof little starving children in Cuba-
and the Stars and Stripes are floatingover themI Very soon your
schools will be open, and the Flag will be flying from your
schools’ flagstafis, and at your morning exercises you will sing
“My Country,” and “The Star-spangled Banner.” Don't forget
the starving, motherless, fatherless little children who are looking
up to thatvery flag you sing about, for aid. And remember, that
if you try to do something to lessen their sad condition you are
helping those Stars and Stripes that you are so proud of to grow
more beautifulin every one’s sight; becauseyou will help to make
that banner stand for loving-kindness to all, no matter of what
nationality. F. P. P.

 

POWER.

This is a big subject for little folks; but it is such an important
one, I thinkwe can help them to know what it means and how to
use it. Even Baby Ralph has a good deal of it, only he doesn’t
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know yet how to use it, and so, he stretches out his little arms
when Papa raises him up to see the moon as if he really could
grasp it in his tiny hands; and he will actuallycry for disappoint-
ment when he is drawn away from the window. As Ralph grows
older, there are many, many things his eyes will look at, and that
he will long to grasp, till he learns that though he has power he
will have to be a long time learning how to use it.

There is the power the great ocean steamer has when she
pushes on over the sea withher heavy cargo; there is the power of
the big draught—horse that drags the weight of our winter's coal;
and there is the power of a man, who, with hammer and nails,
builds our house or shoes our horse. But the power I want to tell
you of is higher than that.

When a boy meets a smallerboy with a big basket, and comes
up alongside and takes one’ end of the basket and helps carry the
load, this shows that the big boy has power in his hands; but a
bigger power of heart which we call kind-heartedness, or love,
puts the hand in motion. Now, this is a power that everybody
ought to have, because it's the power that God has; it’s God-like.

If a little girl knows of another little girl without any doll to
play with, and asks her mama if she may take over one of her
own dolls so that the little ragged child may have a real doll for
her very own, she has a power, or a love, that, if she uses till she
becomes a young woman, and then, on and on as long as she lives
—why, there is scarce any telling what a vast amount of power she
has exerted for the good she has done and the happiness she has
created! I call this power as great as if she had had her hands
full of gold.

As you grow older, you will hear a good deal of talk about
money, as if it were a great power in the world; for money will
buy almost anything. And so, people try every way to get rich-
as if that would give them power. But there is no power in all
the world like that that comes from a loving heart. A kind-
hearted person will have a host of friends.

When we were in Jerusalem, and wanted to go to the Dead
Sea, we were told we must go armed, prepared for any attack that
might be made upon us; for we should fall in with very wicked
people. So when‘ night came, we supposed we should have to lie
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down under the open sky. But, to our astonishment, one of these
very people made us take his little earth-floored hovel, where we
Americans slept on improvised beds, and the father and mother
and childrencamped outside unsheltered; nor was there any sound
to disturb us through the long night save the harmless braying of
the poor donkey that naturally missed its accustomed place beside
the children. This power we had over them was solely from the
kind words we gave them and our kind looks. They knew and
felt we were friendly,and so they showed themselves to be our
friends.

Love is the greatest power in the world. We can get every-
thing for love. Love never worketh any ill. Love is God-like;
for God is love.

JANE WOODWARD-WEATHERBEE.

 

THE STORY THE FEATHERS TOLD.

“Well, girls, so it's all settled about the fair.”
“Yes, yes l” they assented in a chorus; “and it's going to be

beautiful. Each table is to represent some flower.”
“I do hope,” said the first speaker, Florrie Dent, “that Lily

Johnson will have nothing to do with it.”
“WhyP” was the eager question.
“I don’t think,” answered Florrie, cautiously lowering her

voice while her listeners gathered closer, “I don't think she's
honest! I, for one, will have nothing further to do with her.”
And she tossed her head as if the very mention of her classmate’s
name was harmful.

And what was poor little Lilydoing all this time? Surely she
had heard the conversation, for she had slipped into the school-
room quietly and was arranging her books for the day’s lessons
when the sound of her name fell upon her ears. Hurt beyondex-
pression, she lowered her head over her desk, seemingly busy at
work; but a closer observer might have seen the tears she so
bravely tried to repress.

But Lilywas not the only one who had heard. Miss Dwight,
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their teacher, looking over their studies for the day, had also been
a listener to the cruel and unjust words—had noted the flush that
mounted to Lily'sbrow, although she said nothing.

Meanwhile, the group in the comer had increased until almost
the entire class of girls had heard somethingagainst Lily. With
averted heads they passed her on their way to their seats when
Miss Dwight rang the bell.

Noon came, and the children shunned her—even her special
friends. Puzzle over it as she would,‘ the poor child could think
of nothing said or done, on her part, to cause Florrie’s uncalled-
for remark. True, they had had a slight difference some days
previous. Could Florriebe venting such petty ill_-will in this cruel
manner? To Lily the time had never seemed so long. Would
the lessons never cease? If she only could run home and sob out
her pain upon her mother’s bosom!

Suddenly she heard her teacher's voice saying, “Girls, before I
dismiss you I have a favor to ask.” She paused, then continued:
“Will you all please try to bring to school to-morrow morning a
handful of feathers, such as pillows are made of, securely tied up
in a paper bag?” _They all wondered what Miss Dwight could possibly want
them for. “Perhaps,” said Florrie to some of her chums when on
the way home, “perhaps she’s going to make us somethingpretty
for our fair.”

There was a great deal of curiosity the following morning as
each scholar deposited her bag of feathers upon Miss Dwight’s
desk. But she merely smiledand nodded pleasantly to each pupil.

All went on as usual until. recess. Then their teacher said:
“I want each one of you to take your bag of feathersand follow me
out on the bluff back of the schoolhouse.” Full of expectation
they obeyed. Miss Dwight did not fail to note how they all
avoided Lily. “Come with me,” she murmured to her, holding
out her hand. '

“Now, girls,” she said, solemnly,after she had marshaled them
all in a row, “when I give the word, open your paper bags and let
the contents fly.”

A moment later, and the air was laden with a mist of feathery
flakes, and, as it was a windy day, they were soon out of sight.
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“Now,” said Miss Dwight, “gather them again!"
The scholars gazed at her thunder-struck. Was she in

earnest? Could she be serious?
“Hush l" she commanded, as they were about to remonstrate.

“You cannot do so. ;No earthly power can gather them again!
And if you could grasp but one distant atom flying yonder, its
purity would be so besmirched that you would fail to recognize
it. Now, my dear children, this has been an object-lesson. Can
you guess it? Never speak wronglyor unkindlyof one another;
for you can no more take back your cruel words than you can
gather yonder feathers.”

RAY TRUM NATHAN.

 

A TRUE STORY.

Frankie's and Clinton’s six white ducks have a beautifulhome,
and they have nothing to do all day long but eat, sleep, and play
under the shadows of the sloping pine-tree branches that the sun-
light filters through, or to float on their little pond under the blue,
blue sky, or to walk about with delight in the summer rain.

One morning, when the little boys went to see their ducks, they
found them busy as usual about nothingin particular. But when
the lads came nearer they were surprised to see the ducks walk
over to one of their number and stand all round him as if to hide
him. It turned out that the poor duck had been hurt so that it
could not walk, and it was very plain that his little brothers and
sisters were trying to care for him. Until he was perfectly well
again, whenever any person or thing came near him, no matter
how much the ducks were enjoying themselves, they would leave
the pond, or their dinner, or their play, and surround their little
lame brother as if to protect him from harm.

Frankie and Clinton love the ducks most tenderly, now that-
they have seen how those helpless little things love one another.

F. P. P.
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THE FLIGHT OF THE MUSHROOMS.

By the bubbling of the brook, the foaming
Of the waterfall, we leave no trace

Of the tents we folded in the gloarning,
And are pitching in another place.

In one nook the water—cresses tarry,
In a darker nook the cranberry cowers ;

To the forest’s edge our fun we carry,
For the freedom of the wood is ours.

Round and round by moonlight we are racing,
Lighting on the stumps with giddy whirl.

To the water's brink each other chasing,
Even the stepping-stones we dare impearl.

For it is at dead of night we scatter;
Ghostlike through the underbrush we flit,

And our steps are lighter than the patter
Of the twinklingdrops thatvisit it.

Is the yellow of the leaves more vivid?
Is theircrimson hard as ours to catch?

For our violet, though a trifle livid,
Is the violet herself a match?

Puzzled are the people from the city,
And the trees are always looking down,

Half in disapproval, half in pity,
b

On our spheres of scarlet and of brown.

But the wistful fern a farewell waving,
Startled wind-flowerand the plodding leek

Spy upon the wondrous sport we’re having,
Long to join our game of hide-and-seek!

LUCY C. BULL.
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THE FIRST DAY ON EARTH.

Part I.

It was almost sunrise, and sweet Mother Moon was hurry-
ing each small sunbeam thatall might be ready when Father Sun
was. Then she called the three babies to her and said:

“My dear children, this is your first day upon earth alone, and
I want each one of you to come home to-night and tell me where
you have been all day.”

Away danced these gay little fellows, and as the sun father
stepped over the hill-tops each tried to shine the brightest. Then
they all scampered in different directions, hunting for things they
had never seen before, and going into the queerest places.

The first little beam was dressed all in blue; her face was cold
and unkind.

“Come and shine on us,” said the flowers, as she passed; but
she turned coldly away. Then a little curly-haired boy put his
dimpled hand out of the window to catch the sunbeam, but she
slipped away.

“I don’t like children,” she said. And thus she wandered
around in discontent all day, nor found anythingto please her.

The second sunbeam was such a roguish little elf—up to mis-
chief the whole day long. First, he peeped in at a window, and
wakened a very cross man, who pulled down the blind in his face.
This only made him laugh; but as he turned to run on, he saw a
child asleep in the house across theway. So he just danced round
that little head on thepillow until the wee girl opened her eyes and
smiled at him. He kissed the flowers as he passed, shone on the
bright faces of the children as they went to school, and even fol-
lowed some and got into their eyes. He came to the summer
house in the garden and laughed to himself as he stole the kiss
whichMolly had meant for her sweetheart. Thus he danced on all
of the day, laughingand making others laugh; for every one loved
the little scarlet sunbeam with his merry face and roguish ways.

The third little beam wore a yellow dress that Mother Moon
had woven out of her warmest rays; for it was for the baby of
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themall. He was afraid when his brothersand sisters all left him,
and would have run home, only he could not remember the way.
So he walked timidly along for quite a while, not daring to look at
anything. All at once he heard some one singing and tried to
find him, for he loved music. He listened at several windows on
the street, but could not find the singer; then, he crept around
into the alley and through a small dingy window, where he stayed
for the rest of the day.

When Father Sun called his children at bedtime, the rogue
came first, kissing every one good-night as he passed. - He was
looking behindall of the time, so as not to miss any of the pleasant
sights, when he stumbled over a cloud and fell right into Mother
Moon's lap.

The little yellow beam came running along all out of breath,
and was almost left behind.

After all of the older sunbeams were in their beds, and the
clouds tucked down to keep them warm, Mother Moon called the
three new beams to her to hear of their first day onearth.

CARRIE BLAKESLEE Huupmuavs.

 

ISN'T IT SO?

Hark! hark! O my children, hark!
When the sky has lost its blue

What do the stars sing in the dark?
“We must sparkle, sparkle through.”

What do the leaves say in the storm,
Tossed, in whispering heaps together?

“We can keep the violets warm
Till they wake in fairer weather.”

What do happy birdies say,
Flitting through the gloomy wood?

“We must sing the gloom away-
Sun or shadow, God is g .”

—St. Nicholas.
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REVIEWED BY THE Enrron.

TELEPATHY AND THE SUBLIMINAL SELF. By R. Osgood Ma-
son, A.M., M.D. 336 pp. Cloth and gold, $1.50. Henry Holt and
Company, publishers, New York.

This standard work is now in its fourth edition, and seems
destined to hold its place for many years as the most lucid exposi-
tion of the subject of which it treats. It is a rational, intelligible,
and candid attempt scientifically to classify the phenomena of the
mind, and incidentally to prove that in the universe there is noth-
ing above or beyond thatwhich is natural. Dr. Mason holds that
law is omnipresent, and offers a basis of demonstrable truth on
which the religionist and the materialist can meet on common
ground. His deductions from the psychic facts and incidents he
has gathered tend unmistakably to affirm the spiritual nature-
therefore the immortality—of the soul; though this is not one of
his postulates. The concluding portion of “The Genesis of Ge-
nius,” with which this numberof MIND opens, reveals the author's
powers of analysis, his fine literary style, and the profound nature
of his scientific researches. We commend the present volume to
the serious attention of all our readers.
LIFE FORCES. By Margaret Virginia McCabe. 87 pp. Paper, 30

cents. Published by the author, Washington, D. C. [For sale by
The Alliance Publishing Co.]

To not a few of the manysouls thatare languishing for the spir-
itual sustenance that this book affords, the little volume itself will
prove an actual vehicle or channel for the transmission of the vital
potencies it seeks to expound. It is a heart-to-heart talk, based on
experience and demonstration. In unfolding her own inner con-
sciousness, the author reveals the law of spiritual growth and
applies it as the true healing essence of the soul. But her teaching
is not all subjective: the external phenomena of the psychic realm
are utilized in a way that is practical, convincing, and of fascinat-
ing interest. It should be the means, indeed, of commending the
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principles of the mental cure especially to those spiritualists who
still employ material remedies for the removal of non-material dis-
turbances. But to any reasoning mind thework will prove a tonic,
and to the depressed in spirit a benediction. We bespeak for it a
wide circulation.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PROGRESSIVE LITERATURE. 96 pp. Paper,

25 cents. Compiled and issued by the New Epoch Publishing Com-
pany, New York City.

Few readers have even an approximate idea of thevoluminous-
ness and diversity of the literature thatexists outside of the ortho-
dox and conventional standards of thought and discovery. If its
production should continue at the present rate of increase, ere long
the teachings of ofiicial science and canonical religion will embody
the only “heresy.” The present volume is a large octavo, com-
prising over fifty classifications, with many subdivisions, of sub-
jects relating chiefly to the progressive thought of the present
century. As a guide to the student and possible author of the
future, it includes also the titles of works now out of print, show-
ing at a glance the vastness and the numerous ramifications of
the New Thought as well as the copiousness of its literary output.

 

OTHER NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT. By Annie Rix Militz.
101 pp. Cloth, 50 cents. F. M. Harley Publishing Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

THE ROAD TO IMMORTALITY. By Brother Paul. 75 pp.
Paper, 50 cents. Esoteric Publishing Co., Applegate, Calif.

THE DOGMAS OF REINCARNATION AND RE-EMBODI- '

MENT. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Paper, 47 pp.
Published by the author,Chicago.

SUCCESS: The Key that Unlocks It. By Nancy McKay Gor-
don. 45 pp. Paper, 25 cents. Hermetic Publishing
Company, publishers, Chicago.
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